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Abstract of Thesis 
.....< :' 

, , A relatively large number of studies have beon dona on'identity and its 

rol~ln p~rsona11ty functioning. A similarly large number of studies have been 

carr1ed out on foraign students from different countrieii~ different host 
" 

countri9S~ But none has been undertaken on west African students in the United 

Kingdom nor has any study besn made of the impact which foreign experience 

has on their sonse of.identity. The object of the work reported in this volume 

then, 18 to explore this 1mpact, to study the reactions Which the students 
, ., 

develop in response a~d to show that an inter-disciplinary approach - combinin 

1n this case ~ociolog~ and psychology'. can c~ntributa to a comprehensive 

understanding of the affect of different environments'on tha human personality. 

This research proJect was originally designed to lay the groundwork for futu

ra research into mentel il1no8s end concomitant personality changes among 

foreign students, 

The main resaarch instrument usod was a questionnaire containing a 

constructed and validated measure of identity which was given to 422 west 

African students - 231 axper1mentals who are .tudy1ng 1n the UK and 191 con

trols who Bra studying in 1nstitutions 1n their home countries. The material 

reported 1n this volume is based on thsir responses. In addition, we 111us

trate our discussion with material drawn from pilot interviews and va11dation 

pre-tests. 

Our findings provide information on students' experience of 80cial and 

psychological problems and the effect which these have on their sense of 
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ldentity, their reactions to these problems and the resultant effect of tha 

sojourn experi8nce on their attitudes. In addition, our findings indicate 

certain directions which personality changes take consequent upon an extended 

period of sojourn 'abroad'. In sum, the survey suggests that not all aspects 

of the sojourn and, indeed, pra-soJourn experiences of the students are 

significant for personality functioning in the host environment and that 

individual differences ,are as important 1n understanding the effect of foreign 

experlence on the personality as are similarities. finally, we outlin~ (on 

the basis of our findings) some qualifications which future research on 

cross-cultural educational travel would have to take into account. 

The thosis is organised into three parts. In Part I we discuss various 

preliminary considerations and go on to review previous studies pertaining 

to the work in Part II. We describe the experiment and results in Part III. 

.' 

;. 
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-Everyone is three personsl what he thinks 
he is, what others think he is and what he 
thinks others think he is. The fourth _ 
what he really is - is unknown. perhaps it 
doesn't exist-. 

Frank Jones 
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PART ONE 

CHAPTER 1 

THE PROJLEMI THE OVERSEAS STUDENT AND INTER-CULTURAL EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL 

The concept of the s~lf and its related notions of self-identity, self-

image and self-conception, refer to certain components of the human personali 

ty - attitudes towards the self - which are particularly dependent on the 

nature of the environment in which the individual finds himself. It is this 

interdependence of self-attitudes and environment which distinguishes these 

attitudes from other types of attitudes. Since this is so, radical changes in 

environment would be expected to have various effects on self-attitudes and 

consequently on the sense of identity since the latter refers to the awareness 

of personal continuity and integration in self-attitudes over time. Where this 

radical change in the environment involv8s moving across different cultural 

boundaries and residing in 'host countries' for extended periods of time, the 

self-attitudes (and with it self-identity) would be affected in specific ways. 

The prime purpose of this work is to investigate such effects. 

Clinical and experimental studies in recent years have provided valuable 

insights into the nature of the self. But these stUdies have not proceeded to 

investigate either the distribution of self-concept among different popula

tions or the conditions governing such a distribution. Neither have they in

vestigated the conditions under which self-concepts change or remain resistant 

1 
to new and different environmental pressures • Similarly, these studies hava 

not indicated whether the direction of change in self-concepts, whBn it does 

occur, has positive or negative consequences for the individual apart from -
1. 	The work of P. Secord and C. 8ackman "Resistance to Change in the Self

Concept as a runction of Consensus Among Significant Others· ?ociometry. 
Vol.26,No.l. 1963, pp.lo2-11, may seem to bs ons notable exception, but 
this study was located within a group setting where face-to-faca inter
action is given. 



creating some disjunction from the wider society e.g. as in the case of the 

psychopath. Vet we (10 know that the self-image plays a part in the psychologi

cal adjustment and general orientation of foreign students in a sojourn 
. 1 

environment. But. again,very little is known about the precise contribution 

to adjustment which it makes nor do we know if,and whether,it has the aame 

influence in all and different kinds of 'host' situations. 

The main reason for this state of affairs,w8 may suggest,resides in the 

fact that few attempts have been made to place the self-image in some kind of 

classificatory context - the work of William James notwithstanding. Consequent 

1y,different ~ypes' of salf-concepts proliferate in the literature. Some inves

tigators talk of the 'empirical self',others talk of the 'professional self', 

the 'real self' and 60 on with no concomitant attempt being made to clarify 

the relationship between these 'types'. Clear1y.for progress to be made in any 

rcsearch,Buch a classification (soma have called it an "accounting scheme") is 

a prime necessity. 

This study has not attempted to provide such a classificatory scheme 

though soma logical systematization is involv~d in our discussion.Clearly.to 

be so ambitious is premature and would.in any case. require the service8 of a 

research department rather than the trail and solitary activities of an 

individual research student. Our objective in this study is much more modest, 

and that is to study the distribution of identity among a group of overseas 

students insofar as this is influenced by the various aspects of the 'host' 

environment in which they find themselves. 

------------------------'-,,----------- 
1. 	m. Brewster-Smith and J. casagrande wThe Cro8s-Cu1tural Education ProJects" 

in Items, Vol. 7, 1953 sept •• pp.26.32 

http:pp.26.32
http:would.in
http:discussion.Clearly.to
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The choice of overseas students is dictated by a saries of factors. In the 

first place, overseas students have been a constant part of the population of 

students in many of the educational institutions of the United Kingdom, and in 

a number of other countries as well. That many overseas studento tend to coma 

from underdeveloped societies and study for extended p~riods of time 1n de

ve10ped countries has given riaa to the mistaken impreSsion that inter-cultur~ 

1educational travel i. a.ona-way process. In actual fact. the contemporary 

tendency reflects a two-way process with students travelling from underdevelop 

ad countries to developed countries and vice versa. Indeed. there is evidence, 

to be reviewed later, which indicates that this stability in the pattern of 

edUcational travel is by no means a twentieth century phenomenon. Yet very 

little is known aoout the inner world of the overseas student while he 1s in 

the 'host' setting and this is in spite of the. fact that the number of indivi

duals involved in this kind of travel has increased tremondously. Thus, some 

research has been done on the foreign stUdent in American and British Bociety2 

But much of this research was concerned with the political attitudes which the 

students hold towards the host country (in the cass of American research) or 

with the disconnected aeries of problema which the stUdents encounter 1n the 

host country3. This concentration on limited aspects or the life of the stu

dents while they are in the host country tends to inhibit research into the 

wider and more fundamental aspects of personality functioning in given struc

tural settings, since it is the porsonality, after all, which is brought into 

play in the new environment, If. then. political attitudes change this is -
1. 	Guy n1etraux -Exchange of personsl The Evolution of Cross-Cultural £ducation~ 

Social Science Research Council pamphlet No.9.New York,1952 and also his 
Introduction to the Symposium on "cross-Cultural Education and Educational 
Travel- Intern.Social Science Bulletin Vo1.VIII.No.4.1956 part 1. 

2. 	Some research has been done 1n france, Germany and Sweden though the bulk 
has come from the USA and the UK., 

3~ 	 With the notable exception of the work of A.K.Singh on Indian stUdents in 
the UK. 



part. of the total chanJe In 

run 

re-

the 

probably because such changes constitute but a 

the 	sense of personal identity. 

However, such over~concentration.·on selected and limited aspects of the 

lifa of the student Is not completely without its justification. much of the 

research in both Britain and America was sponsored Ly organisations which 

various Exchange programmes and therefors have a v93ted intertilst in 

the 	extent to which their endeavour~ meet with success or failure. Such 

search, then, cannot but concern itsulf with the problems encountered by 

stUdents to the virtual exclusion of all etisntific and theoretical interest 

because of the belief (as part at their objectives for sponsoring stUdents) 

that the problems encountered by the students would influence thsir political 

or social attitudes to the 'host'country and all that it claims to represent. 

Undoubtedly, then, these limited orientations are justified in terms of limi

ted 	obJectivss. 

But 	the results of such research can only present the interested investi 

gator of personality functioning with disjointed accounts of how different 

categories of students fara 1n 8ritain or America without his being able to 

see 	whers. they all lead to in terms of an accum~lated body of knowledge about 

the 	overseas stUdent in a foreign society or the contribution these accounts 

make towards und8r~t~n.ding thanatura and effects of inter·cultural educational 

travel on the individual person~lity. yet it would seem that if inter-cultural 

educational trallelmeans anything other than political conversion, it means tha 
.. . 

transfer of students from ana country to another partly in search of education 
. i 

but also and more fundamentally in search ora Change in their sense of iden• 
. " 	 ',..; ... j ~ .• 

tity1 • Self-identity is thus the intervening variable which is usually glossed-
. 1. 	See w. Goodenough's ·~ducation and Identity· in f.e.Gruber ad. "Anthropology 

and Education- (Univ.of Pennsylvania press) Philadelphia 19G1,pp.86-87 

http:Education-(Univ.of


over. To put it this way may sound pedantic, since identity'is not a concrete 

physical e~tity but an as~ecto' personality'functioning, but a brief review 

of some of the acclaimed objectives of educational travel would quickly con
t. 

vince the reader of the truth of this assertion. 

It is widely held that under-developm6nt, for instance, i~ ruLated to the 

absence of the adequate kind of motivation relevant for industrialisation. 

It is then implied that only certain measures 
' 

such a8 education can serve to , 

induce this kind of motivation and so encourage industrialisation. The work of 

. . l' ..' 2 ' 

mCCellan~ and,Hagen are the most hotable examples of this viewpoint. N~W. 


since the inculcation of the appropriate motivation cannot but involve a chan

ge in identity, those who maintain this view are, in fact, suggesting that an 

identity change, as part of a much wider personality change, is a prerequisite. 	 " 

for industrial development in 
~ 

the underdeveloped parts of the world. 

Secondly, it is frequently pointed out that foreign travel in search of 

education tends to instil a sense of purpose in the individual student - an 

attribute which is held to be essential f~r development. such>a quality would, 

undouotedly, makB development planning easier and the work of politicians 

easier still. Thera are a number of variations on this basic theme, all of 

t~8m assumin] that soma kind of personality change is,important for industrial_ 

isation to proceed. It is for this reason that (as one politidan recently 

put it). -
1. 	O.C. rocCelland "The Achieving Society" (Van Norstrand) Princeton, 1961, 

also nThe Achievement motive in Ecunomic'Growth" in Bert Hoselih and 
Wi1bt.;rt moore eds. "Industrialisation It. Society" (UI'~ESCO-mouton) 1966, PP. 
74-96 and his "Toward a Theory of Cllotive Acquisition" AmeDean psycholoQist, 
Vol.20,N05,l965, pp.32l-333. , " , 

2. 	E. Hagen "On the Theory of Social Chanoe" (Tavistock)London, 1964, esp. 
part 11 also his "Jritish Personality and the Industrial Revolution: His
torical (vidence" 1n T. Burns &s. Saul eds. "Social Theory and Economic 
Change" , (Tav1stook) London, 1967, pp.35-66 , • 
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W••it would be desirable for a good number (of East African 
Itudenta) to go overseas for further education. The exampls 
broadens their minds and helps them to be able to interpret 
tha thinking of foreign nations to their own people when 

, they return".l 

On a mora perlonal level ha expressea the aame idea when ha adds , 

WI had not known what academic degrees I need take if I 
want overleaa, ~ only felt I should go away and come back 
a learned man". .. 

Sa many examples of a similar kind can be quoted a~ will which (de~pita the 

different ways 1n which they are all put) all assume that the overssas . 

stUdent ia a potential catalyst for an underdeveloped society and is,a8 such, 

an assential elament which cannot be ignored in the aacial and economic tran8

formation of these countries. Inter-cultural education,then,ia aeen to 

provide one method of inculcating eSlential values into thoaawho take,part. 

The second factor. which dictated overseas stUdents aa the object af aur 

research is ana which has bean quoted extensively. It i8 widely acknowledged 

that most at the leadsrs at. many contemporary nations are individuals who ars 

more likely to have found themselves within the general category of the 'over

8Bas student' at one time or another. While this may be more true of under

developed nations,it is also true ot many developed ones. Thus not only mboya. 

Kenyatta,Nahru and Azikiwe but also John f.Kennedy,Robert McNamara and others 

are known to have baen in this position. It ia,ot,course,impoaaible to s.y 

whether these parsona would havs attained their polltical'positions becau.e,or 

in spIte,ot their periods ~r sojourn abroad and the etfects which this may 

have had on their identity. what i8 widely believed however,i. that their 

foreign experience played 80me part in their general career and political 
. 

orientations. fer instance, one ot them described' his period 

of sojourn in the USA "as 'hard times' spent doing a variety or Jobs 

1•.Tom mboya "freedom and AfterW (Andre Deutsch) London,1963, p.150 

2. Tom Mboya ibid. 'p.2? 
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ranging from mess waiter at sea to a factory-hand in a soap-making factory 

having 

" •• to load as much as X could of this reeking and utterly,repul. 
sive cargo (i.e. "the rotting entrails and lumps of fat of animals") 
into a wheelbarrow and then transport it. load after load, to the 
processing plant. As the days went by, instead of being steadily 
toughened. I had the greatest difficulty in trying not to vomit 
the whole time~ At the end of two weeks'X Was almost fit to be' 
transfurmed into a bar of soap myself".l" 	 " 

Another, after having to take a JOb in a coal-mine, ,was still in such dire 

financial straits that he attempted to commit suicide by throwing himself 

2 
across a railway track as a train was approaching • While experiences such as 

these may not be typical of the majority of ~overseas' students, yet all 

experiences in the sojourn situation would be expected to affect the indivi.. . . , . ,,.. 

dual's identity and in this way shape his future orientations, We are'interes
) 	 < I ...."' ." 

ted, in this work. in investigating,the nature of identity change as well as 

the psychological and sociological correlates of this ~hange. 

One of tha insights which previ6us research bas.provided concerns the ._ 

limits of variability in individual's responseS to new cultural environments. 

for instance (and drawing from these), identity change would be expected to 

vary according to certain global as well as personality characteristics which' 

the individual brings to the situation. for instance, his possession or non. 	 

'3possession of social skill ( e.g. the ability to get on with other people) • 

whether he is an only child or a first-Dorn child in his family4 and the 

5general nature of his family relationships • would all affect the extent of 

1. 	K. Nkrumah "The Autobiography of Kwama Nkrumah" (Thoma~ Nelson and Sons) 
Edinburgh. 1957, pp.36-31 _ _ 

2. 	f.Chidozia Ogbalu "Dr. Zik of Africa, Biography and Spsechas"(African 
Literature Bureau). Onitsha. 1961 edition. PP.24-25 . 

3. 	A.K. Singh "Indian students In Britain" (Asia Publishing Housa)London 
1963. chap.4 \ 

4. 	Stanley Schachter.,"The psychology of Affiliation" -(Stanford Univ.Prass) 
1959. chap.S 

5. 	Morris Rosenberg "Societ¥ and the Adolescent Salf-Image" (princeton Univ. 
prass) 1965, Part III, chaps. 6 & 7 
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identity change in the new situation~ One of the most important global charac

teristics which has been shown to affect students' reactions to the sojourn 

situation is the national status of'his country of origin. Where the student 

comes from a country which is usually allocated similar level of international 

prestige as that of the host country, his adjustment and overall reactions 

tend to be easier and to involve less anxiety than where he comes from a coun
.' 	 l 

try with a low national status position • This implies that there is a scale 

of national status of which both students and the people in the host country 

are aware and can use to evaluate the various countries of origin from which 
" 	 (

the stUdents derive. Whether such a national prestige scale can be objectively 

2measured by social research instruments is another matter • 

However, the awareness of such a system of national/international presti 
) 

ge among both students and host population has bean shown to affect not only 

the individual student's psychological adJust~ent but also the nature of his 
~ 

general social relationships. It determines whether the~stud9~t~ would with

draw from social participation or interact with the general population. stu

dents who come from countries which have a low nat~onal/international status 
~. ~ 

. 3
have been found to possess a 'sonsitive area complex' J that is a high 6ensi. 

tivity with regard to certain areas of their 11fe. The mere mention of any of 

these areas is sufficient to evoke hostile and defensive reactions as well as 

personal antagonism. These areas include, (in the case of lnd~n students on 

whom the s undertaken areas such as th 

1. 	R.T. morris "National status and Attitudes of foreign Studentsw Journal of 
Social Issues, Vol.XII, No.1, 1956, pp. 20-25 

2. 	Sse the attewpt at measurement in m. Shlmbori et ale "measuring a Nation's 
Prestige" Amer.Journ. of Socio1oQ¥, Vol.69,No.I,1963, pp.63-68 

3. 	R.D. Lambert and Sressler "The Sensitive Area Complexi A Contribution to a 
Theory of Guided Culture Contact" American Journal of SocioloQY, Vol.60 
1954, pp.58J-592 and also Lambert's'~ndian Students in the USAz Cross
Cultural Images W in Annals of Amer,Academ. of Political and Social Sciences 
Vol. 294-96, 1954 sept. pp.62.72 ~ 

http:pp.62.72
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age, the inferior position of women, poverty, over-population and similar) 

topics. 

However, ona might take issue with certain aspects of this research. ror 

instance, the use of the notion of a 'complex' carries its usual connotations, 

while the Buthor ignored the fact that it is only in the sojourn situation 

that the 'complex' would emsrge. Indeed, the 'complex' probably emerged as a 

result of a ,conflict bet~~~n aspBcts of the sojourn situation (in the USA) 

and the pre-sojourn aspects of lif•• 

This issue notwithstanding, it is clear that sensitivity in these areas 

is associated with a low national status for the country from which the stu

dents derive. A similady heightened sensitivity would therefore be expected to 
! 

ch~ractBrise studaflts who share 8 similarly low national status position in 

the eyes of the American population. Here then is one global characteristic 

which would affect the extent of identity change in the new sojourn situation. 

Whether an opposite 'type' of 'complex' can be found among students from 

countries with relatively high8r national status is at present an open question 

1Nevertheless, such sensititivity has not bean noted among Garman, Norwegian 
. 2 

and Swedish students in the USA • 

Now, since low national/international prestige tends to be corralated 
... : 

with underdevelopment. one logical extrapolation from the above-mentioned 

research finding would be that the extent of identity change would be mora 

pronounced among foreign students from underdeveloped societies than among 

those from developed societies. Such a relatively pronounced identity change 

would then reflect, in part, a disjunction betweon the cultural values of the-
1. 	J.Watson ahd R.-Lippitt "Learning Across Cultures. A Study of Germans 

'JisitinlJ America" (Univ. of lllichigan) Ann Aroor, 1955 - , . 
2. 	s. Lysagaard "Adjustment in a foreign Society I Norwegian rullbright 

Grantees Visiting USA" Inter.Soc.science Bulletin, Vol.VII, 1955, also r.o. 
Scott "The American Experience of Swedish Students" (Univ. of minnesota 

Press) mineapolis, 1956 
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1horns country and those of the country of sojourn • tor these students, then, 

inter-cultural educational travel would always involve seme disjunction in 

cultural values. 

Our investigation of the impact of the sojourn experience on the identi 

ty of West African stUdents in the United Kingdom therefore implies (as the 

trend of our discussion so far has shown) that sociological and psychological' 

inSights cannot be separated in a study such as oura since both contribute 

to a comprehensive understanding of the research problem. 

statement of Research Intentions 

As can be seen from 'our discussion eo far. this work is essentially an 

exploratory enduavour into'an area which is important for ~easonsother than 

the number of persons involv~d. Its primary aim is to trace and understand 

those systemdti~ rJation~hips:which exist between the individual's self-iden.. 
. 	 . , 

tit~nd hisimwediate environml::Jnt and from this to study the reactions of West 

Afri~an stUdents to their sojourn'in the UK. Our objectiv~s can b~ stated. 

then. in terms of the followings 

1. 	To obtain basic information~about the attitudes and problems of 
West African stUdents in the United Kingdom. and those who are study
ing in their own homg institutions. 

2. 	To measure. and study changes In. salf-identity. 

3. 	To study the impact of sojourn variaules on salf-identity by means 
of a comparative analysis and 

4. 	To saa whether there ara socIological and psychological correlates 
of self-identity. 

Some 	 Practical Limitations 

Thera are soma limitations which impinge on the ext8nt to which the abOVe 

1. 	We describe the cultural background of Wast African students in chap. 5 
'and 	show how educational travel abroad tends to involve some el~ment 
of culture conflict. 
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stated objectives can be achieved and it is the nature of soma of these ~hich 

account, in part, for the exploratory character of this research, not the 

least important of these being a limitation in financial resources. 

The research dasign involves the use of an experimental group of West 

African stUdents studying in the United Kingdom as well as a control group who 

are studying in institutions of higher education in West Africa. Ideally, thar 

should be three samples, one consisting of west African students in the UK, th 

other consisting of west African studunts studying in their home institutions 

and the third consisting of British students against whom the characteristics 

of the experimental sample can be compared. However, to have carried out the 

study in this way would have involved a far larger outlay of money than the 

resources of a single researcher would have allowed. It is this which accounts. 

primarily, for the use of only one control group. 

The second limitation concerns the sampling of West African stUdents in 

their home institutions. In this regard, it would have been preferable to havo 

travelled to West Africa to carry out the sampling, as the sampling frames 

available there are more likely to be precise and up to date. This would have 

involved travelling to the towns in West Africa from ~hich the control sample 

stUdents weredrawn. However, such a ventura would have been prohibitive. 

The compromise solution which was adopted involved using the available sampling 

framas - registration lists - without being able to check on their Bdequacy. 

We contacted various individuals in west Africa who agreed to be agents for 

the distribution and collection of questionnaires. While the author is indeb1bd 

to these persons for the work which they did and for the thoroughness with 

which they di~ it, it is obvious that sampling bias could have entered the 

samples from this source as w~ll BS from inadequacies in the sampling frames. 
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We discuss various tests which we carried out to check on the representative

ness of the samples in Appendix 1. The UK sample consited of West African 

students in universities and technical colleges while the control sample con

sisted of students in one university and upper sixth-formers in two schools in 

west Africa. We shall henceforth refer to the two groups as experimentals and 

controls respectively. 

A third limitation concerns the nature of the assumptio~which we had 

to make at the planning stage of the research proJect. Ideally, the experimen

tal' variables should be completely manipulable. However. this is not usually, 

possible in social research. In the context of this study, for instance, we 

were not in a position to control (except in a limited way) the composition 

of the two samples since we have not allocated the studonts randomly to the 

experimental and the con~rol groups. We are studying an ex post facto situat 

in which some students 'find' themselves in the UK while others are 1n Wast 

Africa. In view of this limitation, we had to select our general methodologi

cal approach on the basis of what John stuart mill called his 'method of Dif

ferance'. This involvos studying the effects of variablos in the 'home' situ

ation as well as those in the sojourn situation and controlling for every va

riable that can apply to ticith situations, the pr~sumption being that the resul~ 

ting variables which do not show effects which can apply to both samples and 

situations. would have explanatory possibilities. This 1s the same as the 

argumentum per'oliminationem which Durkhoim ueed in his work on suicide. 

. ~owevar, this methodological approach implies that tho researcher is at 

least aware of all the othor variubles that he has not studied but which could 

poas alternative causal connections with the phenomonon he is interested in. 

Such a supposition is usually out of the quustion since the researcher would 
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have taken thesDvariables into account had he known about them~ Our research, 

as indicated before, is exploratory and is d~signed to discover thosa variab

los'~hlch have effects o~ the'etudentst 'aelf.identity 'while th~y are'in the 

60journ~6ituat!on ~s well as:to dl~co~or what'these ~ffect6 ~~e~'We can there~. 

fore not purport to have studied alllthe variables which could possibly have 

causal importance for the student~' reactlon~. T~ this extent; theassumptiona 

inherent in our approach may be un~arranted. Ne~ertheless. we feei'th~t this 

has not impaired the theme of our argument. partly because our research was 

aimed at illuminating connections which were brou~ht out by our pilot survey, 
, , 

and partly because of the 1nhorent 'red herring' eloment in any:criticism 

of the Method of Oifrere~cel 'red harring' in the sense that it couldai~ays 
- I " 

be maintained at the and of every research that there ffiay have been extraneous 

variables which may havo alte~native causal implications but which were n~t' 

considered. further research into these Bxtraneous variables (assuming.that 

they are known to the,researcher) would still leave such a criticism un

effected. 

Tha fourth limitation concerns mlxtures,of'effecta in the phenomenon 
#-. . l' 

we are studying due to the possible ,inttusion of tr~ extraneous variables of 
. , , 

• < 

which w~ ware aware at the very beginning of.tho research proJect•.These ara 
, J 

(a) maturation and. (b) the effects on the personality of university higher" ! 

education. Since both the control and the experimontal samplDs are all lnvol
c< ,,,. 

ved in higher edUcation, we assumed that,that part of identity change which· 
. .' -, I 

is induced by maturation wouldJca~cel itself out and would thus not create 

eystematlc differences between the two sets of stUdents. In other words, since 

both sets of students ara all 'growing up' while at university, there is no 
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a priori reason why maturation should afrect one group and not the other. 
( , 

There is, similarly, no reason to expect that the fact of having been to 

university in a foreign country would affect the speed or the character 

of maturation vis a vis staying and studying in the home institution. 

The same reasoning was applied to the effects of higher education. 

We know that the university does have ~ome effect on students' personalitiesl • 

we also know that not only do the subjects studied by students while they are 
, 2 

at college affect their general attitudes but also that there are certain 
, '. 

personality characteristics which predispose individuals to study certain 

sUbJects3• Nevertheless, there is no evidence to show that studying given 

subjects in a foreign university has any differential effect on students' 
. . 

attitudes vis a vis studying the same subjects in the home institution. 

Similarly, there is no evidence that university education in west Africa has 

1. 	See, for instance, Harold Webster et ale ·Personality Changes in College 
Students" in Nevitt Sanford ed. "The American College"(Wiley & Sons) New 
York, 1962, pp.81l-846, also marvin freedman "Studies of College Alumni" 
in Nevitt Sanford ibid. pp. 847-886 but mors especially p.8S7 showing that 
changes induced during the college years can endure up to five years after 
leaving college. 

2. 	Sse Harold Webster et al. ibid. pp. 836ff, also Webster's "Changing 
Attitudes During College" in Journal of Educational psychology, Vol. 49, 
No.3, 1958, pp. 109-117 especially p.llO. Philip Jacob "Changing Values 
in College"(Harpsr & Bros.) New York, 1957, pp.5B-77. D.Thistlewaite 
"Development or motivation to Seek Advanced Training" in Journal of 
fducational PsycholoQ~, Vol.53, No.2, 1962, pp.53-64 asp. p.62. 

3. 	Paul Heist et al. "Personality and Scholarship" in Science, Vol.133,196l. 
pp. 362-367. also C.mcArthur "Subculture and Personality During the 
College Years" in Journal of Educational sociology, Vol.33,1959-60, 
pp.260-268 esp. p.262. morris Rosenberg "Occupation and Values"(rree Press) 

Illinois, 	1957, chaps. 111 and lV and Lawrence f.Douglas"Types of Students 
and Their OutlOOK on University (ducat~ (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
University of London Library, 1964) map. 8. 
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an effect on the personality which is different from that which university 

education in the UK would have on the personality even if we admit that the 

social valuation of being a 'university student' 1n West Africa, where there 

tends to be a relatively small number of graduates compared with the UK, may 

be higher than 1n the UKo 

All these assumptions have been made in order to avoid mixtures of effec 

which cannot be controlled since the experimental design utilised was aimed 

at showing that there is a residual aspect of identity change which is re~ 

lated to the nature of the immediate environment in which the student finds 

himself. These limitations, inherent in our assumptions, should therefore 

be borne in mind when considering the findings of the survey. 
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CHAPTER 2 


HISTORICAL ASPECTS or THE PROBLEm 


Travel for the purpose of the acquisition of knowledge has been a constant 

factor in many societies, though its nature has tended to vary from time to 

time and (to a lesser extent) from place to place. Educational travel in the 

context gf this work refers to -a 80cial process of acquiring knowledgB of an 

intellectual or technical natu~e. ynder i~9titutionalised conditions, out_ide 

~s~wn sgcialand c~~Jll environ~~nt.l. In thin eense,educational travel 

i- by no means a new phenomenon. When the history of this phenomenon comea to 

be written, the historian will realise (1) the need to explain the relationship 

between educational travel and various aspects of social lite, (2) the extant to 

which it changes in relat.ion to changing hietorical circumstances and (3) the 

extent to which it is related to economic development in different countries. 

In this respect, the greatest embarrassment is likely to be the inadequate 

natura of the documantary sources which are available. Nevertheless, tor the 

purpose of this work, enough evidence is available to show that educational 

travel has not been confined to western Europe but has also bean a normal 

phenomenon in west Africa and other parts of the world and that certain 

patterns ere discernible. 

Some of the earliest evidence available of individuals travelling to other 

countries tor the purpose of education comes from Greece and Rome. While, 

by the aecond century, many Romans had studied under Greek emigree, the 

pattern was not. nevertheless, a one-way pattern. There were, in this early 

period, aome Romans of distinguished family connections who want to Graece for 

1. 	Guy metraux -Introductions A Historical Approach- International Soclal 
Science Bulletin Vol. VIII,No.4, 1956, p.577 
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, 1 
the purpose of studying. though it is widely accepted that the proportion of 

individuals involved was probably quite small at this time and that since 

many of them were grown-up individuals, that their travel may not have been 

connected only with the search for education. It is of course impossible to 

say when the pattern of two-way movement between Rome and Greece started. 
, 

Nevertheless, the influence of Creek emigres, who came into Roma in increasing 

numbers after the peloponesian War (431-404 a.c'.), was an important influence 

on Roman education in ganeral and higher education in particular. 

Before this period, Roman education was 'essentially a household affair, 

it was, as it were,' education domesticated in the sense that girls were 

taught the domestic arta at home and their education was in the hands of the 

mother while boys were taught by their fathers at home until the age of twelVe 

when they ware taken out to supplement their household education with visits 

to theatres, civic meetings, aporta meetings and to listen to, and engage in, 

discourse, The idea of schools outside the home derived from the influence of 

Greek emigrss,who also, much later on, stimulated the need for higher educatio 

among the Romans. Herain lies the origin of the Paedagogus -the individual 

who had the responsibility of tutoring the young Roman, first 1n the home and 

later in the echools. Ha was 1n the earlier period almost always Greek. 

Similarly, many of tha professors 1n Rome ware Greeks,though Jews, Arabs, 

S rians and othe~were also roressors. These outsiders were instrumental 1n 

1. 	Lloyd Oaly -Roman Study Abroad- American Journal of philology Vol.7l.l950 
pp.40-5B. John Waldan -The Universities of Ancient Greece- (George Routledg 
and Sons)19l2,p.52. Prof. H.I. marrou -A History of Education in AntiQuity_ 
$heed and Ward Ltd.) London, 1956, p. IB6. 

2. 	Thera ara various accounts of the nature of this higher education - all mo~ 
or lesl consistent with each other. 5aa for instance H.I. Marrou ibid. 
pp.213 ff' John Walden -The Universities of Ancient Greece- ,ibid •. nnd 
rrank rrost Abbott-~~~~litic8 in Ancient Rome- (Charles Scribner' 
Sons) New York, 1909, particualarly chap. 10 

http:Sons)19l2,p.52
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stimulating the need for higher education among the Romans as well as in ful

filling it. In this respect, individuals such as crates, Panaetiu8, Carneades 

and Polybiu8 were as instrumental as ware members of the Sc1pionic C1rcle. To

wards the last century of.ths Republic, this urge for higher learning became 

1more widespread among the population ,though it can be presumed to have remain

ed the preserve of the upper sectors of society by virtue of the expenditure 

involved2• 

There is soms evidence, scanty though it'is, that one of the earliest in

dividuals to have gone to Greece specifically for tha purpose of obtaining an 

education was the African, Terence, who achieved eminence for his varas. It is 
. 	 3 

suggested that it was while he waa on this trip that he died • Cicero definite. 

ly studied in Greece as did his son marcus. The former studied philosophy un

dar Antiochua at Athens fur about six months. He also studied under the 

Epicureans, Phaedrus, Zeno the stoic, and rhetoric under Demetrius of Syria. 

He then moved on to Asia minor where he stutiied under such orators es menippua 

of stratonice, Dionysius of ~agnasia, Aechylus of Cnidu8, Xenocles of 

Andramyttium and Posidonius of Rhodes. The latt&r, his Bon marcus, lett Rome 

to study in Athons a~ a result of the conscious decision on the part of the 

father that the son should undertake further stUdies in Greece after he had 

completed his primary education and spent a short period of time in military 
1. 	John Walden op.cit.p.54, described tha gradual natura of this diaperaion 

when he saysi-mors and more did the Romans resort to Grecian lands 
travellers who wera interested to eaa the works of art and the places 
associated with the famous names at history and song, Itudsnta and men of 
culture and learning who wished to llva for a time 1n the intellectual 
atmosphere or the country and to conversa with the philosophers and orator~ 

2. 	According to the letters of Marcus to his father Cicero, the sums of monay 
required were large. Apart from this. sending one's children to etudy in 
GraBCS took on tha character of keeping up with the Joneles. Cicero, thare_ 
fora, had to put the income from two properties at tha di.posal of the san
a total income which the latter still found inadequate. (Abbett pp.l91-2l4~ 
Daly pp. 51-3, Waldan chap_ XIV) 

3. 	Lloyd Daly -Roman study Abroad- op.clt. pp. 42-43 

http:op.cit.p.54
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, 	 ' 1 
training under Pompey • This conscious decision to send tha boy away to 

Athens was partly an attempt on the father's part to prevent hie son from 

baing embroiled in the civil war (51 B.C. to 46 e.c.) and partly a 

of the father's desire for his son to be properly educated under 80me of the-' .. -	 ... .. ~ .~, 

beat brains available in the period. He studied philosophy and rhetoric under 

a succession of tutors, his relationship to' aoma of the8s'being 80 'close ,that 

they all shared in the ,bacchanalian activitiesl which characteriled student 

1. 	marcus since the age of nine, had a series of Greek tutors including tha 
freedman Dionysius as wall as his father (ASBOTT, 195-6). During hispariod 
of military training he wai given command of a troop of cavalry under , 
Pompey - a lire he enJoyad tremendously and wished to turn into his profes
sion. However, there Is no evidence that he actually went into action 
against the forces or filithridates (DALY, 50-51). 
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1life in the period • 

Thare are a whole series of other 1ndividuals who went to Greece for the 

purpose of engaging in aome period of.atudy as distinct from undertaking 8 

pleasure trip. Quintus Caec11ius Numidicus, according to Cicero, studied 

1. 	students' activities were hectic and the lifa of the foreign university 
student, highly interesting. Like other students they hired their teachers 
and paid them certain fees. However, if the student can cajole other fresh
srs into believing that his professor was the bast in ths region, then fees 
were remitted in his favour. (WALDEN Chap. XIV). Rowdyism lI'as widespread 
and drink1ng was heavily indulged in. Sometimes, the professors cultivated 
such, closs relationshi~with their students that they arranged parties to 
which these students ware 1nvited, at which all kinds of pleasures were 
indulged in. Marcus was instructed by his father to sack ana of his 
Georgias, whom his father suspected was leading the young boy astray (DALY, 
p.53). The behaviour of stUdents necessitated the use of the strap and the 
rod (WALDEN. p.324-5). The reports on Marcus Cicero show him to be most 
unprogressive. It was laid that -marcus could ev1dently pass a better 
Judgement upon a bottle of wine than upon a ayst8m of philosophy- and Pliny 
an acquaintance ~nd contemporary student and also a heavy drinker, daid of 
him that he robbed mark Antony (a future enemy of his father's) of the 
reputation of being the harde~drinker of his time (ABBOTT, p. 208.9). 
They also, and perhaps consequently, gave the1r professors a hard time 
outside ae well as inside the lecture-hall. One can understand the fealing 
of dejection of one professor when he says,-,I send my elave out to all my 
Bcholars to summon them to lecture and he starts off at a run to do my 
bidding. But they are in no mood, like him, to hurry, though they ought to 
to be even more in haste. They stay, some of them to 8ing their 80ngs, 
which wa have all heard till we are tired or else they amuse themselves 
with foolish merriment and Jesting. If their fr1ends or bystanders remark 
at their delay ••• and at laat they make their mind up to be at', they talk 
about their 8weethearts aa they go, Dr on the skill of some dancer at the 
Circus and they gossip even when they are inside, to the annoyance of the 
real stUdents. This they do until the lecture has begun. And even when the 
subject is being discussed and explanation is going on, they keep whisper
ing to each other about the 'Jockeys and the races or Bome comedians and 
opera 8ingers' or about 80me scuffle past or future. meantime, some of them 
stand like statues with their arms folded on each other, others go on 
blDw1ng their nosss with both hands. others sit stock still, unmoved by 
any of my .trokes of brilliancy or wit. Soma try to interrupt those who 
feel stirred. Others vacantly cast up the numbers in the room or stara at 
the trees that grow outsida •• 'I had a different Bet of pupils once •• Each 
of them used to carry away something in his memory of what I said, and 
then they would put their heads together and compare notes and write my 
speech out fair. Thay were quite distressed if they lost any of the heada, 
although that seldom nappened. But a8 for you, (to the students), you can 
only tell inquirers that I have been lecturing but cannot repaat a word 
of what I said- (ABBOTT chap. 10, pp.20S-6).my emphasis. 

http:pp.20S-6).my
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1under the Greek philosopher Carneades at Athens • Caesar, it is reported,was 
, , 

going to Rhodes to study when ~e was captured by pirates. Atticus, a close 
.'., -. -" >. .. \ <: 

friend of Clcero, left Rome in 86 B.C. to go to Gresce and returned twenty-ona 
. ~ '.'" ' 

year,s late~ in 6~ a,_,c. In this period in Greece, he cultivated a good relat 

l~~ship ~ith Antiochus, one of Cicero's teachers. It is,however, not absolute

ly clear that he spent all of the twenty-one y8~r period in studying2 • 

A much younger and more numerous group of men also travelled from Rome to 

Greece for the express purpose of obtainin9 higher education. Cassius, the 
, \ ,,' " 

friend of Brutus ths assassin, studied philosophy and rhetoric at Rhodes. . ; . 
Brutus himself is said to,havs had a roputation for his devotion to Greek 

'.. ~. 

philosophy and literature. He spent soma time studying philosophy under 

Aristus.the brother of, Pntiochu8, and rhetoric under Parmenna8 at Athens and 

(mpylus at Rhodes. Horace studied in Greece and was a contemporary and friend 

of marcus. mark Antony is also reputed to have studied rhetoric for a time in 

3Greecs • These are only a few but they sugQost that the pract1ce of travelling 

'abroad' for the purpose of obtaining further education had finally arrived. 
\ . 

The general effect of the,widespread adoption of the practice of moving 
c. 

across frontiers in the interest of education was an increase in the distances 
, . 

traversed by those students, an increase in the opportunities to be involved 

in culture co~rl1ct situa,tiona, and also an inc~ease in the mObility Df 

teachers themselve~',foreign stUdents came from as far as the western edge of 

the Empire to.Romo and to.Creece to 8tudY,~hile ~eachars roamed Just as far. 

Thus Virgil, b~rnin B little village c~lled Andes, a dependency of the city 

of mantua, in the,wBbtern part of the Italian peninsula, ,left home at the 

1. Lloyd Daly "Roman study Abroad" op.cit. p.42 

2. ibid. p.47 -.. 
3. ibid. p.4B ~ 49 . 
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age of twelve and took his secondary education in Cremona. At sixteen, on 
, , 

receiving the toga virilis, he went to Milan and thare studied rhetoric, he 

then left 'and went on·to Rome'to study under Maximue Epidius, who also had 
. , ~. 

mark Antony and Octavian among his pupils later on. Virgil also studied the 

sciences, particularly medicine and mathematics, and also philosophy. from 

Rome he went on to Naples where he Joined the Epicurean circle of philosophers 

under Sirol. 

About four hundred years later a similar Journey was undertaken by st. 

Augustine who came from an even more distant land and provides another example 

of long distance movement trom an 'underdeveloped' to a 'developed' society 

(if these concepts can be used in this context without stretching them), for 

st. Augustine was another African who came from the western edge of the msdi

teranean world - trom a little town called Tragaste in the district of Numidia 

(present-day mauretania)2_ He obtained hi. primary education in this town 

and, like Virgil, moved out into a larger town for his secondary education as 

well as his higher education. 1n this case to a town called Madaurus (a180 

in the district of Numidia). He then went on to Carthage (present-day Tunisia) 

for further studies. Thesa he wae unable to finish since he was fatherless. 

He ended up as a convert to philosophy and Christian theology. 

Similar large-scale and long distance movements of students and teachers 

took place to Rome and other educational cities B8 well 8S from Rome. The 

museum in Alexandria became an important centre for foreign stUdents to con

gregate from about the aecond century B.C. and was one of the impoItant can

tres of scientific research in that period. It is reputed to have had the moat 
, ., 

1~v!shly-e9uipped library in Rntiquity end to have had scholars from fBI' Bnd -, . 
1. Professor H.I. marrou -A History of Education 1n Antiquity- op.clt.pp.296-7
2. H.I. mBrrou ibid. p. 297 
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wide. Scholars were ministered to by a host of servants appointed by the king 

for this purpose. All they had to do was to pursue their scientific research 

interests in peace and comfort. As in Greece and Rome, there were noi.; let 

courses of instruction to be followed, rather Itudents congregated around a 

learned professor according to the reputation which he had in his field. The 

reputation of the professors of Alexandria was so widely dispersed and accep 

throughout the ancient ~orld that by the fourth century A.D. it is laid that 

wthe best way for a doctor to impress his patients was to let thsm know 

had stUdied at Alexandriawl • Hippocrates is reputed to havs Itudied there. 

Galen otudied hi. medicine partly on an apprenticeship baais in his native 

city or Pergamua for elaven years and then studied in Smyrna•. Corinth· and 

finally Alexandria2• In the 8ama p~riod students congregated in universities 

at Cairo, faz and Oamaecua from various parts of tha than known world. 

Such widespread movement of teacher. and .tudents meant that (1) certain 

cities and towns beceme famous for their educational institutions and 

teachersJ (2) it also meant that the fame or a placs wal liable to fluctuate 

as teacherl and students move in or out of it. Certain emper~s. knowing this, 

attempted to increase the attractiveness of their cities by either creating 

stipends for ~rofessors, a~ in the ca~e of Vespaaian of R~me. orlupport1ng the 

known professors and providing imperial patronage a8 in tha cale of pompey and 

the profcascrs at-Rhodes, (3) it meant alao that though there was a cartain 

amount of movement in between placss, there was a tendency for Greecs and 

Roms to be the ruain centre of gravity tor such migrations, flnally (4) 

this also meant that the emergence or certain mors important centres of educa

tion was, in 'ac~ a reflection of the unequal dl.tribution cr wducational 
'.. 

Dpport~nitiea in 'the-then known world. Indeed, such movement in search of 

1. H .1. ffiarrou -A History of Education in Antiquity· op.c1t. p. 190 
2. H.I. marrou ibid. p. 193 
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education followed the 'map of educational opportunity' as marrou has called 

it. Accordingly, in the period up to the middle Ages, many cities and towns 

in various parts of Europe served as educational centres for attracting fo~ 

students - Limoges, Bordeaux. Toulouse. Narbonne. Marseilles, Arles, Lyons, 

Besancon.' Rheims and Cologne, to mention a few. 

The university, as it is known today, as an institution. emerged in the 

lJIiddle, Ages out of the trends in the movements of foreign students. The 

'Univers1tas' waB essentially a union of foreign students 1n a foreign land 

who banded together for their mutual protection. Whereas 1n antiquity it was 
" 

enough for a group of studants to collect themselves around a famous teacher 

or 	a glorified Paedagogus, in' this period this became insufficient since it 

~acame nacessary to protect themselves against the encroachment of the town 

1cfficials, the populace, the church and in scme cases the King • This develop_ 

ment reached its apotheosis in Bologna which became ona of the earliest 

of atudents for their salf-protection while the University of Paris was an 

association of univerSity teachers also for their own protection. At the aame 

time the amount of wandering scholars ~a8 augmented by a newer phenomenon. the 

travelling tourist who travall~d abroad for,the .heer pleasure of travelling2. 

though some have made the mistake of assuming that such travel wae the exclu81_ 

ve preserve of the English AristocracyJ • On the contrary, the phenomenon was -1. 	wtn Bologna only the foreign stUdents belonged to the university, local stu, 
dents from Bologna did not. belong to this ·universitast.further the profes
sors and teachers did not also belong to it beoausB they wer.e themselves 
citizens of Bologna!. N.Schachner "The mediaeval Universities" (Perpetua 
Book•• E.5. Barnes & co.) 1962, p. 159. ror the same reason they lived in 
'nations' Dr common hostels (op.cit.chap.VIII and chap.V on "The Genesis of 
Universities-) 

2. 	(.5. Bates "Jouring in 1600" (Constable &Co.)19l1 pp.25.6. pp.33-4 
3. "The Grand Tour once symbolised a particular feature of English Aristocra

tic culture which no other national aristocracy could - or perhaps need 
.to 	- boast", p.ll in R.S. Lambert edt "Grand Tour, A Journey in the Tracks 
of the Age of AriBtocracy. (faber &faber) 1935 



widespread in Europe. Indeed, in west Africa, despite the flimsy nature of the 

evidence, a similar trend begins to be noticed from around the fourteenth 

century both in connection with travel as a means of obtaining education and 

the establishment of the idea of a university. 
, 

The idea of the university in wast Africa, as in ancient Greece and Rome, 

emerged out or the congregation of groups of students, invariably foreign 

students, around a learned master. In the 14th through to the 16th centuries 

the predominant educational centre ror the whole or west Africa appears to 

have been the city or Timbuctoo on the banks of the River Niger in the 

political complex of Sanghai. The middle regions af west Africa,at this time, 

were spanned by three large empires - with Ghana in ,the west and South~We8t, 

Mali in the middle region but east of Ghana and Sanghoi(which became the 

largest by conquest) - and the Kingdom of Karnem-Bornu in the East. 
, 	 ' 

Large-scale and laog-distance migrations characterised the whole area as 

it atill does and wae a contributory factor,in the spread of Illam lince the 
, . '" 	 ~ 

eleventh century. Timbuctoa was in the Sangha! political complex,but whether 
" . 

it became the educational centre for west Africa because it wal one of the 

most important seata or Islam or vice verSB it 1a impossible to say. Neverthl-; 

less, these migrations wers influential in spreading ths fama of Timbuctoo Be 

an educational centre aa well as carrying the meesage of I&lam1• Scholars 

came from everywhere to study in Timbuctoo. This fams i& manifested in an old 

wast African proverb which says. 

"Salt comes from the north, gold from the south and ailver 
from the country of the white man, but the word of God and the 
treasures of wisdom are only to be found in Timbuctoo". 

1. 	There wars other educational centres,such as Gao and Kana, which provided 
Timbuctoo with new recruits. See Robert I.Rotberg -A Political History of 
Tropical Africa- (Oxford University press) London,lY65.pp.95 - 96 and p.104 

http:London,lY65.pp.95
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The fame ot the city derived from its university at Sankora'which consisted 

of 	a group at learned scholars and their teachers. But the teachers, marabuts 

as 	they were called. also provided a ready Bource of talent for the adminis

tration of the Empires. They were the religious leaders as well as 

trates and political advisers. They were reputed to be as learned as the 

Saints themselves. 

·The scholars of Timbuctoo yielded in nothing to the Saints 
and their miracles. During their sojourns in foreign univer
sities of rez, Tunis and tairo ••• they astfunded ths most 
learned men of Islam with their erudition- • 

relix Dubois, who undertook an expedition to the area, goes on to add 

1. 	relix Duboi. ·Timbuctool The mysterious- (tranalated from the original 
rrench by Diana White and published in English translation by William 
Heinemann, London, in 1697). Neither the date of publication of the 
original rrench edition nor the dates when the expedition took place are 
given. The above quotation is trom pp.284-5. Nevertheless, his account is 
more or less consistent with the accounts of other writers who visited the 
region in earlier times. ror instance, Ibn Batuta, describing a visit he 
made to Timbuctoo in 1~52/3 writes that the people ·are seldom unjust and 
have a greater abhorrence ot it than any other people. Their Sultan shows 
no mercy to anyone who is guilty of the least act of it. There is complete 
security in the country. Neither traveller nor inhabitant in it hal any
thing to fear tram rObber. or men of violence. They do not confiscate the 
property of any whits man who dies in their country, even if it be uncoun
ted wealth. On the contrary, they give it to some trustworthy person among 
the white8 until the rightful heir takes pOlsession of it•• - (Rotberg p.44) 
Another writer, Leo Africanus describing mali in the sixteenth century 
reports that •••• there were a great store of temples, priests and profes
sours (sic), which Profe8sours read their lectures only in temples bicauae 
(aic) they haue no colleges at all (aic)· (Rotberg, pp.46-47). 
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- •• that these negroes were on a level with the Arabian 
, savant is proved by the fact that they were installed as 
'professors in Morocco and Egypt. In contrast,'we find 

that' the ~~abs' were ~ot always , eq~a~ ,to t~8 requirem'ents 
of 	Sankore (P. 285) '. .' ',,; ": ' '", ' 

. , , , '. .,.' . . 

The equipment of the Library at Sankore was quite extensive and, according to 

Dubois, is reputed to havs included millions of manuscript rolls dating aa 

back as the period of the moorish occupation of the Iberian peninsula. Dubois 

claims to have examined 80me of the remains of that Library and was able to 

pick ou~ specifically a work which was written in 1160 by a noted Islamic 

scholar in Grenada2• 

Such fame provided 1n part the motivation for students to undertake 

arduous and extensive travels in the search for an education. Students came 

to Timbuctoo from all parts of tho Sudan and the North. Tha smaller towns and 

the les9 important educational centres auch a& Gao and Kano served as the 

'preparatory schools for Timbuctoo" 

1. 	Dubois described their entarpriee in books thus,-Sooks are the most profi 
table enterprise since the learned doctors were, to use an Bxpression 
which may appear strange when applied to Negroel, bibliophiles. In the bast 
sense of the word, they had no mania for collecting uncut books and manus
cripts, but were true lovers of books, We a.e them aearching with a real
passion for the volumes they did not possess and making copies when they 
wera too poor to buy 'what they wanted" (Dubois, p.28B). My emphasiSe The 
destruction by the Moors and the Almoravids, the later the French, of a 
large part of the Library and books in ths town left them sensitive about 
lending book•• Dubois relates how they lent him aome books with difficulty, 
frequently accompanying their refusals with a narration of -the histories 
of many a volume which was lent to a white man from the South- (eubois,Pe 
288). Hs ' then describes how they grudgingly allowed him to sea some and 
were pleasantly surprised that he did not destroy them (ibid. p.2S8). 

2. 	felix Dubois ibid. p. 288 " 
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"The sons of the Songhoi kings quitted their palaceso. 

and the children of the Tourags (sic) deserted their 

great tunts to receive an education at the University 

of Sankors 1n Timbuctoo ••• Side by side with princes, 

and sans of chieftains came ppor wretches, eager for 

knowledge wh9 were supported by the dignitaries of the 

town and by those merchants who liked to play tha role 

of rr. ae cenas" 


The subjects taught included rhetoric, diction, Arabic, logic, eloquence, 

oriental writing, philology, tradition, biography, sewing and medicine. 

only mathematics, apparently, was not taught. 

However, even in this geographical context, such movements in search of 

education were by no means a 'one-way-straat t affair, since many studonts and 

teachers from Timbuctoo and the Empire of Songhoi went 'abroad' to work and 

study in other universities such as faz, Damascus, and Cairo. Indeed, we know 

that some studdnts from the Kanem/dornu Empire along the middle stretches of 

the Niger, went to study in Cairo and lived in special hostels built for 

2accommodating them • The extent to which such movements can be described in 

terms of movement from underdeveloped to developed areas depends on the~ono-

mic and political dispositions of these areas about which little is known. 

In any case, the distinction 1s a rather recent invention. What is, however, 

true is that the element of culture conflict must have been present in many. 

cases where long-distance travel was involved sincs long distances are mora 

likely, than not, to involve crossing cultural frontiers. The exact dimensions 

of such culture conflict is difficult to determine. 

Evidence from a later period (1700 to 1900), derived from the biographies 

of Wast African students who travelled to Europa for the purpose of education. 

suggests that the element of culture conflict was a real ana for many of -
1. felix Dubois op.cit. p. 289 
2. Robert I. Rotberg op.clt. p.49 
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them. Among the earliest group of West African Itudents who went to various 

parts of Europa in search of education was Anthony William Amoo who came from 

the Gold Coast in 1725/26 and went to Germany. The circumstances surrounding 

his choice of Germany ere not known. But while he was there, he was put in the 

charge of the Princess of Brunswick. He attended the universities of Halla, 

Saxony, end Wittenberg, doing so well in hi. studies that on his graduation, 

ha ~as given a public oration by the Rector of the last-mentioned university. 

His knowledge, it is reported, was extensive, having studied Latin, Hebrew, 

Greek and German. He published an extensive doctoral dissertation in,Latin in 

1734 and returned home to the Gold Coast in 1753 on account of the death of 

his benefactoress. However, despite hi. apparent adjustment to the 80ciety 

in which he was livinQ he constantly suffered from prolonged periods of de

lpression and completely lost all knowledge of his original language. 

Another such student in the same time period was phillip Quaque who, 

together with two others, came to Britain, these two others being William Kod-

Jo and Thomas Cobors. They all suffered uniformly from states of depression 

despite their apparent adjustment to the society. Phillip Quaque lost all 

knowledge of his original language. Indeed, when he,re~urne~ to West Africa 

in 1766 he had to communicate to people in English through various interpre

ters and was thus of vary little value to the missionaries who had sponsored 

his 8tu'dles~' 1n' England!n' the hope 'that' he would become Ii bulwark 'of m.1.ssiona,;, 
,~ ., 
ry endeavour in West Africa. The reactions of Kodjo and Cobors were different. 

KodJo became mentally' insane and wal taken into GuY' 8 Hospital where he diad. 
., ' " 2 

Cobors diad of en unknown di8ease in 1758 • 

1. 	Abbe Gregoire "Anthony William Amoa" 1n 
w
memoirs of West 

' 
African Celebri

ties (1700-1850)" ed.S.R.B. Ahuma (0. marples & Co)Livarpool, 1905,pp.l5ff 
2. 	Attoh Ahuma ibid. pp. 45-53 
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It would seem, from the fact that Phillip Quaque arranged for his children 

to receive their education in Britain, that the practice of sending one's 

children abroad for their education was already firmly established in"the 

Wast Coast by the middle of the eighteenth century, at least among the elites 

in society. Accordingly, quite a few princes and members of Royalty embarked 

:on educational trave~ to Europe around this time - some of them with disas~" 

1trous consequences • 

Thomas Jenkins, for instance, was a Prince who was put in the charge of 

a Captain Swanstona to be taken to England to be educated. Shortly after his 

arrival in (ngland Jenkin's patron died suddenly at an inn - at a time when 

he had not aven learnt a 8ingle word of English. He was taken in by a friend 

of the deceased captain and had to serve him as a farmer's boy for a long time. 

During this time, Black Tom (as he was called in the neighbourhood) had a 

succession of experiences which undoubtedly affected his personality. He never 
" 	 . 

theless always felt a sense of Obligation to his parents and attempted as far 

as this was possible to educate himself. It is reported that~om began to 

have a strange liking for candle-ends. Not one about the house could escape 

him-. It turned out that he used these for working in his attic when all the 

others were asleep in the house. It was in this way, that he educated himself 

and learnt enough to successfully compete for a Job as a school teacher. Like -
1. 	There i. the famous case of Prince Ssssarakoo, Prince of Anamboe, who at 

the ega of 18 years was entrusted to a ship's Captain to be taken to (ng
land and be educated. On arrival, the base captain promptly sold the prince 
into .lavery and died. The prince was event~ally rescued from slavery (ap
parently by the King) and ransom paid to his parents by the British Govern_ 
ment. See Gentlemen's magazine, Vol.19,1749,p.89 and Vol.20,1750.pp.272-3. 
Similarly,tha two brothers of prince Gagangha Acqua, 60n9 of the King of 
the Cameroons, wers lent to England to be educated and placed (Dr this 
purpose with a Liverpool merchant who/it i& said, "used.them as manual la
bour and sent them back ignorant- (Ahuma op.cit.p.l07) 

http:Vol.19,1749,p.89
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the otherSi he went through re-curring periods of depression though it would 

appea~ ~hat he solved his identity problems by becoming "a Scotch Peasant", 

"HaYing retained no trace of his native language, . 
he resembled in every respect, except his colour 
a Scotch peasant, only he was much more learned than 
most of them and spent his time more abstractedly"l 

After spending soma tim a in the univeraityof Edinburgh, he was appointed 

and dispatched as a missionary to mauritius.' 
. 	 i 4

The psychological manifestation of cultuI8~ conflict. ' is expressed 

perhaps mors vividly in the case of Prince Gagangha Acqua who was the third 

80n of the King of the Cameroons to' have lett his home country to go to Cuba' 

(why Cuba is not clear) 1n order, in his own words, "to see the white man'e 

country". However, he could not reach Cuba because the 8hip 1n which he was 

travell1ng was intercepted and he was held prison~r on board. He eventually 

arrived 1n England via Jamaica and was taken in by a London magistrate by the 

name of Joseph Philips. 
, . 

The affects of hi. experiences after leaving his home country suggest 
. 	 .... 

that a radical change in his personality took place. When taken to sea a 

Cathedral in 	London, he is reported to have exclaimed "Ah, white man know' 

everything I I cannot apeak what I think. On another occasion when he was 

taken to church, he announced that the music produced no effect on him other 

than an inclination to dance.
~2 

The letter adds that "in his own country when 

anything of peculiar excellence was exhibited, he said it was common to view -
1. Jenkins was not his original nams but was given to him 1n England and 

~ 	 " atuck with him. This was' a common meana of avoiding their otherwise un
pronounceable names. See -Thomas Jenkins. An African Prince" culled from 
Chambers miscellany and r&produced in Ahuma op.cit.pp. 65 ff. The quote i8 
from p. 69. 

2. 	Letter to Wilson Armistead from John Burt, dated reb. 1848 on pp.97-lo7• 
. The above quotation 1a taken from p. 100 (Ahuma op.cit.) 

http:op.cit.pp
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it as tha immediate workmanship of a divine hand. 'but now' he exclaimed 

with evident delight 'I have myself 50an such things made by mente Similarly, 

when, in the British museum, he saw some art objects which had been used as 

idols in his home town in fernando Po he showed his sensa of tha absurdity 

of holding them in reverence by emphatically remarking that if they were 

Gods they would not suffer themselves to be taken captive and be thera con

fined within narrow precincts of a house. l • He left England in 1832 and 

Bailed for Sierra Leone. 

The similarities in thesa few biographies 8uggest that all these indivi

duale were IUbJected to similar environmental pressures while they were abroad. 

That soma of them lose all knowledge of their language is a reflection of ona 

reaction which these environmental pressures can produce. Similarly, it is 

unlikely that theextenaiv. periods of depression which some of them experien_ 

ced could have had organic foundations. If, on the other hand, they wers or

genic in origin, thera is still the fact of the closs Similarity among these 

widely diffsring individuals which has to be explained. 

Our discussion 10 far has shown that'tha oldest and singularly most im.' 

portant aspect of educat10nal travel (irrespective of the geographical context) 

i. the aearch for education - pure intellectualism. rrom the period of the 

middle Ages, a new element wh1ch emerged was the search for proficiency 

an element which was undoubtedly brought to the fore by the expansion in 

communications and new sources of competition which in turn increased the 

opportunities for testing onets proficiency. rurther,the rise or the industr1al 

revolut10n was beginning to turn proficiency into,a criterion of social as-_ 

laction and thus increase the public'. respect for the proficient. montaigne -
1. Ahuma op.cit. p. 103· 
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put it very succintly when he said that educational travel should be made an 

essential ingredient in the education of avery individual. He wrotaa 

"•• intercourse with men is wonderfully proper for it 
(i.e. education) and travel in foreign countries, not simply 
to bring back after the manner of the rrench nobility, the 
number of feet of the Santa Rotunda, or the eloquence of 
Signiora Livia's drawers; or liko others, how much long~r . 
or broader the race of New (sic) is in some old ruin than 

, it is on some equally cold coinl but chiefly to bring back' 
the characteristics of those nations and their manners of I 
living and to rub and file our wits against those of theirs" 

ror this reason he goes on to advise th~t in educating a child, it would be 

advisable to take him 

" •• among the neighbouring nations whose languages are most 
unlike ours, to which the tongue cannot be wonted unless 
you train it in good seasonw2 • 

The eame desire for', proof of proficiency can be found among present-day 

3students who are involved in educational travel • 

The middle Ages also affected the nature of inter·cultural educational 

travel by (8) the localisation and nationalisation of universities and (b) 

the widespread acceptance of the idea of the 'scholarship'. The former meant 

that universities were gradually brought into the orbit of national and local 

politics, offering the members protection and financial assistance in order to 

win their 80cial support. This was by no means a new phenomenon since Ves

paaian, ea we have seen, had protected the professors at Rome for this reason. 

Similarly, muhammed and Da'ud in Songhoi gave stipends to the Professors and 

offered them protection for a similar reason 4 • But these were the arbitrary 

and isolated actions ot men who were desporate for political support in their-
1. 	"The Essays of montaigne" (CarnbridQe. r,assachusetts)1925 translated by G.S. 

lves. chap.XXVI ·ot the Education of Children" pp.204.S. my emphaSis 
2. 	ibid p. 205 
3. 	Guy matraux "Introduction" op.cit. p. 579 
4. 	Robert Rotbarg op.cit. pp. 9398 
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various conflicts with their rivals. It was not, however, until the middle 

Ages that the concatenation of these two factors led to the lnstitutionalisa
a 

tion of educational travel, changing the university from,collaction of ache

lars and teachers into the localised institution as we know it today with auto. 

matic protection for its members. This protection need no longer come from a 

political contestant for power (as in the case of the King offering protection 

to the University of Paris in the twelveth and thi,rteenth centuries, or at 
~ 

Oxford University during the conflict between King Henry VIII and the Papacy 

in Rome) but could come also from the officialscf the tawn (as in the case of 

the university of Bologna). In other words, with the gradual elimination of 

1personal risks and poverty on the part of the student , intercultural travel 

for the purposes of education was given greater 80cial confirmation. 

Another influence of the middle Ages (apart from this instltutionalising 

process) on inter-cultural educational travel was the increase in the expre6~ 

eion of liberalist sentiments and the diffusion of 8uch ideas which improved 

communications engendered. The increase in the number of travelling studenta 

increased their knowledge about other peoples and induced a less ethnocentric 

and more tolerant attitude into those who took part. Again, this element was 

not completely lacking in educational travel before the middle Agas. Maver

theless the conflict between the church and state before and during the 

1. 	It is partly for the tact that such travel involved large expendituree that 
the Grand Tour as ~all as long distance educational travel was largely , 
confined to the members of the European Aristocracy. One writer describes, 
tor instance,the elaborate preparations of ana such travalling Bcholar by 
the name of Slr Phillip Sydney who found it necessary to traval with a 
suite of servants as well aa tutors in the languag~ot the vario~t coun
tries through which he would have to pass. SeQ monica Wileon -How all Bagan_ 
ln R.S. Lambert ed.op.cit. pp. 17-33 ~ 
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Renaissance and leading up to the Reformation, raised the need for re-empha

eising liberal sentiments and ideas in all their glory. The travelling scholar 

became a symbol of this need largely because the universities featured in the 

8truggl~s with, firat, church and. then, state with these using the~ as puna 

in their own games. 

The twentieth century, far from reversing the above-mentioned trends, 

accentuated them and added gtnerically new ones as well. The earlier part,of 

the century accent~at~d educational travel by means of large-scale provision 

of scholarships but (more im~ortantly) alle saw the beginnings of the tendsn

cy for agencies to lay down specific conditions which the beneficiaries of 

scholarships had to fulfil. This meant that (a) sheer intollectualiem waB 

pushed to the background and the studant had to contend with the bureaucratic 

tendencies of the sponsoring agencies, (b) it also Pleant that the 8tudent~ 

interests became submerged in greater collectivities with inter6sts which 

were not necossarily commensurate with those of the individual. ~hen, for 

instanc~; part of the Boxer Indemnity fund was remitted by Roosevelt and 

converted to provide scholarships for chinese students, a fundamental change 

was effected in educational travel. Scholarships ware no longer given to Btu

1dents but to Chinese students for objectives which are epaciri6d by collecti
by 

viUes rather than/the individual student. Educational travel thus ceased to 

involve a group of students with their teachers, but now involved nations 

with other nations and government with other governmenta. In a eanse, then, 
\ 

nations stopped offering only protection. They began to offer and receive 
, I 

scholarships and students instead. 

However, such tre-nationalisation' of educational travel also required -
1. Guy metraux -Introduction- op.cit. p. 581 

" I 
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the channelling of the liberalist sentiment (which already existed) into 

specific political directions. This aspect becomesmpecially noticeable after 

the Second World War but was already there at the beginning of the century. 

By 1910, Andrew Carnegie was able to establish a roundation whose expressed 

objective was political,this objective being enshrined in the name of the 

roundation "The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace". Its expressed in

tention was to "cultivate friendly feelings between the inhabitants of diffa

rant countries and to increase the knowledge and understanding of each other 

1of the several nations" with the understanding that this would help to pro

mote peace. By 1929, there were over 700 such organisations in Europe and 

many more in the USA - in the latter case extanding to school-children. Today, 

the American Programme for International Education and the rullbright Pro-

gramme are the two largest monuments to this objective while the emergence of 

UNESCO in the fifties is the apotheosis of this trend. 

Today, many educational travel programmos ara tha results of bilateral 

srr~ngement8 between governments who have specific politiCal intentions (in

cluding the promotion of peace) to pursue.- In other words, ~ relatively 

generalised attachment to liberalist sentiments which was reinforced by the 

institutionalisation or universities in the middle A09s has now lad to the 

virtual 8ubsumption of students involved in educational travel in the national 

and geo-political boundaries from which they originate and to which they 

travel. In order to cater for the deluge of stUdents which has taken place 

(as we ahall demonstrate in the next chapter) the administrative and bureau-

eratic frame-work of scholarship agencies h3va had to become larger and even 

mora complex, thus signifying tha permanent and institutional natura which 

1. Nicholas murray Butler -The International mind- (Charles Scribner's) New 
York, 1912, p. 82 
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educational travel has come to assume in our timeo 

One delayed consequence of this greater stre6S on the national 

backgrounds of the students which became even more noticeable after the 

Second World War is the distinction between students coming from the un

derdeveloped world and those who come from the developed parts of the 

world. This distinction - originally an economic distinction between the 

countries from which students derive and to which they travel - began to 

be given greater political significance after the Wai. Nevertheless (and 

this distinction notwithstanding), there'tends to be a correlation 

between coming from an underdeveloped society and being the prime re

cipients of fellowships(as we shall see in the next chapter) and,perhaps 

more importantly, there also tends to be a correlation between underdeveloped 

societies and societies which are relativelY more culturally 'distant' 

'rom the 'host' societies to which many students travel. Students from 

such societies would then be expacted to experience the effects of culture 

conflict since the opportunities for living in culture conflict situations 

have greatly increased. This facts coupled with tho overwhelming increase 

in the numbers of students involved, would increase the numbers of persona 

tat risk' (so to speak) as 'ar as identity changes consequent on educational 

sojourn are concerned. To what extent, then, do the statistical artifacts 

concerning stUdent educational travel support the results of our analysis 

in this chapter? We turn our attention to the movements of students in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTER-CULTURAL EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL - QUANTITATIVE DImENSIONS 

The previous chapters have shown that a comprehensive study of the . 

effects of foreign experience on the sensa of identity of students has to 

proceed along two dimensions - the qualitative ~nd the quantitative dimensions. 

Aspects of the former have already been discussed. It 1s to the latter dimen

sion that we now turn our attention. 

·The distinction betwe8n the qualitative and the quantitative dimensions 

is an analytical one rather than a real one for in reality the two are closely 

inter-related. The extent to which inter-cultural educational travsl can 

attain all the obJectiv~s claimed for it would depend on various factors. not 

the least important being whether 'returned' students constitute a minority 

or majority of a country's elite. If than a change in the sense of identity 

is a contributory factor in the attainment of the objectives of inter-cultural 

educational travel. the numbers of students who are affected is as important 

as the directions of change in their identities. 

Another reason for the importance of considering the quantitative dimen

sion is the additional fact that the intensity of the pressures towards chan

gas in self-identity would be influenced by the existence or non-existence 

of other individuals in the host situation who can provide psychological sup

port for the ego under pressure. The felt intensity of such a pressure would 

be high or low according to whether the individual can turn for 'refuge' to 

other individuals in a similar situation. His ability to resist these pres

sures would be influenced by the nautre of his group affiliations, while the 
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latter, in turn,wQuld be influenced by the number of 'simila~ individuals who 

exist in the person's life space. 

Yet a third respect in which the quantitative dimensio~)bf direct im

portanca to this study has been mentioned already. If recant changes in ths 
student;t 

pattern of student movement has resulted in the subsumption of the individual/ 

in the national background from which he derives and to which he travels, 

then the figures we arB about to discuss would indicate the influence of such 

'non-individual' factors especially the influence of policy decisions by both 

the countries of origin of the students as well as the host countries in which 

they study. 

Our objectives 1n this chapter can then be summarised in simple torms to 

be (a) a demonstration of recent twentieth century trends in student educatio_ 

nal travel in general, (b) the determination from these figures of the part 

played by students from those countries who ars more likely to experience cul

ture conflict and (e) an examination of the size and distribution of one 

spacific group of such students in the united Kingdom (i.e. wast African stu

dents) and of the extent to which policy decisions of West African governments 

affect these trends. We discuss trends in international education first and 

then turn to West African stUdents. 

International Educational Travel - Statistical Aspecte 

.. 
Whils study abroad ~a8 historical roots going back to the period of 

Imperial Rome end Greece, it was nevertheless recognised as a phenomenon of 

the modern world only after the Second world War when the need for interna
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tio"al understanding uecama paramount in the minds of many peoplel • This 

recognition was due in part to the experiAnce of two World Wars and partly 

(perhaps mara importantly) to the phenomenal increase in the numbers of 

students who ware then, as now, involved in int~rnational educational travel. 

COffespondiogly, the range of perspectives involved in educational 

programmes has changed. While intarnational educational travel was thought 

to b~ an efficient means or increasing intornational understanding among 

nations, this was (at the end of the Second World War) then interpreted to 

me3n international understanding among various European nations. Accordingly, 

international educational travel then involved students from various 

Europ~an countries in axchanga with each others' countries and with the 

Unltad states of Am~ricao Today, a siwilar obJactiva is maintained for 

educational travel but tha range now includes several nations from the 

fiva continents gf the world. Table 1 below sho~a tha numbers involved 1n 1964. 

I.Nicholas murray Butler "The International mind" op.cit •• aee also 
C.Arnold Anderson's "The sociological Constraints Upon International 
Understanding" pp.67-82a J.stoetzel "The Concept of Personality as a 
ractor in International Understanding" pp.l47-l60 and T.Rendall Davies 
"The Rola of Educational Travel in International Understanding with Special 
Reference to Europsft pp.279-293 all in ftEducation for Intarnatlonal Lifa" The 
Yearbook of Ed'JcatiD'1 (Evans sroa.) London, lS54. 
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Table 1 

Totals of Ulorld Student Population Studying Abroad, 1955 - 1964 

Year Number of Students Abroad Percentage Increase-
1955 126,000 

1964 1290,000 130 

Notes. 1. This figure includes an estimated 21,~00 foraign stUdents in USSR 
for 1964 given by N. Sofinsky, Deputy minister of Higher and 
Specialised Secondary Education and publiYhed in Times Educational 

Supplement 1st Jan.1965, p.s 
2. 	The figures given here ara r~ugh totals dUB to the lack of compara

bi1it~in the definition of a 'foreign student'. Soma countries 
include refugees as well as immigrants. 

Source: 	 ·Study Abroad-International Guide, re1lowships,Scho1arshipl, 
Educational Exchange- Vol. XVI (UNESCO) 1966-6B, p. 512 

This table shows that in terms of aggregates as wall as percentages ths nurn

bers of students studying in countries other than their own has increased by 

just under one and a half times since 1955. However, such an overall presen~ 

tation conceals many factors. In order, then, to show that the increa!s is 

substantive rather than 'spurious' two auch factors have to be considered. 

These are 	the increase in the world's student population over tre eama period 

of 	time and the corresponding increase in that part of the worldb popUlation 

which normally provides the reserve for higher educational travel i.e. those 

between the ages of 15 and 19 years. To the extent that the increase 1n 

either of 	these two factors (or a combination of the two) is great, to this 

extent tha 130% increase 1n 'foreign' students would be art!factual, Table 2 .. 

~ 	This lack of comparability manifests itself at several levels - definitions 

of foreigner, student and academic 8eslions. All vary in different countries 
A foreigner is not necessarily 'abroad' if he is an immigrant nor i8 a per. 
son 'abroad' necessarily a foreigner if he has taken up permanent residence. 
Similarly while 'students' study, not ell who study are students (s.Q. 
secondary Bchool pupils). Similarly, academic sessions begin in Sept. in 
80me countries and October, December, January and rebruary in others. Ne
vertheless, the figures for 1964 refer to ae8sion 1963/4. Our above totals 
are therefore approximate, Our definition of the 'West African student' i8 
given later in the chapter. 
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below gives the figures or the world student population between 1955 and 1964. 

Table 2 


Totals of World Student population Between 1955 and 1964 


l!!! Number of world Student population percentage Increase 


1955 1,441,000 


1964 13,683,000 84 


Source, UNESCO Statistical Yaarbook,'1964, section on Education. 


It can be Isen tram this that the increase in students e~udying abroad or 

130% 1s more than proportionate to the increase in the world', student popu

lation by 46 percentage points. To this extent the 130% increase i8 8ubstan

tive. However, the evidence of 'such a phenomenal increase becomes even'mors 

convincing aftar relating it to the world totals or 15-19,year olds. Table 3 

below presants the position with regards to this group. 

Table -3 

Totals of World Population Between Ages 15-' 19 years (1955-1964) 


Year World Pop. 15 - 19 years PercentagB IncreBse 
-
1955 255 mill•• 


1960 281 mills. 10.2 


1964 302 mUla. 18 

Note. 1. ror many countries the;aga groupl5 - 24 'WOUld be more appropriate 
but unfortunately there i. nO,information available for, this epan 

Source. -Study Abroad- Vol.XVI (UNESCO) 1966-68, p. 513 and Table 2 on 
p~.22 of UNtSCO Statistical Yearbook, 1963. . 

, 
When the 18% increase in the world population or 15 - 19 years is compared 

with the 130% increase in the numbers of foreign students, the latter is 

readily aeen to be 8ignificantly graaterthan the ,reserve'of population 

supplying it by 112 percentage points - again indicating a phenomenal increase. 
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This increase becomes even dearer if we simultaneously consider the world 

student population (Table 2) and the world population of 15 - 19. year olds 

as we have done in Chart 1 below. 

However, though the above picture may seem optimistic, its implitations 

for higher education in the world are not so optimistic. This 281 millions of 

young people betwsen the ages of 15 - 19 in 1960 would have reached the aga 
\ 

of 19 -23 in 196~ (all things being equal) i.e. the ages at which most people 

can be enrolled in institutions of higher education. In 1964, the total num

ber of students who were enrolled in the world was 13,683,000. This would, of 

course, include a minority above tho age of 23 and a minority below the aga 

of 19. Nevertheless, this would maan that in 1964 only 4.8% of the world's 

population of 19 - 23 year olda ware in higher education (i.e. 13,683,000 

against 281 mills. expressed as a percentage). further since there were 

290,000 foreign students in 1964, this in fact would mean that only 2% of 

the world'. atudent population and 0.1% of the world's population ot 19 - 23 

year olds were being educated in countries othar than their home countries 

(i.e. 290,000 against 13,683,00 in the first inatancQ and 290,000 against 

281 mills. in the second instance assuming that all foraign students 1n that 

year were between the ages of 19 and 23 years). There are no comparable 

figures for the year. immediately following the Second World War or the pro

portion or the worldS population of 19 - 23 year olds but it could be presumed 

(from the above) to have been much less than 0.1% since international educa

tional travel was in any case limited in scope to persons or the various 

European countries and the USA. While then there has been a phenomenal in

crease in foreign students between 1955 and 1964, they still represent a small 

but highly selected group of persons. 
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Chart 1 

Rate of Inorease of World foreign Student pop., World Student pop. 

and Age Group 15 - 19 of World Pop. Between 1955 and 1964 

/§Oy, 
/' 

/9f ---j-s --"i§7 ~o19§~ 5£ 
Notes. -- -- • World foreign Student population 

• World Student Population 
• Age Group 15 - 19 of World population 

Source, ·Study Abroad- Vol -, XVI, 1966 - 1968 Diagram 2 on p, 514 

A similar upward trend can be Been in the proportion of fellowships which 

have been made available for international aducational travel over the Barna 

period of time tor study abroad is dependant (to a large extent) on the 

amounts and types or financial aid which are made available for its encourage_ 

ment, Tabla 4 below presents the situation concerning rellowships and scholar~ 

ship tor study abroad between 1948 and 1964. 
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Tabla 4 

Totals of 	fellowships for study Abroad between 1948 and 1964 

Totals of f'ellowships Percentage Increase 

1948 15,000 
1955 58,500 290 

1964 170,000 1033 (with 1948 as baaa) 

Notes, 1. 	The 1964 figure i& an estimate derived from the 3,272 programme 
which ara listed in "Study Abroad" Vol.XV,1964. There were in 
addition 475 programmes tor which the number of fellowships was 
not specified, a programme consisting of a number of scholarships 
and fellowships. 

Sources, 	 ·Study Abroad" Vol. XVI, 1966-68 especially the totals in Table 2. 
p. 556J also Alan J. Elliot "The Statistics of Study Abroad" 
International Social Science Bulletin (UNESCO) 1956, Vol.VIII. 
No.4, pp.604-614 "Study Abroad" 1951-52, Vol.3, p.27 

It can be seen from this tabla that the total of fellowships available has 

increased more than ten-fold between 1948 and 1964 and just under two-fold 

sinca 1955 (with 1955 a8 base year the rate of increas~ 1_ 190%). Now taking 

the foreign student totals 8S well a8 the totals for fellowshipt we observe 

that whereas the former increased by 130%, the latter increased by 190% i.a. 

60 percent~ge paints taster. This means, in theory (taking one fe11o~6hip 
gf all 

for one student aa an assumption), that whereas 1n 1955 43.S%/forelgn etu

dents could have benefitted from an award, in 1964 this proportion had in
" , 

creased to 57%. 

However, such a f3vourable situation did not obtain because many award~ 

remained unused since the amounts involved were too emall to be of much use 

to the students. many fellowships COV6r only part of the individual student's 

expenses a.g. tuition fees and local expanses. many do not cover travelling 

expenses to the host country. ror instance, only 20% of the fellowships 

offered 1n 1964 covered all expenses while a further 22% included conditional 
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or partial payments for travel expenses. But by far the largest proportion 

(58%) offered no travel expenses at all. Since travelling expenses represent 

a large outlay, muny stUdents find it impossible to make uss of these awards, 

thus incresQlng the deficit in the figures between foreign atudents as a 

whole and those foreign students who hold fellowships. Consequently, the 

proportion of foraign students who do not enjoy the benefits of an award has 

been increasing. The' proportion was higher in 19G4 than in 1952. This can 

readily be saen 1f we examine the discrepancies betwe8n fellowships and 

foreign student tota1sover the period 1948 - 1964 as in table 5 below. 

Ta.ble 5 

Oifferences Betweon Totale of fellowships and foreign Students 1952 - 1964 

Year- [oraign Student Pop. Totale of fellowships Net Difference 

1948 15,000 -
1952 65,162 38,793 46,369 

1955 , 126,000 58,509 67,500 

1964 290,000 170,000 120,000 

Notel 1. Gap indicates that no figures are available. foreign student figures 
began to be recorded in 1952 unlike rellowship figures. 

" 

Source•• -Study Abroad- Vol.V, 1952-53, pp.22 and 23 
·Study Abroad- Vol.VIII, 1956-57, p. 39, 

-Study Abroad- Vol.XVI, 1966-68, p. 515 
Alan J. Elliot op.cit. pp.604-614 

Henes tha numbar of roreig~ students who did not benefit trom the award of a 

ICholarship c; fellowship has increased by :52,500 between'1955 and 1964 
, ',. ' . 

and by ~ m~ch larger proportion over the period from 1948. The above con

siderations give rise to twd furthe~ questions. rirstly, is the increase in 

the number of fellowships offered over this period substantive (as distinct 

from being artifactual) in the aensa that mora money was provided for 
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fellowships in 1964 (irrespective of whether these were utilised or not) 

and secondly, is the increase in the numbers of students studying abroad 

without any awards substantive in the sense that this increase reflects an 

increased economic ability on their part to undertake further study from 

private sources? Clearly, these ara two . extraneous variables which can contri 

buta to an upward trend in both tha numbers of fellowships provided andin the 

numberrof 'private' foreign students. 

The key for resolving both questions turns on the economic ability of the 

modern world to provide more economic benefit. including fellowships and 

greater personal incomes. movements in external trade can be considered as a 

useful operational indicator of the state of economic prosperity in the world. 

If this is accepted, we can then investigate the operation of the two .8xtra

~eous factors mentioned above. To do this we have to compare world external 

trade figures with the figures for the provision of fellowships between 1948 

and 1964 as in table 6 below. 

Table 6 

World External Trade Related to the Providen of fellowships 1948 - 1964 

~ External Trade Totals %age increase fellowShips Totals ,age increase 

1948 60,500 mills. 15,000 

1955 96,050 mUls. base 58.500 bas. 

1964 176,400 mUls. 83.7 170,000 . 190 

Notes. 1. The figures are in US dollars and are calculated by taking the mean 
of the relevant figures of imports c.i.f. and exports f.o.b. The 
external trade figure for 1955 i, an estimate. 

Sourcesl 	 Statistical Yearbook (UN) 1965. Tabla l48.pp.390-391. Tha' estimate 
of external trade in 1955 comes from p. 515 of .Study Abroad- Vol. 
XVI, 1966-68 

This shows that the provision of fellowships (190%) hal increased at a much 
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faater rate than external world trade '(83.7%) by 106.3 percentage points. The 

increased provision of fellowships can therefore not be attributed solely to 

the increase 1n world external trade but to other factors. Indeed, it would 

88em that the proportion of world trade davoted to the prOVision of fellow
.. , 

ships decreased as world trade increased. ro~ example, at a rough estimation 

of $ 19o per fellowship in b~th 1955 and 1964 (assuming constant value.) 

only .0036% of world trade was devoted to tha provilion of fellowships in 

1964 compared to .12% in 1955. Clearly, then, the increased provision of 

fellowships has to b~ accounted for in terms of factors other than economic 

factors. What the f.1gures in Table 6 show, than, is that since U55 there has 

been a marked increase in the willingness to provide fellOWShips for foraign 

stUdents - an increase which is more or less independent of world external 

trade - even if,the fellowships provided are not always of such magnitude that 

they can be utilised by larger numbers of foreign students. 

Ae far as the foreign students themselves are concerned, we have already 

demonstrated that changes in both the general student popUlation and in ~the 

.~ proportion of the world's population aged 15 - 19, cannot account for the 

increase 1n the numbers of students who are studying in countries other than 

their own. Nor can these two factors consequently. account for the increase 
. .~ 

in the numbers. of foreign students who do not benefit from the award of aome 

sort of fellowship. We can conclude from this, then, that the increase in 

anon-fellowship-holding' foreign students i8 due to either an increased 
:.:. t· 

ability on their part to provide finance for toreign study out of private 
~ _ C t 

sources (which in.it&elr co~ld be a reflection of the up'uard movement in the 

economic' well~biing of the world) or to an increale in the deaire for foreign 

.tudy among the present generation of students culminating in an increasing 
, '. 

tendency to di8~ount the economic hazards involved and to resort to some 
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kind of part-time employment as a supplement. or indeed a combination of these 

two factors. It would be impossible to come to a more definite conclusion in 

the absence of more refined data. 

Non-Individual ractors and the Provision of rellowships 

In ordsr to investigate these factors. we analysed the provision of relp. 

lowships and Scholarships with respect to (1) the donors, (2) ths beneficia

riss. (3) whether the nationalities of the beneficiaries are stipulated in 

the award, (4) whethB~ the countries in which higher educatio~ should be under_ 

taken are epecified,(5) whether the fields of study are stipulated and (6) 

whether the sex of the recipients 1s stipulated as a condition for the award 

of the fellowship or not. 

The analysis of the donors of fellowships readily shows that, in terms 

of rank, governments are the ~ost important source of funds and have been 

since 1948 when records began to be kept. Table 7 below show~ the position 8S 

Table 7 

Donors of fellowships for the Years 1948, 1955 end 1964 rsspectivelx 

Donor 'Type t lli.2. .!2.§§. 1964-
Governments 57 57 48 

Private roundations 17 6 5 

Other Privata Associations 9 13 

Academic Institutions 14 12 21 

International Organisations 
(including UNESCO) 12- 16- ...!1 

Total Per Cent 100 100 100 

Number of Cases 15,000 58,500 170,000 

Notes. 1.There are no f!gurea available for Other Private Associations in 194a 
2.The figures iH~1able are in percentages of all rellowships giuen by 

each donor 'type t to foreign students. 

Sourcesl ··Study Abroad·,·Vols.III & IV,19So-S1 &1951-52 "Bsp.p.17 in latter 
·Study Abroad-, Vol. VIII, 1956-57. pp.38-39 
·Study Abroad-, Vol. XVI. 1966-68, p •. 515 

http:Bsp.p.17


far as donors are concerned for the three years - 1948, 1955 and 1964 
. ' 

respectively. This indicates that there is some stability in the donation of 

fellowships throughout tha period. That governments ara the major sources of 
-' ! 

funds is very evident. Nevertheless, the increase in fellowships which We 
- '.' . 

have already observed 1s not due to an increasing tendency for governments to 

provide funds but is largely accounted for by the increased contributions of ,. . 
, i,.",.1 

other donors particu larly Academic Institutions which show a cons!stalt incrs&a 
~ • 1 ~ • " ,~. ~_ 

However, if we now look further into the countries which constitute the 
~ . !. . " ~ 

,- ~ . 
fiva largest contributors (bearing in mind that it is the governments who 

contribute the largest proportion of all fellowships to foreign atudents), 
t •• j 

between 1955 and 1964 wa' observe that tertain countries feature pr~dominantly. . 

Table B below shows the rank position of 

, 

these countries. 

Tabla B 

Rank Ordering of the Six Largest Contibutors to fAllowshlps By Countries 

1955 !2.§!-
, 

United states USSR 

'I 't -

l 


france United states 
;. ;: 

Egypt france 


Turkay Germany 

, ; 

United Kingdolll United Kingdom 
~ ... ~ ",.- ., 

Swoden Canada 

Source, ·Study Abroad- Vol. VIII, 1956-57, pp. 33-39 
,·Study Abroad· Vol. XVI, 1966-68, pp. 516-17 

It can be aeen trom this T~b1e that ths top pos1tions in this ranking are 

occupied by countries which can be descr1bed sa highly developed and as world 

power•• The pOlition of Egypt in the 1955 figures is exceptional 1n that her 
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high position is due to the fact that she had to cope with an influx of re

fugees as will be shown presently when dealing with tha beneficiaries of 

fellowships. Nevertheless, the pattern is still evident. 

However, this does not mean that the country of origin of fellowships 

can be equated with the government of that country since the fellowship figu

res for a country include a proportion of fellowships which ara provided by 

agencies within the country apart from the governments. Nevertheless, it is 

still true that even within a country, it is the government which contributes 

the largest share of the country's provision of fellowships. But no figures 

are available of the contributions of governments as distinct from non

governmental a~encies within countries. Hence the proportion of~llowship8 

donated by a country cannot by itself provide a true indication of the total 

involvement of governmental decisions in the movements of foreign stUdents. 

For this, other indicators are necessary. 

One such indicator is the proportion of foreign students within countries 

who benefit from the award of rellowships. Though it is not possible to sepa

rate the contribution of governments from the contributions of other .sgencies. 

it can be assumsd that the larger the total of foreign Itudents banefitting, 

the greater is the contribution of the government of the country and conse

quently the greater the extent to which the latter's decisions enter into the 

arena of international educational travel. Table 9 below shows the overall 

position in 1964. 



Table 9 

Proportion of foreign Students Benefitting from Awards in 1964 By 
Host Country 

Host Country All fellowships No.of foreign Students ~ga Benefittin~ 

USSR 18,900 21,000 90 

USA 37,407 74,814 54 

france 9,06? 30,442 30 

Australia 1,817 :.. 6,639 27 

UK .3,400 14,117 , 24 

Germany .4,622 25,155 18 

Japan 697 S,629 12 

Austria 470 9.641 5 

Note 'I 1. 	The figure for the USSR is an estimate given by N. Sofinsky op.cit. 
Remennikov and Medvedev 8uggest that 100% of foreign students 
benefit but our calculations suggest 90%. 

Sourc~s;. 8. Remennikov and A. medvadev -,orne to Study 1n the USSR- (Progress 
Publishers) moscow, 1965. p.53. also -Study Abroad- Vol. XVI, 
1966-69. pp.1S6-1S8 

It can be .Ien from this that (1) the three countries which occupy the top '. 

rank positions for the donation of fellowships tend to have larger numbers 

of foreign stUdents compared to the others but that this is not related 

to the total of !!! fellowships provided. (2) that these countries also tend 

to offer larger proportions of all fellowships provided to foreign students 

but that this, agaln, i8 not related to the actual numbers of foreign stu

dents in these countries. 
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It could then be maintained, with soma Justification, that this tendency 
I • 

for host countries in th~ top rank (USA and USSR in Table 9) to donate 

relatively large proportions of their fellowships to foreign stude~ts is a 

function of the economic well-being of these countries - with relatively 

richer countries, in general, being in a better position to offer more 

fellowships than relatively poorer ones. If, then, the above relationship 

is a simple economic one, one would expect to observe some relationship be

tween the proportion of foreign students benefitting from fellowships and 

(1) Gross National Product on the one hand and (2) the rata of economic 

growth on the other. Accordingly, Table 10 below examines the relationship 

between fellowships offered to foreigners and the Gross National Product 

and the rate of economic growth (respectively) in nina countries. 

--' ........ 
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Table 10 

Gross National Product and Index of Total production related to 
rellowships for roreigners in 1964 

.< 

Host Country Gross Nat.Product 

%age of roraignera 
Benefitting from 

Awards Index of Total Prod. 

USSR 45,375 90 148 

USA 576,758 54 129 

rranca 73,719 30 136 

Australia. 18,795 27 131 

UK 79,814 24 124 

Garmany (r&d. ) 86,429 18 141 

Japan 65,053 12 202 

Austria 7, :515 5 131 

SwItzerland 

" 

11,766 4 140 
Base year • 195B 

Notes. 1. 	Figures for GNP are all in millions of US dollars and are at 
constant prices. The figure for the USSR is an estimate or tha 
dollar equivalent or its Net Material Product which in 1964 was 
181,5 thousand million roubles (converted at R 4 • ~ 1). The con
cept of NMP is not strictly comparable to G~P but gives a rough idea 

Sources, -Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics- (United Nations)New York 
1966, Tabla 9A, pp.493-496 and for the Russian e~timate Tabla 1, 
p. 374. also ·Statistical Yearbook- (UN), 1965, pp.539-41 for indicee 
of Total Production. 

In this Table the figure for the USSR is an under-estimate since it derives 

from a straight conversion of its NMP into US dollars and since Nmp takes 

into account only those commodities which contribute directly to production 

unlike GNP in the other countries which inclUdes inVisible. and the cost of 

administration. Nevertheless, even with adding a figure for these 'extras! 

the final figure is unlikely to exceed 100,000 million dollars. If this 
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'conversion' is accepted, it then becomes clear that the provision at rellow

ships to roreign students is not accounted ror in terms of the value of the 
\ . 

GNP or the Various countries since, tor instance, Switzerland with a much 

larger income than Austria nevertheless ofrers a smaller proportion or its 

rellowships to 'oreign nationals. Similarly, the UK ~ith a much larger GNP 
- . \ ~ , !. 

than Austr~li., nevertheless, offers a smaller proportion of ita rellowshipa 

to 'oreign nationals. 

However, it could also ba maintained that the rata 0' economic growth 
:"1, 

is a more realistic indicator of the economic potential or a,country than GNP 
" . .\", 

and that it is this which would ultimately determine a co~ntry'. ability to 
~ , ~, I. .' t : 

provide rellowships to 'oreign nationals. This supposition ia reasonabla 
• ~ :, • ~ , .' • I 

since the value or"a country's production in any ons year is, in 'act, a 

poor indicator or her growth potential, Thus the value of tha GNP or Japan.. 
in 1964 was 65,053,million dollars. neve7the~ess Sh~ has shown t~e highest 

... _ c- . , ... 
rate of increase in that GNP since 1958. Thia i. in contrast to tha USA whosa 

GNP in the aama year ~aa valued at 576,758 million dollars but nevertheless 
, . '. " 

showed a much smaller rata of incraa8e(129). If the above-mentioned supposi

ticn is accepted, then thara should ba an observable relationship between the 
~ .' t· 

Index of Total Production (measuring the growth rate) and tha proportion 0' 
foreign studenta who benefit from the award 0' rallowshipa. 

However, such a relationship is not borna out by Tabla 10 linca 80ma 

countries otfer'rallowahips to ~ higher proportion or foreign nationabthan 

their Index of Total Production would have led one to expect~'Thul. tor;" 

instance, the USSR with 90% or ita 'oreign etudentpopulation receiving·.n 

award has, nevertheless, ehown only a 148 increa•• tinca 1958 whila Japan, 

~ith only 12% of its 'oraign .tudent population receiving an award has 

nevertheless, ,hown a 202 increasB since 1958. Similarly, the UK with 24% 0' 
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its foreign student population benefitting from fellowships has, navartheless, 
. 

shown a smaller rate of increase (124) than Switzerland (140), which offers 
-, 

rellowships to only 4% of its foreign student populat~on.,This reinforces our 

condusion that tha proportion of foreign students who benefit from awards i8 
, . 

not a function of economic wall-being, just as we have shown that the riaa in 

rata and numbers of foreign students studying abroad is not a function of 

movements in international' trade. Any explanation, than, for the varying 

numbers of foreign students in different countries who benefit from awards can

not thus be stated in economic terms, but in 80cial Dr political terms. This 

point is made aven more poignantly if we now analyse the beneficiaries of these 

fellowships further. Tabla 11 looks at the pattern of nationality stipUlation 

in fellowships in 1955. 

Table 11 
" , 

;: Restrictions on Nationalities of Recipients of rellowships, 1955 
- . 

Restrictions on Nationality TOtals $;age of Yearly Total. 

No restrictions/open to all '. 

nationalities 5,800 10" 


Nationality stipulated but 

open to persons from mora , , 

than ona country 19,100 33 


Refugees only 2,600 4 

Nationality of Recipients _ 

restricted and stipulated 31,000 53
-

58,500 100-
Sourcet A.J. Elliot op.cit.p.611 

This shows that not only. was the greatest proportion of the fellowships for 

1955 restricted to recipients of specified nationalities but that only lO~ 

did not make any restriction about the nationality of the recipient. 

Now,it one looks at the actual nationality of tho•• who benefitted from 
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awards in 1955 ~e observe that not only wal the greatest proportion of fellow

ships restricted to individuals of certain stipulated nationalities, but that 

a greater part of the fellowships provided by each country was used by 
~. " 

nationals of the BamB country. Table 12 below shows this clearly, using infor

mation derived from the seven largest beneficiaries. 

Table 12 

Anal~81s af the Natlanalit~ of Beneficiaries of fellawshies for 1955 

All awards utilise
Country of Award (A ) 

Awards originating from 
d 8ame cauntrr for own %age of B 

Nationals B) against A 

USA, 4,600 4,300 94 

rrench Overseas 
Territories 2,200 

Turkey 2,100 

france 1,700 

1,900 

1,300 

91 

77 

Sweden 1,400 

UK 1,:500 

1,100 

500 

79 

39 

fed.Germany 1,300 25 2 

Sourc81.A.J. Elliot op.cit.p.6ll' 

While it is clear fro~ these figures that the USA was the largest beneficia

ries of fellowships, she is also one of the largest donora of fellowships al 

has besn shown already. On the other hand, Germany devoted only 2~ ot her to

tal fellowship donation to her own nationals. Indeed, the french Overseas. 

Territories are exceptional in donating all their fellowship donations to 

students who are not nationals of these territories, in that year. 
, .' 

However, there is evidence to suggest that this tendency for a large 

proportion of fellowships donated to be us~d by nationals of the donating 

country has reduced significantly since 1949. Thus whereas about 56% of all 
• ~ .f, ,.', • > "".. ... 

fellowships in 1948 ware used by nationals of the donating countries, by 1964 

this proportion had fallen to 24%. In other words, the pattern of the nat1ona_ 
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I1ty of beneficiaries of rellowships is beginning to reflect the extension of 

the concept o( international understanding over wider areas. Nevertheless, 

the abova Bvidence suggests that non-individual factors, such as nationality, 

are still important • 

. . This conclusion is made even more convincin~ if we now turn our atten

tion to analysing the restrictions which accompany the award of fellowships 

concerning the countries in which further study can be undertaken. Tabla 13 

below presents the position for 1955. This shows that not only did a large 

proportion of rellowships in that yaar include 80me stipulation concerning the 

nationality o( the recipients (as we have leen above) but 78% o( rellowahips 

offered in that year also made some stipulations concerning the country in 

Tabla 13 

Analysis o( Restrictions Concerning Countries in which Study can be 
Undertaken, 1955 

fellowship Totals to which 
Stieulations Stieulations Aee1x ~ge of Yearlx Total 

No restriction 
country or study 13,000 22 

Choice of two or 
more countries given 

USA stipulated 

Egypt " 
france " .. 
UK " 

15,600 

10,700 

4,300 

2,700 

2,100 

27 } 

18 ) 
) 

7 ) 

5 
) 
) 

4 ) 78% 
Germany " 1,400 2 ~ 
Sweden " 
Study could be undertaken 
in countries other than 
that stipulated 

1,100 

7,600 

2 ) 
) 
) 

..llj 
Total fellowships 58,500 100 

which further education can be undertaken. S1milar restrictions were made 

concerning the sex of the beneficiaries as well aa the subjects which should 
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be 	 studied though analyses of these are not particularly revealing, 

We can then conclude this part of our enalysis by suggesting 'that not 

only has the volume of student~ involved in international educational travel 

increased since the end of the Second world War but that this increase. bears 

no ob.ervable relationship to the state of world trade Dr to the state of the 

economies of individual countries. movements in international educational tra-

Vel end variations 1n the provision of rellowships have to be understood in 

terms of·the political and aocial goals of various 'host- countries. Thus·the 

tact that almost nll foreign students in the USSR in 1964 ware supported by 

rellowship awards while only about 8 quarter were 80 supported in the UK can 

only be understood 1n term. of the types of polities which thesa two .countries 

pursue with regard to the higher education of foreign nationals, 

This i& made even more convincing by the absence of any relationship be-. 

tween the proportion of foreign students in a host country and the student 

population of that country. Thus, for instance, while the 74,814 foreign stu

dents in the United states in 1964 constituted only 1.7% of her total student 
~ < \.. • 	 ,', > \ • 

population1,tha 9,361 foreign stUdents in Switzerland constituted about 30% 
~, . ~ ., 

of her student population. By way ot contras~,the foreign studunt population 

in the UK has remained around 10-11% of her student population ever since 
.' 

19382• In other countries, like Senegal, tha foreign student enrollment amoun_ 
. . 	 . 

ted to as much as 58% of her stUdent papulation in 1964. These variations re-

fleet the difterent po11cies pursued by various host countries. 

Thase 'non-individual' factors can thus be Been to constrain internatio

na1 educational travel throu~h the donation and receipt of rellowships to and 

by foreign nationals in particular, but to all students in g~neral. insofer 

as the ~xtent to which the student'can determina'the-ccinditicin~ unde~ which, ~.-1. 	·Study Abroad" Vol.XVI, 1966-69, pp.517-18 
2. 	Bobbins Report ·Committee on Higher Education" Appendix Two (A). 

Tabla 49, p. 165. 
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and the pace where, he will study once he leaves his home country is limited. 

As we have demonstrated above, not only i8 the great majority of fellowships 

provided by governments, but these awards also have various stipulations 

concerning those who should benefit from them, whersthey should study, and 

the subjects of stUdy which should be pursued. The stipulation of the aex of 

the student who should benefit from awards has receded into the background. 

Thus, in 1955 97% of all fellowships ware open to stUdents of both aexes and 

only 1% was restricted to females exclusively and 2% to malea exclusivelyl. In 

view of the above considerations/it could be concluded that the increasing 

penetration of ron-individual factors into international educational travel 

since the end of the Second World War has been facilitated to a large extent ." 

by the institution of fellowships for 
_. 

study abroad. We can now turn our 

attention to the analysis of the general pattern of student movement in inter_ 

national Bdu~ation. 

Pattern9 of Student movement 

To analyse the pattarna of fellowship-holders (as we have done) i8 not 

eynonymous with analyaing the patterns of students who are involved in inter

national educational travel since there ere many foreign students who do not 

benefit from the award of any fellowship or grant. IndBed, thoir numbers have 

bean increaaing Evar sinc~ records began to be kept in 1946. In this section 

we shall look at both the fallcwGhip-holders as well as the non-fallowship

holding stUdents 1n order to understand the movement patterns of foreign 
,

students.in general. While doing Do,wa ahall perforce investi9ate the pattern 
• > ; ., 

of host countries (whera students go to), their countri~s of origin (where 

thay coma from), tharelatlo~ship between these two and soma of the factors 

1. A.J. Elliot op.cit. p. 611. 

http:students.in
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determining the choice of country for foreign study• 
., i 0. \ 

As there is no widely accepted definition of 'culture areas', it i8 dif

ficult to interpret the available figures in terms of crols-cultural educatio

nal travel patterns. The closest approximation to this, however, is to divide 

up the world into regions and to equate 8uch regional boundaries with cultural 

areas. This is necessarily crude, but must stand in the absence of any clearer 
, 

~ . 
alternative. If this 

..,. 

i8 accepted, then the fellowship-donating regions can be 

related 
" 

to the fellowship-receiving areas as in Table 14 below. 

Table 14 

Donating Areas Related to Benefitting Areas for year Ending 1955 

Total Dift.between gran-
Donors (A ) Totals granted Received Receiving Areas ted and Received -
N. America 21,644. 5,279 (25~) N. America 16,366_ 

Latin America 2,038 2,650 L. America 612 + 

Europe 14,571· 12,454 (85%) . Europa 2,117 

m. 	 Eaat 8,022 4,llB. (51%) m. tast . 3,904 

s. 	Asia 1,641 2,255 s. Asia 614 + 

Africa 802_ 4B7 (6l~) Africa 	 315 

Oceania 420 323 (77%) Oceania 	 97 

49 •.1 38 27,565 

Notesl 1. These figures are very approximats and depend heavily on the returns 
. made to UNESCO. The total fellowships granted i. lsss than the 
59,500 by the proportion donated by the International Agencies • 
ii35l. The deficit between total. granted end totals received i. 
accounted tor partly by the fact that that proportion was given to 
another region and partly by differencaa 1n definitiona, 

2. 	minus and plus signs represent net 108s Or net gain to donating 
regions. riguras in bracket represent amount. used for 'salf' in 
the caee of regions with nat 108•• 

Source, ·study Abroad- Vol. B. 1956-7, pp.3&40 

In 	terms of the nat difference between fellowships granted and fellowships 
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received, Table 14 shows a clear tendency for certain areas to donate 
. . 

rather than recQive and an equally clear tendency for other areas to receive 

rather than donate fellowships. for instance, North America donates far more 
. 

than it receives while S. Asia and Latin America receive more than they 

donate. Tha figure for the middle East i. confoundsd by the large numbers 

of rafugees it had to cope with'in that-year and ita policy decision to 

accommodate as many refugee 'foreign students' asp08sible. It is this 

~hich partly accounts for the-fact that most foreign student. in the 

middle East are from othSf part. of the middls East, particularly the Arab 

countrie&l. 
, ' 

A similar conclusion can be drawn from tha trends 1n tha other 

figures in the table. In terms of aggregate numbers of fallo~ship. offered, 

North America offers the largest 8ingle total followed by Europa and,then, 
. . ' 

the middle East. It is to be noticed that the relatively moredevaloped 

countries and areas tend to offer the largest amount of fellowships to 

international education. 

If we now further analyse the proportions of fellowships offered to 

foreign students, it becomes evident that ~hile broad regions do not offer 
• i 

as many fellowships as their economic d~velopment WOuld lead one to expect, 

there i. nevertheless a clear distinction between the developed areas en the 

one hand and the underdeveloped onas on the other. Table 15 belDw shows this 

clearly if ona break. up the picture into bread developmantand cultural 

region•• 
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Table 15 

re110wships offered to roreign students By Cultural and Developmental Regions 
in 1964 

roreignerl
Region/countries Total re110wehips Offered Those for roreignera aa %age 

I'N. America 	 ' , 

USA 48,867 40,213 
Canada '3,468 (52,335) , 1,654 (41,867) 79 
Europe 
rrance - 11,359 , 9,~67 
Garmany (red.Rep.) 4,937 4,654 

, 	 .';1 ~ "",United 	KingdolD 4,547 (20,843) 3,395 (17,116) 82 
"Oceania " ", '~ . 


Australia 2,038 1,617 
" 


New Zealand 728 ( 2,766) , 647 ' ( 2,464) 89 


,middle ,est 

United Arab Republic 3,176 3,176 

Iraq 1,640 400 

morocco 1,000 ( 5,816) --' '( 3,576) 61 


latin America 

Venezuela 796 117 

Brazil 774 279 

Argentina 748 ( 2,:U8) 450 ( 846) 36 


s. Asia 
Japan 1,048 697 
India 666 538 
Thailand ,317 , 2,031) 17 ( 1,252) 62 
Africa 
Nigeria 774 8 
Sanagal 635 635 
Congo (Republic) 500 ( 1,909) 500 ( 1,143) 59 

Notes. 	The figures in brackets refer to the totals for the regions from which 
the percentage is derived. Countries are selected on the basis of the 
8ize of their contribution. That there afe only 2 countries in N.Amerl. 
ca, a8 in Oceania, makes the comparison even more striking. The 100% 

, 	figures in Senegal and the Congo Republic are due to the large numbers 
of residents (in the case of Senegal most of them rrench residants) 
who belong to another nationality, ea well e8 th~ fact that they aleQ_ 
(like the UAR) follow a policy of accommodating aa many foreign stu
dents 88 posaibla. The figure tor west Cermany is obtained by adding 
together the totel for west Berlin end the total for the rest of the 
Republic aa a whole. The percentages Bra not rankad. 

Sourest-Study Abroad-. Vol.Xvt,l966-68, Table 2,pp.556-SS9osspecially. 
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It can be aeen from Table 15 that the total numbers of fellowships provided 

decrease a8 one goes down the list, moving away from the more developed to 

the relatively less developed areas. However, the percentages of fellowships 

provided for foreign students over the total fellowships provided does not 

vary accordingly, since countries do not provide the ehara of fellowships for 

foreign students which their development would lead one to expect. Neverthe

less though Europe provided a larger number of fellowships than all the coun

tries below it in the list," it also provides the largest proportion of fellow. 

ships for itself as we have seen in T.able 14. This is partly attributable to 

the fact that the largest number of students involved in international educa

tional travel come from this region and partly because of the large number of 

countrie. involved in the region .8 • whole. Nevertheless, it atill provides a 

larger number of fellowships for foreign students than the rest of the world. 

put together (with the exception of N. America) even though Europe consists 

of • far smaller number of countries than the rest of the world. 

The developed / underdeveloped pattern is clearly rp.vealed in,i3ble 15, 

even though the undardeveloped world may have fawer student~nvolved In inter

national educational travsl, this being a reflection of the Imaller proportions 

of these countries' populations who are in higher education. Yat it is largely 

because of this distinction between the developed and the underdeveloped re

gions of the world that stUdents from one part studying in another are likely 

to be involved in lituations of cultur~~"conflict" .• The cultural pattern of 

underdeveloped countries tand to be different from that or developed countries. 

The regional claSsification in Table 15 can therefore be conceived of 8S a 

cultural classification aa well. This would mean, then, that (ae pointed out 

in the previous chapter) students from Europe studying in Africa are Just aa 

likely to find themselvas in situations of culture conflict., as are African 
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students studying in Europe. 

However, the proportion of stUdents from the developed world studying 

in the underdeveloped is much smaller than the corresponding proportion' of 

those from the underdeveloped studying in the developed parts of the world. 

But even in the case of this small group there is evidence (slight though it 

is) that culture. conflict, , does result in mental breakdowns. ror instance, 

American peace Corps Volunteers 1n many parts of the underdeveloped world 

have been known to suffer from psychological breakdown, sometimes with serious 

consequences, though little is known about the overall proportiona who are 

affected in any ona year. Nevertheless, the fact that a larger number of stu

dents from the underdeveloped world are studying in the developed countries 

means that s correspondingly larger proportion would be exposed to situations 

Df culture .. conflict" , In other words, the more dissimilar the cultural pat

tern of the country of origin is from that of the host country, the greater i8 

t~e probability of the individual student finding himself in a situation of 

culture. conflict. This is made wen more convincing if we look at the coun

tries which tend to be predominantly host countries for foreign stUdents. 

In terms of numbers of foreign atudents(as a Whole)received for higher 

education, two areas predominate as 'receiving areas' - North America and 

Europe. In North America, the m03t important country was the USA in 1955 and 

also in 1964. In Europe over the sarna tima period, the most important coun

tries ware rrance, Germany, USSR, UK and Austria in that order. In 1955 73% 

of all fellowships were for study in 9 countries, 7 in Europa and 2 in N. AmJr1 

ca ~tudy Abroad-, Vol.8,1956-7,p.42). Though detailed figures for 1964 are 

not yet available there is evidence that this pattern has changed only slight

ly and that only tha USSR has increased both its rank position as host and the 

http:Vol.8,1956-7,p.42
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range of countries from which she draws her foreign student population. 
. r: ..J\'"' 

Analysis of the ranges from which thes~ receiving cDuntries draw their 
..' ,~ 

foreign student populations indicates that these same countries have the most 
.. " 

'universal' ranges as in Tabla 16. 
.. J.' 

Table 16 


The Ranges from which roraign Students were drawn in 196~ 

{. ~ .~ ,,. . 

Host Country Range Composition of Students 

USSR draws from 119 countries Universal range and composition . 
USA 117 " ,~. " .. .. IIGermany 110 , 

,1 

" , 
ItUK 103 

.. !It. 

.. IISwiharland 103 

IICanada 102 • 
..francs 96 " 
II IIAustria 82 

Arab states 51 .. consists of mainly Arab students from 
... other states. Range is therfore regional, 

Spain, 66 .. .mainly Latin Americans and Arabs 
'",. t-

also regional range 

Source, ·Study Abroad·, Vold. XVI, 1966-68. p. 520 

The popularity of thase various countries and consequently of Europe and 

America isconnacted with t~eir predominant positions as developed and scienti_ 

fic societies. This will be evident when we look, later on, at the factors 

which affoct students' choica of countries for higher educational studies. 
. 1" _ 

While we have shown that the greatest proportion of students receiving 

fellowships! are'to be found in Europe and that almost all of these fellowships 

... : ! 
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"are donated by countries in Europe, this tendency is also correlated with tha 

movement,of students generally. Thus 1n 1964 Europe had the greatest numbers of 

atudent,!n international education though it is possible, if the figures were 

availabls (which they are not), that many of these stUdents do not travel 

abroad for their undergraduate education but primarily for their past-graduate 

work. Nevertheless, this regional tendency, this tendency for educational tra

vel to cover 'short' distances is common among other stUdents as wall. Thus, 

many European foreign students not only study in ather parts of Europe but the 

majority of American students study in Canada and vice versa. many Koreans, 

Chinese and other S.t.Asian students study in Japan, many Latin American stu_ 

dents study in other Latin American countries while many middle Eastern stu

dents study in other parts of the middle East, though (as pointed out before) 

one is not ~lear about the extent to which the latter is confounded by the 

large numbers of refugees. 

There are many reasons for this tregionalisation t of international 

educational travel not the least important of which is the question of finance 

over long distances. Apart from this, it is also due in part to the need to 

avoid widely dissonant situations as would be made clear 1n an analysis of 

the various factors which have been shown to affect the students choice of 

country for further studies. 

The various annual 8urveys into foreign student enrollment carried out 

by UNESCO aincs 1952 have shown that there era five factors which constrain 

and limit the individual Itudsnt's choice of country for further education. 

These ara (1) the availability of fellowships, (2) language problems, (3) 

long-atanding cultural ties, (4) common frontiers and (5) educational stan

dards and specialities in different countries. 
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The availability of fellowships is the most obvious element in the choice 

of country for higher education and is a manifestation of the fact that 

international educational travel involves expenses. in some cases, the 

expenses vary with the geographical distance between the host country and the 

country of origin. However, the proportion of stUdents receiving fellowships 

is invariably smaller than the total foreign student enrollment in any ons 
~ 

host country aa ~a ~ava demonstrated. This 1s due to the fact that some of the 

other students support themselves from private funds while others enrol in the 

host country and then apply for a scholarship from their home governments. 

Independently of this (as we have also ssen), many foreign students are 

supported by their home governments from the outset. However, it could be 

presumed that the smaller ths difference between the fellowships offered by 

the host country and their total foreign student enrollment, the more the 

presence there of foreign students can be attributed to fellowships and the 

less to the ether factors ~hich we discuss below. 

As for language, this feature heightens the attractiveness of a country 

as a centre for foreign students. A country would, then. be attractive to 

prospective foreign students to the extent that her language is universally 

spoken. The more universally spoken a language is the more likely it ie that 

the foreign atudent would be acquainted with it before he embarks on his 

studies abroad. If, then, languages are ranked in terms of universality it 

could be Isen that larger numbers of foreign stUdents are studying in countries 

with relatively more universal languages (fable 17). 
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Table 17 

Language of study and foreign Student Enrollment 1964 

languages ranked by Univerczlity foreign Student Enrollment 

EngUsh 115,000 

french 42,000 

German 40,000 

Russian 21,000 

Arabic 21,000 

Spanish 17,000 

SourCBa -study Abroad-, Vol.XVI, 1965-68, p. 521 

This is mainly because students prefer to study their speciality either in 

their own language or in languages with which they ara familiar before embar

king on foreign educational travel, Thus, out of 8.800 German stUdents in 18 

receiving countries in 19641, 3,268 (37.3%) went to Austria and out of 1,350 

Austrian stUdents in the same 18 countries 879 (65.1%) want to the federal 

Republic of Germany. While it is true that many students are likely to be 

acquainted with one of the oors universal languages, many others are not so 

fortunate. for these, there are other considerations which influence their 

choice. 

The examples of Canadian and American students studying in each others' 

countries, or Arab stUdents in the middle East or, indeed, Latin American 

students in Spain and 60 on have shown the influence of long-standing cultural 

ties. Nevertheless, these cultural ties are sometimes purely administrative as 

In ths case of those ex-colonies of various metropolitan European countries 

1. 	These figures result from a supplementary qUBstionnaire issued with the 
annual survey questionnaire 0' UNESCO. The countries covered were Canada, 
franca, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, India,Ireland, Italy, Japan, 
Lebanon. Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Syria, UAR, UK and USA. Soma of 
the results ara reported in Vol. XVI of "Study Abroad" (UNESCO) 1966-68 
p. 	522. 
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which continue to send the greater proportion of their foreign students to 

these metropolitan countrios. Thus, in 19G4,~rancareceived 2,371 students 

Tunisia, 1,714 from Algeria and 2,029 from ~orocco. These three constituted 

one-fifth of the total foreign students received by franca. Similarly out of 

the 144 students sent by Gabon to 18 receiving countries, 128 (88.8%) went to 

france. Similar tendencies can be observed in the 
.. 

caSB of the UK and the USA, 

though mora students from tnglish-speaking countries go to,the USA because of 
"' ." 

better facilities cffered rather than because of cultural ties. Thus in 1964, 

out of the 1,168 students sent to the eighteen recei~ing countrlesby Kenya. 

393 (33.6%) went to tha UK and 775 (66.4%) went t~ the USA. Similarly, out of 

341 stUdents sent by Sierra Leona to 18 countries in 1964, 113 (33.1%) 

the UK and 147 (66.9%) to the USA. It can be aeen from this, that despite the 

fact that 80me countries whose lanouags8 are not widGly known provide prepara_ 

tory courses for foreign students, foreign students do not nevertheless con

gregata in these countries. 

The existence of common frontiers added to the above also accounts to 

80me Bxtent for the movement of foreign stUdents. Germany, for instance, has 

a common frontier as well a8 a common language with Austria and Switzerland. 

Hence much of their student exchange take place between these countries • 
foreign

Similarly, the larger part of tanadals/studant population (1,458) and the 

larger part of USA foreign stUdent population (2,845) went to each other" 

country respectively for foreign study 1n 1964. 

The educational atandards and 8pecialities also play a part 1n the 

student's choice of country for foreign study insofar as the student is 

interested in qualifications which would have currency in his hams country 

as wall as in the host country. 
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··Apart from this, students attempt to obtain their foreign education in those 

countries which are noted for their specialities. This is evident if host 

countriel are classified according to the proportion of their foreign student 
i , .......


population studying given ranges of subjects as in Table1S. 

Table 18 

Subjects Classified According to Country of Study in 1964 

Edue.Humani- Soc.5c. Law Arts Nat.5c. med. Eng. Agric. 
ties 

Czechoslovakia 2 1 10 1 1 " 2 30 48 5 
\ 

Germany , 2 15 10 2 5 15 20 26 5 

Austria 2 10 10 1 2 5 25 40 5 

Australia 4 5 15' 1 9 12 20 26 10 

UK 8 10 10 9 8 20 19 B B 

USA 3 10 _, .1 .. 2 10 9 58 6 

Italy 1 2 3 2 9 7 50 18 8 

Spain 9 a 5 9 1 2 54 9 3 

france 5 33 2 20 3 12 12 10 3 

Syria 1 50 10 19 2 3 7 5 3 

" ~ 

Sourcel -study Abroad-, Vol.XVI, 1966-63, p. 522-3 

This table has been arranged in such a way that the highest frequency par

centaga alongside B country represents its speciality in 1964. The resulting 

pattern luggests that ~hile certain countries receive most of th&ir students 

tor study in the natural sciences, medicine and engine&ring, others lower 

down the list receive the greater part of their foreign students for the 

humanities and the social sciences. In terms of speCiality, then, it can 

be leen that the great majority of students of the natural sciences, medicine 

and engineering ara studying in developed countries while those studying 

humanities and the aocial science are studying in relatively less developed 

http:Edue.Humani-Soc.5c
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countries. It.is mainly for this reason that ths numbYrs of students in the 
• f'" ~ ~ ... ,';" l ' .s, 

USA studying law as their speciality 1n 1964 was only 597,out of a total 
, '.'," '. - . 

for~lgn student enrollment of 74,814. On the other hand,th~ distribution in tha 
• ' .,' ~ -I) ." ~ h _ ",", ~ 

tabla shows that ~1~ epecialisms of.varlou!,cauntries ara not so clear-cut .' 
.... ,j' • ,. "'..' \ " ., - .~ ".' ~ ~ 4" ~ ~ .... .... ", t. 

aince,tha distribution of,the de~elDp~~ group or countries ar~~iml1ar,and do. 

not pro~id8 a sufficient explanation of why some students of ona speciality or 

the ather (out of the natural i 8cience, medicine and engineerinQtrio) go to 
I ~ Jo _J " •• "," ..;,. .. ~ < " ;, 

one country and not another. In other words. th~.larger intake.of foraign etu

dents by France e~ compa~~d .to th~ ~K i9 ~ot ~xpla~n~d, exce~t.partially, by 

refarenca to speciality of study. Clearly,therafore, the variables ,which have 
, ' , , ." .. , .. " .", -, " .~, 

baen 8ho~n to influence the choice.of foraign country for higher education are 
., ii""" -" '" , ,.." .. ~ • ,.t- ' • >, '. • 

to be seen in~interaction with each ,other rather~than be conalderedindividually 

As far as tha motivation to study abroad is con~ernBd, figures would not . , ~ , ,.~' 

sutfice as indicators. However, what the figures can show concerns the 
,. ,. ,~"" ~. . . ; ~ . i> -"".""" ". __ 

tne~ativet side of the motivation to ,study abroad. In other worda, we can 
t • c.. " ~ ;,' ~ .• 

determine the extent to which studyebroad Is the result of a lack ot educe

lional institutional capacity in tho home country. \ 
_ i 

According to the .tatilti~el analysio, Morived from the stUdy of foreign 
." .. 

students in 18 receiving countries (which received more than 80% of all 
... J'" , • > , , -' J. 

'craign students) mantioned.alr~ady.forei~n studant enrollreant In the Federal 

Rapublic of Carmany.for example. amo~ntod to ,7,545 1n ~955. Byl~65 thiahad 

risen to 25.155 •. In terms of the propo~tio~ of"ill atudBnt~ in the Republic 

this number of foreign stUdents increased from 5.3% in 1~55.to 7.2%~ln 1964• 
.' . ' ., 

Over the eame period of time,the Republic eent 4,000 8~udents ~o these le coun

t~1e.in 1955 and Increased this to8,SOO.by 1964,i.8. an 1n~ro~~e over 1955 
home 

of 120%. The~tctall.tudent population 1n Germany.. rosa froln 142,000 in 1955. 

http:to8,SOO.by
http:choice.of
http:intake.of
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to 350,000 in 1964. i.e. an increase of 146%. Thus the increase in the home 

student population in Germany was greater than those Bent abroad which sugges 

that those going abroad did not do so for lack of educational space at home. 

Here the basic drive is tor the exchange of knowledge and thus implies that 

many of these students went abroad for study other than basic under-graduate 

study. 

Ir one compares the situation in Garmany with the situation 1n an under

developed country like Iran an opposite picture emerges. In 1955 the total 

stUdent population in Iran was 10,000 and rose to 24,900 in 1964 - an increase 

or 146.5%. Parallel to this Iran sent to the IB receiving countries 2,500 stu_ 

dents in 1955 and 9,700 in 1964 - an increase of 249%. The foreign stUdent 

POpulation in Iran was quite small in 1964 (only 78, ). It is evident trom this 

picture that far more students were sent abroad between 1955 and 1964 then the 

stUdent popUlation increased. It would seem reasonable, trom these figures, to 

suggest that the lack of educational capacity in the home country playa a far 

more significant part 1n the motivation to go abroad (to study specialities 

which are not available at home) or to s~nd students abroad 1n the case ot 

underdeveloped societies like Iran than in the casl or developed countries 

like Germany. Analysis of other societiss like India show a similar tendency. 

In other words, the need for adequate educational opportunities may be the 

driving torca behind etudent travel from underdeveloped countries far more 

often than in the case of students from the developed world. 

Nevertheless, 1t is difficult to base the argument from the lack of edu

cational capacity at home on the available figures since there are 80 many 

variables which can also influence the flow o( students abroad, for instance. 

political upheaval or the immediate economic circumstances of countries could 
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reduce or increase the flow of students evan where educational capac1ty at 

home is available. Similarly, there are many individual aspects in the motiva

tion to study abroad which statistical analysis cannot, 1n the nature of the 

case, illuminats o 

In conclusion, we can now recapitulate on the various statistical arti

facts which have emerged from our review of the international aspects of 

educational travel among students. rirstly, we have eeen that the aggregates 

of students travelling to other countries for the purpose of education have 

increased tremendously over the period 1955 - 1964 and that this increase is 

not confined to these ten years but one which has been gathering momentum 

since about the end of the first World War. Parallel to this phenomenal rise, 

there has occured an aven more phenomenal increase in the amounts of fellow

ships which have been donated to encourage international student travel and at 

the same time an equally phenomenal increase in the bureaucratic-administrati_ 

ve system which 8erves international student travel. While the physical natura 

of this bureaucratic-administrative set-up has not besn investigated, it is 

neVertheless clear that it spans the five continents of the world and that a 

significant part of this structure consists of governments which contribute to 

the support of those foreign students who are their own nationals as wall as 

nationals of other countries. That this phenomenal increase is,not correlated 

either with the increase in international trade or the share of various coun

tries in the increase in international trade is but a reflectivn of the fact 

that government grants of fellowhsips are the result of conaciously-made de

cisions in connection with education in general. 

On the other hand, the provision of finanCial support from private soure 

is partly related to the general state of economic well-being and partly to 
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the increasin~ numbers of students who are left with no alternative if their 

interest in higher education is to be realised. The figures we have reviewed. 

suggest that the contribution of governments to the provision of fellowships 

has been and will continue to bs a permanent and ubiquitous element in inter

national educational travel. 

Yet the various non-individual factors which increasingly constrain in

ternational education have arisen from the part which governments play in the 

donation and award of fellowships to foreign studonts insofar as political 

elements can have fres play in this area. It'is this which explains why the 

contribution of certain countries to the support of foreign students in their 

territories bears no relation to their Gross National Product. It is this 

which explains the small proportion of fellowships which hava few restrictions 

on the countries of study or on the nationalities of the recipients of fellow_ 

ships and scholarships and it is this which accounts for the predominance of 

certain countries as hosts to a wide range of foreign students. This also 

explains why the greatest proportions of international fellowships (taking 

both donors and reCipients together) are found in Europe. One writer has 

recently put it"very euccintly when he suggested that the reception of foreign: 

students by various countries is to a large extent determined by economic 

and political motives,.the economic motive b~ing the hope that (in the case 

of students from the underdeveloped countries) new commercial end economic 

ties would emerge in the development of the countries from ~lich these etu

dents derive While the political motive cons~ts of the transmission of poll

tical ideas when these students return to their home 
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countries1 • 

While ths greatest number of students involved in international educat10

nal travel are to be found 1n Europe. thera 1s nevartheless a clear pattern 

between the developed countries and the underdeveloped countries both in re

spect of the numbers of fellowships donated and received with the developed, 

countries tanding to donate more than they receive and the underdeveloped " 

countries receiving more than they donate end also in the direction of travel. 

Whereas most stUdents from the underdeveloped world congregate in various 

European and American centres comparatively few European students go to study 

in centres in the underdeveloped world. This is partly because of the apecialt 

ties of,the European and American centres which tend to receive most atudents 

for natural sciences, medicine and engineering (specialIties which are connec. 

veloped world partly because of the lack of needed specialities but also be

cause of the need to keep cult~re conflict to a minimum. 

However. since stud~nts froi'\~e underdeveloped world 'nsed' to. study 

abroad (as discussed in chapter 3), theyalao utilise various means of mini- I 
-I!1. 	Prodosh Aich ·Soziale Determinantsn dar Politischen Einstellung der Afri-

l' 

kanischen und Asiatischen studenten in Deutschsprachigen Laandern" Kaslner . 
Zeitschrift fuer Soz10109i8 and Peychologi8,Band 18,Nr.3,Oktober 1966 
p.482. Tha above is my translation and paraphrase from "Die wirtschaft- l 
lichen Motive bastehen in dar .Ioffnu~q. dass eich die Ausblldung auf die \ 
wirtschaftliche Entwickiung dieser Lander aUBwirkt und die wirtschartlichen I 
Fortschritta neue Handalsmoeglichkeiten erschliesaen. Oia polItischan - t 
motive beruhen auf dar Annahme,'dass sich die Studontsn aus danuntarent- • 
wickelten Laandern waehrand ihree studiums nicht nur wicsenschartliches ~,', 
und technisches Wisssn aneignsn, sondern Buch die politischa Ideologie dar . 
westlichen Leander und diess ebenso wie das angaaignete wissen nach ihrar 
Ruackkahr an ihre Landsleute wltergeben". p. 482 
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mising such conflict, i.e. with respect to the language and culture of the 

country in which they would be studying. This explains the tendency for many 

Arab students to study in other Arab countries, Latin Americans to study in 

other Latin American countries and Spain and many European students in other 

parts of Europeo It' is this which explains, if only partially, why (the grea
, 

ter need for teachers in the underdeveloped countries notwithstanding) only 3t3 

awards to USA nationals in 1962-3 under the rullbright Hays Act went to Asia. 

Africa and Latin America (put tog&ther) whereas 339 awards want to Europa, 

Japan, Australia, New Zealand and Israell • 

The above artifacts serve to define the parameters for what follows. With 

these in mind, we can now turn our attention to looking at the extent to which 

these artifacts are reflected in the analysis of ONE type of student among 

those more likely to experience culture conflict - west African students in 

the UK. 

West African Students in the UK 

The abova-mentioned artifacts indicate that west African students are 

not alone in being in a situation of culture conflict since many other etu

dents from the underdevsloped world, studying in the developed parts. would 

mirror the sociolog1cal and psychological changes which take place. The 

converse is alao true since students from the developed world study1ng in, 

the underdeveloped parts would also show, perhaps, a different pattern of 

reaction. Indeed, two recent studies2 or Indian students and Ind1an Immigrants t 
-

] 

f 
[ 
, 


in 	Britain show such close similarities in their responses to the host en -
1. 	rrancis young "International Exchange or Teachers and Scholars· The Year

book of Education, 1964, op.cit.chap.2, pp.294-307. The above figures are 
from p. 2m 

2. 	A.K. Singh op.cit. and Rashmi Desai MIndian Immigrants in dritalnM 
(OXfOfS University Press) London, 1963 see esp. chap. VIII 

I 
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vironment that one can only conclude that this similarity - over-riding the 

many differences between them - is attributable to the common culturally con

flicting situation in which they both find themselves. However, these stUdies I 
were not concerned with the inter~ction-identity perspective which ie central I 

to this work. ~ 

Our objective in this section, then, is to investigate the distribution 

of west African stUdents in the United Kingdom using information derived from 

existing secondary sources, to study the trends in this distribution and to 

show how these trends are related to economic, administrative and political 

changes in their horne countries in recent years, for it is these 'non-lndivi

dual factors' which would ultimately influence the numbers of these students 

who would undertake foreign study abroad. 

statistical Aspects - Definition 

Any statistical consideration of overseas studDnts in the United King-

dam must have regard to the question of fundamental definitions. We have so 

far based our usage of the term -West African- on the mere question of the 

geographical location of the horne countries of these students. In this senoe, 

any student whose permanent residence is in West Africa (between mauretania 

and the mouth Df the River Congo) but who is or has baan invol ved in intercul- ' 

tural or international travel in the interest Df education would coma into tha :. 
I. 

category of 'west African student' and we would include in this ganeral cate

gory any individual whose express purpose for being in the host country - in ~ 

this case the UK - is concerned with education. While this approach may be 

useful for general classificatory purposes; it is nevertheless too imprecise 

tD be utilised in this study. There are various reasons for this imprecision. 

rirstly, thera ara some West Africans who have been living in the UK for 
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relati~oly long perio~of time but ~ho are not in higher education but at 

various levele in elementary and secondary education. To use the above defini_ 

tion (geographical) would lead to a consideration of these West Africans as 

having the same psychological and sociological characteristics as those other ~ 
~ 

West African~3tudent~ who arrived in the UK after the completion ~f their 

aecondary education, and in aoma' casas part of their higher education. Vet, 

the fact that these students would have received almost all of their earlier 

-, 

education in this country would put them 1n a psychologically favourable 

position as far as culture conflict is concerned. 

Secondly, the criterion of 'expressed purp03e t per BO could mean that 

individuals who are sailors, relatively long tarm residents and 60 on, who 

have had the ambition to study some subject of their choice but who are not 

registered students would have to be included simply because their countries 

of origin lie between mauretania and the mouth of the Congo river. Vet, for 

a similar reason these individuals are likely to have developed various 
! 

reaction patterns asa result of their adult socialisation during their periOd I 
! 

in England which mould put them in a'different category from the individual 

who finishes secondary school'in'WestAfrica and flies to the UK. 

Thirdly, even among those West African students who are registered as 

part-time atudentsthere are some who are nevertheless not consistently regis_ 

tared students, i.e. they may'registar at the beginning of the semester for 

a course but never complete a semester for various reasons. for this reason 

no definite figures are available and can be available about these students 

unless a census is carried out. aven than the question or who is 8 student ! 

would atill remain a difficult ona because it would be difficult t01ntarpret Ii 
the meaning of the expressed fact of being a student. 

fourthly, and this i8 connected with the above, the figures or overseas 
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students in the United Kingdom reflect some of the artifacts of international 

educational travel which have already been mentioned and that is that most 

students in the UK come from the Commonwealth. The geographical limits of 

West Africa covers countries which are not in the Commonwealth and which have 

little or no cultural ties (past or present) with the Uni~ed Kingdom. There 

would therefore be a permanent element of under-representation of these non-

J ., 
i 
\ 

Commonwealth West African students in the figures. This dOBS not mean, 

natur~lly, that the responses to situations of culture conflict among Common .J 
:i 
1 
ljwealth and non-Commonwealth West African students are essentially different. i:! 

On the contrary, the cultural elements (which ara the~sential criteria in the 

emergence of culture conflict) arB far tao similar for such 8 difference to 

arise on the basis of membership or non-membership of the Commonwealth. All 

that this means is that since the choice of country for further education i8 
r '." 

constrained by various factors such as previous acquaintance with the language 
.. . . 

of the host country and special cultural ties - factors which have the effect 
" 

of ensuring that students from ex-french colonies study in france. ex-British.'. /. 

colonies eend their nationals to Britain, Arab studente and Latin American 

students go to other Arab countries or other Latin American countries and 

Spain respectively - the range of students covered by the utilisation of the 

geographical definition would be an extremely unrepresentative one. 

It is for the above-mentioned reasons that the definition of west African ~ 

students used in'this work has been made in the light of realistic rether 
.. . 

than geographical considerations. Accordingly, Wast African students have 

been defined as those students who'are in the United Kingdom for the exprea-
Bed purpose of pursuing a systematic course of instruction, are registered 

in an institution of higher education (l.e. post secondary education) in the 
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UK as part-time students or full-time students, are involved in courses of 

instruction extending over' a period of not less than one year and whose 

permanent place of residence is in one of the Commonwealth countries of Wast 

Africa - Gambia, Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria (including the Cameroon I 
I 
iRepublic and Togoland) primarily, though students from non-Commonwealth west 

African countries have been included in the sample survey for reasons of 

completeness. 

Using this restricted definition we are able to ensure that the psycho

logical reactions to culture conflict reported in this Itudy would be appli

cable and generalisable to the great majority of West African students who 

are studying in the UK, though a large measure of tentativeness would still 

remain until a comparative study r&futes Dr confirms our conclusions. 

Size and Distribution 

We can now utilise this definition to study the statistical pattarns 

of West African students in the United Kingdom. Table 19 &hows the position 

before the Second World War. This table shows very clearly, that, in terms 

or aggregates of students, the number of West African stUdents in the United 

Kingdom was comparatively small baing third to that of Indian students and I
~ 

Wast Indianstudants in rank. Another fact which is equally clear tram the 

table 1s that despite the slight annual variations 1n the numbers of west 

African students, there was nevertheless a net tendency for the numbers to 

increase. This is brought out even mora clearly by taking the avorage or two 

consecutive years.from 1930 - 1940' yat the annual change was quite .~all. 

. I 

I 

I 

I 
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Table 19 

Numbers of Wast African Students in British Universities. 1930 - 1940 
in Relation to other Universit:t Students from various Colonies 

Geogr.Areas Academic years !
1930 	 1937 1940 Iill.!. .!lli illl 121i ill§. ill.§. ill.!! ill2.- -' 

India 1696 1737 1518 1250 1150 1075 -- 1313 1408 1350 729 . 
malay a 49 32 35 30 30 33 31 41 55 38 

, 
f 

( 

1 
i

mauritius 17 20 19 19 23 22 25 23 30 29 25 1 
J 

East Africa 	 23 12 !
,-

West Africa 50 60 59 59 49 47 52 49 73 72 69 

west Indies 128 176 141 154 166 161 154 157 160 166 112 

Notesl 1. 	These figures do not include law students or those in technical 
schools and colleges except where law or technical subjects are 
included in tha university curriculum. Gaps indicate that no 
returns were made in that year. 

Sourcea 	 A.T. Carey .Colonial Students· (London, Secker and Warburg,1956) 
p.28, who himself derived these figures from Yearbooks of the 
Association of Universities of the British empire (as it wae then 
called). 

However,since the end of the Second World War, the absolute numbers and the 

proportions which these students constitute have increased, 1n 80me cases 

very radically. Table 20 shows this very clearly, 
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Table 20 	 \ 

Size and Proportions of all west African Students in Relation to Others 

As %aga of Common- r 
wealth and those %age of all %aga of all 

Academic Vears Numbers from Colonies Overseas students inqg I1939 	 72 14 13.7 .14 

1950 2,009 43 23.3 2.40 
-1962 11,706 28.3 18.3 '5.4 

1966 9,416 21 13 

Notes. 1. The figures in the third column refer to colonials as basia of 
comparison and thus excludes students from the dominions in those 
years. But the latter category of students are included in the , 

two categories of 'Overseas' and 'All Students' thus correcting 
the trend picture. The gap in 1966 indicates that the relevant 
information is not yet available. 

Sources. 	 The Robbins Report ·Committee on Higher Education- Appendix Two (A), 
Part VII of the Report, pp.66,99,25l, Table 2. p.252, Table 49 p.1651 

1

A.T. Carey ·Colonial Students" (London. Secker and warburg)1956, 
. chap. 11 Table 111,p.29 and Tabla IV. p.31. P.E.P. "colonial stu
dents in Britain" (PEP, London, June 1955) Part 11,chap.5,pp.56-B. 
"Overseas students in Britain" (British Council. 1966 NOV.) Tabla A, 
p.30-35 end Table A of the 1962 supplement pp.3-6. 

f 
~ 

\ 

We can see that, in terms of absolute numbers, the figures for West African 

students in the UK jumped tram a mere 72 in 1939 to 11,706 in 1962 - a 163 -

fold increase. Thus while in 1939 Wost Atrica contributed a tar smaller number 

of students to the student population of the UK and was third in rank to India 

and the West Indies, in 1962 they were among the highest contributors. The ye~-

1962 const1tuted the climax after which time the aggregate numbers have baen 

falling from 11,706 in that year to 9,416 in 1966. That Wast African students 

1n the United Kingdom constituted a smaller proportion of all Commonwealth 

stUdents in the United Kingdom in 1962 than they did in 1950 1s easily ax

plained by the tact that student travel from other parts of the Commonwealth 

increased at tha 8ame time as the numbera at West African students 1ncreased. 
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Nevertheless, 'Table 20 shows that West African students increased faster than 

other Commonwealth students since the proportion which they constitute of all ;, 
I 

students in British higher educational institutions has been increasing steadi-! 
; 

~ 

1y since 1939 when they constituted .14% of all stUdents. By contrast they I 

. 	 1
constituted '. 5.4%of all students in 1962 in spite of the fact that as a pro

portion of Commonwealth students they constituted only about a quarter. 

west African Students at British Educational Institutions 

We have so far concentrated our attention on the ovarall size of the West 

African stUdent population in the United Kingdom, thus creating the impression 

that there is a consistent and homogenous type of West African student. In the 

nature of the case, West Atrican stUdents fall into four categories like stu

dents from other parts of the world in the United Kingdom:(l) sponsored, (2) 

unsponsored, (3) scholarship students, and (4) private students. Another die

, tinction is usually drawn between those who are full-time and those who arB 

part-time students. Sponsored students are those students who mayor may not 

be scholarship holders, but who are recommended by their governments. This 
, i 

sponsorship, however, does not represent any predisposition to grant material 

aid to the student nor does it represent a greater responsibility on the part 

of the home government for the individual student than would otherwise be the 

case. It is marely a political or, rather, diplomatic measure which is restricted 

to the area of diplomatic representation. In this regard, governments do not 

restrict diplomatic recognition only to their own sponsored students but to 

1. 	And this is in spite or the remarkably constant 10 - 11% which all over
aeas studonta have formed aa a proportion of all stUdents 1n Britain 
(RObbins op.cit. Table 49, p.165) 

\' 

', 
" 
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all nationals of the homa country who may be resident in Brjain (in the event ; I 1 
of 	such representation being necessary). As a method of recommendation, it in~ il 

1 i
dicates that the student has an adequate level of education as well as finance.l; 

Sponsorship thus refers primarily to the backing whicn the home governments 

provide for the stUdents. . . 
Sponsored students can be scholarahip-holders or privata students while 

\ 
8cholarship-holde,rs are always sponsored by their governme,nts unlike private 

stUdents. This fact means that, in the nature of ths case, it ia the privata 

and unsponsored studant, who is most likely to remain unknown whether by the 

government of the home country or by the Walfare Officers in the various High 

Commissions in London. Where private stUdents ara sponsored, they tend invari

ably to be full-time stUdents and thus corns into the statistical returns from 

the universities and colleges to which they are attached. It is because of ' , " 

these 'unknown' - part-time and unsponsored students. that atatistics on part...,!
\ 

time stUdents tend to be highly unrepre8entative of the numbers of 8uch stu ; : 

dents who are actually in the country. yet there ia sparse evidence that the ; , 
i! 

problems of part-tima students are different from those of other types of stu_ ~: 
1dents • A rOUgh estimate would put the numbers of part-time west African stu

dents at between 14, - 15.000 since there tends to be Just under 2 part-time 

stUdents for every full-time atudent2• Undoubtedly, the inadequate natura of 

the statistics may be accounted for largely by the fact that the great maJori- I 

ty 	of part-time Wnst African stUdents are in london - the great metropolis - -i 

1. 	A.J. Bennit ·Overseas students - mutual Opportunities and ResponsibilIties 
in Higher Education" in Rep-art of 81YiA Conference on -The studBnt and filan
fBt Health' (WU5). 1961 

2. 	This estimate derives from the Robbins Rsport (oP,cit.) which gives figures 
of part-time students in universities from overseas as constituting 26% ! 

Of. all atudents in 1961/2 while full-tima ovaua8a students as a proportion ,i 
of 	all full-time students in same year was 11.5% i.e. giving a rough esti 
mate of 211. These figures however rafer to all overseas students rather 
than those from West Africa. Sae p.262 of Robbins Report. 
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where permanent official contact may be very difficult to maintain. In view 

of these considerations this study had to be based predominantly on full-tima 

students - about whom abundant secondary information is available - though 

some part-time students ware included in the experimental sample for the light 

which theythrollJ on our research conclusions. 

West African students are to be found in all typss of educational in

stitutions 1n the UK and can be found pursuing a great variety of courses. 

Table 21 below shows their distribution according to the type of aducational 

institution in which they are studying. 

Table 21 

Distribution or ru11-time west African Students by Educational Institution 

between 1960/1 and 1965/6 
;;age of 

Totals west Afr1- %age of W.Afri
InstitGt!on 1960/1 cans 1n 1960/1 Totale 1965/6 cans 1965/6 

Universities 1,505 13 1,369 15 

Technical Colleges 2,979 25 4,375 46 

Inns of Court 1,358 12 173 2 

College of Educ. 186 2 110 1 

Nursing Training 1,493 13 1,698 18 

Practical Training 
(Industrial & Pro
fessional) 3,375 29 927 10 

Other institutions 
including Private 
Colleges 810 - 6 764 - 8 

11,706 loa- 9,416 lao-
Source. 	·Overseas Students in Britain- British Council, 1960/1 supplement 

Tabla A and Revised (dition Tabla A. 1966 

. 	 . 
Table 21 shows that in 1965/6 the largest proportion of Wast African students 

were in the Tachnical Colleges, followad by those 1n nursing training and 

those in univerBities. Thesa three institutions together accounted for 78% of 

all Waat African students in that year. By contrast, in 1960/1 these three 

• 

: ~ 
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institutions accounted for 51~ of West African students. This change in con

cantratlon is largely accounted for by 21% increase in the proportion atten

ding Technical Colleges. Taken as a whole, the rank order of institutions (in 

terms of the proportions of west African students they cater for) has barely 

changed with the Technical Colleges in the lead in 1965/6 whereas it was 
I 

Practical Training which had the single largest proportion of West African 
i

I 
!students in 1960/1. Nevertheless, and despite this element of stability in ! . 
I . 

ranking, 80me institutions have increased their proportions at a much faster 
f' 

pace while others have reduced their proportions just as quickly. The most re- Ii' 
markable increase is shown by the Technical Colleges as has already been men- I' 
tloned. Those in nursing training increased faster than the universities, with I: 

the latter institution showing the smallest rate of growth i.e.2% in six y~ars. i 
Of those which have decreased, the two most remarkable decreases are 

theshown by Practical Training and the Inn~ of Court. In/six years between 1960 
, I
; , 

and 1965/6, the proportion of West African students in practical Training : j 

decreased by 19% while the proportion studying at the Inns of Court decreased 

by 10%. While it is not easy to determine all the causal factors involved in 

the decline in numbers in Practical Training, it 1s nevertheless reasonable 

to suggest that this is due to the marked unwillingness of industry in the UK 

to train Wast African students 8S part of their practical training • the argu

ment being that these students would not contribute to the profits of the 

companies that train them ainca they would eventually return to their homa 

countries. It is possible that this attitude on tha part of employers has 

hardened over the past six years on the one hand, while the home governments 

have ahown a similar unwillingnass to USB their political influence to secure 

, 
. ! 
! 
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training placement for their students in the UK on the other hand. In the past, 
, , 

only the Ghana government has been able to secure training placements for her 

students though the extent to which sha was successful in this respect is not 

known. 

The decline in the numbers of students at the Inns of Court 1s easily 
; 

j
explained by the fact that Ghana and Nigeria - two countries which provided j 

i 
the bulk of Wesb African students studying lew in the past - have developed I 

J' 

their own law schools and have consequently imposed restrictions on their I 
II: 

atudents wishing to study 18111 in the UK. In both countries, a 'foreign' 11 

! • 
qualification in'law no longer entitles the holder to practise the profession. I, 

He can be allowed to practise ifha joins the local Law School and BuccQeds in 

, * their examinations after twelve months (in the case of Nigeria) and eiQhtGan 


(in the caso of Ghana) respectively. One offect of theBo restrictions 1s a 


! !reduction in the numbers of prospective students from these countries who study 

law in the UK. 
, 

, 

, 

: 
, ' 

However, Table 21 gives only the goneral picture. If, we now further 


analyse the decreas~ in the numbers of those in Practical Training and LB~ 


(as in Table 22 below), it can be seen that the greatest decrQasa ie tD ba 


found among stUdents frelu Nigeria. ~husreinfurcin~ th& &bo~~ conclusion. 


* r~18 has, since 1966, been modified. 

II 
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Table 22 

Dis tribution of West African Students {rull-time} in the UK b)! Institution 

and Countr)! of Origin, 1960/61 and 1965/66 

Gambia Ghana Ni51eria Sierra leona 

Univerdties ( 6) 13 ( 9) 14 (15) 15 (15) 15 

Technical Colleges (19) 23 (20) 45 (30) 49 ' ' (20) 35 

, i Inns of Court ( 4) ( 4) 1, (17) 2 ( 9) 6 

Colleg9s of ,Education ( 4) 2 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 1 ( 5) ::5 

Nursing Training ( 7) 45 ( 3) 21 (lB) 16 (17) 21 
::; 
\practical Training (30) 13 (62) 13 (11) 1B (23) 13 , 

I. 
iOthers 	incl. Private ~ 
r i,Colleges 	 po} 4 ( 1) 5 { B} 9 {ll} 7 
I 
~ ,poopoo (loo}loo poo}loo ' (loopoD 

(Na280) Na12B (Na::579::5)Na2071(Na6Boo)Na6522(Na833) Na695 I, 
r

Notes. 	The frequencies are all in percentages. The figures in the brackets ! 

refer to ,the 'percentages tor 1960/1. Similarly. the totals 1n brackets i 
refer to the 1960/1 totals. Gaps indicate no information • i 

. 
Sourcel -Overseas Students in Britain- 1960 and 1966, op.cit. Tabla a in both. 

ThuB, aa in rabla 22, though the declino lnnumbers of students ,studying law 
, .. 

is general throughout the West Afrir.an countries, students from Nigeria stu

dying law at the Inns show the largGst single drop!n proportions cOQpared to 

o,thers. Similar~y, 8t~~enta from Ghana undergoing,practical training declined 

much fas~er than the proportions from the other countries. Thus a large part 
" ,

of the decrease 1n numbers lntha Inns of Court ia accounted for by the fact 

that Nigerian student~ are decreasing their numbers raster than oth~r~. Aa rar 
\ . 

as practical training i. concerned, the overall decline in numbers i8 accoun

ted for by the tasterdecllna of Ghanan~ ~tudents. If the above trends con

tinue, 	the numbers in practical training and the Inns of Court would decrease 

even further. 

http:Afrir.an
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Similarly, the bulk of the increase 1n technical colleges comes from Ghanaian 1 
I 

and Nigerian students. Whi1s every country has increased its contribution of · I 

students to the technical colleg8s, it is these two sats of students ,who 

account largely for the phenomenal rise in technical college enroltment while 

a large part of the increase in numbers of students in nursing training comee ·· ! 
from Gambia. We shall now turn our attention,to Dna of the institutions dis

'') 
cU8sadsince a large part of the sample used in the surveY,comes from the I 

·'I 
universities. I 

! 
,Iwest African Students at British Universities 

~ : I 
As has baen shown in Tabla 21 above, thera were 9,416 tull-time West 

i~ , I 
l I 

Atrican students in the UK in 1965/6. ot this number, 1,369 (l5~) were in uni- I ,r 
, , ! 1 

varsities while the reat wers distributed among the other institutions of 
,: 

I 

! 
! 

higher education. Of those who ware in universities, 877 (64%) were undergra- I! 
duates and 492 (36%) ware studying at the post-graduate level ot instruction. ! I 
These figures become even mora revealing when compared to the distribution of ~'I 

i 

,these Itudenta between 1960 and 1965. Tabla 23 below .hows thi8 comparison of 
, 

, 
f 

· , 

west African university Itudents between these two periods of time. 

Tabla 23 
f 

full-time West African Students in British Universities by Leval of study I 
1960/61 - 1965/66 

· ~ 

; ! 

, 

Lavals of Study 

•
Postgraduate 

Undergraduate 

All Levl1s , 
of Study 

Academic Years 


1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 • 


2SS(17~) 296(18%) 359(23~) 390(27%) 4l9(32~) 492(36%) 

1250(83%)1330(82%)1189(77%)1064(73%) 912(68%) 677(64%) 

1505(100)162B(100)154B(100)1454(100)1331(100)1369(100) 
" 

I 

I 


I 
I 

SourceSI Yearbooks of the Association of Commonwealth Universities, 1960-66 • 
•Overseas Students in Brita1n-(eritish Council) 1966 
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Table 23 shows that a8 the total numbers of west African students in the 

United Kingdom generally and in the universities in particular decrease, so 

does the ratio of postgraduates to graduates change. Apart from this, the 

decline in the numbers of undergraduates and conse4uantly the increase in the 

numbers of postgraduates is much faster than the overall decrease in west IAfrican students in universities. Thus the numbers of west African students 
i 
I

studying at the post-graduate level increased from 23% in 1952/3 to 36% in I 
! 

1965/6 - an increase of 13% in four years in spite of a decrease of 11% in the ! 
I 

total numbers of Wast African students at British universities over the same , 'I 

! i 
period of time. 

, 

i·! 
I ! 

The above picture I~ggests that this trend is likely to continue and that 

in the next few years the greater proportion of west African students in the 'i 

United Kingdom universities are likely to be post-graduate and research stu

dents. Many of these students would have dona their earlier training in I, 

various institutions of higher education in their own countries. This would 
, " 

undoubtedly impose a much greater burden on these institutions which at pre

sent have not expanded al fast as the demand for university places have increa_' 

sed. This, in fact, means that as the institutions of higher education in , 
, 

these countries increase thoir capacity and their range of courses so the 

demand for university places in tho UK from west African students would dimi

nish as far as undergraduate courses of instruction ara concerned but will 

increase for postgraduate courses. 

The factors which are contributing towards a change in the composition • 

of West African students between the two levels of study are common to a 

much wider range of stUdents. It can be suggested here that one of these 

common fa~tors is what has been called earlier the 'non-individual tactors' 

that constrain international educational travel. One such non-individual 
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factor, it will ba romembered is tha extent to which grants are used to 

introduce various sorts of control•• We shall therefore turn our attention 

to the patterns of scholarship awards which West African students in uni~ 

varsities benefit from with this in mind. 

In 1964/65, there were 1,331 West African students studying at British 

universities. Of this figura, 794 (i.a. 60%) ware known to hold eome sort 

of award and mora than a third of the award-holders were studying at the 

post-graduata level of instruction (i.ee 36%). Table 24 below shows the dis

tribution of scholarship awards among west African students 1n the UK. 
" 

Table 24 

'IWast African Students in Britieh Universities b~ Countr~ of Ori~inl 1964L65 

Scholars as %age 	 : \ 
'ICountry of Origin 	 Scholars Non-Scholars of all Students Totals 

i , 

· I 

,Sierra Leona 93 ( 24) 31 ( 6) 75 124 


Gablbia 18 ( 1) 3 ( -) 86 21 · i, 

I 

· ,I
: ! Ghana 	 183 ( 75) 86 ( 29) 68 269 
· I 

Nigeria 	 500 ~1961 417 { BSl 56 917 

794 (296) 537 (123) i,331 

Notes. 1. 	The figures in brackets refer to the numbers of postgraduates 
included in the adjacent figures. 

Source. 	 Yearbook or the Association or Commonwealth Universities 1966,PP.2204 

from Table 24, it can be aeen that students from the countries with the 

smaller etudent population receivB mors scholarships than others. ThUB Gambia 

with a student population in that year Df 21 had B6% of her student population .. 
benefitting from 80me award, whereas Nigeria with the largest had only 56~ 

of its student population benefitting from an award. Nevertheless when all 
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students from West Africa are taken together irrespective of their country' 

of origin 60% of them receive some award. . I 

If we now take the proportion of students receiving some form of benefit 

tram scholarship awards between 1960/61 and 1964/65, it would be seen that 

as the numbers of post-graduate students increase BO do~s the allocation of 
. 

scholarships to them, though the rate of increase of post-graduates has been 

faster than the rate of increase in scholarships to them. Thus, whereas in 

1960/1, 54% of all ~est Atrican students at universlties were holding soma aware 

or other, the proportion in 1964/5 had risen to just over 60%. By contrast, the. 

numbers of post-graduates increased by 15% between 1960 and 1964/5 (as hao 

been shown in Table 22). Therefore the numbers of West African students holding 

scholarships increased by 6% 1n four years while the numbers of post-graduate 

West African students increased by 15% over the same time period. Now, it is I 

not possible to show the numbers of West African post-graduate students hol I I 
I 

,1 
ding scholarships over the same period because comparable data on this for the 

earlier years are not available. But from the above, it is obvious that the 

rate of increase of this proportion could not be less than 6fo in rour years 

nor more than 15% over the same period of time. 

Correspondingly, the numbers of west African students ~ho do not benefit 

from any award and consequently have to depend on private sources ot funds has 

been decreasing over the sama period of time but is nevertheless atill quita 

high, being 40% overall. This figura,of course,excludes B much greater propor.' 

tion ot Wast African students in other institutions ot higher education who did _ 

not benefit from any award. This is quite high aa 
--

we shall aee later on. 

If we now analyse the 537 (i.e. 40%) of west African studa-nts in universl_, 

ties who do not benefit from any eward but who have to support themselves from 

private sources, it can be seen that 23% of them are studying at the post
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graduate level while 77% of them are studying at the undergraduate level. This, 

in tact, means that as the numbers of undergraduates decrease sD.the proportion 

of undergraduates who depend on private funds increase. If this.trend therefore 

continues therd would coma a time when logically 100% of a smaller undargra

duate population of west African students in British universities would be 

supporting themselves trom private funds. 

The above analysi8 throws up two very obioU9 conclusions. rirstly, it 

suggests that it would be a mistake to assume that the increase in the numbers 

of private West African students in British universities is a reflection of 

an increased ability to support themselves from privata funds and this is in 

spite of the fact that the leval of incomes of all the west African countries 

considered here has increased, considerably in 80me cases,since 1957 in line 

with the general increase in world prosperity. On tha contrary, it would seem 

that privata atudent. Br. incre.sing becau•• thoy are being l.ft with no alter. I 
native but to find private funds tor themselves it they ara ever to be able ,f 

I 

f" 
to obtain higher education. In other words, these students are having to atrugg 

le against a tide Which is threatening to wash them away trom the field of 

higher education. Clearly, the numbers of undergraduates are falling partly 
~ 

because not many individuals are capable of struggling against a tide. This 
; 

J 
point becomes particularly convincing when one bears in mind the tact that in 

international educational travel more and more students are having to study 
-\ 

on private tunds. This would seam to suggest that in tha case of west African , 

stUdents a change i& taking place in the distribution of incomes which enables 
,-


only a few students to study abroad on privata funds or alternatively, the 

controls on student travel have increased in such a way that only a few and 

an aver declining number 0' students are able to slip the net of controls. 
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Secondly, and this is connected with tha above, the amount of these controls, 

subtle and otherwise, is increasing thus lessening even further the element 

of individual choice in higher education, particularly as far as international 

and inter-cultural aducation ara concerned. Apart from the mora explicit 

methods which are used, the scholarship--awarding authorities are attaching 

8uch strings to scholarship allocation as would in fact mean that West African 

students either study abroad with the blessing or the scholarship-awarding 

authorities or not study abroad at all, or indeed (subject to the limitations 

imposed by the other controls) to study from private funds. It should be clear.! 

ly noticed that there is no moral evaluation in this assertion since it is the .' 

policy issues of the awarding country (or agency) which would determine who 

gets an award and who does not. 

We have also eeen that in general governments are the greatest contributor 

of funds for the provision of scholarships and bursaries for study abroad and 

that this has been a permanent and increasing factor in international educa

tional travel since the end of the first World War. This is nowhere more true 

than in the casa of West African students and their home governments. Indeed, 

though direct evidence is not'available, it could be conjectured that the 

I 
I 

amount of private and non-governmental agencies donating scholarships within 

these countries is much smaller than the corresponding amount in Europa and f 
America. It follows fro~ this that the role which government plays in the allo_1 

\ 

cation of fellowships and other awards would be greater in the case of west 

African students, they can control the allocation of fellowships according _, 

to thair national policy issues much more closely than governments in the USA 

Dr UK. They can therefore control not Just the number of individuals who obta~ 

scholarships but can also ensure that these individuals fulfil' certaln~li-
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gations associated with the award of these scholarships. They can also control 

the level at which instruction is being pursued 8S well 8S influence, if not 

completely determine, the numbers of students from these countries who taka 

, ' 

part in international educational trav~l and thus become exposed to situations 
-I, , ' 

of culture conflict. ' 

In the nature of the case, ,'control by allocation' is one of the most 

important methods of control over stUdents which West African governments 

utilise. Even in those caaes where international agencies and friendly govern_ 

ments grant scholarships to students from west Africa, the home governments 

are able to exert their influe~ce sinca almost all ·of' these 8cholarship~ (like 
1 • u < , 

those offered by the governments themselves) have various restrictions on 
" . r , _ 

their content, the beneficiaries, the country of study to which the student . ' 

should go, tha sex of the beneficiaries, and the length of the period of 60

, " 

Journ. in any caae a great majority of these awards have to be channelled 
7 

through the governments who then nominate the students who should apply as 

well as sponsor them. (ven in the case of thosB students who study cn private 
., 

funds. the government can refuse ,to sponsor a atudent who would th~n loae all 

the privileges involved, primarily the easy means of recommendation to an 

institution in the host country which sponsorship involves. The inatit~tion 

of sponsorship is one means by which Bubtl~ control has baen brought to bear 

on the atudents by their home governments. 

The decline 1n the numbers of West African atudents in the UK 8inc8f 
r 

1961/2 is partly attributable to the work~ngs of the various forma of controls_; 
~ 

" 
A break-down of the relationship between 8chmlara and non-Bcholars 1n the 

uniVersities over ~eriod of time would suffice to determine the extent to 

which these methods have been successful. Table 25 below represents such a 
\ 

break-down of scholarship-holders, related to the tetal student population 

\ 
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trom each or the above-mentioned countries. 

Table 25 

Scholars as Proportions of Total students from each Country;in Univsrsities 

between 1960/61 and 1964/65 

1960/1 1961/2 1962/3 1963/4 1964/5 

Ghana 77 79 72 . " So ,. 68 

Nigeria 4S 47 51 54, ,66 

Sierra Leone 73 73 65 74 75 

Cambia 56 61 70 72 86 

Sources. Yearbooks or the Association of Commonwealth Universities. 

, 

While the pattern for soma of the countries in Table 25 is not conclusive 1n 

direction, the Table does show that all countries have been increasing the 

proportion of their student popUlations in the universities who are covered 

by soma sort of award. Thus Nigeria, like Gambia,has bean increasing her con

tribution even though her present p~oportions are smaller than those of any .. 
\ 

" " other country, and is doing so at a much slower pace than the Gambia (which in, t 
I 
Ii 

any case has fewer studente). As the numbers of scholars increase so the i 
I 
~ 

nstrings involved in the awards would come into play, and so reduce the propo- I,1 

tions of private stuoanta in universities. Thus the changes which are taking ~, f"~ t 
~ placB in thB stUdent co~pos1t1on 1n univerBiti.s era not, by ony me.na, random I 

and are related both to the needs of tha countries from which these studentsl 

corne and the desire of their heme governments to divert undergraduato students ~\Il 
from British and other foreign universities to the deVeloping home univsrsi- ~! 

1",1
l-
t; 

I 
ties. Thia is made even more manifest by observing from the Table that the '!! 

!,,: ' 

proportions or scholarship students since 1962/3 have always bean greater than .~ 

the proportion of private students in ths universities. contrary to th~ situa

tion obtaining 1n the technical colleges where the gr~etar proportion of West 
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African atudents tend to be privata rather than scholarship studonts. ' 

other less sUbtle and more explicit mathods have been used and ara being 

used to influence the numbers of students who goabro~d for higher studies. ' 

Since about 1961/2 all west African governments have followed a policy of not 

granting scholarships abroad for the pursuit of studies in those faculties and 

subjects for which facilities exist 1n the home universities. Similarly, the 

previous practice by which Wast African students in the UK can successfully 

apply for a scholarship after completing part of their stUdies hal been modi

fied in such a way that such students are re-called and requ&ated to continua 

their stUdies in the home universities when the scholarships and bursaries ,, 

ere awarded to thom. Clearly, the success of this policy would depend on the 

extent to which facilities are available and on the speed of dev~lopment of 

the home universities, 

Another method of control which has been recently introduced ia the policV 

of refusing permits for currency exchange to .tudent•• This ie sometimes com

bined with a policy of tifusing exit permits at the sama time. This method, 

has the effect ofreducing,tha numbers of privata students ~ho go abroad~r. 

further Itudies. 

Undoubtedly, many of these controls have regard to the need to coni8rva 

currency and protect the sometimes precarious balance of payments position of 

these countries. But they nevertheless have the overall effect o( increasing 

the non-individual factors 1n international and inter-cultural education. How

ever, aa yet no government baa embarked on a policy of outright dictation of 
. . 

either faculty or .study or Dubject of study though they all attempt to influ

ence opinion ,by tha publication of manpower figures showing the shortages or 

the abundance of skills (where th~sa exist) 1n the hope that prospective 
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students will study those subjects for which there is a high demand in tha 

countryl. 

The abova are the general trends as far as levels of study, and scholar

ship awards to west African university students are concerned. Thess trends 

are likely to continue, barrinJ unforeseen circumstances euch as the recent 

(1966) 400% increase in tuition feea of overseas students in the UK. 

. The Sex Composition of West African University Students in the UK 

Overall, thera is an overwhelming preponderance of males in this category 

of West African stUdents. ror instance, in 1964/5 there were a total of 1,331 

Wast African stUdents at various universities. Of this number, only 163 (11%) 

were females, the rest males. Of this small number of females, 43 (26%) were 

studying at the postgraduate leval of instruction and the rest were studying 

at the undergraduate level. This relative under-representation of women 1n the 

university popUlation is by no means a new phenomenon as can be readily seen 

if wa compara thiapicture with the previous years. Whereas in 1960/1 tamales 

constituted 9.5% of the total Wast African university population, 1n 1964/5 

they constitutad 11.1%. This represents a remarkable stability (approximately I 
l%) in the sax composition of west African students in British universities. 

This doss not mean, however, that tha population or west Arrican temales i 
I 

in the United Kingdom is so small. On the contrary. thera is a much larger nu~-l 

ber of women who ara the wives of students but who ar.,th&mselv~B,not regia 1 
I 

tered students, and as such do not come into the picture. It is also well-	 \' 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~~~----~ 	I' 

~ 

1. 	Sae tor instance the -Ten-Year Plan of Economic and Soc1al Development for 11 
S1erra leona, 1962/3 - 1971/2U(Sierra Leona Government) freetown 19621 n 
federal Republic of Nigeria -federal Government Development Programme 1962_ I: 
1968. rirst Progress Report, -sessional Paper No.3 of 1964 (published by th~~ 
federal ministry of Economic Development march 1964) pp.14 and Ghana r 
-Second Development Plan 1959-1964- n.d.p. VI-VII ' 

\ 
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known that the proportion of women in other institutlon3 of further education 

such 8S nursing training is much higher. But as far as the universities are 

concerned women ara overwhelmingly under-represented. 

The above is the general trend within which further analysis will show 

some variations. T3ble 26 below shows tho SBX composition of the West African 

university student population in 1964/5 according to country of origin. 

Table 26 

Sex Composition of West African University students by Country of Origin 

1964 I 65 
remales 8S 

Country males females %ago of Total. Totals 
, 

Ghana 238 ( 94) 31 (10 ) 12 269 
Nigeria B13 (258) 104 (26) 11 917 

Sierra Leone 99 (23) 25 ( 7) 20 124 >' 

Gambia 18 ( 1) 3 14 21 

1.168 (376} 163 (43} 1.331 

Notesl The figures in brackets refer to those included in the adjacent numbers 
who are postgraduates. 

SourcalYearbook of the Association of Commonwealth Univareities 1966 

It can be seen from this tabla that. apart from Sierra Leona which in that 

year provided 20%. the others account for an average of 12% of females in 

their total student population. It also becomes vary evident that as far as 

the universities are concerned. inter-cultural educational travel is predomi

nantly a male affair and that on the baeis of the above trends and bearing 1n 

mind the fact that the total numbers of West African students in tha UK has 

been falling since 1961/2, the future wast African university student in th. 

UK may still continue to ba male for a long time. 

However, this overwhelming under-representation of women in universities 

in tho UK can be accounted for by the composition of education generally and 

I 



higher education in particular as far .s tha two .ax•• 8ra co~:::a:. In many \ \i 
parts of the world end in Africa in particular, education is essentially a 

male affair. In the USA - one of the most highly developed countries - the 

figure for female enroUment in 1963 was 38%. 'from this point of view, the USa 

of the notion of 'under-representation' of women above is a misnomer since 

this imbalance is widespread and not confined to the areas in Africa we are 

dealing with. But having said thie, we Bre in a position to see that the im

balance in the representation of the sexes among wast African students in 

British universities is closely related to their representatiJn in the popula

tion enrolled in higher education (see Tabla 27 below) in their home countries." 

Tabl. 	 27 ! 
Comparison of Sex Composition of Total Enrollment in UK and west Africa, l 

in Higher Education 

remalee Be %age of Total in ramales as %age of Total 
Country Harne Universities in 1963/4 in UK Universities 1964/5 

Ghana 12 
Nigeria 11 

,j 
14.5 20 !l 

Gambia 14 d 
~ .~ 

Notes. 	The data for comparable years is not yet available. To this extent the 11 
comparison is inaccurate but, allowing for the possibility of change f'd 
in the 1964/5 figures, there is etill a remarkable 81milarity in enrolt~<1 
ment in both years. Besides, different countries use different defini- I 
tions of 'student' as already mentioned. The gap in the Gambia column tl 
is due to the fact that there is no institution of higher education. I 
The figures in all cases exclude teachers in training. Ij 

'I 
SourceaUnited Nations .statistical Yearbook- 1965. Compiled from Table 196 ~: 

pp.69B-7l5 

Thil, in fact, means that if education is 8 male affair as far as west African 

university students are concerned, this i. because education in their home 

countries is dominated by the male sex (1n terms of the figurel). Similarly, 

\ 
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females accounted for 20% of the Sierra Leona students in UK universiti8s in 

1964/5 because women accounted for a similarly high proportion of students in 
, 

higher education in Sierra Leone. 
f 

This under-representation offemales in the population of Wast African f 
:: 

students has but one consequence which is of direct import to this study and 

that is that the pool of females from which part of the sample was drawn was 

vary restricted. However, and more importantly, their reactions to the sojourn 

environment and their social relations are likely to be influenced by their 
i , 

numbers. They are less likely to deal with the situation. in which they are 

found in the same way as the male stUdent does, given the nature of the norma 

of the society in which they study. This would, in fact, maan, that they, 

more oftun than the males, find themselves in a university environmant in 

which it 19 not easily possible to associate together in national groups un

like the male stUdents. All things being equal, then, this constraint would 

havo consequonces for their identity. It would se~m reasonab!e, then, to 

expect differentia! reactions according to the sex of the individual student. 

Already there is very scanty evidence that they have a tendency to exhibit , 

(more than the ma!es) a greater variety and number of psychosomatic symptoms i1 
and also tend to suffer from breakdowns more often than males~ But this is 

not ~onclusive as the study which showed these results was a very limited one 

and was confined to studonta from one province of Nigeria. 

In conclusion, we can now recapitulate on the various artifacts which . I. 
we have discussed in the chapter. We reviewed the trends 1n the size and dis- d 
1. T.A. Lambo "A Study of Social and Health problems of Nigerian Students -:•.,.J.,_. 

in Great Britain" op.cit.pp.5l-52 ~ 
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~ 
'I:trlbution of West African studonts in the United Kingdom in the context of ( 

-
I'

I!
the genora1 trends in international educational travel. Intornational educa- J 

, ~ 

j 

tiona1 travel took on phenomenal proportio~aftar the Second World War in terms' 

of both numbers of students involved and numbers of fellowships provided for 

their use. 

Seun against this context, the phenomonal increase in the numbers of Wast 

African students in the UK is made readily und~rstandab1e. But as their num

bers have been increasing so their distribution has been changing. ror instan_ 

ce, the proportion of west African postgraduate students has basn increasing 

vis a vis undergraduates while larger proportions of them have been banefit

ting from awards. Sines 1962, a trend towards the reduction of the aggregate 

numbers of West African students has set in - a trend which we suggest is dUD 
:., 

t
to a combination of (1) the workings of the tnon-individual' factors and (2) 

the development of national plana in their home countries which involve soma 

, I 


control over the dispositions of the students studying abroad. 

However, there has been relativoly little overall change in the rank ordQ~ 

of institutions which these students attend though thore has been a slight 

change in the popularity of some institutions vis 8 vis others. ror instance, 

technical colleges increased their popularity while the Inns of Court and 

Practical Training reduced their popularity. The increase of those in nursing 

has been small (5% in 5 years). 

With the abov~ parameters in mind, we can now turn our attention t~ the 

theoretical issues involved in our analysis of identity among Wast African 

stUdents. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL ISSUES - THE BASIC CATEGORIES DEfINED 

~In this chapter our main oDjective is to indicate the general theoretical ; 

guides which we utilised in this study. While doing this, wo also indicate 

that a clear understanding of the impact of the sojourn environment on West 

African stud~nts cannot be obtained if the barriers botwa~n disciplines is 

given undue recognition. 

Specifically, we discuss the difficulties involved in defining identity 

and indicate what we took as our working definition. We then go on to show 

how idontity is rooted in values and culture. We shall then derive the hypo

theses which guide the study, though the work is not concerned only with ,i 

hypotheses-testing. 

The Concept of IdentitYI The Problem of Definition " 

The concept ot identity was only once mahtioned by Sigmund freud in his iII 
theoretical writingsl and was, indeed, formally introduced into 

psychoanalytic :,:,,'.1' 

discussions in 1919 by Victor T~usk in hie paper -Ueber die (ntstehung des 

2P 
,aa.1::l::S:::::: ::::::: :: :::.5::::.:::::::: :, tho concapt and partly bo. 1\ 

cause writers like Tausk ignored the fact that earlier scientists (like Cooley, 

James and othors) had approached, if not obtained. a systematic 6tat~mont of 

the natura of identity that a contemporary writer can say thatl 
i, 

; 1 
, ' 

"Identity is a concept without a history of polemics" . -
1. 	On the only occasion when he mentioned the word in a phrase - •• die klere 

Bewusstheit dor inneren Identitaet- it was in connection with his discus
sion of his link with Judaism. Sea Erik Erikson "The pr~~m of Ego Identi 
ty" in m. stein & A. Vidich eds. op.cit.p.37 

2. 	Victor Tausk in Intern. Zbitschrltt 'uar Psychoanalyse, Vol. 5.19l9.pp.l-33 

1 

http:op.cit.p.37
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'. ;

and in the next br~athad~thatl 

"How~v~r, th~ impetus to discovery affordad by the term 1 
threatens to spillover the bounds of analytical utility" • 

Another contemporary writer has put it very vividly when she said of all con
't 

cepts like the self, tho Ego and identity (she did not demonstrate any differ- ' 1 

ences between these) that they ara slippery and that theYI, 	 1 
1 

i 
"Slide around like the shiny balls under glass in a child's 
puzzle which, no matter how the board is tilted, refuse 
to stay lodged i~ ~ny particular hollow"2. j 

Yat another writer has stated the problem in even more categorical terms when ; I 
IIahe said of identity thatl 

;1\"It is indefinable" where'·to d6fin~ is to assign the object 
to a certain class and to'distinQuish it from other membars : ! 

of 'this class. dut like the self (aQain presuming, but not : I 
, I 

demonstrating~ a distinction bstw8wn the two), though inde
finable,(it) is not thusindescribable"3. 

What all these writers Bre.'i~ fact, s~ying i~hat there is as yet no 'widely 
J 	 ;. 

accepted definition of 'identity' and that 1n the absence of this all that 

I 

can be given by way ~f elucidation of the concept ara description,of its 

operation in 'various life situations. Even Erikson, who has written the most 

,systematic sar1a¥on identity, n~verthales6 ;had to conclude" that the c'oncept 1 i 
, . 

"still retains soma 8bIguitv-. Clearly, this lack of a uniform d'~fini tion re-' 
fleets upon 

; 

a 
, 
fundamental difference in orientation and creates problems for 

the investigator of identIty among"students. As is to be expected from the 
, \ 

above, the descriptions which are usually given of the natura of identity ara 

equally vari~d and inconclusive. ror instance, Erik~on describes id~ntlty in 

'jterms of ego and uses the concept to denotel~ 
, 	 r 

1. 	G. stone -Appearance and the Self· in A.m. Ro~e ad. "Human Behaviour end 
SocIal processes-,(RoutledQe & Kegan 'Paul)London 1962, p.93 

2. 	Halen Lynd "Shame and the Search for Idontity" (Harcourt srace), New York 
1958, p. 167 

3. 	mary Whiton Calkins "The Self in Scientific Psychology. American Journal 
or Psychology, Vol.26, 1915, pp.499-50o 

I 
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"Certain comprehensive gains which the individual, at the end of 
adolescenco, must havo derived from all hi9pre-adult experiences 
in order. to be ready for the tasks of adulthood"l. 

While this description stresses the psycho-social developmental aspects of 

identity formation, Erikson's insistence on the adolescent period as the 

period when identity issues arise and when identity formation is completed is 

not 10Qically warranted since he does not explain why identity formation cannot 
, 
, 

1 


( 

1 
( 
!,

atop at the childhood stage or, indeed, continue up to and after the adoles- , i 

cent period. He expands this description in an earlier article when he said 

of 	identity, that it includes I 

"the awareness of the fact that there is a self-sameness and 
continuity to the egots synthesising methods" and equates 
this with "a mora realistic self-esteem" which "grows to be 
a conviction that the ego is learning effective steps towards 
a tangible collective future, that it is developing into a 
defined ego within a social reality"2. 

However, this attempt to clarify the nature of identity further puts Erikson 

in the pas! ~ion where he emphasises (1) the sociological environment within 
I't 
fi 

which idonti ty develops and (2) the. role of the ego in identity development I !: 
. t 

thus leading to an over-emphasis on the role of the ego and a dimunition of f 

ita objective and external behavioural manifestations. He therefora found him- J 
i t 

self in the situation whGra the best he could do is to "let it (i.e. identity) I 
speak for itself in a number of connotations" and to "attempt to make the sub. 1 

Ject-matter of identity mora explicit only by approachiny it ofnrOemtaimVaairitS",tOYUOld' Ii 

ang18s- biographic, pathographic and theoretical". then "at 

appoar to refer to a conscious sensa of individual identity. at another to an .. 

unconscious striving for a continuity of personal character, at ! third as a -. 
1. 	Erik Erikson "The Problem of Ego Identity" op.cit.p.3B 
2. 	Erik Erikson MEga Development and Historical Change" "The psychoanalytic 

study of the Child", 11, New York, 1946, pp.359·360 

http:op.cit.p.3B
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criterion for the silent doings of ego synthesis and finally as a maintenance 
• t,

1of an inner solidarity with a group's ideals and identity" • In the end, the \ i 
~ I 

gen~ral answer which he provides to the question "what is the nature of iden

tity?W amounts to the minimum fact that it determinas and is determined by 
j 

. I 
the synthesising capacity of the individual i.a. his level of adjustment to ! 
his environment,given Boma continuity in the latter. I

i 

There are other descriptions which partly support this minimum definition . !
i 

and which bring out the 'adJustive element' more vividly, ror instance, Ern~t 
ii' 
f IPre linger defines it aSI 
~ 1 
I! 

"A fairly homogenous configuration of a number of ,I' 

psychological structures and functions within the ~ I! 
which allow the person to define himself and be defined 
by others in his present and future adaptive relations 
to a Bocial environment". 

He amplifies this by painting out thata 

WIt i8 the product of a great number of psycho-social and 
psycho-sexual processes which, during their development, 
are in interaction with the social environmont, continuously 
synthesised and modified into always new forms of identity 
until by the close of the adolescont period a fair amount 
of stability and internal consistency of a persorlS ego 
identity has beon reached"2. 

80th Prelinger and Erikson can thus be se6n to stress the period up to adoles. 

cance as being crucial in the developmeht of identity and to emphasise the. 	 . , 

importance of .80cial processes in facilitating or, indeed, 'inhibiting its de

velopment. In these respects, they are by no ;oans a~ i~olatad g-;o'up of writers.I 
A large number of psychologists not only locah id'snti ty" development wi tt)...i . 

in a specific period in the life cycle of the individual but also sea its 

.;;0.::.r.::.i.. ......... ~ l9:.1n~9::....:1::.!n.!...!t~h~e:....';;:u:.:.:n~c~0:..:.::!;n8c:::ol:::.:0~u;;:.;9~0~f.-::t:.:.;h.:::8...:.1:.:.n;;;;dl:.v:.:l::;.;:d:.:u;.;a_l_ T.;.:h_u_s....a:.G;:;.re:::.:e:;:.:n.!!a~·c::.!r:.:;e~a:.:.:n:.::::d_______ 

1. 	Erik Erjks.on op.cit. p.38 
2. 	Ernst Prelingsr "Identity and Identity Diffusion" in S.M. Wedge ad. 

"Psycho-Social Problems of College MenW(Yala University press) 1958, 
Pp.214-215, my emphasis. 

l 

http:Erjks.on
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Mahler1 , like Erikson and PrelingGr, discuss identity largely in connection 

with the period of childhood and assume that identity is so fully form8d by 

adolescence that it cannot subsequently change in any significant way. lich

tenetein, for hl~art, does not only maintain the same notion of id8ntity 

development but g009 to the opposite extreme of locating the beginning of 

id8ntlty formation in the uterine association between mother and child i.e. 

2the embryonic connection • 

While the clinical argument for these positionq4ay be accepted by same 

cliniCians, there is no logical reason why, if identity refers to the adJus

tiva capacity of the individual as shown above, its formation should stop at 

certain periods when the need for adjustment will always arise throughout the 

individual's life. Clearly, any explanation of growth in human life should 
:: ,:1; 
. I 

:'11.simultaneously explain both continuity of character (for want of a better 
i l. 

If. 
1 ~ ~ . 

ward) as well as personal change. Thasa definitions pertially succeed in It:
providing the formar kind of explanation but not the latter. 

I I: 
I t 

But that many clinicians operate on this notion of identity formation may I: 

be due to thQir attachment to what has been called the 'Freudian Ethic' which t'I 
:, f I

'; I 
maintains (in the language of Webster at. al.) that. I 

I 
1. P. Greenacre "Early Determinants of the Development of the Sensu of Iden- Ii 

tity· in Journal of the American psychoanalytic Association, Vol.6, 1958, t 

pp.6l2-627, also m.s. Mahler "Problems of Identity" (abstracted and rapor- I 
ted by D.l. Rublnfina) in Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Associatior ! 
Vol.5, 1958, pp.13l-142 -I' ,

2. H • Lichtenstein "Identity and Sexuality. A Study of Their Interrelation ! 
ships in man" in Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association, VolG, i ~i 
1961, pp.179-26oJ also in his mora recent "The Dilemma of Human IduntitYI ! f: 
Notes on Self-Transformation, Self-Observation and metamorphosis" in Jour- ~:~; 
nal of the American Psychoanalytic Association, Vol.ll, 1963, pp.173-223 • i 11 

": ~. 

, 

I 

I 

i 
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"The personality is well-formed by the aga of seventeen or 
thereabouts and that what happens after that is merely an 
expression or an unfolding of what has previously been 
established"l. 

Their consequent neglect of changes identity in adulthood as a result of ex

periences (college or foreign, for example) is thus made understandable. 

However, thera is soma indication in the literature that this adherence 

to 	the 'Freudian ethic' is beginning to be modified. One recent discussion , 

!; 
I 

li 
which highlights this change also expressed the view. 	 J! 

l' 

"that only by tracing this process (of identity formation) through 
j\I: 

all the stages of childhood and adolescent development can we gain \; 
more d~finite criteria regarding the prerequisites for normal identity: n 
formation ot' the causes for pathology 1n this area rsspectively"2. : ',: 

., 

However, despite the ambiguity which surrounds their use of the concept, most 	 '\ 

writers are agreed on the minimum requirements for the existence and change , 
Ii
,I 
I: 

\Iof identity which have contributed to our working definition in this study. In 	 I: 
1i 

t !! 

the first place, they are all agreed that no understanding of the nature of I'
i ~ 

I'
Iidentity is possible expept within the context of the 80cial environment I 	
I 
I 

within which the person is located. 	 1\ , \ 

Secondly, they all accept that the distinguishing aspect of identity is !, I I 
" ! 

that it is the resultant of the interaction betwaun the individual and his I; t ' 

: ! 
immediate environment and that the origins of identity Changes should there- ; 

. I 
~ 

! I 

i l 
I 

I , 
fora be sought after in the environment in which the individual finds himself. , 

, 	 i 

i \ 
Thirdly, they ara agreed that the adjustiva capacity which is'an impor ~ ; 

1 j
! 1 

tant constituent of identity (soma have called it the 'synthetic function,3) I 
I 	

i 
' 

J I 

~ests itself in an awareness on the part of the indiVidual of his connee- ,. 
~j 

1. 	Harold Webster et ale ·Personality Changes in Collage Students" op.cit. p. 
805, also Richard T. Lapiere "The freudian (thic" (Allen & unwin)London '. 
1960, esp.chap.3, and John R.Seoley 's M~he Americanisation of tha Uncons i· 

cious" in H.m. Ruitenbeek ed. "psychoanalysis and Social Science" (r. Dut
ton Paperback) New York, 1962, pp.186-199. . 

2. 	E. Jacobson "The Self and the Object World" (Intern.psychoa.Lib.No.67, 
Hogarth) 1965, p.32, my emphasis. 

3. 	Ernst Prelinger "Identity and Identity Diffusion" in B.rn.Wedge op.cit.p.215 : 

http:Intern.psychoa.Lib.No.67
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1\1 
tednes9 to Bocial groupings and at the same time his autonomy from thege. As 	 ' l! 

. Ii 

Buch, self-feelings and feelings for others point to the individual's identity_! II 
" 

fourthly, they are agreed that since identity is social in its origins • :1 

and reinforcement it would have sociological correlates which can be studied 

and which can thus indicate the state 1n which identity is. 	 r, 
\',I'fifthly, they ara agreed that the sense of identity arises out of the 

; ! 
I 

integration of aelf-definitions ovar time thus resulting in continuityl and t;
1i 
11stability in one's image of oneself. 	 !(

I' 
Sixthly, and this is the implication of all their points of agreement Ii 

!',i 
i ~ 

mentioned 60 far, the stabilisation·of identity patterns require a period of • iIi 
;i

experimentation a period when the parson realises tha inadequacy of hlsori. " 

ginal adjustlva equipment for a new situation and bagins·to modify this 80 as 

to 	be aole to accomodate the new situation. This period has bean called the 

'psycho-social moratorium'. 

Within this period the adjustiv9 pattern devised by the individual, and, 

Britain. the clash of value-orientations would be marked,sinca they coma from 

cultures which are rather di,tinct from th~ ho~t culture in which they find 	 i 
! 
I 

at~h~8~m~s~8l~v~8~s~.~1~t~i~s~a~g~a~in~9~t~t~h~i~9~b~a~c~k~Q&r~ou~n~d~t~h~a_t__f~a_c_t_o_r_s~i~n~t~h~e~i~r~p~E&r~s~on~3~1~__~41 
! 

1. 	Lichtenstein, like William James, mead, Cooley, stresses this "capacity to II 
remain the sarna in the midst of change", "the subjective aspect of identity! 
is the consciousness of such continuity". I 

2. 	In his very interesting work Lawrence Douglas (oP.cit.) has demonstrated \ 
empirically that the University provides such a psycho-social moratorium . 
for stul,ents and that there are three types of students with three patterns: j 

ofadjustmant which they develop while in University. Similarly, James , I 
Davies shows how satisfaction with college experience is directly related ~ ~ 
to the speed with which students adjust to the Colleg9 environment in his 
·Satisfaction with College Experience" while Alfred Naumann shows how 
failure to adjust leads to 'lntallectuallisation' as an alternative means 
of adjustment in "The Relationship of Intellectual Achievement to the 
Processes of 'Ident!f.!c.atioh" both' -in s.m. Wedge op.cit. 
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situations would precipitate or inhibit changos in identity. The reason why 

this is so can be easily understood by looking at the relationship between 

identity and values. This we shall take up in a moment. 

A Working Definition of Identity 

We can now define identity, on the basis of the above-mentioned consi- : I 

derations, as that aspect of the motivational structure of the personality , ! I 
, I 

which enables the individual to meaningfully relate himself to his environment; J
-:1 

and to this extent, arises from Bocial livina. It manifests itsalf in terms 0t', j'I 

Iself-feolings of which the individual is aware. This awareness takes the form . 1 
:L.

of an overall image of ~neself. Self-feelings can be oriented in a positive ; t 

or self-morti_l !! 
. iii 

1fication, being 'down and out. or 'down in the dumps'). We have consequently Ii 
!. if , " 

}i 
used the notion of 'high self-image' to refer to the former and of the self

\' 
4 
,'. 
h 
Iiimage continuum and the notion of 'low self-image' to refer to the latter end. Il
I: 
~ Variations in environment would therefore be expected to be reflected 1n 

variations in self-image while the latter would, in turn, influence the moti

vation of the individual in social action. By develop1ng, and using a measure 

of selr-image, we show that (1) there ore differences in self-image between 

the samples and (2) that the salf-image has correlates which can be studied· 

empirically. The self-image can thus be regarded as an Objectification of the 

state of ident1ty since identity, by itself, cannot be observ~;ed directly. 

Our use of the notion of self-image avoids the proliferation of concepts 

concerning the self and also reflects on our conviction that self-feelings 

experienced as a whole. Consequently, concepts such as self-regard, self
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II 
esteem, ideal self, re~l self ,etc. all refer ,to the same entity (l,e, the if\ 

1 )'

it 
overa~~,imagD of oneself) since feelings of self-esteem cannot be experienced i I 

! i 
separately from feelings concerning ideal self, etc. ' :1 

<' " 	 :1 
'I 
I

Identi ty and Values 	 :\ 

; The values of different societies provide the most fundamental basis for ,I'
j! 

l: 
the attribution of identity to its members, Values, ,insofar a~hay presc;ribe 	 , 1\ 

I ; Ii
the natura and types of rolo-obligation~ and expectations which individuals 	 , If 

, 'I':d 
have of each other, serVa' to build a 'global definition of situations' into I !i 

;1; 

the social structure which will influenca the individual's behaviour so long. 	 : Ii 
11\ 
t'l 

as he lives and interacts in the same environment. . 'I' 
I:: :This 'g100al definition of situations' not only loosoly constrains what 

i 

:j 
d 

t' 
" 

the individual ought and ought not to do, but also loosely prescribes the 
1/' 

qualities or indiViduals who should perform cartain roles as wall as the', ; II 
" ~ i 1

1 i: 
situations.within which they shuuld perform their roles, Stability obtains in \: 

social life becauaa of those expectations Which individuals hold concerning Ii 
d
I ~each other's rola-performance, Values, to this extant, are instrumental to ' 

! 
isocial life since they enable society's goals to be pursued by providing the 

"

necessary 'lubrication' for interaction as wall as motivating individuals in 

this direction.. 	 i i 

The motivation, to perform ona's rola is not. 'then, a completely' indivi
, ~ 

dual attribute but is; at the sarna time, 'social in origin. Ona's performance 
.'_ _. .. t to < .. ~.", i .,'..., , 

is evaluated a~~ ~einforcGd by oth~ra In society. Canoral ~oci~l approval of 
'" 	 ;) 

the'indivld~al'~ role-~erformanc~ would, in this way contribute to a rav~~r~ 

able se!f-concGptioi1. Thus a 'uad teacher' is someone whose activities are not, , 
~ .. . 

1. 	Talcott~arsons et all "Toward 
, 

B General Theory of Action" (Harper & ROW) 
New York, 1962,' p,147a also R, fiiarton's "Bureaucratic structure and per
sonality" 1n his "Social Thoory and Social structure" op.cit.chap. VI; 
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generally approved in tha society as far as teaching is concerned. Consistent 
"' 

reJoction as 'bad' would soon~r or later be reflected in a low and unfavour

able self-conception on the part of the p8rson so' designated. 

Admittedly, there are many intervening variables which would determine 
, . 

when the 'stigmatised' individual begins to view himsolf in correspondingly 

low te~ms' (e.g. referen~a groups); but that he does~ 1s an'establ1shed f~ct 
, 	 . 1 i, 

in the literature. 5imilarly, the 'mentally ill' person is sotnllOne, alJart flOlt 1: 
jl

anything else, ~hose actions correspond with th~ 'audience's' expectations ,1 
\: 

. " 	 Ii 
concerning a 'mad ~an'. He doos, in a sense, play the 'rela'of tha mad-man'. , ,I r 

)' 

He may'th~s view him;olf as Napoleon when no ona calls him Na~oleon. aut 1n 
t \ 

:\ 
:.1calling himself 'Napoleon', he would be acting like a 'mad man' and people 
'/ 

d 

ilwould call him a 'mad man. and expect him to act like one. Thera is thus a ''I 

claar rolationship between tho expectations or othars and the individual's Ii
: II 
i j:

behaviour - these expectatio~s being partly derived~om the valuos of tha , ): 

; Ii
society. It is thisralationship which has bS8n 8tr~sB9d by various social 1: 

scientists and'1aym~n'al1ke. Goethe once express~d'it~in the following words. 
';',::.lf1. . ., . 

hOer mensch erkennt sich nur im ffienschen, nur 
Cas Leben l~hret Jedem, was ar 89i"2 I dI

(Goethe "Tasso", Act 2, po 3) 
. 

" , 
1.-The evidence on this is profuse'and cannot be quotod at length. Some indi- -: 

cation Is however provided in tho fallowing, G.m. Branson "Identity Oiffu- ! 
sian in Late Adolescents" Journal of Abnormal and Social psychology, Vol.59; 
1959, p~.414-4l7aJohn Sherwood "Self-Identity and Referent Others" ' i 
Sociom8try, Vol.2S, 1965, pp.66-Bla Carl Couch &'J.S. murray "Significant 
Others and Evaluation" Sociom~try. Vol.27, 1964, pp.502-9. frank myamoto & 
S. Dornbusch "A Test of Interactionist Hypotheses of Salf-Conception-' . 
A.l.S., Vol.LXI,,1956,.pp.399-403a Leo Reeder at ale "Conceptions of: Salf : ~ 
and Others" in Bert Stoodley ad. ·society and Self" (free Press, Glencoe) 4 I 
New York, 1962,' pp.69-78 ,:. \ 1 I 

2~ 	 "Only in man does man know himself,lire alone teaches each which ana ho' itt Ii' 
Quoted in Charles Cooley "Human Nature end the Social Order- (Scribner'. 
Sons) 1912, p.lSl 
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, 

Robert Burns, in a similarly oft-quoted sentence, also expressed ,this relation il,II' 

ship when he renretted:.I that we cannot always sea ourselves as others seo ue. 1 {, 

\\Since the individual's image of himself is related to the appraisals of 
:1 

others, his general prestiQe would also be related to the role which he per- i 
'1 
'I 

forms, with the latter being defined partly by the values of the society 1n I . 
I! 

I . 
i. 

which he exists. It is thes9 which would, then, largely determine whether his I:
I, 


I, 

1 !
identity would 	include a predominance of aggression or intropunitivene~s , be I;

1 . 

1;'I 

mora sensitive 	to shame and guilt or lass sensitive2 and so on. As such "va-
I: 

1: 
lues define goals and goals define identity. The problem of identity, thon, 

3is 	basic to the problem of goals" and insofar as the individual is born into 

society, his identity can be described as "e property which is tnalienable 

However, this identity-prescribing aspect of values is a mera predispo- II 
II 
'I . !, 

i rsition, a necessary but. b~no means, Bufficient factor in the development of !" 
j _I 

I 1identity. The individual's sense of identity is also influenced, perhaps I:I
I I' 

much mora importantly, by factors which are specific to his life-cycle such 

as hiqparental 	background, hivpast ex~ari8nces, his peer-group affiliations iI 
etc. - factors 	which can be described collectively 8S (following Wedge) 1 i 

, '5 I 
'idiosyncratic 	adaptation' factors • It would therefore be illogical to object 1 

1. 	following Ruth Benedict's characterisation in her "Patterns of Culture" -- I' 
(Houghton mifflin) Boston, 1934 and R. Linton's discussion of basic perao- I I 
nality-types in his "The study of man" (Appleton) New York, 1936 

2. 	Halen Lynd characterises the cultural foundations of identity in these 
terms in her -Shame and the Search for'Identity· (Harcourt Braca & Co. ) : 
New York, 1958 

3. 	A. Wheelis -The guest for Idontity· (Victor Gollancz) London, 1959, p.174 
esp. but also p. 200 . 

4. 	Kenneth Soddy -Identity. ~ental Health and Value Svstems" (Tavistock)1961 
p.4 also margeret fIeld "Search for SBcurit " An Ethno- s chiatrlc Stud 
of Rural Ghana" (North~estern Univ.Press , Illinois, 1960 for a descrIption 1 

of how valuos define mental illness in Ghana, chap. I asp. i 
5. 	B.m. Wedge op.cit. p.260 I 

\ 
! 
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to the view which we have maintained in this work that the values of African 

aociety have a uniform implication for West Africans on the grounds that all 

Wast African students are not the same. Thesa students coma from the eame 

'cultural area' and thus are subject to the same identity-predisposition. But 

at the same time, as individuals, they arB different since they all have 

different 'idiosyncratic adaptation patterns'. We therefore maintain, with 

Kluckhohn and Murray thatl 

WEvery man,' is in cartain respects (a) like all othor men, 
(b) like s'ome other mon (c) like no other man wl • 

It was preCisely this connection between identity and values which Erikson 

tried to highlight in his discussion of tho biography of George Barnard Shaw • 
. 

Societies vary according to the extent to which they provide a 'glowal 

definition of situations' which the growing person can take up. Whereas Boma 

societies (usually pre-industrial societies) provide psycho-social moratoria 

such moratoria and (according to Douglas) usa the university for this purpose. 

It 	is in the latter kind of society that identity crises arise. In the former 

type of society, this crisis (some call it an adolescent crisis) dOBS not seem, 

to 	arise according to existing 11 terature. nhether this muans tllat it does 

1. 	Clyde Kluckhohn &H.A. murray ads. "Person31ity in Nature, Society and 
Culture w (Alfred Knopf)New York,1948, p.l5; Helen Lynd makes the same point i 
when she aayslwIn the most homogenous society in relativsly tranquil his
torical periods, there is no one kind of identity for different individuals 
still less any single roed toward a sense of a~lf and one's place in 
societyw op.cit.p. 184 

2. 	Anthropological evidence suggests that in wast African countries Children • ~ 
ara socialised in a permissive way and are allowed a wide range of 'excesse~t f 
Ssa for instance, Barrington Kaye wJringing Up ChiLdren in Ghana" (Allen & i '\' 
Unwin) London. 1962, p.63 and I:iargaret field wSearch for 5ecurit)!W op.cit. J ) 
more generally frank youngh interactionist formulation in wThe function of !I 
male ,Initiation Ceremoniesl w in~. vol.LXVII. 1962. pp.379-396 

\ 

I 
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not occur or that its intensity is relatively low is very much an open 

question. 9anton's asssrtion that the consciousn~ss of one's self-identity 

1increases with an ,increase in the level of economic development would S80m 

to suggest that such crisis situations would not arise or would be relatively 

less intanse 1n pra-industrial societies. However, he does not sufficiently 

elucidate the connection betwe~n consciousnaS5 of salf-identity and level of 

I'
economic development to facilitate a conclusion on this point. In any case, if 

I 

1i 
11 
j: 

.even such a connection can be traced, it is doubtful whether it is as linear 1, 

, 
I
i' 

as ha suggests. 	 1;
q 

Ii 
While the west African student tends to be older than his British coun- t' i 

q 
2 	 " 

"tsrpart and can therefore only be described as ~ 'lata adolescent' if any :\ 

thing, he would nevertheless experience a disorientation which is not due to 

the absence of values as such (for he is still wedded to the original values 

of his home country) but is due, in part, to the existenc~ of valuus in the 

host society which ara different from those into which ho was socialised. This 

situation would~ as we have already hinted (in chap.l). put tha student under 

soma strsss,aoma concomitants of this stress in similar situations baing fra

3quont reports of psychosom3tic illnesses and symptoms and a r~latively high 

4lsvel of gen~ralised anxiety • It i~ against this uackground that the student~ 
. 

adaptive capacity would be brought into play. HoW would this coma about? 

Identity Change in mest African studentsl The Role of the Host population 

Simmel, Co6ley and ffiuad havQ shown the part which the 'generalissd other~ 

play in the maintenance and change of identity. According to them, every piece , t 
~: 	i 

: ,1. Michael Banton "Roles" (Tavistock publications) London,1965, p.l38 ff 
2. Robbins Report "Higher Education" op.cit. Appendix TWO(A). Table 26,p.37 
3. 	Samuel Stouffer at ale "maaSurem8nt and Prediction" (princeton Univ.press) 

New Jersey, 1950, chap.1J, p~ 406ff by Shirley star iI 
4. 	David ffiechanic "Studynts Und~r stress" (free Prass, Glencoe) New York, 1962 I 

pp.98-Y9 and Elton Jackson "status Consistency and Symptoms of Stress" 
Aia, Vol. 27,1962, pp. 469-480 \ 

I 
\ 
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of social.communication involves the presentation of the id8ntity to and for 

the appraisal of others. The office-boy may have a low self-image of himsalf 

in tha office while at home his self-image would be higher as a result of the 

appraisals of members of his family. In each case, the 'audience' he plays to 

is different and his self-image varies accordingly. further, because of this 

'self-presentation'. it is impossible to predict what the outcome of social 

interaction would be, i.a. whethar or not the individual will present the 
I

Ii 
wrong and inappropriate cues and will consequently be classed as a 'fool,l. l' 

'I 

j' 

I, 
I: 

Similarly, Where one side in an encounter fails to coma up to the expectations /i 
~ ~ 

of the other side 'embarrassment' may ariss2• Social encounters al'l) therefora, ,1\
i! 

in their essentials, fluid. But becaUb8 of this fluidity, individuals would \. 

present that aspect of. their identity which would earn them the most favourab_ ii 
3 r.Ile evaluation. It is this alsmont of fluidity which Goffman tries to capture II 

Ii" 4
when he saidl "Life may not be much of a gambls but:interaction is" • ,The in

dividual's identity then "is.something of a collaborative manuf~cture"5 and ~ 
6 	 ~ 

the 60cial world"in truth, is a wedding i.e. ceremony (sic)- or ritual of ' 

pras8ntation and evaluation. 

The various self-conceptiuns which derive from various piecss of inter
, 7 

action are intenrated to form a more or 18s9consisten~ image of onsself • -1. 	O.E. Klapp "The fool as a Social Type" AJS, Vol.55, 1949,pp.157-162 
2. 	E.Goffman "Embarrassment and Social org:nisation" AJS, Vol.62,1956-~RP264-7l 
3. 	He does this because (according to coolay)"it(i.e. a positive Bense of salf) 

is mora necessary to him than bread". S8~ hi8 "Human Nature & the Social 
Order" op.cit.p.22S 

4. 	E.Gorfman "The Presentation of Self in Everyday Lifa" (Ooubleday) New York, 
1959,p.243 t· 

5. 	ibid. p.253 
6. 	ibid. p. 36 
7. A. strauss ad. "George Herb8rt ~ead on Social Psychology 1 Selected papers" . l 

(Phoenix Books Unlv. of Chicago pres8)1~64,pp.200,220-2i6, Tomatsu ~hlbutani f 
"Society and personality. (prentice Hall Inc)New Jarsay,196l,pp.214&22B-9, 

William James "~i'phs of psychologytll,ca:m111an & Co )1890, vo1.l,pp.293&lB91 
Halen Lynd op.cit.p.l30J Goffman ibid.,pp.49-51 and A. strauss "mirrors and 
masks" (frau Prass, Glencoe), New York, 1959, PP. 39 & 99 ~ 
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\1
In terms of tha west African student, that part of the host population who are Ii 

II 
involved in interaction with him would, thus, be of much consequance for his 

11 
overall identity. il 

H 
t 

However, despite their otherwise brilliant explanation of social inter- 'I
jJ 
'i 
11

action earlier theorists did not succeed in specifying the nature of the 

1'generalised others' towards whom the person orients himself. Clearly, not 

everyone in the host society would be of significance for our etudents. Only 

extensive comparative research both in west Africa and 1n the UK would enable 

us to specify in datail the part played by reference groups in the two areas 

towards the rnainten~nccand change of identity. Our pilot investigation showed 

that these students have their reference groups within their own kinship net

work, but this is not conclusive. However, our analysis of the 'sociomotric' Ii. 

Ii 
l' 

characteristics of the friends of these students produced soma instructivB 
Ii 

information on the part played by friends in the maintenance of identity (i.e. l 
I'" 

I· 
I 

I' 
I·, 

as one category of the 'generalised others'). 	 f 
I: 
~. 

Some Hypotheses f : 
~ 

Our theoretical considerations in this section indicate the background I. 
I 

against which we deduced certain hypotheses, even though our project was not 

merely concerned with the testing of hypotheses. Thosa hypotheses ara the 

following a 

1. 	That the student who derives from a different cultural background to 
that of his 'host' country would experience stress in the new environ
ment. This implies that the observed level of stress can be iaolatod 
from factors in the pre-sojourn experience. -

1. 	Thi~ack of specification has been widely remarked upon. See for insta~ca f 
E. Hughes ·What Other"? in A. Rose ed. "Human Behaviour and Social Proces- I' 

~"opocit. pp. l19~l27. s. stouffer "Social Research to Teet Ideas" (rree 
Press Glencoe) New York, 1962, pp.246-47 and B.r. mannheim "feference . 
Groups, membership Groups and the Self-Image" SOCiometry, Vol. 29, 1966 
p~.265-279, esp.266. 
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2. 	That this stress would be reflected in the level of self-image of the 
studentso This also implies that salf-image levels in the sojourn 
situation can be presumed to reflect tactors in that situation and 
a fortiori can be compared with self-image levels in the home situa
tion. 

3. 	That the self-image level would vary according to the 'idiosyncratic 
factors I 1n the background of the students such as socio-economic 
status position, personality characteristics and so on. 

! 
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CHAPTER 5 1\ 
H 
IIVALUE-ORIENTATIONS IN comPARATIVE PERSPECTIVEs THE CULTURAL SETTING \I
IIOf THE STUDY 
~ 
it 

In the last chapter, the theoretical guide-lines have been indicated ;1 
11 pin order to illustrate some of the operational problems which are involved in 

studying identity. We shall now turn our attention to the cultural setting of 

the study. Our objective in this chapter is concerned with a description of 

the cultural background from which the students in our sample darive, using 

published sources as wall as the personal observations of the author. 

However, such a description is fraught with difficulties. In the first 

place, value-orientations are not concrete objects which can be apprehended 

by the sensa organsJ on the contrary, they have to be inferred andinterpre

ted in terms of the symbolic meanings attached to them by the general popula

tion. Consequently, soma alem~nt of spaculation would inevitably be included 

in such an interpretation. This is made even more difficult by the additional 

fact that the boundaries of application of value-orientations are never dis

crete. Thus, one could never assert that those peopla who are described as 

having, lay, the Protestant Ethic utilise it in every conceivable situation, 

or indeed, in every aspect of their lives. 

Thase difficulties lend soma ambiguity to the notion of value-orientation 

as this is used in the literature. We shall therefore clarify the meaning of 

the concept as 1t applies to this work before undertakin] the description of 

Wast Atrican soc1al Itructure. 

Meaning of Value Orientation 

Value orientations refer to the systems of ideas which ara found 1n 
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any society but which have moral and evaluative implications for the actions 

of individual; within those societies and are (to this extent) constraining 

on the individual. They era 'orientations' to the extent that they do not 

closely define whether the individual would actually obey them or not but ra

ther represent in-built predispositions in the social structure. Value orien
\' 

tations ere thusl 	 L 
i:
j, 


wValue notions which are (a) general, (b) ,organised and (c) include I; 


definitely existontial Judgomentsw i.e. J~dgaments about the II 

1, 

material circumstances of the society in question. t 
\ 

Thus, value orientations are, in the last analysis, inclusive o( values, I: 
i! 

In the second place, a value orientation always contains a weltanschauung.!l 

an approach to reaUty, which gives 'meaning' to the individuala involved with_ 11·i( 
ii

in its compass. for instance, ungrudging respect for the aged may be merely ·1;

Ii: 
one manifestation of traditionalism. It 1s this underlying theme which gives r 

, 	 .. \1· 
2 	 i!

unity and coherence to a culture. If one can talk, then, of 'culture areas', I! 
i 
1: 

it is because of this underlying unity o( meaning for (8S Sorokin expressed it I 
I: 
I·at the beginning o( his comparative venture), 
r : 

WHidden behind the empirically different, seemingly unrelated frag
. mants of the cultural complex lies an identity of meaning, which /, 

brings them together ~n consistent styles, typical forms and f 
8ignificant patterns· • J 

It is this unity and coherence which provides the foundation for the develop- I 
ment of personal identity (as we have already demonstrated). The notion of 

value-orientations can. then, be used to depict the differing emphases which 

different societies put on aspects of social life. Differences betwoen 80cie
rI 

ties within the same cultural complex would then be seon 8S variations on the I! 
-	 t;

1. 	Clyde Kluckhohn wValues and Value~Or1entat1ona in the Theory of Action w " 
in Parsons. Shils. et ale op.cit. p.409 ill 

2. 	ibid. pp.409-41o 
3. 	Pitirim Sorokin ·Social and cultural Dynamics· (American Book Co.) New York,l 

1937 in 4 vols. The reference here 1s to p.23 of Vol.l \ 
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same theme while different societies in different cultural complexes would 

represent different themes. In comparing.West African cultural notions with 

those of the United Kingdom, we are therefore looking tor the di'f~rent "rank 

ordering of emphasis" (florence Kluckhohnl ) which the two societies attribute 

to similar aspects of aocial 11fe. 

The Usa of Ideal Types 

The themes"of different cult~reB can be represented In-t~rm6 of ideal 
, , .. 

types.'Ideal types are conceptual tools ~h1ch allow the80ciologiat to study 

different societies by ranging them along a continuum of polar opposites 
ii 

according to the extent to which their observed characteristics approximate l\ 
11 

to e1ther end. In the description which followa. we have used three ideal :1 
I, 

types - (1) Ascription vs. Achievement, (2) Universalism V8 Particularism II: 
Ii
\' 

and (3) Traditi0nal VS. ind~strla~.:The first two dichotomies come from the ,i 
2work of Parsons while the third 1s widely used in Bve~day discussion of unde~~i 

developed societies. ji 

Used in this way, ideal types are. by definition, general categorisations 

of cultural themes according to their different 'emphasBs'. To this extent, 

the argument that they are over.ganeralised3 or that they are not usually 

found in toto does not af'ect their conceptual utility. A culture cannot then 

be completely one or the other of these dichotomies but would consist of com

binatlons which enable tha sociologist to locate that culture on some part of 

the continuum other than the two ends. Ideal types, When used in this way. 

have fully demonstrated their usefulness in comparative sociology. \ 

The first-mentioned dichtomy refers to the baais of selection for roles,.. ! 
~. 

1. 	The elaboration of this view is in f.Kluckhohn & r. Strodtbeck et.al. 
"Variations in Value Orientations" (ROW & Peterson)l961,chaps. 1 & 2 

2. 	Talcott Parson a "The Social system" (Taviatock)london 1952.pp.lol-112 . 
3. 	P.t. lloyd "Africa in Social Change" (Penguin African library) 1967. p.42 
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the second refers to the basis for evaluation and,consequentl~treatment of 

other persons while tha third-mentioned rafers to the general direction in . 

which society is moving or has moved. Thase three are not mutually exclusive 

since the basis for selection of roles has implications for the criteria 

against which individuals are evaluated which in turn would influence the 
,I 

'traditional' Dr 'industrial' nature of the 8Dcisty. However, they are trea-! 

ted more or less separately, here, in the interest of analysis. 11 

q, If we now cross-classify the first two dichotomies, we obtain a parsdigm :1 

which provides four main combinations of orientations viZI :i 
:\ 

Particularism Uni versalism ·I 

Psrticular prior re Expectation of conform!. ;I.,
lations determine action~ ty with universal norms 

,Ascription A B 	 for parsons of defined ; t 

qualities. 
~ i ' 
·1· 

Expectation of con Expectation of success- :1. 
formity with the ful accomplishment on 1\ ; 

Achievement norms of B particular 'opim' criteria. Rewards ': 
group. and evaluation determined!! 

C o by this. \ 
(' 

These four combinations have been checked with capital letters for easier I 
1. 

identification. Call A fits the latin American pattern of , making the most of 
I. 

what ona has' (according to rlorence Kluckhohn who also includes mexico in 

this theme), Cell Brits the dominant theme of the aristocratic system of 

reudal Europe; Cell C fits the theme or Ancient China (according to Parsons 

interpretation) end CellO fits the North-American and, as aome suggest, all 

industrial societiesl • The adequacy of the interpretations of each combination [\. 

notwithstanding, the above paradigm can, thus, be asen to typify the dominant . 

themes of various cultures. 

1. 	Talcott Parsons -structure and Process in Modern Societles-(frea Presa) 
.• 1963,chap.4 also more generally Seymour lipsst -The firat New Nation -I' 

(Heinemann)london,l964,and Robin Williams -American SocletY-(Knopf)N.V. 

2nd edition, 1966,pp.417rf. 
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In the light of this paradigm, we can now suggest (and we sUbstantiate this 
,~ ; 

suggestion in our description) that (a) the very process of educationl involves:1 

a confrontation of value orientations A and 0 and that sinca formal education 
1 

is tha 'vogue' in West Africa the tension between these two value-crientations I 
would be reflected in the wider social structure. (b) that educational travel 

for the West African stUdent represents an intensification of this confronta

tion since his 'traditional' supports would have disappeared and (c) that west 

African society is typified ~ by value-orientation A than by 0, whereas the j 
social structure of the United Kingdom to which these students travel and in ,I, 

which they spend their period of sojourn is typified ~ by value-orientation 

o than by A. The concept of 'traditional' is henceforth used to refer to Call 

A while the notion of 'industrial' refers to CellO. 

This does not, by any means, imply that Wast Africa is or was exclusively 

'traditional' in the above senss since thera wers always araas of lifs where 

achievement criteria wers significant for rols selection e.g. tha tradition of 

'trading' among women in many tribes or the selection of warriors for the 

fighting forces. Nor does it imply that the UK is exclusively 'industrial' in 

the above sense since thera ara similarly many areas where ascription deter

mines role selection a.g. political patronage, the 'old boy network' etc. 

All that is meant here is that the sum-total of 'emphases' is in one or the 

other direction. 

Elements 	of the Social structure of west Africa 

The aocial structure of West Africa has been considerably affected by 

rapid social and economic changes. Africa Is probably the fast9~changlng area ~:-
1. This has baan demonstrated In many publications, soma of which we shall 

discuss. Thesa authors include rraenkel, rorster, Jahoda, porter, Lloyd etc. 
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1in the world today • Urbanisation, for ona thing, has rapidly altered various 

aspects of social organisation such as the family system. ffiigrations from the 

rural areas to the cities and towns have never been higher
2

• 

However. these forces have affected mainly the forms which social insti 

tutions take, not their content. They have modified the ecological context 

within ~hich institutions have to exist. The content has exhibited and con

tinues to exhibit remarkable continuity and resilience3• In order, then, to be 

able to demonstrate this continuity of cultural ideas. wa shall utilise the 

following headings as 'pegs t for our discussion. (1) the culture Areas of 

Africa, (2) tha Social and Political Organisaion of West Africa and (3) 

the ramily System. 

The Culture Areas of Africa 

As has been pointed out already, West Africa consists of diverse ethnic 

groups and languages. this is even more true of the whole of the Continent. 

4According to 80me investigators, there are well over 750 ethnic groups in 1. 

the continent, speaking Just as many languages. These languages, nevertheless. 

exhibit 80 many similarities that they have been grouped into language tamilia;-
1. 	Peter Marris "family and_?l?cl'1l~_Ghange in an AJ~lcan C!~.Y" (Routledge and 

Kegan Paul)London, 1961. p.ix. 
2. 	for instance, the population of Dakar 1ncreased from 32,440 in 1921 to 

366,oo01n 1963. that of freetown from 44,000 1n 1921 to 100,000 in 1960' 
that of Accra from 38.000 in 1936 to 338,000 in 19601 that of Lagos from 
99,000 in 1936 to 450.000 in 1962. Similar popUlation expansions arising , 
from migrations have been noted in all the principal towns in all West t 

~ 
I 
\

African countries. Sea Kenneth Little "Wast African Urbanlsation~ (cambridQE~ I 
Unlv.press) 1965,p.1B. also P.forster "Education and-·-S-ocfar-Changa in Ghana.. I 
(Routledge and Kagan Paul) 1965, p.244 - I 

3. 	Melville Herskovits "The Human factor in Changing Africa" (Routledge and ~l 
Kagan Paul)1962, esp.chaps. 2 and 3, also his ·Continuity and Change in ; 
Atrican Culture." with W. Bascom eds.(Phoenix Books, Univ. of Chicago pre.j~ i 
1962 esp.chap.l. We demonstrate this continuity further in this chapter. "i! 

4. 	Melville Herskovits "Peoples and Cul~ures of Sub-Saharan Africa" Annale, . 
Vol.297-299,Jan.-May,l965,p.ll. Daryll fords puts the figure around 800 in 
his "The Cultural Map at Wast Atrica" in S.& P. Ottenberg eds. "Cultures 
and Societies of Atrica" (Random House)1960 p.116 

5. 	Alice Werner "The Language rsmilies of Africa" (SPCK) London, 1915 

http:Vol.297-299,Jan.-May,l965,p.ll
http:1965,p.1B
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ontlE.. basis of tonal quality. The dominant language types in west Africa ara \\ 

the mande and the Kwa group of languages. ; f 

Just as languages exhibit marked similarities, so do the various cultures1 I 
!

of 	the continent. These similarities 

Winclude those elements of African cultures which are continental 
in their distribution and mark off these ways of life from those 
of other ~ajor ~orld regions. Next coma the conventions that, while 
spread less widely, are none the leas (aic) found in areas of broad 
compass and distinguish the major culture types of the continent. 
As we mOVe to the tribal or local group level. the special character
istics that mark each off from its neighbours coma to the fore. 
These characteristics are from the comparative point of view to be 
regarded as variations on the bro~dar cultural themes of _wider 
areal or continental distribution w. 

In distinguishing the cultural areas of Africa in this way, Herskovitll does 

not imply that there are no regional differences, nor is he saying that such 

differences do not create points of tension between groups. rather, he is 
\!.',. 

saying that such differences as ara found between groups and regions in tha ;\ 
~ t~ 

culture are3 can, upon further investigation, be found to be differences on 
I. 

the same basic theme. Since it is this theme which is of direct import to this 

study and to the work of Harskovits, we shall concern ours3lves mainly with 

the ~imilarlties. It follows from this line of reasoning that students from 

"West Africa would exhibit similarities in value-oriontations to the extant 

that the area can be shown to possess a distinct cultural complex. The netio

nal boundaries of the countries from which they come would therefore be 1nsi9- i 
, I 

niflcant sincR these cut across the similarity possessed by the culture area. ;! 
With tho abovo considorations in mind, Herokovit. thon plot. tho cultural •I 

i 

areas of Africa into 8 major types as in the illustration below. 	 ! 
----------------------------------------------------------~~. I 

1. 	These have been widely notad by various observers such as o. forde, lucy 

mair, Meyer-fortes, Kenneth little - some of whose works we shall discuss. 
2. 	melville Herskovits wpeoples and cultures w ibid. p.1S 
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i ~Chart 2. Africa. Cultural Areas i 
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He shows that the "cultural similarities Df Wast Africa over-ride differences 
( 

between ethnic groups and that the area 1adiatinct insofar as . 
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-the political and social organisation is more complex than in the 
Congo area proper. that the art is distinctive. that we again havs 
the intrusion of ths larger domosticated animals, that a bilateral 
system of descent is present, in which, although patrilineal in 
name, recognises descent from both parents and is exogamous as re
gards thQ families of both. that wa find striking differences in 
the languages which, however' exhibit strong tonal patterns having , 

'imorphological significance- • 	 . . 
. ~ 

!
However, it could be suggested that the bulwarks of Harskovits delineation I 

of west Africa as a culture area, are not vary secure sinca he bases his 

description on essentially two arguments. 

(1) that -as we mova over the face of the earth we find cultural differen
ces as we proceed from one region to the next and these differences do 
not manifest themselves in a manner that can be ascribed to chance 
but we find, rather, that there are small differences between neigh
bouring peoples, (and) greater ones 
each other-2, and 

betweon those far removed from 

(2) that the Belection of cultural elements iB not arbitrary -They are, 
first, geographically continuous. The culture found in any ona of 
them is more or less homogenous (and is thus) readily distinguishable 
from the culture of a neighbouring area· J 

'j 

Clearly, as his bases for the delineetion of culture areas, these two arguments; 
,) 

are much too ganeral and Ubiquitous. The 8ame two arguments can be used to dra~ 

distinctions between ANY two cultures anywhere. Besides, when (a8 in the second 

argument) he provides parameters for determining Similarities, he puts these 

down to geographical continuity. 

Nevertheless, his delineation of cultural similarities introduces some 

order into what was (and to a certain extent atill is) a contentious point, 
I 

namely, that the diversity ot languages and ethnic groups in Africa is so I 
~ 

extreme that there is no order or similarity among them and that cons9quently 

1. 	m. Herskovita "The Culture Areas ot Atrica" Africa. Vol. 3,1930,p.73, Peter 
Lloyd statel essentially the 8ame thing when he says "many cultural traits 
are found widely diffused throughout west Africa, such as those associated 
with sacred kingship, while recurring themes exiat in myths of origin in 
his "Africa 1n Social Change- (penguin) 1967, p.26 

2. 	Herskovite ibid. p.59 
3. 	Herskovits ibid. p.62. my emphasiS 

http:3,1930,p.73
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. ~ 
,', I 

generalisations about Africa or ethnic groups 8ra methodologically inadvi8able~: 
: ~ I 

It 	is one of the virtues of Herskovits work that he showed that there is lome 'f' 
semblance of uniformity behind the apparent diversity and that cultural 

~ 

variation is patterned in stable and systematic ways. This uniformity has been ;1
! 

borne out in the work of other investigators. I 
But this similarity il not confined to the abstract level of cultural 

aymbols but applies even on the lower level of the individual'. reaction to 

stress a1tuatlons. Prof. LBmbo •. ~ho has dona a lot or work on various aspects I~ 

I 
of 	mental illness, found as B general rule Ii. 

-that for practical purposQs, the cultural pattern (of west Africa) 
is homogenous, at least as far as the psychological attitudes to 
belief in magic, auperstition and occult forcaa and reactions to 
conflict and psychic .tresses resulting from unfamiliar situations, , ~ I 

are concernedd • 	
", i 

t.: : 
'I' ,'.Generalisations about the social structure of west Africa can thuB be seen 

to 	be based on empirical foundations. We shall investigate these foundations 

further in the following pages. 

The Social and Political Organisation of West Africa 

, The primary basil of social organisation in wast Africa has always baan 
"2 	 . , i 

end ,till is the descent group Dr lineage. It determined the individual's 

status, economic pOlition and the inheritance of property. Tha introduction 

of 	colonial rulai tar from destroying'this basis, hag lett it esse~tially , 
- & I 

1. 	Prof. A. Lambo quoted in PEP -Colonial Studen~9 In Britalo" (Allen &Unwin) : I 
1955, p.16. - I 

2. 	This hal been widaly'commented"upon 1n various contexts:. Sea for instance, ! 
Philip forster op.c1t.p.32. m. Banton -West African City- (Oxford Univ•. 
Preas) 1957,esp.chap.VII. St.Clalr orake -Traditional Authority and .- .' 
Social Action 1n form~r British West Africa" In P.van den Bergha -Africal 
Social "Problems of ChaMe and Conflict" (Chandler Pub.Co.) California, 
1965,p.5161 Kenneth Little -The menda of Sierra Laone- (Routledge &Kegan 
Paul) 1951.chapl.6 &7, G.t. Jones -Tha Trading 'states of ' the Oil Rivers
(OUP)1963,pp.53-56. S&P. Ottenberg -Social Groupings. in P.J.m.mc;;Ewan 
&R.B. sutcliffe ads. -The study of Africa" (methuen)lg65,pp.26-44. m. 
fortes & E. Evans-Pritchard eds. -African Political Systems- (3rd Edition 
OUP) 194B, p.2SS, to mention a few. 

.. 
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I
t I 

... -r 

intact and still dominant. The descent principle thus forms the pivot of West f! 

'~ 

African eocial and political organisation. 

tThere are minor variations on this thema to be found among the various . ~ 

dethnic grou~in the area. ror instance, while patrilineal descent is very wida~l 
I 

; 1 

spread, there are soma groups such as the menda in Sierra Leone who emphasise 
S 

the mother's role relatively without adopting an openly matrilineal system of 

reckoning descent. Other groups, like the Ibibio and the Afikpo Ibo In the 

Niger Delta, maint~in a system of double descent. Only a few are exclusively 11
: I 

matrilineal such as the Akan in Ghana and even they do not ignore the father'~l: 
,! , 

rola but restrict it closely to the biological and to the religious role to 

the extent that it is the male ~pirit (ntoro) which influences the kind of 

l!
'rata '. which the child would have in life. Where the male line is given furthat '!! 

significance, this extends only to the regulation ot relations between the l' 
1 

I'

' 
sexes. In this sense, the Akan represent a deviation trom the general pattern '~ 

which does not, nevertheless, affect the similarity we have demonstrated. In

deed, the churches among the Akan communities (especially the spiritual chur

Ches) have dona much to supplant their system of matriliny by ensuring that 

2fathers undertake responsibility for the upbringing ot their children • 

This fundamental principle - the unilineal descent group - is made man!
, i 

fest attha lower lavel by means of clan organisations. Various villages con

tain various clans within the sarna ethnic group thus providing the eBsential 

pivot for social 6ontrol. Again. there are variations regarding the extent to 

which this is rislised, with some'groups emphasi~~ng the immediate locality 

as the focus of loyalty while others do not so restrict it. Thus whereas the 
~ i... " 

1. R.S. Rattray -Ashanti- (Claredon press) Oxford, 1923, p.7S I 
. 
I
\ 

2. e.G. Baeta ·Prophetism in Ghana- (Scm press) London, 1952, pp.131-132 ! 
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1 2~,
mende in Sierra Leone and the Ibo in south-east Nigeria emphasize the locali_" 

ty, social relations among the Akans in Ghana transcend the locality to the ii' 

t ~ 

wider ethnic groupJ. The extent, then, to which particularism and its correla. ~ ~ 

tive social control can influence social ralationships i8 restricted by these 

boundaries. 

Another manifestation of the importance of the descent principle is to be . 

seen in connection with the inheritance of property. In general, it is the 

system of descent operating among the ethnic,group which determines the pattern~! 

of inheritance, though independent variations have been introduced as the re

8ult of new legislation concerni~9 land-ownership and tenure. In most of West 

Africa, property is transmitted through the male line. Thie is true evan among 
(~ ! 

the Akans who maintain a matrilineal system of descent since property is trans. 
.! 
1; 

• 

mitted from uncles (mother-s brothers) to nephews. The result i8 that womun 

are usually'excluded. They ara, nevertheless, catered for through their hus

bands, brothers and, in a restricted sense, their uncles (in the case of the 

Akans). 

Among other groups which maintain a compromise between the male and femal~ 

4lines, woman inherit property independently, as in the ca•• of the Mende. Bott : ' 

this case and the case of the Akans, represent deviations from the pattern we 

have already suggested. We would suggest, however, that the wid~lypb.erved 

fact that the greater proportion of the population in West Africa involved in ~ I 
PQtty trading are women is only partially accounted for in terms of the exclu. 

sian of women in the transmission of property. It is to be accounted for mora 

by the generql normative prescription that a woman proves her usefulness to 

1. 	Kenneth Little op.cit.p.24oJ also m.Banton op.cit. pp.125-126 
2. 	Victor Uchendu "Th~ Ibo of South (ast Nigeria" (Holt, Rinehart & Winston) 

Nam York, 1965, chap.l 
3. R.S. Rattray ibid. op.cit.79 
4. Kennath Little op.cit.p.28 

l 
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f , 	 1 ~ ,
her husband • 	 i 

! 

The descent principle can also be'saen to operate in the general ascrip

tion of status. Ascriptlve critaria such as age, sex, and lineage associations 

are important and influance the individual's social role. While it is true 

that the effect of ascription resulting from, these did not deny a'minimal 

amount of social mobility, it is navarthale8~ true that it restricted social 

relationships to a large extent. The forms in which these criteria ware ~SU. 

lated varied from place to place, to be Bura, but generally took the form of 

crystallised aga-sets or approximations to these (euch as the 'compins' 1n 

freetown, 'compino' in Ghana and the Gambia or the lena' among the Nupe in 
-

Nigoria). The relations between the sexes, the relations of eeniority and 

Juniority, were influenced by tha age-sets to which the individuals belong. 

The general division of labour between men's and women's work derives 

from the ascriptiva criteria though elements of functional utility were nat, 

by any means, completely absent. Where women are allowed to work in the fields 

their immediate purpose, apart from holp1ng their husbands, 18 the cultivation 

of food crops either for the housohold or for trading purposes rather than the 

wider cash interests of the farm8r. In general, men and women do not work -
1. 	O.mcCall 1n "Trade end the Role at Wife in a modern West African Town" 1n 

A.Southall ad. "~r;Lg.ial Cb~!l9I!_~n,Jrtot!~J'n Aftic!!" (QUP)1961, pp.286-,299 puts 
it down to urbanisation, as does Phoebe ottanbarg 1n h6r "The than~ing 
Economic Position of Women Among the Afikpo Ibo" in M.Herikovits &W. a I 
Bascom eds. op.cit.p.208. Southall in the introductiun (ibid pp.5l-55) im- ! l 
liee that women's trading ie a claim for independence from males. other ' I 
observers have not attompted en explanation viz, K.Littla op.c1t.pp.41-42,
rn.J. field "Search for Security" (Northwestern Univ.Press) (vanston 1960 ,t 
states on p.30 that on account of their trade "mast economic passan~ers •I 
are men, women ara independent" and quotes a pria~chid1ng a woman 8uppli- i 
cant say1ng "Have you ever heard of a wife who does not help her husband?" ' I 
That men of high status now dislike the idea of the.1r wives trading does ',' 
not deny that tradin~ is a recognized feminine endeavour 'in West Africa. 
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1 2together but work independontly with other ~9mbers of ~huir sax or age-set • 

Another widely ouservable aspect of Wost African social structure which 

derives indirectly from the descant principle is the widespread veneration of 

the aged, The relationships batweonadults and children, youngor and older 

adults, as well a~ the relationship among siblinQ3, arB all closely controllad 
, 

by 	 age. The restrictive aspects of age, and consequently the veneration of the 

aged, is an outstanding aspect in the socialisation of the young child3•. 

All these factors contributed a static element to the social structure 

and (to a lesser extent) still does today. Considerations of merit were nat 
, I 
: ' 

excluded but were restricted in their op~ration by various 'boundaries'. By i' 

contrast, achievement is more highly emphasised in the 'modern' west Africa. 
! . 

But the ideal - typical 'traditional'society operated with a compromise be

twe~n ascription and achievement. 

This compromise can be sasn even more clearly in selection for the office 

of 	chieftaincy but applies more~nerally to the incumbency of positions of 

authority. While lineage affiliations have always been important in determi
, . 

1. 	Phoebe Ottenberg op.cit.p.207, also Simon ott~nberg "Ibo Receptivity to 
Change" in Hsrskovits and Bascom op.cit.p.l36 and David Ames "Wolof Cooper_ 
ative Work Groups" also 1n Herskovits and 8ascom ibid. p.226 ,1 

2. 	Age-sets are not found in many parts of west Africa in any crystallised 
form as we have already hinted. merran rraenkel "Triba and Class in Monro
via" (OUP)l964, does not mention them though this work was basad only on 
the urban area. They are not found among the various groups in Sierra Leone 
(Santon op.cit.p.lBl). But this does not mean that th~ir associated ideas , 
ara either not found or are not important. Age-related tales and obligations \1 

are everywhere the norm as Little shows (op.cit,p.IIJ) in the case of Wenda~ 
3. 	m.J. fiald op.cit.p.28 describes tha ambivalent attitude to children found "

I 

among the Akan. Children are pampered while young but are rej~cted as they . 
grow older. Little (ibid.p.l43), on the other hand, SUgg9QtS a strong and 'I 
unwavering affection in the child's socialisation. Little is known about . ! 

the similarity or otherwise of techniqu~s of SOCialisation, but the Akan . I. 
proverb "It is unpleasant to be a child" is ona which is found more general_' I 
ly in Wast Africa, particularly among younger childron ror (as Barrington 'II 
Kaye puts it) "The advantages of old~r children is that their juniors owe I 
them respect and obedience even in the sharing of food" in "~ringing up I 
Children in Ghana" (Allen & Unwin) 1962, p.164 " 

I 
,l
I 

\ 
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ning who shall occupy the position of chief, th9 institution itself was 

always connected with corporate groups which were powerful enough to unseat 

or de-stool a chief should he turn out to be incompetent. These groups were 

(and still are) secret societies. This was bocause the chief's authority de

rives from th9 tact that ho is seen as a leader of a lineag~ and through this 

represents the unity of the tribe. Ancestor worship and the needs of adminis. 

tration thus combine to make 
\ 

, hi~ a secular as well as a religious leader. 
I 

The introduction of colonial rule had various repercussions on his autho_ 

rity. primarily, it reduced the autonomy of the chief thus tilting tha balance ;! 

~t power towarda tha central colonial government - a process which is still 

g01ng on in many West African states. rrom tha point of view of the ruled, 

he ceased to be the ·ultimate source of protection to the humble. aid to the 

1needy and advancement to the amoitious" since social change increased the 

avenues for personal advancement end placed them outside of his orbit of in

fluence. However. there is evidence that this authority over his immediate 

locality haa not been reduced by these changes except to a minimal extent end 

that he is still tha object of first loyalty both on secular and religious 

grounds. 

All the aspects of social and political organisation we have discussed 

BO tar are nowhere brought into sharper relief than in the religious ideas 

which ware and ara still widoly held in all parts of Wast Africa. Indeed. the 

remarkable similarity in thuse ideas is but a reflection of the common cultu

ral foundation on~ which they stand. 

The religions or Wast Africa, as in the rust of the' continent, ara essen

tially animistic and polytheistic. TherH are varieties br Qods who have autho: I 

, 
1. 	Lucy malr "African Chisfs Today· in P.J.m.mc[wan end R.S. sutcliffe ads. 

op.cit. pp.111-112 
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rity and power over various aspects of every-day life. Yet all these gods and 	
iI' 
I 

ispirits derive their power from one supreme being who is omnipotent and resides 	J. 
~ 

in the sky. The name given to this omnipotent god varies according to the 	 1 

language of the ethnic group concerned (~ among the various branches of the 

1 2Ewe , Olorun or Olodumare among the Yoruba of South west Nigeria , Yataa among 

4the Kono of Sierra Leone3, Ngewo among the Wende of Sierra Leone and the Vai 

of 	Liberia respectively, Onyankopon Kwame or more commonly Nyame among tDB Akan! 
\ 

5in 	Ghana ) but the conception is the sarna. While it is the structure of power 

in 	tho ethnic group which determines whether the pantheons of gods would be 

6arranged vertically or horizontally , nevertheless, the stories and myths of 

Creation and the Golden Age are even more romarkably similar
7

• 

The lesser spirits (such as the abosom in Ghana and the Dyinyinga in 
i 

Sierra Leone among the ~onda) d8riv~ thoir authority and power from the supremel 

Deity. Of thes8 thrro are three main sortsr (a) those that ara concerned with 	 I ....... : 


1. 	E.G. Parrinder -Theistic Beliefs of the Yoruba and Ewe Peoples of We&t 
Africa" in Edwin Smith ed. "African Ideas of God" (Edinburg House Press) 
1950, pp.224-240 

2. E.G. parrindar -Religion in an African City"(OUP) 1953, p.7ff 	 , 

J. Robert T. ParsonS'i'fha Idea of God Among the Kono of Sierra Leone" in 	 . I 

Edwin Smith ed. ibid. pp.260-276 
4. 	Kenneth Little op.cit.pp.2l9 ff 
5. 	K.A. Busia "The Ashanti" in Daryll fords ed. "African Worlds"(OUP) ),963 

paperback edition, p.192J H.St.John Evans -The Akan Coctrine of God" in 
Edwin Smith op.cit.pp.24l-259, m.J. field op.cit~chap. 1 

6. 	Victor Uchendu op.cit,p. 95. also 5 & P. Ottenberg op.cit.p.62 
7. 	The stories of the Golden Age when the Caity was on earth varies,'though 

not in any significant datail. In Ghana, it is maintained that'Nyama used i 
to live close to man when the sky was much lower than it 1s today. But womer I 
when using thoir mortars and pestles, kept hitting his faca. When, finally, I 
they began to throw their dirty water in his facB, he dacideq to take off 
higher into the sky, carrying the latter with him (Susia, p.193: H.St. John ~ l 
Evana, pp.242-245). This version is more or less intact among the (we (P. I 
mercier -The fon of Oahomey" in Caryll forde, op.cit.pp.2lo-234). The menda 
and Kono versions include a sUght variation insofar as Ngowo or yataa ds- ' ~. 
cided to taka off into the sky bocause people, being given the right to a~k I 

favours, asked so many favours that he decided he ne~ded a place to rast fa: 
removed from thorn (K.Littla pp.220-225J R.T. Parsons, p.26o). All West 
African peoples place the Deity in the sky. 

http:op.cit.p.62
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doing good things (such as the Tinguai among the Mende), (b) those that are I'

I,i 

concerned with doing evil things (the monsters come into this category such as 

Ithe Sasabansam in Ghana and the .NdogboJusui in Sierra Leona) and (c) the an

I 
1 

cestral spirits which are not especially good or bad but are 'just,l in their 

!actions, repaying good deeds with good rewards. These lasser gods and spirits 

2 I 
can be cajoled, coaxed Dr alternatively spurned when. their actions 'bring' I 
misfortune. Since they derive their power from the supreme Deity, they become ! 
intermediaries between the life of the living and the Deity himself. 

many of these lesser spirits are supposed to inhabit rivers and streams 

(invariably when they are good spirits) and trees and forests (when they are 

bad spirlts). This is, undoubtedly, ona reason why all rivers in west Africa I 
I 

are believed to contain some spirit Dr other. Similarly, very lsrge tress 
'! 

,I 

(such a8 the cotton tree) are presumed to be the abodes of evil spirits. 

It is the ancestral spirits particularly which provide the link between 

the extended family system and the general principle of lineage descent since 

the ancestral epirits ara eaen ae a continuation of the family into another jt 

rsalm. The head of the family, being nearest to the ancestors, has the task or 

~ltiatinQ them. misfortune on any member of the family. then becomes a 

1. 	meyer rortes -Oedipus and Job in West African Religion" (Campridge Univ. 
Press) 1959, chap;-VII 

2. 	Little quotes a typical example of a supplicant" prayer for help, to the ! , 

,ancestral spiritsa-Ah, Grandfathers, I have come to you. Momo is th~ Dna 
who is ill. The soothsayer informs me that you are angry with him because 
he bas not 'fed' you for a long time. 00 (please) Grandfathers, kindly , I 

I 
,. 

pardon him. He is a small boy, he has no sensa yet. I have coma no~ to beg ! 
you. my heart is clear. The sky abovB is satisfied and the earth below i8 I 
also 8atisfied. Everyday that pas8Bs we ask that you people should always : i 

Ibe our leaders and should dot leave us unprotected-(Llttla in D.ro~da ed. 
op.cit.p.ll7). An example of the opposite 1s aeen in the chi~ing which . I. 
an uncle gives to the ancestral spirits on his nephew's behalf, ·You are , ! i 
useless, you godsl You only give us trouble, ror although we give you 
offerings, you do not listen to usl You so-and-so are full of hatred. you 
do not enrich usl" ([.W.Smith in mcEwan and sutcliffe op.cit.p.7l) 

I 

http:op.cit.p.7l
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!I,priori a 'just' reward on the descendants for failur~ to observe the necessa
i 

ry ritual obligations. This means, in reality, that ·however conscientious a I'I . , 
man may be in the discharge of his ritual obligations, there is always a I 
loop-hole. for the will of the ancestors become known only after they strike.1 .! 

The notion of fate is also connected with the ancestral spirits insofar 

as it is something given to the young child at birth. Onca givun, it cannot I 
! 
I, 

be changed. It is not connected with the father per se since he has his own ! 
i 1 

and will take it away with him when he dies. The ancestors can influence the ! 1 

extent to which fata leads the descendant into trouble, but even they cannot I ! 

i 

i 
I 
I 

I ' 

! 
~change it. This belief takos a practical form among the Ga who maintain i 

that ·A man's fata is supposed to walk bohind him, but it may get out of hand 

and walk in front and 60 lead its owner astray ••• •2 • for the same reason, sterl! 

lity, miscarriagos and troubles of adolescence are all attributed to Bad fatal 

The notion is g8n81al though it i9 expressed differently in different areas, 

Among the lbo, it takus the form of an over-soul (chi)1 among the Yoruba it is I 

called opori,olori or ~, and in Sierra leona it takes the form or a 'head' , . 

and a parson is supposed to have a good 'head' or a bad-'head' according to 

t. 
I 'whether he has good fate or bad. : ': 

Correlated with these idEas is a widespread belief in the existencs ot 
;, I 

a general and impersonal dynamic force in nature which has to be tamad and 
' 

controlled and put to protective uses in the form of cords, bangles, amulets 

and talismans worn around the body. 
. , 

One consequencs of these beliafs is not Just to provide fertile ground \ 

for technicians who are believed to be able to reE.d fate and control the imper.. I . . 
sonal force in nature, but also to imbue into the social structure a passive 

' 

1. mayer fortes op.cit. p.56 
2. E.G.'Parrinder ·W~st AfricQn psychology" (Lutterworth press)London,195l,p.S9 

http:press)London,195l,p.S9
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submission to spiritual and non-corporeal forces. Social action is made dep8n~ 
I 

dent on the will of some god or other. Expressions such as "God Willing", 

"Ngewo Jalu·, "Ngewo luma", "Aya, Ngawo" are ~ommon expressions in everyday 

1speech • ror the individual, "submission to his ancestors is symbolic of his 

encapSUlation An a 80cial order.~hich permits no VOluntary alternation of his 

2status and 80cial capacitios" • The corpus of religious ideas. then. ensures 

that it is the common will rather than the selfish desires of individuals which ~ 
. 	 l 

will prevail. Excessive achievement, which goes beyond the possibilities affo~_.l 
_. ~ . • : 1 

dad bY"the social structure is penalised and is attributed to sorcery since it :i, , 
: ! 

must have bean obtained at the cost of one's fellowa; on the other hand the il 
individual hiQh achiever himself becomQs suspicious of the sorcery of his 

envious comrades. The pressures towards changes in these ideas are enormous 

but cannot be treated in any detail. 

Such changos as hav~ been introduced have only affected the prestige of 

theso religious ideas. Their continuing influence is attested by the widely :t" 

observed fact that many Christiana take part in traditional religious rituals : . 
3. 	Thus rield shows that the priests at many of tho shrinesand Observances 

. 
she visited had a history of Christian missionary training4 • Lloyd shows thlB_ . i 

1. 	This ob~ervation is borne out by the work of several writers. ror the use 
of these expressions 1n Sierra Leona see K. Little in o.rord; ed.op.cit.pp. 
112-114 and also his "The m~nda of Sierra Leona" op.cit.p.234. among tha 
Aahantl. H.St.John [vans op.cit.p.249, among the Yorub a and the (we of 
Nigeria and Northern Ghana respectively E.Parrinder "Theistic Baliefs among 
the Yoruba and [we Peoples of west Africa"op.cit.p.22Ba among the Kono of 
Sierra Leona see R.Parsons op.cit.p.262 or chap.l of his "Religion in an 
African Society" (E.J. Brill, Leiden)l964,esp.p.7 

2. 	m. rortBS op.cit.p.67 
3. 	many observers have indicated this vizi K.ausia op.clt.p.208, Guy Hunter I 

-New Societies of Tropical Africa"(OUP). pp.19-25 and pp.73-751 M.Banton I 
"West African City" op.cit.p.1BJ where he attaCks the notion of 'da-trlball~ I 
aation' on this account. also m.Harakovlts "ffian and His Works" (Alfred Knope' 
New York,1948, p.552 _ ' 

4. 	m.J.rleld op.cit.~p.35ff. also E.G. parrindar "W~st African psychology" OPe • 

cit.pp.207-B whers, liks Kenneth Little ("The mande")op.cit.p.136,ha shows 
. how Islam bscame absorbed into the corpus of traditional religious ideas. 

http:op.cit.p.67
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Ii:
rapprochement betwecn 	traditional religious observances associated with chier

1 , 
,tancy and Christianity whilo Beata shoills it in the use of the Bible as an 

2 	 I
instrument of 'healing' among the separatist churches • L 

1 
The ramily System i 

i 

The family system derives from the descent principle as we have already 

hinted and consequently reflects all the qualities We have montioned so far. 

AlloVer West Africa(indeed, the whole continent), the extande~ family was and :f 

1still is the norm in spite of changes which ara baing introduced by urbani ·! 
sation. 	 ':

; 
! 
~' 

, l ~ , 
It was usual for tha residence pattern of the familY to reflect this. 

Proximity of kin-members was ensured by dwellings in the same locality or by 
, 

'>1 means of compounds with separate dwellings for each wife in the polyg~ous 
i:' 

marriage. In the large cities today such proximity is aimed at though rarely 	 11 
I 

physically possible. Only approximations to this residence pattern can be 

found. Nevertholess, the fact that dwellings in compounds have long existed 

among the Yoruba, who have known urban conditions for a long time. suggests 

that urbuO conditions and compound dwelling ere not necessarily incompatible. 
! t

The preferred form of marriage was always polygyny partly bacause it 

conferred status pn the husoand while it increased the senior wife's Quthorlty ;, 

within the hou90hold. monogamy was therefore considered a9 a mark of low pres

tige and relative poverty. The proportion of males who could have .arford~d' \ 

polygyny was, for this reason, limited. I
! 

• I 
I 

However. in cont~mporary West Africa, polygyny is losing the status 

significance it ol;ce had, monogamy and Christianity have become the new symbols
• 

of 	status while attitud~q towards marriaQB end the family ere being modified -
1. p.e. Lloyd "Africa 	in Social Change" op.cit;p.l02 
2. 	e.G. Baeta op.cit.p.25. where he mentions tha use of the Bible as a kind 

of fetish. 

http:op.cit.p.25
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correspondingly1• Nevertheless, polygyny has neither besn superceded nor com- • I , 

pletely discredited (though it is rarely given official sanction) and many 

families today are polygynous and simultaneously pr~fess Christianity2. One 

fifth of the sample interviewed in a recent study in Lagos professed Christianj 

3 	 ;
ty ~ had more than one wife. rurther Just under 70% had polygynous fathers • : 

marriages were arranged by the parents in the traditional sector. By con- ; i 
: 1 

trast, there is increasing antagonism towards arranged marriages today. Ona 

investigator showed that only 19~ of the sample he studied would be prepared : 1. 

to 
\" 

marry a spouse selected by their parenta4• However, the number of marriages!" 
; 

Which are still arranged by parents is relatively larga because many young 
, : 

, 
i i 

parsons are forcsd to contain their disapproval within bounds laid down by the 1 

norm of respect and obedience to parents • ~any of tho students who took part 

in 	our pilot interviews highlighted this conflict between their desire to avoic!, 

offonding their parents and their antagonism towards 'old' ideas concerning 

marriage. 

,In the ideal-typical polygynous family, the smallest effective unit of 
• 

affection was the mother-child unit. This was occasioned partly by the pattern 

of 	residence and partly by th~ existence of other wives and their children. 

This resulted in a certain amount of competition between mother-child units 

1. 	Peter Omari "Role expectation in the courtship Situation in Ghana- in P.van 
den Bergha op.cit.pp.128-l42J also his "Changing Attitudes of Students in i 

West African Society Toward marriage and ramily Relationships" B.J.S.Vol. Xl Ii 

1960, pp.l97-2loJ Gustav Jahoda "marriage and Social Changel Letters to the 
Advice Column of a West African Newspaper" Africa,Vol.XXIX,l959,pp.l77-l89 a I 
Allison Izzet "ramily Life Among the Yoruba in Lagos" in A.Southall ed.pp.
cit.pp.305~51 Kenneth Little "Attitudes Towards marriage and the ramily It 

among Educated Young Sierra Leoneans" in p.e.Lloyd edt "The NQUlites of 
Tropical Africa"COUP) 1966, pp.l39.l62. 

2. 	C.G. Baeta (op.cit.p.l33) shows how the spiritual churches (except the Eto. " 
dome Prayer Group) reconciled their theology to the roality of polygyny 

3. 	P. marria op.cit. chaps. 3 and 4 
4. 	Peter Omari "Role expectation and the Courtship Situdtion•• " op.cit. 

'pp.132-133 	 r 

i \ 

,I 
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for the affection and favours of the father. It is therefore understandable 

that of the 70% of marris' sample who had polygynous fathers, more than 

four-fifths stressed their greater affection for their mothers over their 

fathers l • 

However, only occasionally is antagonism towards the father or other 	 ,, 
! 

mamoers of the extended family openly expressed. The normative prescriptions 
\~ 
, 

of the extended family restrict o~en expression of inter-kin hostility. 

2Jealousies and quarrels are usually concealed by resort to magic • ror the 	
! 
1 
! 

~, 

, ~ ,
i.same reason, only a small proportion of our pilot interviewees exprsssed 
i i 

open hostility towards their fathers, though this can, perhaps, alIa be 

explained by other factors such as the stern discipline of children which 

obtains in many parts3. 

In conclusion, urbanisation has affected the family insofar al it hal 

forced it to accommodate itsalf to a changing physical environment4 while 

80ma of its associated ideas are undergoing a slow process ~f erosion. New 

notions of courtship and love are being introduced as the younger genaration ; . 
becomas displeased with 'old' marriage ideas which r~strict the expression of 

! !l.p.marri. op.cit. p.30a Barrington Kaya (op.cit. pp~l44-l45 and p.l66) also 
! ' 

report a Similar tendency. . ; 
; ! 

, 

2.max Cluckman "Custom and Conflict-in Africa" (Baail Blackwell) Oxford,1955, 

I. 

chap. IV on "The Logic of Witchcraft" shows how certain categories of kin
relationships ara always prominent in accusations of witchcraft. 

3.p.marria ibid. pp.58-59. m.J.rield op.cit. PP o 27-29 and Kenneth Little'. 
"The mends of Sierra Leons" op.cit. pp.l4Jff. 

4.many investigator. of 80cial organi8ation in urban areas have reported the 
emergence of the nuclear family in many of the large cities viz. Barbara 
Lloyd "Education and raml1y in the Development of Class Identification 
Among the Yoruba" in P.C.Lloyd ad. "The New Elites" op.cit. p.166,W.Birm

ingham, I.Neustadt and (.N.Omaboe ed~. "~contemporary Study of Ghana" ( 2 vola. 
Allen & Unwin) London 1961,Vol.2,p.2165 Kenneth Little in P.C.Lloyd ad. 
ibid. p.148 and John C.Caldwell "population Growth and ramily Cha~n 
Africal The New Urban Elite in Ghana" (C.Hurst & Co.) London 1968. However, 
"Iarran rraenkel differs from these and argues (op.cit. p.llS) that nuclear 
families are rara in monrovia. 
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Nevertheless, in many other aspects of the life of the individual, the 

cultural norms associated with the extended family still persist. The pattern 

of 	mutual aid and security is still accepted. The affairs of the family ere 

still adjudicated upon by the so-called family meeting or elder relatives, 

Expectant mothers are still expected to give birth in tho home of either their 

parents or their mothers-in-law so that advice on the birth would be forth

coming. Similarly, tho proscription that wives should not have relations with ; 1 . \ 
;.( 

their husbands until the child is weaned (two or three years) is still adhered 
! 

i:
} 

i 
Ii 

I,
ito. In short, the extended fclmily has proved highly resistant to soma of the j; 

2 	 j: 

eroding effects of urbanisation and social change. Where objections to i~ara \' 

raised, these concern its burdens but do, not .1mplya rejection of the associa: I' 
, 
I 

1. 	While these notions are broadly similar to those huld in Europe, there ere I: 

rnevertheless significant departures. ror instance, Jahoda shows that ttove t , 
is not understood in the western sense and dous not include exclusiveness 
("Love, marriage and Social Change", op.cit.p.l84) and is necessarily con
Joined with procreation (p.l8G) as its most important Justification. Stari 
lity is socially 'punished'. Kissing, though becoming widespread, is never
theless considored unhygienic and immoral (p.lBS). Similarly, Kenneth ; . 
Little (in P.C. Lloyd ed.op.cit. p.158) in a comparativB study of British 
and West African students, showed that whereas the formar attach greater 
significance to marital fidelity than to obedience of the 'wife', the 
latter reverse the order of significance. 

2. 	Independent evidence concerning the prevalence of these ideas are to be 
SBen inl Joan Aldous "Urbanisation, the Extended ramily and Kinship Ties in 
west Africa" Social rorcss, Vol.4l,l962-3,pp.6-l2, W.R. Bascom "Urbanisa
tion Among the Voruba" AJS, Vol.60,1955, p.448, D.mcCall "The Oynamics of ~ 
Urbanisation in Africa"~nals, Vol.298,19S5,pp.152-l55, m.G. marwick "The . I 
modorn ramily in Social-Anthropological Perspective" in mcEwen and sutcliffe 
ada. op.cit.esp.p. 51 ! 

I 

I 
,. 
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1ted norms. Indeed, 60m3 have argued that voluntary associations 1n the 

2c1ties operata on the pattern of the extended family • 

This, then is the background from which the students in our samples 

darive. It is a background which is characterised by rapid social changes. 

which, nevertheless, have largely modified the form rathsr than the content 

1 
I 

of social institutions. Ths dominant them9~, the valu~ orientation, can thus 

be secn to be consistently in the 'A' quadrant of our pradigm, combining a 

particularistic mode of evaluation with an ascription - orientation towards 

80clal action. The norm of achievement was always present but was restricted 

1; i 

by various characteristics. By contrast, the students spend thair periods 

or sojourn in a society which emphasis69 achievement relativaly more highly 

and has the corpu8 or supporting values that go with such an emphasis. 

1. 	P. marris (op.cit_chap~7) de~cribes the feeling of relief expressed by the 
new inhabitants of Suru Lars consequent on thair having moved away from . , 

i':the orbit of the economic passengers 1n their extended family, also Pius 
Dkigbo -Social Consequences of Economic Development in wast Africaw 

Annals, Vol.30S, 1956, eep.p.130 	
'i, 

2. 	many suggest that ethnic associations in the cities op~rata on tha princip_ r 

les or the extended family a.g. Simon Ottenberg .Improvement Associationa , 
Among the Afikpo Ibo· Africa, Vol. 25, 1955.pp.1-28, m. Banton ·Social 
Alignments and Identity 1n a We9t Atrican CityW in Hilda Kuper ad. ~ 
-Urbanisation and migration in UJeat Africa- (Univ. of California Press, 
1965) pp.1J1 - 141, K. Littla -West African Urbanisation- cp.clt.asp. 
chap.2, also e.G. Baata op.cit.p.130. 

l, 

l 

I 


I 
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PART TWO 

;.REVIEW OF THE 	 LITERATURE ON fOREIGN STUDENTS 

A~D SELf-IDENTITY 

. ! 
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CHAPTER 6 


REVIEW Of THE LITERATURE AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH 


We have sean,in the last chapter,how the content of value-orientations ! 
! 
j

of west African society differs from that of the host country in which these 

students sojourn in the course of their higher education. Previous research 

has been concerned with a wide range of students,from different countries, 

studying in different host countries. 

In the review which follows in this chapter, we shall accordingly investi_ 

gate soma studies of foreign stUdents in various host countries, their atti 

tudes and their adjustment patterns as these are influenced by their period of 

sojourn abroad. That a far larger number of these stUdies deal with students 

from underdeveloped countries studying in developed countries, is partly a 

manifestation of the greater concern which many Bocial scientists have placed I . 

on understanding the social and psychological processes which accompany their 

sojourn experience and partly because of the political significance which such 

stUdents have come to possess in soma host countries. 

In the second part of the chapter, we turn our attention to studies of 

the self-concept since these studies have attempted to observe and record Borne 

of the important sociological and psychological factors which are associated 

with its maintenancu, development and change. 

Our objective in reviewing these researches is concerned less with 

demonstrating the sophistication of their research designs and general method

oloQY and more with providing a 'bird's eye-view' of the existing state gf 

knowledge on the subject of .our research. for it i9 only in this way that we 

can indicate the failures,weaknesses and successes of previous research insofa~ ; 

aa these contribute towards a comprehensive understanding of the 'over
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\: 
seas student'. further, it is only in this way that we can illustrate both the 'i 

contribution which our research makes towards this understanding as well as its'! 
, \ 

limitations and short-comings. Our intention in this chapter, then, is to 

provide a trend report rather than a bibliographical analysis of the existing 

literature. 

studies or foreign 5tudents in Various Host Countries 

A large amount of research has baen done on various groups of foreign 
'\,students (specifically"Indian, Indonesian, Egyptian, East African, Iranian, " 

Jordanian, Japanese, mexican, Scandinavian. Latin American, Belgian. German, 

American and African Dth~r th~n East Africans and Egyptians) in vari0us host 

countries (specifically Britain, Israel. the United states of America. Germany. 

france, RUBsia and thina) though the d~pth of soma of the analyses does not. 

by any means, bear comparison to their quantity, 

However, comparisons among all these studies i~ made difficult by the 

fact that they all use difforent rasealch techniques, have different research 

ObJlctives. CDncentrate attention on different variables and. in many casea. 

arrive' at differont and contrasting conclusions. for instance, some of these 

studius are concerned with providing simple etatistical information about 

specific groups of etudents, while others are concerned with evaluation of the 

success Df exchange prDgrammes in develDping favourable attitudes towards tha 

host countrYJ similarly while some are interested in the re-integration of the 

foreign student into his original social milieu, others are interested in 

both the process by which cross-cultural learning t~kos place and in the con

tent of such learning. Variations such as these ara, by and large, explained 

by the nature of the sponsorship of the research project. 
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Nevertheless, this diversity has not precluded an accumulation of information 
,. ." 

concerning the 'overseas student' and his reaction to the sojourn experience; 
. . 

'~.indeed thera !!a body of knowledge which derives trom these researches and 

and which provided leads for our research. 

Tha.lncrea9i~g interes~ infor~i9~_ijtudents and their problems in the 

early p~rt of this century was due, in part, to their increasing numbers but 

also to their increasing prominence in the consciousness of members of the 

host populatio~The organisations sponsoring studant exchanges falt the na8d 

to evaluate the extant to whIch their programmes wera achieving the desired. . . 

obJ~ctives. Accordingly, much of th~ earliar studies on foreign students con
, ~ 

cerned themselves with providing information about basic characteristics, such 

as their numbers. age, sex, laval of study and fields of interests. For instan_ 

ce, the Committee on Friendly Relations Among Foreign Stud~nts in the United 

states began carrying out a census on foreign students in 1915 and continued 

till 1945. rrom 1921, the Institute of International Education began to co

operate in this venture by circulating census questionnaires, though the Commit 

tee retainod ell responsibility for analysis and tabulation of results up to 

1945. However, full responsibility for the execution of the Annual Census was 

finally taken over in 1949 by the Institute, which continues to administer it, 

in association with the National Association for roreign Student Affairs 

(NAFSA) and the Am~rican Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions 

Officers (AACRAO). The census is not concerned only with providing basic in

formation but extends into the area of evaluation of programmes as to their 

general suitability. In their own words. 
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.; 

"In the concern to maintain established programs and to originate 
: 

~ 

new one8, there se~m9 no commensurate concern to evaluate what we 
have bean doing, to determino whether our oojectives are being 
realised, to appraise our experience, and to apply the lessons of 
that experience to changing ne~ds and conditions"l. 

No comparable medium for the continuous collection of basic information about 

foreign students is available in the United Kingdom, though the British Counc1i " 
,; 

collects and publishes sec6ndary statistical information on foreign studants 1n; 
~t 

the United Kingdom every year while the Yearbook'of the Association of Common
~ 

wealth Universities provide similar information on foreign stud~nts in British ~ 
.i 

~ 
universities analysed by age, sex, level of study and so on. 

However, while the data provided by the above media 1s useful for policy_ 

mekers, much of it tends to ba highly fragmentary and unsuitable for research. 

Studies which have bebn concerned with evaluation of the effects of cross-cul. 

tural educational travel have baan, oy contrast, more significant for research 

purposes. 

Evaluation Studies 

Evaluation studies. most of which have bean done in the USA. make the 

'diplomatic' aspect of cross-cultural travel their primary conC8rn. most of 

these studies therefore concentrate on the extent to which favourable attitudes . 

towards the host country are developed during the period of sojourn. and the 

contribution which various sojourn variables make towards the development of 

such attitudes among the stUdents. In their concentration on the 'diplomatic

political' theme. these studies left OLt of consideration a whole series of 

variables which require svaluation by themselves to the extent that they 

affect the students behaviour both during and after the period of sojourn as 

we shall indicate later. simi13rly. this orientation - while rocognising that
.~1. Institute of International Education "Open Doors: Report on International 
! 

Exchange" 	1967, p.iii 
., 
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foreign students mut of necessity come into some kind of soclal interaction .. 
with the hast population which would affect both students and host population - ;1 

i, 

has prompted research on the individual student and tho impact of the sojourn 

situation in isolation. little tosearch has beon done on the effects of foreign 

students on host populatlo~ 

One of the earliest of this cat3gory of research was that of ruatson end 

1lippit which studied a group of 29 Cerman students visiting America for vary

ing lengths of tim8 ranging from 6 months to 12 months b8twBsn 1949 and 1953. 

The aim of the programme under which their visit was sponsored was "to increase ~ 

:!goodwill toward t and understanding of, American Damocracy"(p.6) but the actual R 
i 

objectives of tha research were (i) to study changes in attitudGs to the USA 

consequent on the visit and (ii) to study the process by which cross-cultural 

learning takes place as wall as the content of what is learned. Two control 

groups were utilised, onaconsisting of 12 Americans (their description is not 

given) and the other consisting of 23 sophomores of political Science at the 
:> 

University of michigan. Interv1ews, lasting between 4 and 5 hours, were hold ~ 

" 
'" 

with the Carman students on their arrival. before their doparture, and six 

months after their return to Cermany. Other instruments used were the sentence 

Completion Test and the Rorschach Ink-blot Test. 

The most important conclusion from this study was its dsmunstration that 

a period of sojourn does not necessarily change attitudos towards the host 

country in a positive direction. There arB intervening variables which preclude 

s~ch a 'hypodermic' offect. What, thon, are these variablos, what are their 

effects and how do these operate? ona of these variablee concer~the content 

of 	the pre-arrival attitudes of the students, i.e. tho nature of their eXp8cta~: 

1. 	Jeanne Watson and Ronald Lippit wkearning Across Cultures: A Study of 
Germans Visiting America" (University of ~lchigan) Ann Arbor, 1955 
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tions about life in the USA, their stdreotyped pre-conceptions about Americans ;1 

The attitude which the stUdent will hold concerning Americans would be influen. It 

" i ced by these in that they influunce whdt the student would p~rceive as well as ~'l 

the way he would perceive them. Pre-arrival attitudes thus plaYa selectiVQ i!, 

rolo in the student's perception Dr the sojourn oituation. watson and lipplt : I 
argue, then, that cross-cultural learning does not take place unless the con- ~ 

~ 
tent of what is learned as well as the attitudes learned can be fitted into an i 
existing frame of reference. Where this frame of reference is related to i

~ 

~. 

deeply-seated personality orientations (such as authoritarianism), cro8s-cul- ;1 
\ 

tural learning does not take place (pp.48-9). However, while there wae no i
'\ 

overall change in their attitudes towards the USA, certain elements did show 

a change, such as concern for internationalism and democracy. But these items 

ware taken out of their American context and transferred to the context of 
t· 

'a 	future Germany'. The study also indicated the operation of a 'sleeper' ef-
i 

"; 

feet insofar as favourable attitudes to the USA are concerned. Thosa who stay_ ~ 
t 
I:: 

ad 	 in the USA for six months exhibited negative attitudes before their depar

ture but these attitudes subsequently disappeared, giving way to more favour

able attitudes 8ix months after their return to Germany (p.60). 

other studies have also shown that the foreign student does not approach 

the host country with a tabula rasa but differ a9 to the characteristics of 

preconceptions which have the effect of inhibiting, or enhancing, favourable 

attitudes towards the host country. Some have implied that favourable attitu

1des towards the host country are enhanced where preconceptions ara realistic. 

others havs suggested that it is unrealistic preconceptions which ara more 

likely to change in a favourable direction than realistic onos, the implica

tion being that unreallstic preconceptions provide less of a barrler to attl 

tude change than realistic ones. The prime difficulty hera is'that the crlter_-1. 	Claire Selltlz and stuart Cook ·factors InfluenCing Attitudes of foreign 
Students Towards the Host country· Journal of Soclal Issues, Vol.XVIII, 
No.l,1962,pp.7-23,ssP.p.12 

http:No.l,1962,pp.7-23,ssP.p.12
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ion tor Judging a preconception as realistic or unrealistic is not an Obj8ctivE~1 

ana. Investigators ~ho define student's preconceptions in these terms employ 

subjective criteria in making their evaluatiomwhich ara never made explicit 

in their published reports. yet if the above suggestion that unrealistic pre
;, 

conceptions are more likely to change, is correct, then students with realistic 

diction can only be solved by making clear distinctions betwBen three things, (1. 
(i) the extent to which a realistic preconception enhances favourable attitude~~ 

to the USA or otherwise (ii) the extent to which this same realism may contri_ 

buta resistance to pressures in the sojourn situation making tor favourable 

attitudes to the USA and (ili) whether the favourable attitudes to the USA ot 
.' 

those with realistic preconceptions is due to the tact that theyhava less troorr/ 
I 

for a ch~nga in attitudes compared to thosB with unrealistic preconceptions. 

However. there is little evidence to suggest that studants with realistic pre t 
.,' 
".

conceptions differ from their countarparta with unrealistic preconceptions in ,~ 

terms of their attItudes towards the USA. 

others, such as Wcltson and Lippit, interpret preconceptions in terms of 

the personalIty attributes which are brought into the sojourn situation. Thus 

one reason for the low rate of attitude change among the Cerman students they 

studlod was the high level of defensiveness and authorita~ianlsm ~h1ch they 

showed and which (they suggest) was related to the background of war with 

America (op.cit.23), thus implying that it is not so much the contont of the 

preconc~ption which is important but whether or not the given content is deeply\ 

rooted in the personalityl. yet others h~v9 interpretod oreconcept1ons 1n ter~ 

1. 	588 also H. Persifor Smith "Do Inter-cultural EXperiences Affect Attitudes?_ 
Journ. of Abn and Soc. psych. Vol.51.l955. Pp.469-477. esp.p.473 ~ 

http:op.cit.23
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of its political content. Prodosch Aich, for instance, implies that Asian 

and African students who want to Germany because they saw har as a rival to 

1Britain during the period of colonialism, maintained a more favourable atti 

tude to that country compared to those who went thera for other reasons. How

ever, the role of preconceptions per &8 has not yet been made the subject of 

research, Where these have been studied, they have been measured after the 

studGn~3 arrival in the host country rather than before. The abova conclusions 
~ 

arB therefore very tentative. 
'" 

The time factor is another variable which has been investigated. This is 

usually interpreted 1n terms of length of sojourn rathQr than in terms of 

length of time BftGr sojourn though a few studies have shown that favourable 

attitudes towards the USA can continua for some tim~ after the,student returns 

to his home country. 

LY6ga,rd2 • for instance, working with a sample of 200 returned fulbright 

Norwegian Gr~eoo who went to the USA for periods ranging from less than 3 

months to ~or~ than 3 yoars, found a closs association between adjustment 

(primarily educatiohal-profas~lonal) and length of sojourn. Thoss who stayed ! ' 
i 

for less than 6 months, and over 18 months resp8ctively6how~d a higher adjust_ 

mont than those who stayed for between 6 end 18 months, thus indicating a U-

curve. He also indicated a closo relationship bstwoun adjustment in ona sphere 

and adjustm8nt in othur spheres in the student·s lifa-sp3ca, Gxplaining this 

in terms of a ~princlp19 of Cumulation' in that "SUCC999 1n ono rospoct may 

increase ons's general feeling of security in a foreign milieu and maks one 

better prepared to enqaQe Buccessfully in ether respect9 as well"(pp.40-49). 

1. 	Prodos~h A1ch "Asian and African stud~nts in W~~t Cerruan Univorsities" 
minerva, Vol.l,No.4,1962 pp.439-452, esp.p. 44o l also his "farbigu unter 
U1e1sscn- (Kiepenheuer , lL'itsch) Koeln, 1962,p.48 

2. 	SVerre Lysgaard -Adjustment in a foreign Society· Internaticnal Social' 
Scicnca Journal, Vol. VII, No.1, 1955, pp.45-51 

http:1962,p.48
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, 
Other researchers have made extrapolations from this lattar finding. 

George Coelho 1 , for instance, made the perception of the student one of 

his major concerns in his work. H~ studied a sample of 60 Indian students who 

had been in the USA for varying periods of time"ranging from less ,than 1 week 

to over 84 montt~using content-analysis of specially written material supple. .. -	 .. ~ 

mented by a panel technique. He found that the perception of the students .!, 
2Change ovor a period of 36 month~ towards greater differontiation • and that 

there was also a U-curve t~ndency for attitudes towards the USA to be favour

able at the beginning of tho sojourn, to becomij less favourable during the 

first 9 months and to incra~se after this period (p.83-4). William Sewell et 

ale3 , working with a sample of 40 Scandinavian students, also observ~d this 

U-curva tendency in (i) ..attitudua towards the USA (p.79-So), (ii) in social 

relations with Americans (p.38) and, indoud, (iii) in the students' ealf
• 	 jl.'.' 

reports. of satisfaction with thoir stay 	(p.52). Th~Yt how~vot, do not locate 

, 4 


the trough. On the cth~r hand, Rich~rd morris , like Lysgaqrd, identifies the I: 

U-curve with overall adjustment, rather than with disparate items. 	 ~ 

Howover, Selltiz at ala differ from these extrapolations. Though social 

relation$ Was their main research concurn, they found no dir~ct evidence 

linking it with the length of the puriod of sojourn and slight evidence lin

5king favourability of attitudGS to the USA with length of soJourn. They 

therefore concluded, cautiously, that "in all proba~ility. social relations 

and adjustment reinforce each other, with aocial relations easing adjustment 

and greater adjustment fr8nin~ the student to enter mora fully into social 
1. G.toelho "Changing Imaaes of Amor1c~" (Asia Pub.Housb)New York, 1959 .. 
2. 	Also reported by Watson and Lippit (op.cit.p.34) and S.Herman &(.Schild 

"The stranger in a Crosa-Cultural Situation" SQc!omotry,Vol.24.l961.pp.165~ 
3. 	W.Sewell & O.Oavlds&n ·Scandindvian stUdents on an American Campus· 

{ffilnnasota Prsssi. minneapolis, 1~6l 
4. R. morris "The Two-way mirror" (minnesota Press) ffiinneapolls,1960 pp.lo4-1oS \ 
5. SBlltiz & S. Cook op.clt.p.20 

http:op.clt.p.20
http:op.cit.p.34
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, 
. 

In spite of the different techniques used, those studies ;sh~w a phase

liKe slemant in the duration of sojourn. If Lysgaard's s~condary finding is 

correct, thenthesa phases apply to all aspects of the 1ifa of the student in 

the sojourn situation. Thasa phases have been identified as phasa 1, phasa 2 

etc. though different writers locate the trough at different points in time 

1(Lysgaard, tor inatunce, puts the beginning of thG trough at between 6 and B , 
' 

\ :
months, Ifjorris puts it at between 10 and 19 months while Coelho puts it fat ba

tween 3 and 9 months). Others havo called them (1) the initial spectator phase, ' 
I

(ii) the adjustive or coming to terms phase, (lil) the phasa in which adjust

mant strategies have beun developed and are being put to use and (iv) the pra-, 

return phase when the student becomes concerned with his reception on return 

to his home country, 'his future professional career thare, and so on 2 • Put in 

these tsrms, it bscomas clear that the sojourn experience ls divided into 

stages with differGnt stages having different implications tor the lifa of the 

Gtud~nt, and involving different kinds of experiences. What are these ditfo

rent implications? To what extent ere tha Bxperiences of the student at each 

stage differentiated from those at other stages? 18 re-integration into the 

horns environment atter a period of sojourn similarly ditfer~ntiat8d into eta

ges? The evidence on thesa points 1s far mora tentative and inconclusiva. 

3Lambert end Bressler , using a group ot 30 Indian, Pakistani end Singha

leB8 students, hinted at tha possibility of edult socialisation over time 

end betw9Anthavariou9 stages in the period or 80Journ~ They shomed that 

1. 	Selltiz et ale -Attitudes end Social Relations of roreign Students in the 
US" (Univ. ot minnesota press) Iflinneapol1s, 1963, p.159 

2. 	m. Brewster Smith end J.B.'Casagranda op.cit.p.31 
3. 	Richard Lambert and ~arvin Bre9~lar "Indian stUdents on an American Campus. 

(University of minnesota Press) minneapolis, 1956 \ 

http:op.cit.p.31
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three roles excercised the students' minds - the role of the tourist, that of Ii 

the ambassador and that of the student. The obligations of each role are speci

fic and tend to affect the students' relations and behaviour while in the host 
'j

environment. Thus the sensitive aroa complex (which we mentioned in chap. 1) 

is sp~ifically associated with the role of ambassador which (if Coelho'. fin

ding in connection with increasing differentiation in perciption over 36 months'; 

is correct) is probably significant for students primarily at the beginning 

of their sojourn. However, Lambert and Bressler caution against too close 

an identification of the ~hree roles with an orderly, chronological learning 

process since their study was not specifically designed to study the process 

of adult socialisation (op.cit. p. 17). 

Coelho~s evidence is slightly more conclusive in that he shows not only 

a changing pattern of perception but also changes in the reference groups to 

which the student relates himself over time. He found that Indian students 1n 

the USA tend to use their home membership group and aff111ationS8S referenca 'i 
~ \" 

groups early in their period of sojourn; this gives way over· time to the uss 

of the 'universitypopulation en masse' and 'average middle class American' 

as reference groups (Coelho op.cit.pp.24-34). Correlatively, both the home 

country and the host country come in for evaluation and re-evaluation as is 

to be expected. 

But does the eame thing apply to the post-return period? Very little in- I 

formation is available on this and certainly no phases 'or stages have been 

delineated. Nevertheless Lambert and Bressler suggest (op.c1t.p.9o) that the 

role of the ambassador is moat easily forgotten compared to the others while 

watson and Lippit's results indicate that (1) favourable attitudes can remain 

intact and (ii) can improve up to si~ months after return to the home country' I 
,'0 

depending on the nature of the individual's group affiliations then. Thus L 
I 

I' 
\ 

http:op.c1t.p.9o
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whether or not the foreign-returned student would use groups in the foreign 

1society as refer~nce groups depond~ on the extent to which his group affi1i

ations in the homa country ara favourable or unfavourable to his former host 

society. 

rurthar evidence of a 60cialising process in the sojourn situation can be 

2gleaned from the work of Richard morris • using a sample of 310 foreign stu

dants at UCLA, he found that the national status accorded to the student.s 

homa country was an important influence on whether or not his attitudes to the t 

USA would be favourable. When foreign studonts campara their idea of where 

their home country stands in terme of international prestige with that accor

ded to it by Americans, those who 'suffer t by this comparison (i.e. feal that 

Americans accord their homa country a lower prestige postion than they themsal~ 

ves accord it) are less likmly to be favourable to the USA, by contrast, those i 

3who gain by this comparison ara more likely to be favourable • But the affect 

of such status loss/gain is more pronounced at the beginning of the sojourn 

than subsequently. Indeod, the increasing favouraoility of attitudes to the 

USA which he observod in relation to the U-curva hypothesis is evid~nca that 

psychological changes are undGr way. 

Nevertheless, morris. suggestion that it is accorded national statue 

which 1s significant for the development of favourable attitudes to the USA. 

has not led to rese~rch attempts to separate the differential effects of (i). 

national status per se, (11) national background and (lii) cultural backgrounEl i 

l.-J. and R.H. Useorn 'op.cit.; O.W.Riogol "Reoldual Effects of Exchange of 
Persons" Public Opinion Quarterly,Vol.17,1953,pp.319-327 esp.p.323 and Elmo :: 
Wilson and frank ~onilla "(valuating exchange of Persons programs" Public 
Opinion guarterly,Vol.19,1955,pp.2o-Jo, esp.pp.25-2~ 

2. 	Richard Morris "The Two-Way mirror" op.clt. ' 
3. 	The same association has be~n reported by Sawall at ale op.clt.p.80 while 

J.Oannet at al. "In Search of Identity· (Univ.of ~nnasota preas) ~nneapo_ 
lis,1958,p.llo reports a heightened awareness of national status among \ 
Japanese students. 

http:op.clt.p.80
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from each other. It 1s true that Lambert and Bressler's discussion of thet. 

'sensitive area complex' can be juxtaposod to Lysgaard's. Sewall et al., 

1 2Scott's. Riegel's and Beals et al. findings (all of these show high adjust

mant, an absence of a comparable complex, and favourable attitudes to the USA 

among Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Belgian and mexican students) and can be in

terpreted collectively as showing the differential affect, equivocally, of 

either cultural background, national background, or, indeed, national status. 

Without knowing the differential roles, if at all, which these three play, 1t 
~ 

.' 
, 
f 

is difficult to discern the part which these three play in th~ mind of the 

stUdent and consequently their importance in the process of adult SOCialisation 

which may be taking placet NQvertholess, it has b8un widely shown that fal31inga 

of defensiveness decline after a period of timo. Thus Aich shows that seneiti_ 

vity and feelings of inferiority among African and Asian studonts in Garmany 

(as watson and Lippit also show among their Germon students op.cit.p.l04) de

cline as the period of sojourn Increas8sJ• 

other factors which have bean shown to be operatlvo within the phases of 

the sojourn period and which are related to the development of f~vourable 

attitudes to the USA are (a) Bocial relations with AmQricans,(b) fucility in 

the English language, (c) SiZ9 of college, (d) previous travel experiences, (a) 

the motivation for going to the USA, (f) personality characteristics, (g) aga 

and (h) the existence of a group of foreign students from the sama country. 
! . 

However, the data on these 1s less conclusive than those we have reviewed aofa~ 

Selltiz at ale 4 , using a sample of 348 foreign students studying at dif -
1. 	franklin D. Scott "The American Experience of Swedish students" (Univ.of 

minnesota press) minneapolis, 1956, pp.53 ff 
2. 	Ralph Beals & N.Humphrey "No frontier to learning" (minnesota press) 1957 

esp.pp.43 and 59.61 
3. 	Prodosch Aich "Asian and African students" op.cit.p.448 
4. 	Claire Selltiz at ale "Attitudes and social Relations of foreign Students" .. 

op.cit. 

http:esp.pp.43
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ferentcollegss, show that patterns of social relations differ between Euro

pean and non-European titudsnts such thQt European foreign ,students tend to 

have a wider circle end clossr association with Americans. European students :: ( 
, i . 	 .' 1 

also tend to have wider travel experience than non-European students (p.B2) ; 

they alsc ehow that facility in the English languag9 contributes towards the 

2dspth (or closeness) but not the range of social relationships, while social 

relations have besn widely observed to be related to favourable attitudes to 

3the USA though morris docs not give it the same importance that Selltiz at a1:. 

attributa to it. He SUggBsts that it ia not contact with Americans per se whidh 

contributes to the devslopment of favourable attitudes to the USA but accord~d i 

national status sinci stud3nta who gain in accorded national status are more 

likely to have a large circla of close Amorican friends4• This makes the asso•. 

ciation equivocal since thoSQ who gain in national status are likely to seek 

out and make mora close Amorican friendships and consequently become more 

favourable to the USA. Just as those with a lsrge circle of close American 

friends would find that their American friends are mora likely to attribute a 

highor national status to them, compared to other foreign students who are not 

their friends. It i. probably on account of their inability to specify the 

direction of association that Salltiz at all conclude thair discussion of 

eocial relations by saying rather cautiously that (p.SS) "It seems likely tha~ 

l.-Variations in other arCBS have baen observed betweon the two groups or stu_ I 

dents. morris (op.cit.pp.l33-4)shows that their perceptions of America 
tend to be different too. Selltiz and Cook (Journ.or Soc.Issues op.cit.o.12) 
give the example of a group of french visitors who were struck by the scalm 
of 	American 11fe while Scandinavicn and Indian Itudsnts WGra struck by its 

. _'hurry and bustle. 
2. 	Supporting evidunca can be sasn in saals and Humphrey op.cit.pp.6o-l. 

marris op.cit.pp.50&137 suggests that the assoc1ation is bstween language 
and adjustment. 

J. 	Selltlz et al.op.cit.p.216a W.Sewall at al.op.c1t.p.38 and S. Lysgaard 
op.cit.p.46 all point to this association. 

4. 	Richard morris op.cit. TablQ 36,p.80 

http:op.cit.p.46
http:al.op.c1t.p.38
http:op.cit.o.12
http:Journ.or
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the greater participation of Europeans sturn from a combination of personal 

characteristics, greater foreign experience and cultural similarity between 

Europa and the United states that makes it relatively easy for Europeans to 

1enter into American. social life" - without demonstrating the areas in which 

this cultural similarity applies and those in which it do~s not apply. 

The kind of motivation which made students go to the Unitod states has 

also beun shown to be important in their davolopmont of favourable attitudes 

towards the 
~. 

United states. Thosl3 who w8nt for reasons othGr than narrow aeade... 

mic-professional reasons tend tu more favourable than those wno wont for these 
2 , 

reasons. The equivocality in this case is eV8n clearer sinca these 'types' of 1 

studGnts may very well hovo gono to tho USA ~ocaU3e of their favcur~bla attitu~ 

dos rath~r than in spite of these. yot if Lysgaard's finding is correct, it is ; 
,., '. those who go there for academic-professional roa&ons who tend to be most highl) 

satisfied with their stay. No evidence is available on tho furthor logical 

question of whether those who are academically dis~~tisfiod tond to have mora 

or less favourable attitudes • 

. The si~a of the educational establishment has be~n interpreted 1n terms 

of its 'interaction-potential' and also its physical lay-out,where by 'inter

action-potential' Selltiz at al. refer to the opportunities which it provides 

for social interaction. They show that small colleges and rosidont1al accomrno. ' 

dation (as in dormitories) have high8r 'interaction-potential' and thus enhanc~ 

favourabillt~ of attitudes towards the USA; but they are not related to the 

depth of friendship (Selltiz et al. p.119)
3

• The effect of size, is however ..
1. 	my emphasis 
2. 	This association has also baGn reported by ID.Sewoll at al.op.cit.pp.79-80 , 

f.O. Scott op.cit.p.48,R.morris ibid p.lo6 and lambert and Bressler op.cit. 
p.38 

J. 	This association has also been reported in f.O.Scott op.clt.p.14J and Lam
bert and Bressler op.cit.p.48.However, their diSCUSsions ware largely im
pressionistic. They did not investigate the factors 1n the 'small college' 
Which tend to have this effoct. 
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still an open issue. 
: 1 , ~ 

. ;

II 
Most evaluational studies imply that there are psycho-social factors " d 

associated with the studont's reaction to the sOJourn.variable - such. as par.') 
! 
I 
\Banality factors and age or maturity - but these have not be~n systematically 

studied. Accordingly, various personality traits have been mentioned in the I 
I•iliterature - such as flexibility, dependency, absence of authoritarianism, , 

freedom from s91f.defensiven~.s, social skills, social integration, world-

mindedness and associatedness. However, not only have these not be~n systematl_ 

cally researched but even the names given to the various traits differ among 

writers, Only ona study has looked at age and found that ta~nagers tend to 

1show a greater amount of change in attitudes towards democracy • But this is 

vary tentative. 

studies of Host Population 

Studios in this category are virtually non-existent. The only one which 

was done in the USA is that of Rose K. Goldsen at al.They ware interested in 

discovering soma of the factors which predisposed American students at Cornell 
>( 

UniVersity to assoc1ate with foraign stUdents. They found 3 factors. Viz. (i) 

participation in campus milieu, (ii) "Association-mindedness" and (iii) oppor

tun1ty in tens of spatial proximity to foreign stUdents (especially in, living 

arrangements)2• This, however, remains tentativB and awaits replication. Scat- . 

tared bits of information on factors conn~cted with host populations can be 

gleaned from researches undertaken in UK, Germany and france. These point to 

the incidence of racial discrimination against coloured student9~carey3 sug

nests that coloured fem~le students are trestod more sympathetically than male 

1. 	(lmo C. Wilson &frank 80nilla op.clt. 
~ 

2. 	Rose K.Goldsen. Edward Suchman and RoDin Williams Jr. "factors Associated 
with the Oevelopment of Cross-cultural Soclal Interaction" in Journal of 
Social Issuoe, Vol.XII,No.l, 1956, pp.26-32 . 

J~ 	 A.T. Cary ·colonial Students· (Seeker & Warburg) London, 1956 .. 
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etud8nts (p.67-0). In the casa of male students, he reports the incidence of 

1 a 'colour-tax' (p.156) while Aich in Germany suggests that tho perception of 

racial discrimination may be related to 'shade orskin-colour' of the student. 

Those studies were, however, not systematically oriented to the prosecution of 

these questions and tha above conclusions may very well be atypical. Indeod, 

morris (op.cit.p.lo2) suggests that in the USA the reverse is probably the 

case since identification of the student with marked 'foreign' characteristics 

tends to be related to favourablenoss of attitudos to tho USA prosumably be- . I 
causa of favourable reception and treatment by the host populationo 

Other Studies2 

Thesa tend to have disparate objectives and ca:lnot be compared except to 

the extant that they concentrate on difficulties which foreign students experi_ 

enco in connoction with various spheres of their lives in the sojourn situa

tiona However, these tend to be unsystematic (with tho exception of Singh's and 

Aich's second work3) and to be oriented more to policy-makors than to the elu

cidation of 80ciolo~1cal constants. 

Weaknesses of Previous Research 

Our review of previous research has been based on, perhaps an overselec:. 

ted rango of studies and our description of theBB studies have also ba~n rath~ 

over-brief. Nevertheless, our review does provide aoma indication of the waak~ 

nossss and successes of previous research on the 'overseas student'. 
----------~~~~~~~~~--~~--~----------~~~~~~~---------- . 

1. 	P. Aich "rarbige unter Weissen" op.cit. esp.p.235 
2. 	We refer here to various studies such as the PEP stUdies in Britain dealing : 

with Colonial, Indian and East African studontsl Careyfs study, A.S.Living- : 
stone's "Colonial Students and Social work Training" (manchester univ. PreSs 
1960, E. Hevi's "An African student in China" (Pall mall) London,1963 
A.K. Singh's "Indian Studont3 in eritoin" (Asia Pub.House) New York, 1963, 
Roger Ba3t!de's "African Students in rrance" Intern.Social Science Journal 
Vol.VIII,1956, pp.4S9.92 and Aich ibid. to muntion a rew. 

J. 	P. Aich ·Soz!ala ootorminanton dar politischen Einstellung dar Afrikanischc~_ 
Studentsn ••• " op.cit. 

http:pp.4S9.92
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Thus, th8re is some consensus which suggests that national status, national/ 

cultural background are important influences on the student's reaction to the 

sojourn environm8~t. Similarly, these studies show that various factors such 

as reference groups, language facility, motivations for undertaking educatio

nal travel and age are significant influences on the student's reactions to 

the host environment. But the logical question of tHow significant are these ! 
f 

I 
I 
jvarious factors?' has not bean raised. , I

I 

The prime difficulty in their inability tollluminate this qU8stioncon
, 

cerna the limited orientation which thssu studies adopted. All those studies 
, . 

assuma that the prima obJect1ve of foreign travel concerns foreign relations. 

Consequently~ variables hava'basn studied to the extent that thJY contribute 

towarda or inhibit favourable attitudes towards the host country. Undoubtedly, 

tha dearth of research before 1952/3 whon th~ Cross-CUltural Education Commit

tea of the Social Science Research Council was set up to stimulate research. 

partly accounts for this limited orientation. Similarly, research outside of. 

the USA has confined itself primarily with the difficulties of 'overseas' ~ 

stUdents and therefore fails. on a much more mundane leval, to ask the logical 

question mentioned above. like thg evaluational studies, they have assumod 

that the sojourn situation concerns 'externals' and some .tate explicitly in 

the1r Introduction (like morris) that the student doos not change, 1mply1ng 

that cross-cultural education merely involves changes 1n 'externals-. Conae

quontly, little consideration has been given to the 'internal' aspects of the 
; , 

personality of the studont, how this is affected the sojourn variables and by 

the difficulties he experiences and how the personality reacts to the environ- . 

mant and copes with these difficulties. ~hore personality factors ara discussed' ' 
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(as in Bennet and Passin at al., Rosa Goldsen at al., Claire Selltiz et ale 

and Watson & Lippit), these are looked at only to the extent that they affect 

the development of favorable attitudes towards the USA. 

Yet it is implied in all these studies as well as in the very idea of 

cross-cultural education that the foreign 6tud~nt is a potential 'catalyst of 
. 	 l . I 

·tchange' and that his eoJourn experiences find an 'echo' in his personality, ! 

but the obvious question of what these experiences do to the personality has 1 
r 

, I I not been raised. The studGnt can provide a 'c~talytic' effect as suggested 

only to the extent that aspects of his personality are modified in the course 

2of 	his sojourn abroad. The need for a fresh approach. to the study of crose
1 

cultural education has been recognised for soma time, but has not been followed 

up in research. Clearly, cross-cultural education has implications for the , 
. I 

\ 

i 

. Istudent as well as for the foreign relations of host countries. It is this 
J 

; 

t 

, 
: f , .personality theme - spGcif1cally the salf-concept and the relative impact of 
, i 

various variables - wh1ch we pursue 1n this study. I 
! 

Another major weakness of these studies concerns their methodology. Most 

of them (excluding morris end,Salltiz at al.) are based on emall samplss which 

are selected ln diversD ways. Even though they preface their remarks by poln

tlng to the unrepresentatlvanes9 of their samples, their results may well be 

atYpical of foreign etud8nts as 9 whole. It Is ~oubtful. further. wbethar thg~ 

1. 	m. orewester Smith "Cros~.Cultural Education and Cultural Chenge" Interna
tional Social Science Journal, Vol.VIII, No.4, 1956, pp.585-597 

2. 	See G. Coelho's "Personal Growth and Educational Development through WorkinQ 
and Studying abroad" Journal of Soclal Issues, Vol.XVIII, No.1, 1962 pp. 
55-57, S.N. Harman and E. Schild "Contexts for the Study of Cross.cultural 
Education" Journ. of Social psychology, Vol.52, 1960pp.231~250' on self
esteem spocifically see R. morris "Two-way mirror" ap.cit.p.5; Brewster 
Smith and Casagrande op.cit.p.29 and Cora Dubois "foreign Students and 
Higher Education 1n the United states" (American Council on ~ducation) 
W~shington D.C. 1956, pp.39-41 and 79 

http:op.cit.p.29
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'\results can be generalizeo beyomd,the USA"Similarly, the selection of control 11 
groups where these are utilised, tends to be haphazard; indeed little informa- \!

,I 
tion on this is som8timos provided. We can now turn our attention to studies \ 1 

!of the self-concept. 
I 
I 

studies of th8 Self-Concept I 
, I 

l 

Thasa studies have been far more numerous than studies of foreign stu- 1 

1dents. They tend to be evon more fragmentary. Nevertheless, many of the con ,)') 
, : 

clusions have been replicated and ara well accepted, thus facilitating their 
1 ; 

use in future research. 

Investigators of tha salf-concept have been affected by the definitional 

problem we mentioned earlier in connection with the sslf. They have, accor
\. 

\\dingly, inVestigated various aspects of tho individual's perception both of 

~himself and of his environment su6h as self-esteem, self-regard, self-ideal. 

discrepancy, self.favourability, self-acceptance and aelf-aatlsfact1on. Vet, 

it has not been shown that each cna of these concepts refer to an aspect of 
> 

ojthe self which the others 'do not deal witt,. indeed these concepts are used ! 

1interchangeably. Wylie maintains that'they Bre not synonymous~ but neverthe. 

less conclUdes by saying th~t·the terms are 60 intertwined and over-lapping in • 

2the literature that the constructs mu"t b~ discussed as B group " which puts 

her, mora or,less, 1n the pdsition which she is criticising. Nev~rthole8s. 

what can be said about all thesu concept3 without contradiction is that they 

all refer to 'self-regarding' attitudus as distinct from 'other-regaruing' 

attitudes. -
1. 	m. Kuhn and T.me Partland write (p.69) "Thera has been no consensus regar

ding the class of phenomena to which the self ought to be operationally 
ordered. The solf has be~n called an image, a ~nception, a concept, 
a feeling, an 1nternalisation etc. "An Empirical Investigation of Salf
Attitudes. American Soc1010g1cal Review, vol.19,1954,pp.6B-76 

2. 	Ruth Wylie "The Self-Concept" (Univ. of Nebraska Press) Lincoln,196l,p.40 .. 

http:Lincoln,196l,p.40
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However, these studies have shown that self-attitud&s change over time and 

are correlated with various asp~cts of th~ environment. w~ can review these 

then. under the two headings of (l) those concerned with the Belf p~r se i.e. 

its development, maintenance and change and {2} those which are concerned with I 
studying the relationship between the 6elf and various typos of behaviour. 	 I 

, I 
studies of the Characteristics of the Self f 

j t
;One of the earliest example of studies of this kind is that of Havighurst, i 

, r 
1Robinson and Dorr • They used groups of children from different aga ranges to i 

study the continuity 1n the development of the self between childhood and { 
I 

adolescence. However. they did not use the actual salf in tha main instrument , t t 
f 

but used the ideal self, measuring this by 8~king the children to write a 	 i
· I • 

composition on "The person I would Like to be Like" which was then c~ded in 	 i 
~ 

t \ terms of certain response categories -.Buch as parents or family members, · . , :t 
; l 

glamourous persons, attractive visible adults and imaginary persons. They were 11 

then able to make inferences about the development of the ideal self according iI 
I' 

to the extent to which choices moved systematicallY with age. They found, gena~ 	i 
· It I 

rally, that the children's choicos of parsons moved away from their kinrela- ! f 

tives to more distant persons as age increase. Specifically, the typical choi. 

cas of those who were between tho ages of six and eight years ware for parents 

or other kin members whereas between the ages of eight and sixteen tho choices 

shifted to glamourou~s persons, attractive visibla adult~ and imaginary par

sons consecutively. 

Engel showed 8 similar devalopmental characteristic in hor study and, un

l1kG Havighurst et al., showed that a properly constructed moasuring instrument 

of tha self can be used in resoarch. She was interested in the extent to which 

the Belf-concept chanQ88 and becomes crystallised OVer a period of two years. 

1. 	R.J.Havighurst, m.z. Robinson and m. Oarr "The Development of the Ideal 
Salf in Childhood and Adolesconcs- Journal of Educational Research. Vol 
40, 1946. pp.241-57 
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'It'For har sample she ussd 172 adolosc~nt3 divid8d into tuo groups, ono consisting:1 

of eighth and tenth graders while the s~co~nd group conu1st~d of tenth and ~\ 

twelfth graders. Her self.concGpt meacure was constructed from Q-sort~d itam~ 

and the instrument was administered twice over the two-year pariod and the 
, 

I 
~ 

responses coded separately to check for test-retest stability. Her reaults , I 
, I 

showed that while there Waa no significant differences betw90ntha two groups 

over,tha two-ye~r period, thera was 
~ 

nevertheless an increase in tho mo~n . I 

favourabl1ity of the salf-concept for members of the second (older) group~ 

such that those SUbjects in this group whose self-concepts were unfavourable 

at tha first administration eho~ed a greater change in self-concopts than those tt 
1whose s~lf-conc8pts were favourable at the first administration • 	 f 

f 
Thase two studies, while showing a developmental tendency, have nevortho_ ! 

. 
I 
t 

, Iles9 produced results which ara inconclusive. There was always the need not 
~ 

~Just to know whethor the self-concept develops, but more fundamentally whether 

such development is related to specific reactions and behaviours. Studios of 

the sscond type have therefore been concerned with the bohavioural correlatos 

of the selt-concept. 

studies of the CorralAtos of the Self 

Some of the environmental variables which have been studied are. the role 

of paront-child interaction on the self-concept, the relationship batw6~n so

clal interaction and the salf-concept (e.g. religious affiliation, sax differ~ 

ences, peer-group inter~ction, friendship choices and BO on), stUdies of the 

effect of lesrnino on the self-concept, of psychotherapy and 8xperimnntally- _ 

1. 	mary Engel ·Stability of the Self-Concept in AdolsescencG- Journal of Abn. 

and Social psychologX, Vol.S8, 1959, pp.2ll-215 
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II
induced success or. failure on thG self-concept. All those studies can be found I 

in the literature. We have selected only a few for review hera., 

studies dealing with the relationship bet~ecn parent-child,interaction 

and the self-concept have concentrated on various charact~ristics such as (1) 

the child's perception of the regard in which his parents hold him,(2) paren

tal authority and discipline. (3) similarity between the characteristics of 

the parent and those of the child and (4) similarities in sex between parents 

and the child. 

manis l • tor instance, was interested mainly in finding out whether the 

individual's maladjustment is related to the perception th~t his parents hold 

him 1n low fegard. He used groups of college students selected on the basis 
to 

of their 'adjustment. scores as measured by the mmPI. His analysis is besed 
. l 

\, 
on the two extremes of the distribution of 8cores. The actual and tha ideal 

salf-concepts were measured by means of 24 bipolar rating scales consisting 

of items describing their parents characteristics BS well as their parents 

perceived rating of them (i.s. the students). The exper1m~nt showed that those 

students who were high on adjustment were mora likely to feel that their 

parents hold them in high regard compared to those who were low on adjustment. 

Also, by computing a statistical maasur~ of the similarity between the stu

dent.s perception of how the mother and the father viewed him independently 

and relating this to adjustment ecores, he showed that the dissimilarity be

twesn the mother's and father's evaluations of the stUdent was smaller in the 

case of the highly adjusted than 1n the case of the maladjusted students. 

By contrast, Henryts study of enlisted military parsonnel wae concerned2 	 -. 
1. 	m. mania -Personal Adjustment, Assumed Similarity to Parents and Inferred 

Parental [valuations of the Self" Journal of Consulting psycholoQY, Vol. 
22, 1958, pp.481-485 

2. 	A.r. Henry -ram11y Role structure and Self-Slame- Social forces, Vo135 
1956, pp.35-38 
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•with the question of whether the tondency to blame on,::s81f is related to the 

individual's memory of parental discipline. Like manis, he distinguished be

tween the mother as a disciplinarian and the father as a disciplinarian. The 

main instrument consisted of hypothetical conversation in which ona purson 

gets 'hurt' in a hypothetical situation. He found that th8 tendency to blame 

oneself is related to tho individual's perception of the father as~disciplina_ 

rian. This is one of the earliest studies using hypothetical situations in 

social ~~s8arch - a practice which is becoming widespread. 

lazowick's1 
inter9s~as slightly different in that he investigated the 

question of whether there is a relationship between anxiety scores (as roeaau

red by the Taylor rr.anifeat Anxiety Scale) and actual as distinct from remem

bared parental characteristics as in Henry's case. He Was also interested in 

finding out whother tho individual's conc~ption of himsolf is related to his 

\ccnception of his parents. The similarities in parontal characteristics ware 
; 

.J 

l 
measured by means of Osgood's Semantic Differential and the SUbJ8ctS of tho 1 
analysis consisted of the upper and lower dccilB~ of the anxiety score dis- !, 

itribution - amounting to thirty university students and their sixty parLnts.Ha i 

found genllrally that low anxiety was relat13d to greeter perceivod similarity \ 
I 
I

betwewn subjects and their parents on the ond hand and b8twe~n tho subJect'e I 
I 

concllption of themsolv139 and their concuptions of their parent~ on the other, I 
the widQr implication of this result bcling that individuals tend to iduntify ~1 

! 
" 

themselves with that parunt with whom they hava somo characteristics in common. 

2This implication has be~n invastigatud by Beier and Ratzeburg who round 

that this idontification is enhAncerl by $9X since they found a sirmificant 

1. 	l.rn. Lazowick "On the Naturu of Identification"Journ, of Abn. & Soc.psych, 
Vol.51, 1955, pp.175-l83 

2. 	E.G. Beier and f. Ratzoburg "The Parental Identifications of male and femala 
College Students" Journ. of Abn. & soc,Paych. Vol.48, 1953, pp.569-72 

http:parLnts.Ha
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association between responses concerning the selr or their SUbjects and raspon.. I· 
Ges concernlngthe selt of the SOmA-ROX parent. 

The studies we have'looked at 60 far havo al~ been laboratory studies. 

Nevertheless, non-laboratory studies have shown similar conclusions to thaso. 

1 ror instance, Rosenberg's methodologically brll1iant work was concerned, not 

with thomolacular aspects of parent-child interaction, like those mentioned 

abov~,'but with the overall effect of the parents' treatment:of tho child. 

Thus h~ tries to answer the following questions. How interested 18 the parent 

In·tha child? tJhat is the rwtionship betw613n such parE:lntal interest. (or 1nd.t';..l 

foroncs) and tha child's sGlf-im3go?rurther • .1s.1t ~ore deleterious to havo 
t 

parE)nt~ho are indifferent but not disciplinarians or parents who are .1nteres-r 
~ 

ted "in the child but strong disciplinarians? His analysis io based on 8 sample f 
I 
tof 	5,000 adoloscent3 and his self-esteem instrument conGisted of ton attitude ~ 
I 
~ 
<3tOMS. tested for unldimensionality and roproducibllity (Guttman's criteria). 

Parental interast was operationalised on thu basis of (1) parenLD" relations 

to 	child's friends. (2) parents reaction to child's academic performance and 

(3) responslven~3s to child's ideas. His results showed that. highsslf-Bsteem 

is related to high parental interest. 

studies which deal with the self-concept and Bocial interaction have, 

(unlike the studios wa have looked at concerning parent-child interaction) 

b€on faced with tho major conceptual problem of trying to deduc~ exactly what 

GO~G of the self-concept theorists of the nin~teenth contury actually meant. 

This conceptual problem concerns the specification of (1) the typ~ of persons 

among the 'gcnerali~Bd others' who aro significant cneLuh to make an impact on 

tho individual since, efter ell, not all tothers' cithur have conbct or ere _ 

1. 	~,orris Rosenberg "Parontal Interest and Childron's Solr-conceptions· 
S6ciemetry, Vol.26, march 1963, pp.35-49 subsequ~ntly reproduced in his 
·Society and thl3 Adolescent Solf Imaqe" cp.cit. chap. 7 
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interested in such contacts with the individual (ii) the extent of the influ

ence of these 'generalis~d others' in torms of both duration and intensity of 

social interaction and (iii) the mechanism by which th8 subject's self-concept 

is influ8nced. Is it, in connection with this latter point, the actual respon

ses of others which influences the self-concept or is it the sUbJect·s percep_ I 
tion of those responsos since, after all. the two ,need not coincido. Neither ! 

Jame. and Cooley, nor moad made thee. specification., Inde.d, mead .erely die_ I 
tinguished three aspects of the -generalised others" and left it at that viz. 1 
(a) 	the attituda~ of other individuals to the sslf, (b) tha attitudes of the t 

1,
salf to other individuals and (e) the attitudes of all individuals "to the 

1
various phases or aspects of the common social undertakings in which, as mem-	 t 

i 
bars of an organised society or social group, they ara all engaged"1• Wr! ters •\ 

who claim to te3t the interaetionist theory of tho self h~v8 cons9yuently 19no~1 
~ 

• 
~red the need for th8se specifications and have relied on ffiGad's inadequate 
,~ 

distinction as above. Thus Lao Raeder at al.2 atart with the aim of "testing 

aspects of the mead-Cooley Symbolic lnteractlonist Hypothesis· (p.69) and 

Miyamoto and Oornbusch3 start their research with the aim of carrying out "an 

empirical study of certain basic assumptions in tho interactionist viow of tho 

solf and self-conception" (p.399), without taking the distinctions, mantioned 
i 

above, into account (Leo Reeder et ale do consider tho third but not the othors)] 

This conceptual problem. notwithstanding, these stUdies have shown that J
J 

,1 

tho interactionist hypothesis is not entirely without empirical foundation. 

mlyamoto and Dornbusch used a sample of 163 subjects, who completed a 

1. 	Anselm strauss edt "George Herbert mead on Social Psychology" (Phoenix 
Books) 1964, pp.231-2 

2. 	L. Reoder, G. Donahue &A. 81blarz ·conceptions of Solf and Others" in B. 
Stoodley edt "Society and Self" (rrea prsas)l962,pp.69-78 

3. 	r. Miyamoto and S. Dornbusch "A Test of Interactionist Hypotheses of Solf
Conception" Amar.Journ.of Sociology, Vol.LXI, 1956, pp.399-403 

http:Amar.Journ.of
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\ j' 
qU8stionnairo containing self-ratings on intelligence, confidDncs. physical ! 

i 

attractiveness and,llkeabl~ness. tach member of the sample rated himself; thon , 

rated every other ~ember and, thirdly, predicted how every other member of l 
! 

the group would rate him. The authors correlated these ratings and found that 

those subjects who rated themselves highly on these criteria WLre ~ rated 

highly by the other members of the group and concluded that the responses of ., 
others have an influenca in shaping self-conception. 

, 
Leo ReDder, Donahue and Biblarz. unlike miyamoto and Dornbush, start 

by making lho important distinction betweun (i) the actual responses of othors 

and (li) the perceived res ponsos and went on to test, using a group of 54 
I 

enli~ted military personnel. whether there is a relationship betweun' (a) the 
fI 

actual responses of others and the responses of others as perceived by the 

subject and (2) whether the relationship betwebn self-conception and tho IIi : 
responses of others is linear or curvilinear - a quostion which the early ,~ 

.~ 

thoorists did not deal with. They found a linear relationship only at/certain 

~l'point in the distribution of self-concopt scores. SubJpcts who did not think , 

highly of themsulves were likely to be lowly evaluatod by tho rest of the Ii 
group suggesting that their self-conception -appears to be determinGd by the I~ 

i ~ 
I: 

perceived and ectu~l r88pons~s of others-(p.76). This did not, however, hold I' 

i 
i'

for the other end of tha distribution since those who thought highly'of them- J 

selves were not highly evaluated by the rast'of the group and suggested that 1 
i 

this i8 explained by tha rola of intervening variables, one of which is refere~\ 
t 

ca group affiliations, which they thon went on to utilise in their analysis. 

The result of their fe-analysis indicated that those who thought highly of 

themsolves when tho group did not evaluate thom,in the same way ware sustalnin~ 

their high Bolf-conception on a larger number of reference groups than is the 

http:others-(p.76
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1 case among those with low self-conception (pp. 77-78). Sherwood, in a similar 

investigation, found, likQ leo Re0der et al., that the individual's self 
, 

identity (whic~ he defined as ·the totality of B pursorlS'self attributes. on 

p.S7) was closely related to the responses of others (though unlike lao Redder 

at 	ale he did not pursue the question of linearity). He also found, more impor-I 

tantly, that this association is subjact,to two,limiting conditions I U) influJ, 

ence on the subject would be high where the 'referent othors' are attractive f 
t ' in 	term~ of,friondship choice and,(ii)influence would also be high where the 
I, 

'referent's' conception of the SUbject is communicated to and received by the 
f'
j: 

,1 

subject. .l \ f ~ 

i ' !Thesa three studies pro vida tha most consistent replication of the theo
! ; 

ries of the symbolicinteractionints despite their conceptual drawbacks. Out .! 
l 
' 
' 

i:in 	their concern with social interaction as a generic category they fail to l 

f 
ii
l':chow the influonce of factors in society which cannot be pinned to the lather 

people' such as religion and social class - the intangiblos in social life. 

But the general observation that a person's self-concept is related to the il 
'I' 

·n 
responses of otha~s has been used as a point of departure fur investigations of ijl

\ i 

related hypotheses such as (a) that tho leval of self-conception would corre- ;: 

late with the individual's acceptance of others (Bergor2 ) J (b) that in choosinQ J\ 
,; 

their fri~nds, individuals would choose thosB persona who ara similar to them Ji 
:\: 

in 	salf-concept and goneral attitudes (lundy, Katkovsky et al., Northway and 1i 
DotwGiler and Davitz:} Though thRre 1s a high level of agreement in these two_ I 
1. 	John Sherwood "Salf-Identity and Referent Others" Sociomstry,Vol.28. 

,j 

1~G5, pp.66-Bl ' , I 
2. 	r.m. Berger "The Rolation Betweon Expressed Acceptance of salf and Expres-

.1I 
sed Acceptance of Others" Journ.~f Abn.&Soc.Psych.Vol.47, 1952,pp.49-54, 

3. 	R.m.Lundy, W.Katkovsky at ale ·Self-Acceptance and Doscriptions of sociome. 
tric Choices· Journ.of Abn.&Soc.Psych.Vol.51, 1955,pp.26o-2: mary Northway &l 
J. Detweiler ·Children's PerceptIon of friends and ~on-rriends" sociometry , 
Vol. 18, 1956, pp.527-31J J.R. Davitz ·Social Perception and Sociometric 
Choice of Children- Journ. of Abn.& soc.psych.Vol.50. 1955, pp.173-176 

http:soc.psych.Vol.50
http:Abn.&Soc.Psych.Vol.51
http:Journ.of
http:Abn.&Soc.Psych.Vol.47
http:Sociomstry,Vol.28
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II extrapola~ions, they are, however, not directly r€lavant to our study, 

(
W8aknoSS9sof'previou~ Research on th~ Self-Concept 

What conclusions can we now draw from our brior review of studiu,s of 'the 

self-co'nc8pt'l 

rirstly, much of the ro~earch has baen don~ in laboratory settings (with 

I: 

the exception o( Rosonberg ati,d Sherwood's work), consequontly'th'eresults may I'
t 

, 
have limited appUcabil1 ty. :, I; 

t ! 
Secondly. and more importantly, mo~to( these stUdies utilised diverse t: 

" f 1, 

research techniques. While in all cas€s the exp~rim~ntal sample is described r 

t r 
~ 


IIrather briofly, tha methods by which they are selected are not given. BeSides, II 

n
the samplua tend to be small (Witll a few excoptions) thus making it more l1ke_, 

~ 

ly that the conclusions ~annot be gen8ralised. In tha few cases whero differenJ;,, 

\ 

groups are used~ these aresalocted from tha two ends of the distriLution. thu~l' 

restricting the extant to which they can be considered independent of each 
i 

'other for the purposes of the exporiment. rurther, while studies dualinJ with \' 
I:

,thl3 self-concept cannot be too dUferent from each other in orientation, neV81.' ... !1 
Ii 

tholess, the use of dirfersnt r~search instrumonts - ranging from Q sorts to 
Ii

Likert-type ratings'. make it difficult tor these studies to be cons1dered as \i 

replications. Similarly, and in view of tha usa of different instruments, it tEa' 
Ii 

nocessary for validation procedures to 08 presented with the data. This is, 

howover, not donl3 usually( with the exception of a faw such as Engal and Rosen~' 

berg). In view of these waaknessws. the results of'thase stud1as can only be I 
considered as suggestiona which have to await confirmation in future research. I 

HowBvor, the combination or laboratory orl.ntatlon Bnd the abova methodo. I 
; 

logical woaknesses do not cnable th~ studunt of cross-cultural education to 

sea the oxtent to which tho self-image 1s affected by a period of sojourn no1.', I 
\ 
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indeed, to isolate those variables in the sojourn environment which would 

affect the self-image from those which would not. This is largely due to the 

absence of the conceptual specification concerning the tgenoralisod otherst 

to which we made reference at the beginning of this section. Nevertheless, 

one of the studies we reviewed suggests that there ara intervening variables 

which are important thou9h little research on those variables has bean 

undertaken so far. In the absence of such research, studies of the development 

and change of the self-concopt cannot provide adequate information on the 

predisposing conditions of such dsvelopmunt and change. 

Nevertholess (and in spits of these comments). 1t 1s easy to see soma 

consensus arising from previous research on the ~elf-concept.in connection 

with the following propositions. Theso stUdies show that (a) the self has a 

developmental history (Havighurst at al.,mary [ngel) and (b) thut in the 

course of this developm~nt, it becomes responsive to various environmental ! 
factors such as (i) parent-child interaction and characteristics (manis, II . , 
Lazowick,Ueier end Ratzeourg. Henry, Rosenberg), (11) temporary environmental ! 

1changas such as hospitalisation (mcPartland at ale ), (ii1) it i8 central to 

interpDrsonal evaluation (Leo Raedor at al., Miyamoto and Dornbusch) and 

(iv) it influences and i8 influenced by friondship choice (Lundy,Katkovsky 

et al •• Davitz). 

1. 	T.McPartland at ale "Self-conception and Ward Behaviour in Two psychiatric 
Hospitals M Sociometry, Vol.24,1961,No.2.pp.lll-124a also W.Rosongren 
"The Salf in The Emotionally Disturbed" American Journal of Sociol09¥ 
Vol.66,1960 -61, pp.454-462 

http:elf-concept.in
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PART THREE 
i. 

Empirical Explorations I 

I 
I 
I, 

I 
i 
! 
! 

i 
! 

I
1 
t 

j, 
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CHAPT£H 7 

OPERATIONAL pnOCt:DUi~[5Z 1Y,[ASURniENT AND DESCRIPTION Of VArHA:JlES 

~e have, in our discussion in chapter 4, 6hown that the sense of perlo

nal identity io indicated by the self-image and also shown that by salf-image 

wo refer to the totality of self-attitudes. Self-attitudes tend to be positive ' , 

in tone. This 1s because the individual's self-image not only provides a gen

eral orientation to the onvironment but also providos motivation for particl 

potion in social life in general. As such it i. tho individual's Bunse of 

worthiness,his s~nae of pride in himself. and in his aBpir~tiona,~hich all 

prOvide the operative basis for the self-imago. Whila,88 we have shown, thera 

has not been any clarification of, the differences,if any, between the 

salf-image, self-esteem,s~lf-reg3rd and 60 on, it i8 nevertheless clear that 

all these concopts r~fer to the fund of salf-attitudes and turn on the 

point which Cooley mada,that is, that self-attitudes are the result of the 

'imagination' of oneself in the minds of other people. It i& on the basis of 

other paoplD'S roact1ons to him th~t the individual feala pride or 

mortif1cation. 

This ueing the casa, the measure of salf-image employed in this study 

hud to make reference to this fund of self-attitudes in order to be valid. It 

was this fund of self-attitudes which our Self-Image Index was designed to 

tap. OnCD such an index had ueen constructed (subject to validatiun checkah 

the relationship between its scores and the various aress of the students' 

lifo in the UK could be explored. Our primary object, at the beginning of the 

research project, then, was to develop a scale of Items whi~h would tap B 

latsnt continuum of self-attitudes. 

I 
I ' 
I 

d 
,I ' 

,, 
, I 

: . 

~ i . , 
1 

, I. 
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However, one aspect which we had to take into account from the beginning con

cerns temporary and short-term variations in levels of 8~lr-image and tha af

fect of such short-term variations on the resulting overall self-image. Wa 

acknowledged that while individuals can be classified into highs and lows in 

terms of their score on an attitude scale, it is also possible for individuals 

to have high aif-image but momontarily and to have low salf-image ('down in 

the dumps') at the next moment. William James did paint out that, though indi- ;;
, j 

"viduals hava several selves according to the social groups to which they are I! 

;1, 

associated, all these selves tend to be integrated into an overall conception 'j 

t 

, 

~ 

11

IIof one's identity. He however, did not consider the short-term and temporal 	 , I 
iI 

variations of the sort we are discussing. Individuals can then have, theorati_ 	 !! 
i,! I 

cally, (i) high but stable self-image, (ii) high and unstable, (iii) low but 

stable and (iv) low and unstablel • 

We incorporated this aspect of the self-image into our instrument by 
I 
i

giving a relatively lower score to items indicating instability of self-imaga 
I 

irrespective of whether they yieldod high or low scores. Thus, in terms of thQ 	 nil 
situation outlined above, (i) would receive the highest scora while (iv) would 	 il 

11 

receive the lowest score. To cater for this aspect, we included items dealing 	
n 
11 
!I 

with stability/instability in the pool of items from which tho Salf-Image 	 1i 

L 

Index was constructed. The items used ware (l)"Ooes your opinion of yoursslf 

change a good deal or doss it always continue to remain the sams?", (2) "Do 

you ever find that one day you have ona opinion of yoursslf and on another 
1. 	Our usa of the notIon of stability differs from that of 8rownfain who used 

it to refer to quantitative levels i.e. what we have described as 'high' 
and 'low" viz(p.597) "In this study, stability of the self-concept 18 
measured 1n terms of the discrepancy betweon two definitions of the selfa 
the self as it is positively conceived and the self as it is negatively 
concaived". He ignores the temporal variation. Seu James J. Brownfain 
"stability of the Self-Concept as a Dimension of Personality" Journ. of 
Abnormal and Social psychol09l' Vol.47, 1952, pp.597-606 
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day you have a different opinion?-, (3) -I feel that nothing or almost nothing' 


can change the opinion I currently hold of myself a • The response categorios 


were scored on a 5-point dimension and weighted from 1 to S. 


The level of self-imago, as we have defined it, is influenced by other :I 

i!

psychological variables. Individuals who are high in self-image are also lika_' i 

. dt 1 

ly to be more satisfied with their personal situation whore, by satisfaction, t~ 

, " ~ 

we refer to a feeling of gratification with ana's personal circumstances. This il 
: I 

would, all things being equal, depend on the natura of their personal circum- i l 
~ f' 

stances. rurther, individuals with high self-image are also less likely to ex_ 
.. 

i 

i 
pariance emotional strain. This conglomeration of attitudes would mean that 

i 
individuals with high sslf-image are mora likely to brPsychologically adjusted t 

to living in the sojourn situation in which they study. :1 
'I 

: We therefore constructed indices of Anxiety, Situational Satisfaction end 
i 

II 
Emotional Instability and combined these with the'Index of Self-ImageOto torm 

a contrived Index of Overall Psychological AdJustmont.·There is no consensus 

in the literature BS to what exactly adJustm~nt means, nevertheless there ara 

criterion differences bitwa~n individuals who are highly adjusted and Indivi

duals who are not highly adjusted 1.e. whether a person, say,'is in hospital 

or whether he is not, whether a student consults his psychiatric adviser or ·t 
I 

does not. The concept of adjustment, th~n, can be used to the extent that the 

content of this adjustment 1s specified. We mean, by Ov~ral1 Psychological 

Adjustment, then, tha extent to which psychological wall-being is enhanced 

and the need for .ecudty is met •. 

The Overall Psychological Adjustment Index was 'therefore constructed in 

such a way that whils it includes situational BatiBfaction~ it nevertheless IIn 
goes deeper. Clearly,self-reports of situational satisfaction do not necessari~\ 
ly imply psychological adjustment. Indeed, an individual's personal circum- :\ 
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atances can be enviable (say in terms of income, accommodation atc) but he 

can atill be psychologically maladjusted. There is no ana to ana relationship 

between situational satisfaction and psychological adjustment. Yet it is I 

i

psychological adjustment which provides indications of the extent to which the ! 
I I 

etudent is coping with problems inherent in the sojourn situation, We there- j
• 

(ora summated four indices - anxiety, self-image, emotional instability and 

eituational satisfaction consisting of 22 items in all, in order to provide 

a reliable indicator of Over~ll Psychological Adjustment. 

O~scription of the Self-ImaQe Index 

In constructing the Salf-Image Index, we built up a pool of items dealing 
from 

with the salf and/thas~alact8~ fifteen for inclusion in the pilot question

naira, The pilot was done with 38 Wost African students in ona Technical 

College in London. The pilot qUQstionnaire was long and many of the students 

found it quite taxing in effort. Howover, the analYSis of the pilot allowed 

us to cut out those items which were ambiguous and to reduce the length of ~ 

t 
! 

the questionnaire. We subjected the fiftesn items that went into the Salt ~I 

Image 8cals to ltem analysl. on the crlturlon or lnternal conslstency and rro~ ,I 
this selected seven which showed rRlatively high (mora than .4) discrimina

tory power for the main investigation (i.e. the Likert method). 

In the construction of the Index we were guided by various considerations 

directly related to the nature of the investigation. rirstly. the measure 

dAveloped had'to be easy to administer. The geographical disperson of the 

sample did not allow the USB of methods requiring face-to-face contact between 

the students in the sample and the research administrator. The use of Q-sorts, 

mmPI administrations, direct sociometric teats, Rorschach tests and other 

projective devices, was ruled out by the fact that the members of the experi. 

mental sample were scattered OVGr a large part or the country. The mombers of 
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the control sample wern also in various countries in West Africa. Besides many 

;of these instrumBnts are adequate for USB with relatively small samplos who 

\ara in face-to-face contact among themselves, j,
Ii 

Secondly, the moasure developed had to allow extreme economy of time in . I 
I 
,its administration. This is because items dealing with the selt ara prone to I 
I 

Iinvoking Social Oesirability effects. If individuals are allowed to spend time .1 
" . 
: 

thi~king about these items. the tendency to presont themselves in a favourable 

light would reduce the reliability which their responses would have. We can

not claim to have eliminated such tendencies in our mail-questionnaire but 

various safeguards which we introduced into it, would have minimised these 

effects, A secondary factor connected with this requirement concerned various 

assurances which the researcher had to give to agencies connected with the 

studonts. Soma agencies (government ministries in particular but also some 

collage officials) gave thair permission for the students to be contacted on 
~ 

th~ proviso that the study did not interfere with their (i,e, the students) 

work routine. This meant that the questionnaire had to be relatively"short. 

Wa felt that both th~ first and the second requiroments could bo dealt 

with by strict instructions concerning tha way tho questions should be BnSWera~! 
I 

I 
Iand also by careful pruning of the items. The itoms which wont to~ards the 

construction of the Self-Image Index ware then distributed throughout the 

whole questionnaire in a random fashion so as to deteat 'halo' effects, Social 

Desirability effects and response set bias. At the same time, the ele~ent of 

speed was enjoined on the p3rt of the 6tud~nts to prevent them thinking too 

much about the itoms. The specific instructions which went into tho final 

quostionnaire reads as follows. "Here ara some statemonts expressing opinion. 

I would like to know in each case whethor you agree, disagree, or ara uncar
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tain. Please tick or make a ring around whichever of the alternatives given, 
Ii· 

i
gives the most correct picture of your mind. PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE OUT ANY STATE 

-	\' 
I 

~ even whon you find it difficult to make up your mind. GO AS RAPIDLY I 

THROUGH AS YOU CAN". 
! 

The third requirement which the measure had to satisfy was that it should ~ 
• 

produce a simple ordering of individual Bcores along a continuum ranging from I 
) 

i 

tha highest to the lowest 1.e. the scale had to be unidimensional. The scale ·i , 
i:
't 

ltems were selected by the Likert method (this method has already beun des- ! 
I j 

cribed). Insofar as this method yields a rating scala, it does provide some 
!, , 

evidenca of this simple order. It alao ensures that the items selected are 

relatively internally homogenous. 

rourthly, the Bcale was to be valid if it was to bs useful. We therefore 

organised validation procedures to test its validity. We shall describe the 

results of thesB tests in the next few parts. 

The seven items which went into the Self-Image Index are indicated in Ap_ 

I
pendix 5 89 well a~heir correlations with the total scot'e (i.e. discriminato... I,' 

ry powerl ). The rasponS~8 to these items were scaled and assigned weights for 

intensity, ranging from 1 to 5. 

In the analysis of the responses to the main questionnaire, we converted 

the Bcores into an Index by relating the Bcore on each item to the parrcrma~~ 

of the whole group. But in order to avoid working with minus signs, we adJus

ted the standard so that all scores ranged from 8,9,10,11 t~ 12 instead of -2, 

-1, 0, 1, and 2. An individual's total score on the Index was then obtained 

by Simps summation of his score on each item. 

l:Validation Procedures I 
As mentioned earlier, the final requirement of the instrument was that 

it should be valid. Tho validity of 8 reBnarch instrument refers to tha ex -	I1. 	Sea Claire Se~ltiz, maria Jahoda at ale "Research methods in Social 
Relations" (Henry Holt &co) 1959 edition, pp.185-o 
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tent to which it 'gets at- what it is supposed to measure - 1n this case the 

sensa of identity of west African students. 

~ 
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\There are two aspects of validity, the internal and the externall • Inter- i 
i , .. 

, ,Inai validity 1s largely a quostion of conceptualisation of the problem, the 
, ." 

I
specification of the empirical indicator and a demonstration of the relation , I 

ship between the two2• What it boils down to is the need for demonstrating 'j 
I 

that the constructed instrument is rulatad to the universe of content of atti_ .! ' 
;1

; 

tudes referring to the self. Our conceptualisation in chap. 4 would have shown; . 
this relationship batwe~n the problem and self-image. rurther, 1nspection ofl 

, 

:1 

the attitude items which w~nt into the Self-Image Index would show that they 

are related to the universe of content of attitudes dealln~ with the aelf. We 

can therefore claim internal validity on this basis. 

External ~alidity ia usually asses~Bd by sithor comparing the result~r 

its administration with results obtained from a similar (but already etandar_ 

dlasd) instrument (1.a. criterion validation) or actually testing various 

prGldictione derived from theory (construct validation). Tha first method 

prasum~s that criterion groups already exist who ara similar (in our case) 

to West African students. Howaver, thera ara no .uch 'known' groups of west 

,African students with which wa can compara our samples since there has not 

bl]un any eYit~matic study of thElsa students comparable to ours. This method ot I, 
I : validation elso requires the existence of an instrument similar to our Self- I 

Imago Index. But again, while vQrious~udlos have baan done on the self- i ,: , 
~ 

concept (as we have shown in chap. 6), these have all used different ~ 
. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------,,~ ; 
1. Samuel Stouffer at ale "mflBsurement end Prediction- (princeton Univ.preSlS)1

L;N.J. t950, pp.57-59 I 
I2. H. Zetterbsrg -On Theory and Verification In SocioloQl" (Bedminster) 

1963, pp. 44 - 48 
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methods of moasurement. In any case, it can be argued, if even there ~ sLch 

a measure already in existonce and standardised, that thare would have beon {, 

no need to construct a Self-Image Index as we have had to do in our r~soarch. I 
jBesides, the use of this method of validation assumes that the standardised 
I 

test has itsolf been validotod - an assumption which is not usually valid. 
; 

IIndeed, assuming that &uch a validation was actually undertaken by the criter_ I 

ion method, then th~ question of ths validation of these criteria could b~ 

raiDed ad infinituml • 

In tho circumstances, wo had to dopend for the main part of our valida

tion, on actually testing various theoretical predictions using thu Index. 

In other word3, the results of the research were expected to produco the most 

potent validation of the instrument. If the instrumont really measuros self-

image, then We expected the resulting scores to be 6ignificantly related to 
. 

other data derived from the same samples of studonts. 

However, we also supplemented thSGB validation 'runs' by a mathod Which 

approximates to criterion validation. If an indopendont set of p~r6ons could 

be persuaded to make assess~onts of those studanta t personality as it appears 

to them over a pariod of time. then we could curnpara the reoults of such 

assosoment with tho resulting ecorcs derivsd from tho administration o( the 

salf-Image Index. Cno or tho basic postulatos in self-concept theory is that i' 

I,
t 

' 
the eelf becomes an o~jcct of perception in 80cial interaction. The '1', being! : 

r ~ 
~ !the DUbJuctiva aspoct of identity, cannot be directly observed. Gut tha 'ma', 
I' . 
i 
" 

\
being the objective aspect of identity. can be Observed by individuals with ,.

I : 
I' 

whom the per~on interacts. If thl1 is so, then persons who are connocted with i ,: 

l: 
Iethq stydonts, eo!lld b,... a~ked to mgke BssossrJonts 'pt'thom which we can then ! :. 

1. 	B.S. Phillips ·Soclal Research, strategy and Tactics. (macmillan) New York 
1966, p.l60 

I. 
1\\
I 
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their tute8sQ But not only can the supervisors have the requisite proximity !' 
and knowledge of the studantsto be able to make an assessment of their per- I,, 
sonality as this is presontedto them, but they are also more likely to main-

i 

taln a certain distance to prevent contamination of their asses~ment by factors 'j 
! 

i 

in their personal relationships with thEir tutees. We, accordingly, contacted :1 

all the supervisors of thoso studonts. in one university, who had completed 

a copy of the questionnaire and requested their co-operation in carrying out . 

the validation checks. 

Though we askod the suporvisors to mnke unstructured aS~OS3ments. we 

nevertheless conotructad and askod thQ~ to complete an Interporsonal Adjective 
, ' 

1 	 1
dCheck List around which they were requested to build up their assessment. 

I 
~ 

This Checl< List consists of a oot of adJoctives which are used to character1- ~ 

2 sa other people and which have beon used in previous resoarch • We included 
II 
~ 
f 

an 'undecided' category to allow for thapossib111ty of the supervisor not 

baing able to offer an assesomcnt on any specific aroa. We were also fully 

conscious, when this part of tha reooarch was undertaken, of tho fact that 

not all supervisors know their tute9s Gufficiently to be able to make an aases. 

mBnt of the kind required. We therefore requested that, where the superv1sor 

cannot make an assessment because of this, the Check List should be sent back 

with a nota to this effoct. 

Of the thirteen supervisors we contacted, four were unable to co-operata 

becausa they were out of the country at the time, two replied that they had 

1. 	See Appendix 4 for a description of the Check List 
2. 	Timothy Leary "Interpersonal Diagnosis of Personality. (Ronald press) 

New York, 1957 

\ 
I 
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nat been seeing their students as the latter did nat turn up for their 

sessions regularly and that they therefore could not make assessments because 

they do not really know 
" . 

these students. The rerllaining seven of the thirteen 

were able to provido assessments for 13 students (each supervisor dealt with 

mora than ana student). 

We scored their responses to the Check List and converted the raw scorea 

in the sarna way that we did with the Self-Image Index and compared these 

with the scores which we had indepondl:;')ntly collected from the students. While 
. 

the purpose 
, 

or the assessment was explained to thsna sup~rvisors, they never.. 

thelass were not told about the part which their asses~mont would play in the 

whole project. Nor did the studonts (who had completed the Index) know that 

thair supervisors would b~ approached and requested to maka assessments or 
their personality. Table 26 bulow shows the distribution of both scores, their 

means and standard deviations. 

, Tabla 28 


Comearison or Scores on the lAC List and the Self-Ima~8 Index 


lAC Score SAlr-1ma lJ 8 Score 

89 10 
85 84 
80 12 
80 84 
80 80 
77 75 
76 74 
76 74 
73 72 
71 71 
71 69 " 

68 64 , 
65 68 t, 

I 

mean Score 80 74 

Standard Deviat. 7 6 

No. of tases ' 13 13 


The comparison yielded a correlation of 0.63 (Kendall's tau. I 
" 

;\ 
\ 
: 
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highly sig. at 0.01). This indicates a relatively adequate level of 

agreement batwasn the lAC ass8ssmant and self-image scores. 

However, this tinde~end8nt' validation check is not enough as 

we have argued earlier. further tests of 'construct' validity ara con

tained within the analysis of the students. responses to the items in 

the questionnaire. We reasoned that, if the Self-Image instrument is 

validly measuring what it is designed to measure, it should distinguish 

those stUdents who ara high from those who are low on self-image and 

systematically relate this distinction to other characteristics of 

the studants, secondly, it should provide meaningful explanations of 

various theoretical predictions. Accordingly, we analysed the data 

and obtained results which, again, point to an adequate l~vel of 

validity for the instrument. We shall now discuss these reaults~ 

It is a common-plac~ clinical observation that individuals 

who are tense and anxious tend to be depressed more frequently than 

individuals who are not so disposed. It is aleo known that depression 

accompanies low self-esteem2• If our instrument validly measures 

self-image, then, those students who ara depressed and anxious 

should be more likely to register a low level of self-image compared 

to the others. In order to taat this proposition, we constructed an 

Index of Generalised Anxiety consisting of seven items ~ealing with 

the students' experience of anxiety and depreSSion during 

their period of sojourn in the United Kingdom. These lte-~8 

I' 

! 

j 

! 


I 
! 
! 

! 
\ 
i 

11 
I p
i' 
11
! 

1. 	See Maurice Kendall "Rank Correlation methonsn(Charles Griffin & Co), 
london. 1955 edition, chap.4, p.52. 

2. 	For an empirical ~emonstrat10n of this ssa Seymour Parke: and 
Robert Kleiner "mental Illness 1n the Urban Negro Community. 
(free Press) New York, 1966, pp.168ff. 
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were all selected by the Likert Method and converted into an Index in the ! 

same way in which the Self-Image Index was obtained. Our results (Table 29) 

show that those who are high on salf-image ara las8 likely to experience high 

anx1s~y. 

Table 29 

Self-Image By Anxiety 

Anxiety Score 

High Anxiety 

Low Anxiety 

Total Per cent 

No. of Casas 

Self-Image Score 

High % Low % 
66 

67 34 

100 100 

103 126 


12 • 25.501 df • 11 P less than 0,001 

Another familiar clinical observation concerns ths rola of psychosomatic 

symptoms in the psychological functioning of psychoneurotica compared to 

'normal' popUlations. Variouo tests were developed during the Second World 

War far screening n~urct1cs among racruits. Thess tasts involve the use of 

a number of psychosomatic symptoms which are than pr6s6nted to the respondent 

who has to indicate those symptoms which he experiences BO well BS the frequency 

with which he experiences them. Thess symptoms are Invariabll without physio

logical foundations and tend to be mora in the nature of indicators of psych

logical malfunctioning than anything else. One such test (called the Nsura-

Psychiatrio Screening Adjunct) was developed and used at all induction stations 

or the American Army 1n the last war with ELtl19.h degr~e of successl • j; 
I .. 

1. 	The development and validation of the N5A 1s dicussed in chapa. 13 and 14 of 
Samuel Stouffer et al, -measurement and Prediction" op.cit. The psychosomatic 
symptoms used in that study are described on pp.535.538.:

Ii 

:[ 

l 
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Independent researchers ~nce then, have employed various parts of this test 

with a similarly high degree of success. 

The consistency of these resultr6uggested that mental illness may be 

related to the frequency of reporting of psychosomatic symptoms which, in 

1turn, may be related to the level of eelf-esteem. Subsequent research has 

borne this out. Indeed, some clinicians would go so far as to say that a low 

self-esteem is the result of (few would see it as the cause) neurosis since 

neurotics tend to be self-derogatory and inhibited. We reasoned that a valid 

measure of Self-Image should reflect some association betweon Self-Image and 
l 
! 

psychosomatic symptoms, We expected the intrument, therefore, to differen

tiate between those students who have high Psychosomatic Disposition (as 

measured by an Index) and those who have low Disp~sition according to their I
I

Self-Image scores. We selected five out of the fifteen~ychosomatic symptoms 	 I 
fi 

used in the original study (Shirley star in S. Stouffer op.cit.) and used them 	1 
~ 

to form a Psychosomatic Dispoisition Index. These items werea "Do you ever hay. i: 
" 'Ia, 
~!trouble getting to Saep?", "Are you bothered by nervousness?", "Are you 

bothered by pressures and/or pains in your head?", "Do your hands tremble 

enough to bother you?" and "Are you bothered by nightmares?" All these items 

showed high discriminat.~g power in the pilot study. Table 30 below presents 

the results of our analysis of the responses. This shows that the higher the 

individual's score on Self-Image, the less likely he is to have a high Psycho. 

somatic Disposition. 

1. Sea for instance, Morris Rosenborg OPe cit. pp. 23-24 and Seymour 
Parker and Robart Kleiner o~.cit. pp.39-40 and chap. 7. 
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: Table 30 

Self-Image Score BY Psychosomatio DispositIon 

Psychosomatic Disposition Self-Image Score 

High % 

High 32 

Low 68 32 

Total Per cent loo 100 

No. of Cases 103 126 

1.2 • :51.181 df • 1. Pless' than 0.001 '. 

As the final part of our validation pre-teste, we asked the 

question -What type of person is the individual with a high self-image score?·, 

We reasoned that, if the instrument ie valid, it should provide Bome insight 

into the personality configuration of the high and low self-image Bcorers, 

In order to aee whether this is 80, we analysed the responses to items 

dealing with two personality variables which previous research has suggested 

ara important in the sojourn situation. These ara (1) (motional Instability 

and (2) Overall Psychological Adjustment. The lndex of Emotional Instability 

consisted of tour items selected by the Likert method while Overall 
WI) 

Psychological AdJustmont, as/have indicated, is a contrived Index. The 

results of our analysis ara prasonted 1n Tables 31 and 32 belQW~ 

. 

11 
I! 
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Self-Image BY Emotional Instability 
, 

.. i,I 

L 
,[mot. Instabi.l1~.l Self-Image Score I

Hi 9h % LOlli ,; i .~ , ! ' 
" , i 

1 : High 3a 45 , 
," 

.~i , . > ) I 

l' 
~ 

LOlli 62 55 

'Total Per Cent 100 100 

Number creases 103 125 
2 ',',,, ',~ I ., 

X • 1,16, dr • 11 P greater than 0.05 
'" 

, ,',
f j ' 

Ta~1D 31 Shows differences ~hich are in the exp~cted direction (though not 
.. , 
" , 

st.atistically significant at the 0.05 level). HCII:Juvor, tho associ:ltion between 
.r / " ~ 

Salf-hlilQe and O\l61"a11 Psychological AdJustmsnt is much clearer. Tz..bla 32 shows .j 

'J 

Tabla 32 

S~lf-Im~ge By Overall Psychological Adjustment 
~ t, 

psychol'AC1Ju~ltm8n.t. , Sel,.-Irnaus Score 

"_. • High ~ Luw i< 
~; 

,,; 

f ; 
" . High , , ; " 64 35 I- ! 

I 
I 

, . L 

low 36 64 
, , 

,"" I 
" ' ~ o~ " ;, 100Total Per Cent 100 I 

I 

It .. 
fJumber of eaSelS 103 126 


, 
 ....2 . "X • 18.251dr • 1, p ll'303 than O~OOl". I 
i'
I'thatindividua1a with'high Self.lmago'arn more likely to have high Over~ll' l' 
~ , 

" ,

Psychological AdJuotmcnt. 

,Theae results' indicate,thun. that. the individual" with a high score on 

our Self-lmaga Index is l1kely to be highly adjusted to the aoJourn environment. 

On the taca of it, tooley's view that pride and adjustment tc;:nd to go together 
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with a favourable level of self-identity is confirmed. It would seem from 
:\ 

these, then, that the individual with a high self-Image score is mora likely 

to be well-integrated into the sojourn environment in which he finds himself. 
i i
1,

It is on the basis of all these tes~ that we felt confident that our measure I' 
I;of self-image is relatively valid. 	 , 
i;
I'
:Tha obvious question which immediately arises from these considerations ~ 

i 
concerns the distribution of high self-image among the population of west I:1 ; 

I:
African students studying in the United Kingdom and in their own home coun

tries. what,' i~effect, is the distribution of self-identity among West African 

students in general? To the extent that our measuring instrument is valid, to 

this extent shall we be able to determine the effects of a period of 'sojourn 

on the senSe of identity. We describe the findings of our study with regards 

to thesa questions in the chapters which follow. 

The other Research Objectives 

It will be remembered that the measurement of self-identity is only one 

of the objectives of the study. The other objoctives ara (i) to study the 

contribution of factors in the new environment to the level of self-image (ii) . 

to study the psychological and sociological correlates of given levels and !rI I 

(iii) to collect basic information about the attitudes and problems of Wast I 

!African stUdents. L 

In pursuing the rest of our objectives, we developed various indices* 	 I: 
\.i 

from Lik~rt scales to measure tho attributes in which we were interested. Many r'
J 

of the items used in the construction of these indices have been used in I ; 
i ;

previous research. ror instance, the items used in the Dogmatism scale derived; 
_I 

* We present the distributions of scores on all indices in Appendix 8. 

... 
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from the work of Rokoachl ;t18 ~sturn Orientation Scala derived from that of 
1 : ~ 

2	 351.nQh .and tha~Scale of Achiev~ment.motivation derived from the work of. Kahl • \.\ 

. However, in.thaconstructlon of these indices, we were conscious of the 
.1, t .. • •. 

~ l 
; . 

fact that the samples on which these scales had been devsloped and used are 

I:different.from ours. ,Thus a lot of work has been done with Rokeach's scale 
. , , .I.. • " 

with American s~udentst whereas Singh's scale was applied to Indian students 
j 

and Kahl's ~o MQxican and,8ralilian students. Largely on account of this di

varsity.in the ori9inal oamplas, many of the items were unsuitable in both 

wording and content and had to be rejected completely. rurther tha reliability 
., ~ ~ 

of an attitud~ scale is a function bath of the characteristics of the scale 

itself and the eampls to which that scala is applied. It was therefore not 

enough, f~r our purposes, that these Bcales had besn used in pravioua reseetch 

since bias co~ld creep in through the subsequent samples to which the scaleo 

ar~ appli~d. It was essential therefore that we modified the scales and attempt i : 

i i 

I ' i ; to 	reduce the possibility of such bias. 

\: !We did this, 1n addition to eliminating unsuitable itams and modifying 	 ,; I 
I \ others,by interviewing the members of the pilot group to find out the extant to ' 
i 

which the question$were meaningful to them.Since the students in this group we.'I 
I -. ~ 

re easy to contact (being In the same block of a college) it was relatively 	 L 
I 

I, 
eaay to arrange interviews with them. We also used the opportunity of the inte~' 

view to administer the Self-Image Index, the Scales of Dogmatism, western " I' 
i. 

Orientation and Achievomont motivation (thiS time on cardS) in order to galn 

som~ insight into test-retest stability. The interView, based on the pilot 
, .I • • 

. h dl
questionnaire whic~ been completed by the students, examined the frames -
1. 	milton Rokeach "The Op~n and Closed Mind" (Oasie Books) New York. 1960, 
2. 	A.K. Singh op.cit.
3. 	J. Kohl "So~a Measures of Achievement motivation" AJS, Vol.70, 1964-65, 

pp. 669-681 

http:varsity.in
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! 
i.of reference within which the questions were answered. The results suggested I, 
I 

that students in the UK hold similar frames of reference 1n relation to fac- (i 

tors concerned with their sojourn experience. We do not know whether a similar \,
i 
; ! 

consensuB in,frames of reference. would have obtained with the control group 
, I 

students in west Africa, though we suspect that this would not, have been the I 
case since,their experience would probably vary in the absence of the common I, 
denominator of the sojourn situation. We compared the scores on the second I:! : 

I'administration of the four scales with the scores obtained from the first 
i 

administration in the pilot questionnaire and obtained a test-retest stability 

coefficient of 0.73 (spearman's rho with N • 391 Highly significant at 0.01) 

which indicated a sufficient level of stability between the two administra

tiona. A period of four weeks elapsed between the two administrations though 

~his by itself may not have eliminated 'response eet' bias. However, we feel 

that the pilot questionnaire was long enough and complicated enough to reducQ, ' 
~ 

the pOSsibility of respondents remembering the categories and SUb-categories :j 

into which their,original responses fall, and that the risk, therefore, of 
! 
i 

:' 
.: 

, 
,: 
I 
t 

their baing able to -sea through- the questionnaire was probably negligible. 

Description of the Variables 

. ,. We studied a range of variables which &eemed relevant to the' experiences 

of the students as well as 80me variables which previous research indicated as 

being important for the foreign etudents' adjustment in the sojourn situation. : 

1This 'shot-gun' approach (as one writer called it ) was necessary in order 

to find out whether soma variables are given more Significance by the students 
, ( 

than other variebles e.g. food and climate. In all, wa de~lt with over sixty 

1. Richard morris -Two way mirror- op.cit. p. 3 
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variables at, the pilot stage. many of these proved unimportant for the stu 1 
dents while others did not differentiate between students with high a~d low 

self-image levels. Thesa ~era then discarded • 

. ,. The variables analysed in this report, then, fall under three main > 

hesdinga vizaperscnaUty, environment!!,l and Bacia-cultural variables~ , Thesa 
I'I ~ 

headings derive from the formula in which we expressed our research'problema i 

f3 :: / (r:; 5f-) i. 

where)) is behaviour and P is personality and Sa is environmental situation. 

Given; then~ a spjourn 6ituation,~ ~ould refer to consequences (behavioural 

and psychological) and would be the resultant of personality factors, environ- ' 

mantal factors and socio-cultural factors which ars brought into the situation. 

Personality Variables 

We investigated the rola of five other personality variables apart from 

Self-Image and Overall Psychological Adjustment. These are Anxiety,Dogmatism, 

Achievement motivation, Emotional Instability and Psychosomatic Disposition. 

We were primarily interested in finding out the extent to which part of the , 

variance in levels of Self-Image can ~e explained in terms of these factors. 

The items constituting these scales were selected by the Likert method and are 

described in detail *in Appendix 5 • 'Our investigation of these variables 

reflects on our conviction that the reactions of students to a BoJournS'~ 

situation can best be understood in terms individual differences rather than 

in terms of groups though, of course, the two are, by no means, mutually exclu

siva. 

*As well as their location in the questionnaires. 

.. 
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Environmental Variables : i 

I 

These were designed to provide information on varioue aspects of the II 
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life of the students. These ranged from the perception of racial discrimination, 
(

I
, 

! ~ 
difficulties. in academic studies, social relations, difficulties with respect 


to accommodation, t.o personal problems such as thoss of finance. We spell thas~ 


out in the analysis of the results. 


socio-cultural Variables 


These concern those areas where the etuaents' cultural background differs 

from the cultural ideas in the UK and were designed to probe into the extent 

to which these cultural norms are salient for them. We looked at the students t 

attitudes towards the cultural norms of both the host and the home countries, 

western Orientation and Identification with Africa. Some interesting 

L 
'I <1 
if r' 

t, 

differences were found between the experimental and the control samples on 
1

these. ~ ~ 
I 

I ' 
The Samples I'I ' 

I i:The study is based on two samples, an experimental and a control aampleo I

Ii
j 

!The experimental sample consisted of students studying in 12 institutions of 

higher education in the UK and were contacted by mail questionnaires between 

march and ~uly 1966 while the control sample received their questionnaires 

between March and December of the same year. Tho longer time interval in the 

case of. the controls was necessitated by difficulties in the organisation of 

the sampling, the distribution and collection of the questionnaires as.wall 

as local circumstances in that politically eventful year. The students in both 

samples ara from Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra LGona and the Gambia (in the case Df 

the experimentala) and/or are studying in the first three countries (1n the 

, 
~ 
I 
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11 
i 
I 

case of the controls). Permission to collect the relevant information from the IJ 
~ ~ 

control group was granted by the ministries of Education in Ghana and Nigeria 
: i 

to whom we ara indebted. The distribution and collection of the control 

i
questionnaires was done by persons who had agreed to act as agonts. As can be 

imagined. a continuous series of communications was involved in the sampling 

and collection of these questionnaires I indeed onp. package was lost in transit: 
, 

- a const~nt Dbk,in this kind of endeavour. 

Selection ot both samples was done against certain criteria. for Inclu-
I 

I


sian, stUdents had to be from .Bny of the four countries mentioned but 

should also be registered students in an institution of higher education In 

the United Kingdom. However, since the range of institutions In west Africa is .. 
relatively small ~ompared to the UK we included stUdents from the.upper sixth 'i 

forms of two schools. The sixth form is the last class before entering un!

versity and its students. tend to be similar to those in university 

in terms of various characteristics e.g. age, sex and socia-economic status. 

The study is based on a total of 422 students, made up of 231 experimen

tals and 191 controls. This represents a 75% response rate for the. former and 

a 93% respon8~ rate for the controls. Wa discuss the preparations for the 

collection of the samples and their re~resentativene89 in Appendix 1. 

Description of the Questionnaire 

As may be apparent from what we have said so far, the final form of the i I 
l 

questionnaire was arrived at after many months of hard work involving various I' 

revisions of the items. The need for such successive revision arosa through

out the pre-tests of the questionnaire. In addition, informal discussions 
i , 

with many other: wast African studonts suggested new lines of revision if the 

objectives of the research were to be achieved. The final form consisted of 
, 
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89 items, arranged into various sUb-categories. All except fOLr were precoded •. 
i
II 

Essentially the sama quostionnaire went to the controls as went to the ex- \ 

perimentals except that items which are specifically relevant to life in the 

UK wera modified accordingly. 

me8suremont of Socia-economic status 

The need to utilise social status as ona of the variables to be studied , 

led to various conceptual and methodological difficulties. There was, firstly, i 

the problem of measuring social class background of_the student, and secondly, 

finding out whether the fact of being in Britain may hava affected the stu
~n 

dents' consciousness of status. The third difficulty was in deciding~tha 

weights which should be given to various occupations as well as the varJ.ous 

components of status - income, education, lifa style - which are 'modern' 
., 

, 
). ,N 

compared to traditional positions of authority such as is involved in occupa

tions such as Paramount Chief, Chiefdom Speaker, Oba,Imam etc. 

Since little information on these problema is available,we used data 

provided by the respondents about their father's social position, income, 

level of education, the student's own evaluation of the prestige of his or 

her father's occupation, whether he is an employer or employee and (if an em

ployer) the number of persons working under his supervision. We used this 

data primarily aswpplementary material. 

from this information, we constructed a short, but separate, question

naira consisting of a list of 33 occupations which the pilot and experimontal 

students had given as their fathers occupations, contactod a sub-sample of 

them (i.e. experimentals), and requested them to rank the o~cupations in terms 

of their ~re~tig8 in We~i Africa. But because there was tho constant risk that 

students in the UK may not be fully aware of the current prostige of tho occu
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pation listed (because of the time they may have spent away from West Africa), 

we sent copies of the same ehort questionnaire to a SUb-sample of the controls \ 

in West Africa. It was from this more objective information that the soclo

economic measure was constructed. We ware then eble to aee whether discrepan

cles arose in the rankings because of the fact of being away from West Africa. 

We describe the construction of this measure 1n Appendix 6. 

Short Note on the Statistical Treatment of the Data 

The natura of our data necessitated th~ use of a range of statistical 

techniques. We shall indicate these techniques in this short nota as wall as 

the rationale for their usa. 

In the first place, where distributions from the two samples are being 

compared we calculate and present, in the relevant Tables, the sample means, 

standard deviations and estimates of the standard error of the difference' 

between means (SF.: __ - =- ~ -t S~ ~. We also indicate the P level on61 J'I*' x, )(~ 71, ....,., 

which statistical significance is basad. 

Similarly in comparing sub-groups we calculate and present the standard 
, 
I 

error of the difference of proportions (where SEp p ~ !PIO-~) Pl.{'- ~:S
1· 2 V~ + 

'i1 11 
as well as the P level on which statistical significance is based. ~ 

In all cases where coefficients of correlation are presented we also 

present the P level against which statistical significance is estimated as 

well as the kind of correlation test in parantheses (e.g. Kendall's tau or 

Spearman's rho as the case may be). The test of association in all contingency 

Tables is the X2 test.· We present this and the P lev,:,)l on which significance 

1s estimated at the foot of the Tables. 

* Where s~and s~ are the sample standard deviations. 
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IControlling Extraneous Variables , I 

I 

One of the standard procedures for controlling for the influence of 

extraneous variables in social research is to sub-classify and to inspect 

the results of this sub-classification. However, this procedure runs into , 

difficulties insofar as interpretation is concerned. Clear meanings cannot 

always be drawn from sub-classified Tables. Besides, the total sample size 
" 

placos limits on the degree to which sub-classification can be taken before 

the frequencios in the cells become to small to be statistically meaningfulo 

The nature of our data permits only a relatively small degrsG of sub

classifica~ion. In order to interpret our results, we combine the sub-clas

sification results with "standardisation-. Standardisation is a procedure 

which has been widely used in research in demography and has only recently 

beEin applied to social res earch. I tallows tha resear'char to ciJri fy relation. 
. , 

ships between'v'ariables by contrOlling' on extraneous factors. It consists, 

essantiall~,or forming a~iyhted average of the sub-classification results 
• • " j 

using the same weights for both experimental and control samples. By using 

the Bame ~eights in both samples, the affect of the extraneous variable 

which was used to form the sub-classification - ia r6moved. The overall rates 

so obtained are called 'standardized rates t and enable the researcher to 

observe what the relationship betweon two variables would be when the third 

extraneous one is held constant. If, after standardisation, the original 

association, persists, then the control ~ariable (i.e. the extranGOUS one) 

does not affect the original relationshipJ if on tha other hand, the associa

ticn is reduced, the control variable can 

i 
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j 
, Ibe presumed to play a part in the original relationship. 

The main advantage of standardisation is that it enables the researcher I' 
to draw meaningful conclusions from the analysis of his data. The main disad

vantage, apart from increasing the complexity of the research task, is that 

it tends to increase sampling fluctuations. Kaltor. has put forward a method 

1of weighting which would minimise this source of error • We give the stan

dardized rates where standardisation is used and indicate the reduction it 

produces in the original relationshipo We also calculate and present the 

standard error in the resulting Tables which was used to estimate statistical 

significance. We can now turn our attention to the analysis of our findings. 

=-: 

1. 	I am grateful to Or. Graham Kalton for allowing me to ses an advance 
draft of his paper, subsequently published under the title -Standardi
zation: A Technique to Control for Extraneous Variables- ~pplied Stat1s- . 
~, Vol.XVII, No.2, 1968, PPol18-1361 See also m. Rosenberg -Test 
ractor standardization as a Method of Interpretation- Social rorces, Vol. 
41, 1962, pp.53-61 and J.H. Mueller and Karl r. Schuessler "Statistical 
Reasoning In Sociology" (Houghton mifrlin) Boston, 1961, pp. 189 ff. 

~. , 
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" CHAPTER B 

ANALYSIS or BASIC CHARACTERISTICS Or 80TH SAmPLES 

We shall now turn our attention to describing the basic characteristics 

of the sampies involved in the study. Specifically, we shall 1) describe 

and analyse the social background of the students in the two samples and 2) 

investigate antecedent differences in preparation for further analysis of the 

data. This chapter therefore has a dual purpose, namely, to present descrip

tive information on the social background of the students in the samples and 

to sensitize-the reader to differences which may provide extraneous contribu

tions to the:experiment. 

: • ·The survey dealt with two sample~f students drawn from wast Africa 

Nig~ria, Ghana, Sierra'Leone and the Gambia. But in view of their different 

national or1gins, it might appear misleading to describe them as -Wast African 

students- as if they are homogenous in every respect. There are, 1ndeod, dif

ferences among.these various national groups 8uch as differences 1n language, 

foody1habits atc. which might make the adjective -West African- seom inappro

priate. 

However, differences such as these are notaignificant for our research 

lince they are not relevant to the fact of living and studying in the sojourn 

situation. Besides, preliminary analysiS of our data did not show that the 

students attached significance to such differences. 

I 
I·Nevertheless, there are differences which are eignificant for our ra

'I 
I) 

search and which cut across national barriers, 8uch as differences in 8ocio

economic status, sax and age. Accordingly, we analysed the data to take such 

differences into account since previous research has suggested that they are 

(i) relevant to inter-cultural travel and adjustment 1n the host society and 

(il) are relcted to various aspects of the sojourn experiences of the atudonta. 
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Clearly, then, our use of the adjective "West African" does not,by any means, I 

. . I 
II 

imply that all west African students are the Bame but that they share certain I 
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common sociological characteristics which transcend national,linguistlc and 

other localised barriers. What,than,are these characteristics? How do they 

operate in relation to both samples ofstudents7 To what extent do these 

characteristics differentiate the experimantal-trom the control samples? The 

answers to these questions are contained in the results at our analysis of 

the social background of the etudents in both samples. 

Comparison of Age Distributions 

·The median age of the students who make up the experimental sample is 

26.91 years. Over two-thirds at the sample (68%) are between the ages at 21 

and 30 years while Just over a quarter are older than 30 (28%) and 4% are 
. ! 

under 21 years of age. There is therefore a 'pull' towards the higher ages, 

particularly the age category 26 - 30 years. 

However, the age distribution of the s~mpla is related to a numberot 

variables. ror instance, female'students tend to be younger than the median 

age for the sample (26.91 years) while male students tend to'be older~Tha 

median age at female students is 23.83 years while that of the male students 
l' . . . . 

is 27.20 years. Similarly, whereas female students spend an average of 2.85 • 

years in the UK before returning,male students spend an average of 3.28 year~~ , 

These differences between the sexes are accounted for partly by the fact that 

females follow a different type of course - e.g. secretarial courses which 
- i 

require a shorter period of study compared to Bcience~madicine,engineering 

and the humanities - and partly'by factors connected with the recruitment of 

•
females for study in the UK. We shall take up these differences later. 

Tho age distribution of the Bxperim€ntal sample is related to other rae

1. 	The mean ages are 24.99 for females and 27.59 for malas,the difference 
tween means being Significant at a.Ol,with SEx -x • 0.41. 

2. 	This difference is not significant at 0.05, wit~ st _~ • 0.36 
1 2 ........ 	 J 
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tors apart from the sex of the respondents. Tabla 33 below, for inctance, shows i~ 

a tendency for the proportions of, thoso studying at the postgraduate level of r 
instruction to increase as age increases. 	

i, 

Table 33 

Age By level of Instruction for the Experimentals 

level of Instruction Age Distribution 
.~'. 

<:125 & under % .26 - 30 fJ ,ovor,,30... % 
Postgraduates 13 28 39 

Undergraduates 81 12 61 

Total. Per Cant ,100 100 	 100 
, ' , 

Number of Cases 11 , 96 	 54 
2 ' 	 , 

III IIIX 6.011 df 21 P les9 than 0.05 	 . 
\ 

, 

. 
1 I 

Similarly, age is also related to marital status. In the experimental 

sample as a whole, 43% of the rospondGnts ara married and 57~ are unmarried. 

H
O~ 	those who are married, only 4% are divorced or separated from their spou- It 

i I 
8es. However, not all of the remaindor are living with their spo~ses and chil- '~ 

dren;Just under a qu~rt~r (20%)'~8ft their spouses and children in their If 
• , :1 

home countries. As is to be expected, the older the students, the more likely'l 

they are to be married. Thus, while only 10% of those in ,the age group ·20. yrs. i 
r 

and under· are married, the corresponding proportion of the ·over 30· is 85% 
1 

• 	 ,! 
i 

Slmilarly, the older.the students are, the mor~ llkely they ara to have arrl-1 

ved and to be llving in the UK wlthout their spouses. 
; ,\ 

Th"e aga of the respondent is also related to whether or not he held a I 

Job before .leavlng for the UK. Tabla 34 below shows the proportion In each aga : \ 

group whQ held Jobs before leaving tor the UK. This showeBaign1ticant tendenc~ I 
for those in the younger age groups not to have held Jobs compared to those I 

ln the older age groups. It Is, lndeed, interesting that the proportlons of 
2 ' 

1. 	X • 6l.46J df • 2J P less than 0.001. See.Table 4 ln Appendix 
Be. X2 for the controls ls 28.36; df • 2; P lass than 0.01 
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Table 34 


Age By Previous Employment Experiences Before Arriving in the UK (Exper.l 


Emplo;z:ment (xeerience A~e Distribution 


25 :irs,&: under 
" 

% 26 - :50 % Over 30;z:rso% 


I was not employed 38 3 
I was employed but gave up the Job 60 - 68 60 


I am on etudy leave 2 29 40 


Total Per Cent 100 100 160 

Number o( Cases 71 95 53 

x2 • '25.24, d( a 4, P les9 than 00001 

those who were employed but gave tnom up before leaving for the UK is relati 

vely constant th~oughout all age groups. Nevertheless, soma west African stu-

I • 

dents have been known to retire from active service either in government or in : 

,commerce and to spend part of their retirsmont in-the UK pursuing coursos of 
. .' . .. . 

higher education. These students, usually older than 40 years of age, have 


been shown to have psychiatric problems which are not found among the younger 


studentsl • 


This differential tendency among respondents in different age groups to 


hold Jobs before leaving for the UK 1s further related to sotio-economic sta


tus. Us1ng our constructed index of eocio-economic Btatus~ we obtained result~ 

which indicate that the younger students are likely to have higher socio

economic status compared to their older compatriots. ,.Table 35 below presents 

this result. This shows an association between socia-economic status position 

and aga such that, the higher the socio-economic status, the younger the stu

dents tend to be. Th~re ara other factors whiCh are related to the socio

economic statuB distribution of the sample which we Shall take up later 1n 

the chapter. -
1. T.A. Lambo "Social and Health Problems of Nigerian Students· op.cit.pp.7-0 
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Table 35 

Age By Socia-Economic status (Exper.) 

Socia-Economic Status Age Distribution 

25 ~rs.&: under % 26 Over 30- 30 " ~rs. % 
Higher Socio-econ. status 72 52 47 

" Ie.Lower* ,', 28 48 53 I: 
i 

Total Per Cent 100 100 100 

Number of Cases 67 65 49 

2" ' 
X =9.681 df • 21 P less than 0.05 

If we now compare these results with those obtained from the analysis of 

the responses of the controls, we observe differences which are relevant to 
i 
! : 

the rest of our discussion in tha chapters that follow. The most noticeable 

difference (Tabla 36) concerns their median age which is 20.13 years in con
.. 'j' 

traat to that of the experimentals which is 26.9 years. Over tour-fifths of , I:' 
'<. 

the sample are below tha ~ge of 25 years whereas the corresponding proportion !~ 
;1'
,I

; L 
among the experimentals is under three-tenths, The control sample therefore \il 

'I 

irTable 36 ') 
Comparison of Age Distributions tor 80th Samples II

ii 

Age Groups rxperimentals % Controls % 

20 years and under 4 49 I 
21 25 years 25 39 '11 

- i 

26 - 30 years 48 9 , I 
31 years and over 23 3 i I 

; I 

Total Par Cent ·100 100 . 

Numbar of Cases 229 191 

medians 26.90 years 20.13 years 

Ineans 27.27 21_271 

-* This category Was obtained by collapsing adjacent categories tor testing_ 
See also'Table 6 in App. Sc." 

1. Difference is significant at 0.01 where SE- - ••17XI-X2 

I 
1
, I 
,1 
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presents a much more 'youthful' age distribution compared to the experimentals •. 

If we now look at the relation between sex and age distribution we find 

a greater level of homogeneity among the contr'ol~ than ~e found among the 

experimentals. The median age for the male student is 20.75 years while that 
'. 

of the female student~ is 	19.10 years. 

The proportion of the controls studying at the undergraduate level of 

instruction does not differ significantly from that of the experimentals. Just 

over three-quarters (77%) of the sample are following underg~aduate courses 

compared to 71% of the experimentalsl • However, there is the expected associa

tion betweon age and marital status, though because of the overall youthful

ness to which we have pointed, the proportion of the control sample who are 

2married is' only 14% compared to 43% for the 8xperimentala. 

However, the socio-economic status background of the control students Is 

less 'skewed' towards the younger ages compared to that of ,the experlmentals. 

Table 37 below presents the results of this analysis • 

. Table 37 

Age By Socio-economic status (Controls) 
Socia-economic Status Age Distribution 

20 ~rso& under % 21 -25 % 26 ~rs.& over % 
Higher Socio-acon. status 48 32 21.1 

middle Socia-aeon. Status 37 30 10 
Lower Socio-econ. status 15 38 70 

Total Per Cent 	 100 lao loa 

Number of Casas 	 82 60 20 
2X	 • 25.13, df • 4, P less than 0.001 

! ' 

1. 	This difference is not significant at a.OS,with SE • 4.13% 
. PI-P2 

2. 	This diffarance J.s significant at 0.01, with SE • 4.14%.5ge also 
Table 4 in Appendix BC. PI-P2 
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This shows a tendency for the youngor students to have higher socio-economic ~ 

status compared to their older compatriots. There are other factors 

associated with the socio-economic background of both samples (apart 

from age) which we shall take up later. Overall, then, this relative 

~outhfulness' of the control students(compared to the experimental 

students) should be kept in mind when we discuss the rest of our 

findings in the succeeding chapters. 

Comparison of Male and female Students in Both Samples 

We have already pointed to the fact that male atudLnts tend to 

be older than fomale students. This, however, is only one of the variations 

betwBen the sexes which our analysis indicated. 

Over the whole of the experimental sample (231), 15% are females 

and 85% are males. The corresponding proportions among the controls ara 
t

24% and 76~ respectivelyl. further, 33% of the male students among the ! 

experimentals ara studying at the postgraduate level of instruction compared 

to 3% of the females! The majority of stUdents of both sexes (i.e. 67% males 

and 97% females) are studying at the undergraduate leval. Undoubtedly, this 

difference is related to the different types of courses which the two sets 

of stUdents pursue. Nevertheless, what this difference points to , above all 

else, 1s that female students studying in the United Kingdom constituta 

1. 	The difference between the proportions of females in both samples 
( i.e. 15% and 24%) is statistically Significant at 0.05 with 
SE • 3.89%

Pl-P2 
2. 	This difference is statistically significant with X2 • 11.74. df • 1, 

P lass than 0.001. Sea Tabla 8 in Appendix ac. 
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a more highly selected group than males. What factors,then, are associated 

with their higher selectivity? What kind of social background does the 

female student derive from compared to the male? The results of our 

analysis provide various partial indicators of the nature of the social 

background of the students in relation to the sex distribution. 

If we look, firstly, at the expuriance of outside employment and its 

association with sex among the experlmantals, we find that (Table 39 below) 

Table 38 

Previous Employm8n~ Sex Distribution 

males females 
; ". % ~ 

I was not employed 9 45 

I was employed but gave 
up tha Job 67 32 

I am on study.leave 24 23 . 

Total per Cent 100 100 

Number of Cases 191 29 

x2 • 20.62, df • 2, P IBsethan 0.001 

femdle stUdents ara less likely to have had previous employmont experience. 

fewer females than males held joba which they gave up before leaving their 

home countries for the UK. Only in the third category in the table ara the 

proportions for both sexes similar. 

However, ~his.result by itself is notunequ1vocal since female stUdents 

could have had less experience of employment as much on account of the1r 
; 

younger ages as on account of tha fact that -thay can afford not to work'. 



I 
, 

, I 
"! 

If this is so, then the relationship observed in Tabla 36 above may well 

be spurious. In order to chock on this, ~8 controlled the data for aga and 

~tand~rdised. Our results (Tabla 39 beiow) show that femala students ara 

still significantly likely not to have had outside employment if even their 

Table 39 

Sex Distribution By Previous Employment Experience Standardised 
On Age (Experimentals) 

Previous Employment· Sex Qistribution 

lYlales [enales
.L. (

% % 
I was not employed 17 " 47* 
I was employed but gave 
up the Job 70 27 

I am on study-leave 13 26 

Total Per cant loa 100 


Number of Cases 191 29 


ages ware the same as the males. The tabla also shows that the difference ~. 

between the proportions of both sexes who had no previous emp~oyment is 

reduced from 36%(Tabla 38) to 30%. Thus,holding aga constant still leavma 

relatively larger proportion of females who have no previous employment 

experience compar~d to the males. Their higher proportion in this respect 

is,thu9, not a function of their younger ages since standardisation by aga 

barely affects it. 

Another partial indicator of the social background of femalo studonts 

which we investigated concerns the naturaef their financial support 

compared to male students. lila then compared out results with similar data 

derived from the analysis of the control sample students, Ta~le 40 belOW). 

* Difference is significant at 0.01 with SE • 9.~9~
Pl-P2 



2X • l2.88;df • 21 
P less than 0.001 

x2• l6.S1ldf • 1; 
P less than 0.001 

This shows that certain categories of financial support are typical for 

i 

'I 
! 

each of the sexes. Thus whereas male students in both samples depend 

primarily on scholarships,grants or bursaries. female students are more 

likely to receive financial support from their parents and/or other 

relatives. The provision of financial support from private sources is 

more typical of female students in buth samples than of male students 

though the case of the control group students is not very meaningful partly 

because part-time employment opportunities are restricted in wast Africa 

and partly because the organisation of colleges and universities in West 

Africa usually preclude the possibility of the student being able to under

take part-time employment during term-time. U/e cannot,in view of this, 

conclude that tho families of female students are wealthier than those of 

male students. Nevertheless~ the ability to 'depend on parents' (as it were) 

* This category was combined with the adjacent ona for testing;hence df • 1. 
See also Table 10 in Appendix BC. 
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for financial support is indirectly associated with both woalth(income) 

and socio-economic status positiono 
. '. 

further evidence of this can be seen in the analysis of relatives 

of the students who studied in the United Kingdom. Over the whole of the 

experimental sample only 13 students do not have relativos who studied in 

the UK (i.e. 5.8% Qf the sample). further analysis reveals a difference 

between male and female students (Tabla 41 below). This shows that 54% of 

Table 41 

Sex pistribution By Relatives Who Studied in the UK(Experimenta~ 

Relatives Who Studied in UK Sex Distribution 	 .! 

I
males remales 	 r! 

% 	 % :1 
'I 

Nona 31 	 d 
~ ! 

father 	 12 54 

Other Relatives 
Listed 57 46 

Total Per cent 100 	 100 

tJur.1bsr of Cases 195 	 30 

2X • 37.51; df • 2; P less than 0,001 

fumale students have fathers who studied in the United KinQdom compared to 

12% of male students. By contrast. there are no femalo students in the sa~p1e 

whose fathers had not studied in the UK compared to 31% of the male students. 

We have no directly comparable data for tho control sample on this point but 

previ~u9 research in West Africa has sllown a similar relationshipl and our 

analysis of collea9 education among the fath~r9 of the control group stUdents 

.' 
1. 	Philip forster "Education and social Change in Ghana" (Rout1edQa & 

Kogan Paul) London.l965. pp,206ff. 
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shows that about one-third of the fathers or female students received 

college education compared to 15% of tho fathors of male students(Table 42). 

Taole 42 


Sex Distribution Oy Parents Having Been to College (Controls) 


Parents' Experience of College Sex Distribu!!£rr 

Males females 
:, Ie 

% % 

my Parents did not 

go to college 82 63 


father went to 

college 15 30 


Mother went to 

college 3* 7* 


Total Per cent loa loa 

Number of Casoi44 46 

X2 • 8.19, df • 1; P less than 0.01 

What our analysis 60 far indicates,then, is an association between education 
" 

in general but higher education in particular and eo cia-economic status. In 

contemporary West Africa,higher education confers prestige on 1ts possessor 

and h~gher education abroad confers even greater prestigel • Tha fact that 

female students come from homes in which fathers hau9 higher education 

exparienca, (both at home and abroad) indicates that they have 
, 

a higher socia. , 

l.Prof. Lambo has described this automat1c prestige vary succintly asf0110wSl I, 

"Th3 social status and prestige attached to 'overseas qualifications',1n the i 

West African countries has now (circa 1956/7) reached a point which is I I 
devoid of insight and reality. such is the present state that the pictures ! I 
and places depicted in the minds of the population are mora vivid than the I 
bright creations of poetic fancl:"."A Study of the Social and Hoalth pro!Jlsf!!,s ! 
of Nigerian Students 1n Great gritai~"(unpublished manuscript n.d. circa I 
lY56/7), chup.l. my emphasis. I

* These categories were combined with the adjacent onos(respectively) for the 
purpose of te8ting;he~ce dr =l.See also Table 12 in Appendix Be and for 
item,see Appendix 28. 
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-economic status position compared to male students, though education i 

1dOS3 nat, by itself, determine socio-economic status. rurther, our data ~ \ 
, I 

suggest that inter~cultural educational travel, viewed against the background 

of the high selectlvltyof foreign students which we discussed in chapter 3 

reinforceseocio-economic status (and consequently social mObility~) by 

becoming an aspect of the panoply of status symbol;of,ths individual. 

,omparison of Socia-economic status Distribution~ 

The various tendencies we have discussed in the previous pages in 

connection, with male and female s tudonts are related to the socio-economic 

status distributions of the stUdents in the two samples. 

1. 	When we carried out our proliminary study of occupational prestige in 
West Africa using a list of.occup3tions which the ~tud8nta reported as 
their fathers' occupations, we ware under the impression that traditional 
occupations would be consioorcd to be of lower prestige than other 
occupations requiring formal educational training. Our analyais(seB 
Appondix 6) shows that this Is not,in fact,the case. The Paramount Chief, 
the Oba,th3 Imam along with th3 Clergyman were con3idorad to have higher 
prestige than tho Librarian or tho qualified Civil Engineer, though less 
than that of the doctor or lwyerr. We have discussed this resilienca in 
chapter 5.' .. 

2. 	C. Arnold Anderson "A Sksptical Note on Ed~catlon and Social mobility· 
in Jean rloud, A.H.Halsey and C.A.Andarson eda."Educat!on.Economy and 
Soc18ty~ (tree Press) New York,1961, pp.164-179 where hu analyses cross
cultural.data and shows this tendency in op~ration. 

3. 	Our data indicates,in lina with the above analysis, that whereas 53% of 
malo studanto a::::a in the higher socia-economic stCltUS position, the 
corrosponding proportion for temales is 78%. rurther, there are no females 
in th~ lowest socia-economic status category. Philip rorate;, in reporting 
on his research in Ghana,makos a point which cun be Q~noralls8d 1n the 
light of our results. He writssl"Tha irony (of f~mala atudonta' preference 
for courses in nursing and secretarial work in the UK) is that this kind 
or training is available in Ghana and one can only conjecture that the 
attractiveness of the formar metropole is most important for those coming 
from markodly superior social backgrounds. The Significant thing 1s that 
one goes overseas for further studies whether the tr3ining 1s avalable in 
Ghana or not·.(Philip foreter op.cit. p.288). 
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The socio-economic status distdbution of the experimental studentD 

shows a skew towards the higher socia-economic status groups. On our five
. 	 " 1 


step index of socio-oconomic status, the modian location is class 2." 

rurthar,"whareas class 1 accounts for 21% of the sample, class 5 accounts for 

less than 1% (i.e. 0.49%). The upper socia-economic status groups (classes 

I and 2) thus account for 57% of the experimental sample~ Overall. than, 

about 3 out of every 5 of the students come from the first t~o socia-economic 

status groups. 

By contrast, the Go~io-oconomic status distribution of the control 

sample etud~nts chows leso of a 'pull' towards the higher socie-economic 

status groups. The median location is cl~s9 3. rurther, whoreas class 1 
" 	 , ., 

accounts for 10% of tho sample, class 5 accounts for l3,b. Ovorall,then, 2 

OIJt of every 5 stUdents studying in their oun homo countrios come from the 

two top soc!o-~conomlc status groups (clasDco 1 and 2 • 30%). COMparison 

of the two proportions(57% as against 30%) shows that the difference is 

2etatisticQlly significant at the 0.01 level • 

further analysis of tho data shows a relationship b8tweon socio-economic 
•• {o 1 f· i 	 ... • 

status and the nature of the financial support which students receive. 

Table 43 below shows that the various categorios of financial support ara 

1. 	The method of construction of this index is described,in detail, in" 
Appendix 6. This five-step index was collaps~d to a three-step one for 
the analysis of the data because of the very small numbers in the class 
5 c~tagory. " " 
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related to socio-economic status in each of the samples. Those with higher 


Tabla 43 


Socia-economic status By Source of financial Support (Both Samoles) 


Source of financial 
Support 

Private Sources(from 
Parents and/or Relat
ives) 

Scholarship,Grants & 
Bursaries 

Support from Own Res
ources (Loans,savings, 
part-time employment) 

Total Per Cent 

Number of Cases 

Socio-economic status 

Experimentals 

Middle Lower* 
cl% - /fJ 

34 19 11 


48 59 78 


10 22 11 


Higher 
% 

69 


31 


-


, , 
, ; 

Controls 

Middle Lower 
% % 

59 12 


41 59 


-
loa loa loa 100 loa 100 


116 77 9 


x2• 6.6Sadf • 2. Pless 
than 0.05 

62 49 51 

2
x • 15.l3J df • 2, Pless 

than 0.001 

socio-economic status are more likely to receive financial support from 

private sources compared to the othors. However, a definite interpretation 

cannot be given to the category dealing with those who support themselves 

because the numbers of lower status students in the experimental sample are 

too few to be meaningful. But even if we ignore this category,the trend 

remains. Income provides a distinction between students from different status 

groups,as well as a distinction between the sexes (as we, have seen). 

However, socio-economic status means more than simply income levels. 

It has implications for other aspects of the students' background.such as 

t. 	Thesa categories were combined with adjacent ones for the purpose of 
testingJ hence df • 2 in both tables. 
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prestige. As we have already 8een, female students coma from homes with 

) r 

fathers who studied in the United Kingdom and foreign education confers 

high prestige to its possessor. Over the whole of the experimental sample 

(our data from the controls are nat comparable on this point), 28% of the 

students in the higher socio-economic status category have fathers who 
" . 

studied in the UK compared to 6% of those in the middle status category 
2 .' * 1. .(X • 33.18, df • 2 • p less than 0.001. See slso Table 15 in Appendix ec). 

None of those in the lower socio-economic status category have fathers who 

studied in the UK. 
I '. 

We can now conclude our discussion in this chapter by reiterating 

the trends which we have observed in the data. Our objective in this chapter, ~ I 
it will be remembered, was concerned with (a) a general description and :: ! 

" ~ 

(b) analysis 06 the basic characteristics of the students who make up 

the experimental and control samples, with a view to isolating 'antecedent' 

differences which may have same be~~ing on the further analysis of the data 
, I
i 

! I 

in the chapters which follow. i I 

• i ! 
In this respect, we have seen that the median age of west African 

! I 
IstUdents in the UK is 26.91 years of age. Over two-thirds are between the 

, 
! 

I 

ages of 21 and 30 years,while only 4% ara under 21. Thera ara fewor females . ! . I 
than male stUdents and,in general, females tend to be younger than the median I 

j 
age. The typical West African stUdent in the UK is thus usually male,pursuing 

undergraduate study and being,on an average, 27.59 years of age. He is also 

likely'to have come from a relatively high aoeio-economic status background 

(Class 2 on our index). 

* As a result of combining categoriss with expected frequencies of lass than 
.5 for the purpose of testing. 
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The median age of the control sample students 1s 20.13 years and 

over four-fifths of the sample are below the age of 25 years. As in the case 
i
I 

of the experimentals,thera ara fewer female than male students. However, 

the ages of male and 'female Et~dents do not d1ffer significantly(unlike the 

exper1mentals). While,therefore, the typical stUdent studying 1n h1s own 
" ; 

I 

home country 1s usually a male student(like his compatriot in the UK), he 
• i 

is usually younger, Just as likely to be pursuing undergraduate study and is 
'1 ' . , 

likely to have come from an intermediate socio-economic status group(tlass. 3) 

compared to those in the UK. 
" : . 

It will also be romomberod (chapter 1) that the students were not 

randomly allocated to the experimental and control groups. The analysis of 
1.~ 

'antecedent' differences was th~refore oriented towards isolating variables j ! 
.',. , 

which may make extraneous contribut1ons to the experiment. In this regard, 

our overall analysis in this chapter has shown significant differences on ,
I, 

' 

age and socio-oconomic status. We thercfcre'as preparation for further analys1, 

) analysed these variables in order to find out the extent,if at all, to 

which they are associated with self-image. Our results show that neither of 
, 

these variables is related to self-imaQa. We shall discuss these results in 


the section on 'Pre-sojourn Variables' in chapt~r 9. 


, 

, 

, 

, . 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE ImPACT OF THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT ON THE SE~SE or IDENTITY 
.: J 

In this chapter, we shall concentrate on doscribing, in some detail, the i 
, I 

generel effect of the social environment on the students' sense of identity. . 
; , 

; 1 

Wa shall, in this way, be able to indicate, and distinguish between, those 

effects on the sensa of identity which can be attributed to the immediate host 

situation from those which cannot be so attributed. 

As we have already indicatod, the reaction of individuals to sojourn 

situations would be influenced not only by factors inhorent in the new situ

ation itself but also by pre-sojourn variables which the individuals bring 

with them to the new situation. By pre-sojourn variables, we do not refer only 
I• 

to personality variableG per S8, but to al~ thos~ SUbjective aspects of the 
, 

individual's life experience which influence his behaviour. However, since 

experience is continuously evolving, the distinction between pre-sojourn apd 
i: 

sojourn variables cannot be one of kind. They are, by no means mutually exclu.! 

siva. The foreign student does not leave his home country with a tabula rasa. 

Our discussion in this chapter is therefore oriented primarily towards (1) 

observing the leval of the sensa of identity of the atudent~1n our experimontal 

sample as measured by the Self-Image instrument and comparing the results with 

those of the controls and (2) examining the extent to which variations in the 

level of self-image can ba explained by sojourn and pre-sojourn variaoles 

respect! vely. 

Comparison of Self-Image Distributions for Hath Samples 

It will be rem~mber8d that our second-stated hypothesiS (chap. 4) postu

lates that inter-cultural educational travel would have an effect on the indi- . 
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i ~ 

vidual's identity. In order to test this hypothesis we scored the responses ~i' 

of both samples to' th~"~Blf-iinagB instrument> 9'iving posit1~a responS!3S higher \! 
, '. _ " i I 

scores than negative onos. The final score of the respondent was then obtained ii . " . \. 

1 : I 
by simple summation o~er all seven items. Scores were then ranked in terms of 

: ! 
a 33-point scale. In tasting the hypothesis, than. we compared the resulting i I 

! i 
distribution of scores at' the experimuntals with that of the controls. l 

d 
Our results show~ that whereas 60% at' the 9xperimentals scored above i'! 

, 
!
i• i 

~ I 
; 1 

70, the equivalent proportion of the controls was 91% (SEp p. 3.84%; diff. ' I' 

signifi~ant at 0.01). Compared to that of tho controls, th!~.2th~ distribution ~ 
; I 

of the experimentals show a marked downward 'pull'. This is brought out clear- I I 
ly in our diagram matic representation of the two distributions in the form at' :! 
frequency polygons (ue chart .3 below). Table 46 present~he two distributions,: 

~ II 

their moans and their 'standard deviations. , I 

. 

... 
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Tabla 46 

Comparison of Self-Image Distributions for 80th Samples 

Total Experimental Control 
Scora Samele SamBle 

84 1 4 
83 2 
82 3 
81 2 
80 11 
79 9 
78 1 16 
77 8 22 
76 5 18 
75 9 26 
74 10 23 
73 23 22 
72 27 12 
71 22 4 
70 34 5 
69 27 4 
68 21 4 
67 17 
66 7 2 
65 8 1 
64 8 
63 

'~ 	 62 2 1 
61 
60 
59 1 
58 
57 
56 
55 
54 
53 
52 

Total Cases 231 	 191 

mean Scores 70.31 75.24\ 
Standard Dav. 3.98 4.07 

= .3~2; diff. is highly significant; P lass than 0.01SEx- -"X" 
1 2 

1 
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Ona consequence of lon}-distance travel is that the individual loses 

those interactive bonds with which ha was familiar in his original environ

ment and which provided support for his sense ofwdl-being. The new situation 

therefore re~uires that tho student begins to ra-build his web'of interaction 

mora or less from scratch2• The sojourn experience is thus characterised by an 

element of re-socialisation. But this characteristic is connected with another. 

The student sees a 'one-way-ticket. ultimatum 1n his sojourn 1n the UK. 

His commitment to the purpose ~hich brought him to the UK is one which is' 

socially aharad with other members of his family. They tave a stake in the 

fruits of his educational accomplishments. In this way, the educational travel 

of the student brings his personal interest and the interest of his relatives , 

into direct and sometimes conflicting relationships. The pressures on the stu. : I 
dent to conform with the 'one-way ticket· ultimatum in the aojourn situation 

is, on account'of thiS, usually atrong. He cannot 'pack up' and return 1rrs8-
1. 	Comparisons between the two samples ara discussed in chapter 10. '..d, 

2. 	Research by PEP (1965) on E. Africans (op.cit.Pp.136_7) and Indian students 
(Singh) have also ahown,that th~sB students consider their sojourn ex... 
perience as one involving learning to live "from scratch-. 

. . 

I" 
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, , 

~hat. then, ara the factors in the sojourn as wall as the pra-sojourn cnvi-
J.. :'-', ' 

ronment which contribute to this general effect? further analyses of the data 

provide trends in connection with thi~' qu~'stion' which ara' instructive•. 
. ' 

Since further anitysis in this section was restrictod to the experimental 

sample,'we calculated the m~dian scoro of thei~;8elr~image distributicin an~ , I 

. , 

used It to locate the cut-off point between the 'highs' and tha-.lows' on the . I 


" 

Salf-Image Indexl • 	 , I 
• i,SOJOURN VARIA8LES 	 , 

i 

Characteristics of the Sojourn Experience 	
, ( 

I 
I 

":", 	... 
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pective of whether his circumstances in the UK dictate such a course of 

action. Indeed, one Welfare Officer intimated that mentally ill students who 

have to be repatriated on account of their psychological condition always,in 

1his experience, show extreme reluctance against such a move. , 

Our pilot interviews showed that the majority of students are aware ot 
,

this ultimatum as well as the social pressures on them even while they are . I 
; 

in the UK. In general, they are anxious to avoid a conflict with their 

relatives who may be,financially at least, supporting them while they are 

pursuing their chosen tields of study. They consequently feel an obligation 

to put up with dissatisfactions in the sojourn environment without 
I 

~ommunicating these to their tamilies provided, that ia, that the solutions 

which they devise for dealing with their problems do not involve the abandon- I 
Iment of their courses of study. Indeed, a few students change their courses 

of study, not necessarily because these were wrongly chosen in the rirst I 
p18~e, but because alternative courees promise 'certificates' Booner. However, 

only 11(4.7%) of the experimental students (and none of the controls) had , 

ever changed their courses of study. But of these 11, 7 changed t~eir courses 

as many a8 three times. 

This conflict between the interests of the stUdent and those ot hi' tam

11y 1s highlighted in the case of one student who errivsd in the UK and who 

had been used to the closely-knit relationships in the emall town trom which 

he came.He disliked the initial loneliness of London life 60 much that he am-

barked on a return flight home after spending only a short time in London.He 

did not inform hi' relatives of his decision and the latter were thrust into 

80me 'unexpected' expenses.However,the recrimination the student received tram 

his relatives whan he arrived was 80 great that he decided that it was 1n 

1. 	Ono study which,independently,reported the 8ame tendency 1. that of 
J.R.m.Copeland "Aspects of mental Illness in west African Students- in 
Social P~hiatry, vol.3, NO.l.1968.pp.10 and 13 

http:NO.l.1968.pp.10
http:London.He
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everyone's interest that he returned to Londun. Though this experience was I\i, 

reported oy only one of tho experimental stud~nts, nevertheless, it mirrors 

the clash of interest which can be involved in the decision to pursue further 

education in the UK. Indeed, the family's interest can play an important part 

in the motivation to study in the UK. In this sense, one can describe their 

cross-cultural educational travel as being more of a social than a personal 

venture. In considoring, then, the effect of sojourn variables, one would have 

to bear this factor in mind since the students' eelf-image while thoy ara 

abroad would Oe influenced, perhaps in imperceptible ways, by social pressure 

from their kin-momoers. Whether such pressure would vary according to social 

background would depend on tho extent to which differentiation of family types 

obtains in West Africa. One writer has, indeed, suggestad that different fami

ly types with different patterns of in-group relations can be observed in 

contemporary West Africa, and that as social differentiation increases so the 
.' 1 

differences between family types in differont classes would become marked • 

This is, however. an isolated view. What is reasonable, is that the student's 

perception of his relationships with membars of his family and, indeed, other 

aspects of his home country would be affected by his sojourn experience as 

previous research has shown in the case of Indian studonts (Lambert & Bress

lar 'and also Singh). 

Our evidence on this is scanty. Indeed. the student's porception of his 

relationship with other memuar~ of his family would be influenced by the in

tensity of his relationship with them before he embarked on the sojourn. In 
. 	 . 

the absence of information on this second point, our evidence on the first 
be 

cannot but/scanty. Nevortheless, wo found that the students vlewod their 

1. 	Barbara Lloyd "Education and family Life in the Development of Class ,tden- i 

tiflcatlon among the Yoruba" In P.C. Lloyd ad. "The New Elites· op.cit. 
pp. 163-181 
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relatives in differentiated terms, making clear distinctions between 

their nuclear units and the wider extended family network. Their 

relationships with their relatives (except their mothers) become 

less close and more formal. Indeed, there was a tendency among those 
, 

we interviewed at the pilot stage, to talk in relatively mora glowing I 
f 

terms about their mothers than their fathers. 
, 1 

It is difficult to interpret this tendency in the absence 

of information concerning the consequences of different types of 

family organisation in West Africa and the relative proportions of the 

stUdents in both samples who come from polygamous and monogamous 

homes. It can be suggested, however, that this observation may 

reflect the fact that the young child spends a much greater amount of 
·1 

time with the mother in both family types. fathers playa relatively ! 
\ 

small part in the bringing up of children. Only future research, undoubtedly, I 
can indicate whether this tendency we observed is general. 

We also 60und that, not only do the relationships between I 
the student and other members of his family become less close, but 

that many of them come to resent aspects of the functioning of the 

extended family which, in the not 80 distant past, were beyond question. 

However, few students in both the experimental and control samples 

would like to sea a reduction of the system of escalating authority 

relations within the extended family. consequently, fewer students disagreed 

= 
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with the statement (included in the attitude section of the question

naire) that: "It would be unfortunate for Africa if children are 

brought up to say 'Oont be silly, Daddy'" than agreed with it. Thus 

21% among the controls disagreed while 69% agreed with the statement 

(10% were uncertain). The corresponding proportions among the expar

imentals were 30% and 56% (14% were uncertain)*. 

What, in fact, may be happening is that, unlike the control 

stUdents who liva and study in the home situation, the experimentals 

may be treating this aspect of the extended family system as a cultural 

support during their sojourn and era, as it were, over-identifying 

themselves with their cultural background. We found evidence which 

supports this view in the fact that ~est African stUdents in the UK 

tend to have significantly higher levels of 'Identification with Africa' 

(as measured by an attitude scale) compared to those who 'ara studying in 

their own home countries (this will be discussed later in chapter 10). 

further, the high self-image student in tho UK 1s significantly more 

likely to agree than to disagree with the escalating pattern of 

authority w1thin the extended family compared to his low self-Image 

compatriot**
• 

* Sae Table l·in Appendix 80. The difference between the two proport1ons 
agreeing 1n both samples (i.e. 69% and 56%) 1s statistically significant 
at 0.05, with SE 

Pl - P2 • 
5.11%. 

** Also sea Table 2 in Appendix 80 
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In an attempt to gain further insight into the effect of 

the sojourn situation we asked the students to indicate some of the 

factors which cause dissatisfaction for thorn as well as to indicate 

the degree of importance which they attach to each one. Their responses 

indicate thettthree areas are relatively important for them. These areas 

are 'Loss of individualitY','Being away from west Africa' and 'Boredom 

and monotony" 34% attach importance to 'Loss of individuality'. 36% to 

'8eing away from west Africa' and 45% to 'Boredom and monotony'. 

'rood and climate' were mentioned by only a few (5%) as being of 
, i 

importance for them. However. further analysis did not show that 

these factors have differontial associations with self-imagel • 

\" Whils,then. cultural background and aspects of the sojourn 

eavironmant are relevant influences on the students. reactions, thera 

are nevertheless other and more specific sojourn variables which ara 

important. We inVestigated eight such variables in our experiment. 

These are (1) Duration of Sojourn (2) Registration status as Full-time 

or Part-time students ;(3) Problems of Financial Su~port (4) Problems 

of Accommodation (5) the students' experience or Acadamlc Difficulties 

(6) their level ot study 1.e. postgraduate or undergraduate (7) the 

size of the institutions they attend and (a) the size of the cities or 

towns in which these institutions are located. We can now turn our 

attention to describing tho results which the analysis of these variables 

produced. 

1. See Appendix 2A for the wording of these items in the Questionnaire 
and Tables 3. 4, 5 and 6 in Appendix eD. 
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1 
Duration of Sojourn and ReQistration status 	 It 

i 

Tha length of time spent in the UK vari8~ botwewn different types of 

students and depends on (a) tho hature, (b) duration of different courses of 

study (as in the case of males and females as pointed out earlior), (e) the 

period of timo spent in tha country before starting on chosen courses and 

(d) the poriod of time spent afturwads in tha course of studye These are not 

mutually 	exclusiva. 

Tha diatinctiDn betweun the length of tim" spent bafDra starting and tha I 
longth of time spent pursuing courses i8 important since large numuers of West! 

African students cama to tho UK with the intention of qualifying for admission 

1into universities and colleges up to 1962. Their educational qualifications, ! 
for this limited purpose, were not always adequate and many of them 'languish_1, 

ed' while attempting to obtain admission. Thera were others, on the other 

hand, who successfully completed their preliminary courses and obtained the 

I
relevant qualifications but did not gain the relevant grades which would secu_ I 

II re 	them easy admission into collage. They usually had no choice but to repeat 

their qualifying examinations until they secured the relevant grades and 

number of SUbJects. All these students, while attempting to secure admission 

into college, had to live under the sanla conditions and typus of social in

teraction as those who, upon their arrival. want straight into their chosen 

1colleges and into their chostln fields of study. Those who could not afford 

the financial resources nGcessary for full-timA study t'!hilo preparing for -
1. 	The extent to which the Commonwealth Immigration Act of 1962 has affected 

the numbers of thesG types of studants is not known. Intending studunts 
now ,have to produce proof of their admission into an institution of higher 
education as wall as show that they have enough resources to support them
selves. Restrictions such as these are resonted by the studonts but on 
a tit-for-tat basis. As cnG put it "1 find it difficult to understand how 
the Immigration restrictions in t111~ country could be maintained, consi
dering that Africa is free for all" (EX. 533). 
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t~eir entrance r9quirem8nts~d to undertake part-ti~a omploymont and attend 

Iclasses in the evenings. The exact proportion of thosDstudonts is not known I 

, i 

as we have indicated earlier. But sinca tho range of part-time 'employment 

opan to such students is relatively restricted, baing usually confined to un

skilled and semi-skilled work, their physical 9Xurtion during thaday tends 

to affect their progress and their auility to pursue their evening courses 
" 

with the result that many of them spend a relativoly long period of time at 

this stage of thGir educational carear. They are'therefore likely to be -. 

caught in the vicious circle in which. tho need to work creates the further 

necessity for part-time ~tudy resulting in relatively slow progross and hence 

a further naed for work and so on • 
• 

Previous r~s8archeru have suggested that the problems of thesa students 

(part.timers) - who ara not y~t 'studonts' in the sense accepted by their 

homa go~~rnments (they ara invariably Objects of suspicion by Welfare Officers 

of the. various High Commissions'partly. undoubtedly, because their existence 

1s not officially 'known,l)_ara different from thOSe of full-time etudent8.0u~. 

research suggests, in fact, that i~,1s not so much that these proolems are 

different but that these problems which" they share with other mora fortunate 
~. -	 -, . 

students,' impose a heavier burden on their solf-conceptions than they do on 
~ ,'-c 

the~ self-conceptions of full-timers. In order, therefore to understand the 

effect which these various problemu,as well as .the immediate sojourn situa

tion, have on-the sense of identity, it is necossaryto bear in mind the dis.-
1. 	These stUdents (in our experimental sample) Boam to react against this by 

maintaining as wide a 'dietance' betw8un themselves and tho Welfare Offi 
cers in their High Commissions as possible. They ell felt that this gap 
is undesirable. One student even suggests that:the gap is duo-to lack of· 
understanding of their problems on the part of tho Wolfare Officers and 
added that-The High Commission~r (description givon) should do mora to 
understand the problems facing students in this country, The same diffi 
culties are faced by students from other African countries". (Ex. 571. 
my emphasis). 

http:etudent8.0u
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tinction between (a) those students who, immediately upon their arrival, go 

into their chos,_n fields of study, (b) thosa who already have the r~levant 

admission requirements in terms of numbers of subjects and certificates but 

not the relevant grades to secure admission, (c) those who, upon th~ir~rrival.i 

do not have the necessary admission requirements but have the financial re

sources to prepare for them on a full-time basis and (d) those who arrive 

without admission either into their chosen fields of interest or into a prepa

ratory course but have to work towards the specified entrance requiremonts on 

a part-time basis. Thosa in category (c) usually spend one session in prepar

ing for college entrances 63% of our experimental students spent a year before 

beginning their chosen courses at study. 

Our analysis of the relative levels of self-image which obtain among 

full-time and part-time stUdents (who all fall into category (d) auove), 

suggests, in fact, that the latter tend to experience a 
. \ 

greater reduction in ; 

Itheir level of self-image compared to full-time stUdents. Table 47 below ahowljI f 
! 

that thosestudenta with part-time registration status show a statistically 

Tabla 47 

Registration status By Self-Image (txperimontals ) 

Salt-Image Score Registration status 

ruU-time % Part-time % 
High 49 22 

Low 52 78 

Total Per Cent loa loa 

Number of Cases 203 23 

2·X • 4.92, df • 1, P less than 0.05 

significant tendency to have a low score on aelf-image compared to their full_' 

time compatriots (sea also Taule 7, Appendix 80). ;I 
i 

r 
" " 

\. 
II
!i 
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: 
IIn an attempt to find out why part-timers exhibit low levels of self-image I 

! 

compared to their full-time compatriots, we analysed the data by duration of 

sojourn and found that full-time students spend a shorter period of time in 

the UK compared to part-timers. l further analysis did not show associations 

between (a) overall duration of sojourn or (b) length of time spent in 

preparation before starting course and self-image respectivaly. 

This does not mean that the overall duration of sojourn does not 

otherwise mirror the psychological processes which students undergo while 

they are in the UK. On the contrary, it suggests that~ase processes do nat 

make a uniform contribution to the level of self-image which obtains in the 

sojourn situation. nlis point i6 brought out clearly when one looks at the 

overall psychological adjustment patterns of both sets (full-timere and 

part-timers) of stUdents. While we found virtually no difference between 

the scores or the two sets of students as far as overall psychological 

adJustment is concerned, we observed, nevertheless, a statisticall~ 

significant tendency for overall psychclogical adjustment to increase over 
. 	 2 

time. It increases from the first twelve months up to three years • NBverthe

less, our cross-sectional research deSign precludes conclusions of B 

longitudinal natura such as this. 

The results of the above analysis sugest that the lower self-image 

scores of the part-time students in our experimental sample cannot be 

accounted for wholly in terms of either overall duration of sojourn or 

differential psychological adjustmont since no difference was observed 1n 

1. 	Se~ Table a in Appendix BD. This shows a 20% difference which,with 
SE • 8.39%, is statistically significant at 0.05. 

Pl 	- P2 
2. 	See Table 9 in Appendix 80. 
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connection with the latter between the two sets of students. Similarly, 

it cannot be accounted tor in terms of sex since we did not find a statis

tically significant difference~ between the self-image scores of male and 

temale studentsl • Similarly, it cannot be accounted tor in terms of age 

differences since (a) we found no aS60ciation between age and self-image 

scores2 and (b) we also found no difference in the age distributions of 

full-time and part-time stUdents. Other tactors in the sojourn environment 

are clearly more relevant. 

Problems of rinance 

Another sojourn variable which we investigated and which is related to 

the question raised by our analYSis above concerns the nature of the financial! 

support which the stUdents receive. As we demonstrated sarlier.males tend to 

have a different .typa' ot financial support from that of females.In the 

whole of the experimental sample, 27% rGceive financial support from their 

parents and/or other ralatives.51% from scholarships and the rest (22%) 

depend on their own resourcos(loans,savings and part-time employment). 

'Though part-time stUdents usually undertake employment as their main 

that they receive lump Bums of money from these Sources occasionally - once e 

year baing commonly mentioned. 

further analysis indicatGs that while all stUdents n~y experience 60me 

anxiety over the late transmission of their allowances, it is essentially the 
, , . 

nature of the financial support which is relevant for the level of self-image. 

We found,for instance,that students who support themselves are s1g _ " ". . 

1. See Table 2 in Appendix BE 
2. See Table 16 in APpendix BE 

http:ralatives.51
http:females.In
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nifi~antly less likely to score high on self-image compared to. those who re

'caiva support from their parents and,other relatives (36% of tho formor as 

against 55% of the latter. See Table 10 in Appendix 80). 

This association cannot be accounted for by financial 8tringency since 

(a) the gross incomosof the students do not vary in a consiatent manner such 

that those who depend on their parents and relatives receive the highest. In • 

point of fact,. many parents send in~ufficient amounts of money to their full-' 

time charges. The 8ritish Council recommends £ 43 - 60 as a reasonable monthly 

allowance for a full-time student in the UK. w~ do not havo comparable data 

on this point from the students in the experimental sample. Neverthaless, 

racent research has shawn that only 45 46% of all overseas studonts receive 

1 as much as the amount recommended by the British Council. The actual amounts 

received by West African students would be just as low particularly as ona of 

the many consequences of recent political crises in Wast Africa has been that 

many stUdents found their already meagre allowances drastically cut down and, 

1n some cases, withdrawn completely. In reality, then, tho gross income of 

many part-timers (from their smploymont as well as from lump Bums from their 

relatives) often exceeds that of many scholar~hip holdaro and private stu

dents. Thera is, for instcnce, the case of ona of the part-time students in 

our sample who claimed that he made so much money through his employment that, 

were it for money alons, he would gladly settle 1n the UK. The nature of the 

financial tiupport which the students recBiv8'£llerefore, at best, be only an 

approximate indication of the extent to ~hich financial stringency is experien 

ced (see Table 11, Appendi~O)J (b) analy~is of the data by rinancial strain 

(measured by a scala) did not ~how an association with self-inlage (see Table 

1. 	B.S. morris "International Community· (National Union of Students)London 

1967, p. 62 
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12, Appendix 80)1 (c) financial problems can be caused as much by inadequate I • 

financial budgeting as by the availability or non-availability of funds o The 

sources of financial support of the students do not therefore give any indic

ation of their ability to budget their limited funds in the most economically 

profitable way. The research mentionod above found that inadequate financial 

budgeting is mora characteristic of the nBwly-arrived and younger studentsl • 

Nevertheless, the ability to budget adequately does not necessarily vary 

with the nature of the source of financial supporto It could not therefore 

be presumed that the tendency for private students (i.e. parents anqbr 

relatives) to score high on self-image is related to their budgeting 

ability. Variations in solf-image cannot therefore be explained in terms 

of any of these factors. 

Part of the explanation for this association,it can be suggested,is to be 

found 1n the p~bological meaning attachod to the various sources by the 

students.We found,in further analysis,that it is their kinship groups which 

provide their most frequEntly-mentioned reference groups.Those stUdents who 

depend on their own resources may therefore feel relatively cut off from thei~ 

in-groups. Thus in response to the question"It has been observQd that when 

stUdents tUrn out to be academic failures, they generally disappoint their 

t~thers, mothers, other relatives and friends as wall as themselves. It you 

fail,~ho do you think will be disappointed(other than yourself) and to what 
;i 

extent is the person likely to be disappointed? Please tick alongside the ONE 

person whose disappointmont you are most likely to regret", a rank-order 

resulted with mothers being the most frequently mentioned as experiencing 

1. B.S.morris op.cit. p.64 

http:students.We
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great disappointment, followed by father, friends and other ralatives(sea I· 
Tabla 13 in Appendix 80). " 

Problems of Accommodation 

The two areas about which the majority of stud~nts'in our sa~pla held 

more or less similar viewsconcernad the areas of accommodation and racial 

discrimination. It is thus impossible to discuss th9 ona without th~othar 

since the two arain reality linked together.'It is in the search for accom

modation that the n~w student obtains his first 'glimpse of what it me~nsto be' I 

! 
the obJoct of ' racial prejudice and di~crimination. The notion of tha' 'colour 

tax' succintly reflects this convergence bet~e8n the search for a~commodation 
" 

and racial discrimination. It is largely for this reason that most of the 
, : 
I: 

suggestions that 'the studonts gavs'concernin'g fut'urei~provements' '1n tha so

cial life of other we~t Africans i~ theuK~revolv~ around the proviaio~ ~f 

adequate accomm~dation'at reasonable rents.: One s~ch :recommondation"put the 

responsibility for the provision of' accommodation firmly in the hands of the 

governments of the countries' from which ~ha Biud~ni~ com~. one~arlant of thia • • 

view was that lodgings should biJ made availabla to th'e; students at reasonable 

rates of' rent subsidised by th~ various wast African govsrnmonts. Another 

variant was that West African governments 1n asso~iation with 'the ~ritis~ 

'0,I 
j:Council should -rally round and set up a chain of hostels in all the 'large , i 
'I 

university cities in tha UK. It i~ in ~li~ ona r8sp~ct, above all others, that I 

many ~tudonts feol' that t~e High Commission Officers are ~otdoing as much ~Sl! 
" 

~: , ~ 
'\ : 

they could posaibly do to use their influenca to oecure accommodation. In the 
. , , l , .~ '. . 

sample as a whole, there was widespread dissatisfaction both with their exis
0' 

ting accommodation as well as with the general difficulty they experience 
I, _ ,-. 

in locating such accommodation as is available. 



Over and above this, is the genoral awareness of the students that not only ,0 

is the range of accommodation open to them limited in terms of amenities but 

that racial discrimination plays a part in their difficulty in locating such 

limited accommodation. The natura of the episodes experienced by the students 

in their search for accommodation left little doubts in their minds that they 

were the objects 0' racial discrimination. previous research among Indian and 

African students in the UK and in west Garmany has indicated a similar series 

of experiences down to tha smallest detaill • Indeed, thera is evidence to shaw 

that thera still exists a • colour shade' ranking among landladies in the UK 

who ara 2willing to accept coloured atudente , though tha exact extent of this 

ranking is not known. 1 
.1 
1-: 

Now, while it may be true that there are many reasons why landladies 

refuse accommodation to coloured studGnta (sarna of them baing the smell of 

their cooking, the lata hours they keep and the possibility of thair baing 

3dissatisfied with the meals and amenities provided ) - apart from the expla- ,1 

" 
nation given by Carey - such that it may be difficult for tho studentito 

distinguish when a rofuaal is due to racial prejudice from whon it is not, 

what BBGmS to be significant for the student ia that he is refused the evail 

ablB accommodation tor factors which seem to be aasociated with him rightly 

_o_r-.;;.w,;;,r,;;,on;.;.9ii/,1;;..yc....;b:;.;:U:;.;:t;...:w;,:.:h;.::i:.;::c,:.:h....::,a.:,re=....;r:.:B::.;r:.,:o:;.;:l:..ly:....::e:.:::::x:t:P~r.:e.::.s:;.9Iil::.:d::..=--T:..;.h,;,;;o;...:c:.;::a:.;::s:.;::a...::.o.:..f_t:.:h~a::.....:s:.:t:.::u~d~e::.:n~t~(!:.in:.:....;o:.:l::,:Jr~__.!; 
, I 
.1 

1. 	See for instance A.K. Singh op.cit. pp.56-59,PEP "Colonial Students" op.clt 'I 

PEP "New Commonwealth Students in Britain" op.cit. esp.pp.47-46 and Alex 
Carey op.cit. pp.52 ff. in Britain. In Germany, sea Prodosch Aich "rarbiga i 

unter Weissen" op.cit., esp. pp.22 and 239 • 
2. 	B.S. llIorris op.cit. p. 60 
3. 	Ona study h.. s shown that (where such complaints do arise) African students 

from East African countries are likely to complain about amenities while 
their Indian compatriots ara mora likely to cOI~plain about food. Sea PEP 
,"New Commonwealth students in Britain" ibid. p.l3. This is, however, en 
isolated example of a systematic break-down between t~o groups of students. 1 
Indeed, Singh found complaints of all kinds from his students. 
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sample) in Birmingham who was told that -I'd rather not have an African in 

my digs although there is a room to let" is probably an exceptional instance 

where the reason for refusal is expressed (whatherit is accoptable or not 1s 

anothor matter) to the student. In the majority of instances it remains un

expressed. In such circumstances, the student ia left to attribute his refu

sal to discrimination (again justifiable or not). More importantly, ~erhaps, 

"the students interviewed are very much aware of the fact that many of the , 

above-stated reasons for refusals disappear in the face of additional payments 
, I 
• I 
IIof 	rent for· accommodation which does not merit such additions~ Since payment I I 

I( 
~ 

of the 'colour tax. appears to the students to nagate many of the reasons 
, . 

given for refusals, it is even more difficult for them not to attribute re-
i 

fusale to factors associated with racial discrimination and prejudice. The i 

student therefore comas to expect the above-stated reasons for refusals as 

part of the ritual of secking accommodation on the ona hand and rejects them 
I' 
I 

aa 	spuri6ua on the" other!•. : 
'I 
I' 

.Similarly,' while it may be true that the limited range and the poor quall... '; 

ty of accommodation opened to the stUdents may be due in part to the national 
. '2

housing 8hortage (and our interviews showed that the studonts ware very much 

aware of this problem_ especially those who are married) and that their 

Britishcompatriota experience similar difficulties in securing adequate acco~! 
. It ,'I..', 	 !' 

i 
modation. it 1s difficult for the students to feel that this is the most sig- I 

I 
nificant element in the difficulty which they experience in their search for 

accommodation, largely because of the racial discrimination which they encOUn,' 
, 

ter. To this extent, the Bxistence of racial discrimination may distort the 

1. 	We discuss the impact of. racial discrimination 1n furthur detail in Appen
dix 3. 

2. 	B.S. morris op.cit. p. 61 
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range of difficulties the students experience 1n securing adequate accommoda

tion but would not, by itself, affect the extant. to which probloms of accommo_ 

dation contribute to the general reduction in the level ot self-image, 

Since the difficulty in locating available accommodation is usually link

ed with the restricted range which i~ opon to the students, it follo~s that 

the more adequate the accommodation, the mora difficult it would be to locate 

it irrespective of whether or not the services of a public agency (such as the 

British.Council Accommodation 8ureau, the Lodgings ou7eau of un~vcrsitles~nd 

the L.oc1~ing Of,ficers in Technical colleges) are utilisedl • While ICe have no 

information about the stud~nts' prDferences for accommodation or, indeed, 

2about thoir criteria for assessing accommodation as adequate or inadequate t 

analysis of their existing accommodation suggests that certain -types' of 

Jaccomr.lodation are more conducive to a high level of self-image coopared to 

others. The majority of the students in the sample live in bod&ittars and 

flats (i.e. 63~) while 27;~ livo 1n halls of residence and hostels and 10% 

(l.e,23) live in lodgings with a privata family. Analysis by Golf-image shows 

en association between .type' of accommodation and self-imago scores. Wheraaa 

39% of those living In bedsitters and flats scora hiQh on self-image, the 

corresponding proportion of those liv}nQ in hal~s and hostelsis~53fo and those 

living with a private family is 64% (880 Table 14 in Appendix BD). -1. 	morris (op.cit,p.SS) showed that only 26~ of his sample had us~d th8 faci
lities provided by the collage for securing accommodation because (e) ac
commodation recommended by the college agencies are often not of as high 8 

standard aa that found by the atudonts them8Q1V$s and (b) because the col
lege agencies make little attempt to find flats in the case of married stu_ 
donts. 

2. 	One study has, in fact, shown that preferences for accommodation are clo~a_ 
ly influenced by existing accommodation auch that those in ona type prefer 
another type. Sea P.H. Clann and G.luills "Living and Loarning at Radbdck" 
Unlvarsit~$QuartarlY. Vol.16, No.1. 1961. pp.19-35" , 

J. 	A study of Ur1tish Service families in G~rmany showed that thosa who l1v8 It 
blocks ot flats oXPQrianco • groatsr incidence of psychoneurotic disorders 
compared to those 1n other kinds of accommOdation. See "more Risk of 111
naBS in flats" Observer, Sunday, 17th DoC., 1967, p.5. 

.! 

Ii 
!I 
" 

http:op.cit,p.SS
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However, this association indicates nothing about the cuntent of the accommo

dation in which the stud~nts live - such as thQ amenities provid~d or the ran- i 
: . 

g9 of restrictions imposed on lodgers and tenants and so on. Though tho stu

dents were requested to indicate the types of accommodation in which they live 

tha,rasulting categories do not hnve much meaning in this regard since, for· 
, , , 

instance. 'lodgings'. 'hostels'. 'flats' etc.could encor.lpass a range of amc:'ni

ties and restrictions. Yet it is all these variables which would influence the 

extent to which the student is 8atiefiad or di$sat1sfied and, perhaps indirect_ 

ly, the level of self-image which he maintains. 

Another variable which may intervene in the observGd association betwoen 
, i 

types of accommodation and s~lf-imaga and which we inveatigated was 'accommo

dation discrepancy'. i.e. the discrepancy batween tha accommodation the stu

dent liv~in normally in the home country and the accommodation he has in the 

UK. 

The measure of accommodation disc.epancy was outained by p.eparin~ tirst_ 

ly, a list of the typ~s of. accommodation which the studenta report that they 

had in their home countries before they cama to the UK and comparing this list 

with their 8xistingeccommodation. The list indicated that only.a small pro

portion lived normally with th~ir families (i.e. 12%). The rest lived in 

halls of residence, which we have pointed out earlier, is the most typical I' , 
, , 

accommodation in West African universities. i ~ 
I' 

We then used the list to build up a rank-order of accommodation discrepa~l\ 
, i 
! i 
1\cy according to whether or not the accommodation enhances interpersonal rala
: 1 

tionships. 'Living with ona's family' cama at the top of the list as being 

most conducive, relatively, to interpersonal relationships while bedsitters 
. ~ 

and flats came at the bottom of the rank. We then calculated (from the, 
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questionnaire responses of the experimentals) the mean number of 'accommodation • 

steRs' down which the whole sample 'fell' by coming to the UK and living in ! 
I 

I, 

I' 
the various categories of accommodation, Bcored the individual's existing I 

accommodation from the mean according to whether the discrepancy consequont 

upon the fact of being in the UK is favourable (in terms of interpersonal re-
I, 
I 

lationship) or unfavourable, keeping the plus and minus signs to indicate 
I 

'favourability' and 'unfavourability', respectively. The measure was designed ., 

in this way to take into account the twin facts that somG stUdents would rise 
I' 

Iup the rank order (particularly in the case of those who lived in rooms and 

flats in the homa country - a small proportion) and others would fall (parti

cularly in the case of thOBB who lived ~ith their familias befor8 coming to 

the UK but now live in bedsitters and flats). 

The results of our analysis of 'accommodation discropancy' by salf-image 

shOWBd that 48% of those with favourable discrepancy scored high on self-image 

compared to 37% of those with unfavourabl~ discrepancy. However, the differsn. 

ce does not reach statistical significance (aee Tabla 15 1n Appendix 80). 

Academic Problenis 

All the variables we have looked at so far affect the self-image level 

of the studunts to different extbnts. Though it i& impossible to determine 

which of these variablea are mora important than others, it would S8em from ..I 
previous research that many studQnts attach considerable importance to their 

educational progress and ara consequently distressed if they have feason to 

feel that they are not making sufficient progress. Ind~~d. the raison d'etre 

of many students, for being in the sojourn situation concerns their desire 

. 

for further education and advanced training in their specialities. The rank i 

. !,order of motivations for male west African stUdents give top priority to this , . 
\ 

I 
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desil"'8. Thol.gil little is knouJn about the proportion of foreign students in 

general who consider educational progress and their educational goals unimpor

tant, failuru to gain the relovant certificate and the job opportunities which 

g'o with these would affect the student in various ways. Our invostigation of 

the rola of academic pro~lem9 was not designod to map out the full extent and, ~. 

indeod, tHe severity of the psychological reaction to academic failure. Such 
\ ' 

a task is immense and would require a different methodological treatment than 

the one we ara using. Our objective, on the contrary, was concerned only with 
i 

providing some insight into the role of difficulties in the academic sphere in.1 
i 

the reduction or m~intenance of self-image. ~, 

In this respect, if academic progress is ofcentral value to the great 

majority of the students in our samplo (we discuss this later in this chapter), 

then successive failures would be expected to negatively affoct the self-image 

while successive successes would be expected to enhanca it. further, since the 

financial position of soma students is nat very secure, failure in their aca-
, " 

demlc work frequently me8ns financial as well as psychological disaster. Acade~ ; 

mic success or failure (for that matter) is a multi-dimen&ional entity Bincs 

, ,it tends to be compounded with a whole set of variables, some of which ere 
i 

difficult to operationalise. The fact that a man fails an examination does not 

mean that he is an academic failure since this failure may be temporary and .I , 

may, indo~d. coma after a leries of earHer examination successes. Similarly, f 

the 'interpretation' of acadomic failures and successes depen~son the level Of:',
II: 
';I 

aspiration of the student. If this is low, then failure could have a differer/: 

psychological meaning than for someone with higher levale of aspiration. The 
I,' 

fact of success or failure in the short term, cannot be used as an operational 

indicator of academic success or failure unless background factors are also 

known. 
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for our test of the relationship between academic factors and self-image, we 

depended on self-reports of academic difficulties. While this is not, by any 

means, commensurate with academic success or failure, it nevertheless satis

fied the limited objective of finding out whether such difficulties as the 

stud~nts experience are important for their level of self.image. Students 

who experience a lot of difficulties in their work would be affected by these 

compared to their compatriots who do not either experience any difficulties or 

do not consider such difficulties which they experience 8S serious. We accor

dingly asked the respondents to indicate whether or not they experienced diff1. 

culties in their academic work and also to indicate, on a prepared list* of 

'difficulties' derived from the pilot study, whether or not they experienced 
" 

those specified as well as the extent to which they feal these interfere with 

their academic progress. 

Analysis of their responses shows an association (Tabla 48 belo~) with 

self-image; significantly higher proportions of those who report that they have 
I' 
t 

no academic problems scora high on self-image compared to those who report 

that they have some academic prOblems. This result does not necessarily mean 

Table 48 
I 

I!R9Eorts of Academic Problems i 

Sel'-Ima~8 Score I have no academic eroblems % I have 90me academic probl~ i;
......:;{; 

High 51% 


Low 49>~ 66'";, 
 " 

II" 
Total Per Cent loa 100 

Number of CaS9:J 134 91 


X2
a 5.83; dfa 1= p less than 0.02 


that the fact of not having academic probloms is conducive to the possession of 

high self-image since it could very well reflect a diffaruntial tendency on -* Sea Appendix 2 A tor this list. 
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the part of the high self-image students to report that they have no dirri

culties when, in fact, thay may have some. 

In order to find out more about the natura of the difficulties, we analy

sed the responses to the list of difficulties which was included in the questi

onnaire. This analysis produced a rank order of difficulties with 'difficulties 

in understanding lectures' being first in the order, thon 'expressing myself' 

and 'participation in seminars and discussions' and finally writing essays 

and papers'. It is significant that this rank shows the most often-mentioned 

difficulty to concern comprehonsion (sea Table 17 1n Appendix 8D). 

Since postgraduate students would have besn studying in the English 

language for a longer time than undergraduatus we expected them to report a 

lower incidence of difficulties in these areas. Overall 29% of the experlmen

tal sample ara postgraduates and 71% are undergraduates. Our analysis (Table 

49 below) shows that this is largely the case (see also Table lO,App.aD). 

Table 49 

Reports of Academic Problems By Level of Study 

Level of Study Reports of Academic Problems 

1 have no 1 have somt:) 
academic eroblems % academic Broulems % 

Postgraduates 36 19 

Undergraduates 64 81 

Total per Cent 100 100 

Number of Cases 132 97 

X2=8.72; df • 1; pless th3n 0.01 

However, our analysis so far docs not, by any means, imply'that the pro

blems we investigat~d are the only, or most important, academic problems for 

stUdents in higher education. On the contrary, there are other types of pro

blems which may be just as real for the stUdents such as inability to use 

i' 

i 

http:lO,App.aD
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1various techniques • 

The Contribution of Academic problems to Self-Image Among Registration 

Types of Students 

One issue which arises from the above consideration concerns the extent 

to which the different levels of self-image among the full-time and part-time 

studsnts are related to differential experience of academic problema. The lowez 

level of salf-image among part-time students may well be due to the fact that 

they tend to experience more academic problems compared to their full-time 

compatriotJ. Analysis of reports of academic diffi~ultias by regietration sta- Iii' 

, . are 1i.jtua shows' that (Table 50 below) part-time students/significantly more likely .' ! 
. Table 50 	 i 

Registration status By Reports of Acadomic Problems 

Registration statusReports of 

Academic Problems full-time % Part-time % 


I have no academic 

problema 61 25 


I have Bome academic 

problems 39 75 


. Total Per Cent 100 	 100 

Number of Cases 205 	 24 

X2 	• 11.96; df • 1, P 1088 than 0.001 

i , to 	report ~ome academic problem~ compared to their full-time compatriots (sea 

also Table.l9, Appendix SO). This being the case and in order to determinll the I:
i; 

, I'· 

Iextent to which academic problems contribute to the lower self-image levole or I' 
-iIi 

, 

1. 	B.S. morris (op.cit.chap.3) attributes the academic problems of cverseas !! 
students to a variety of factor~ including problems of comprehension in the :1 
English language. inadequate study tochnlques and lack of an industrial it 
background~ However, little is known about the distriuution of these pro- :1 
blams among 6tudunt~ in goneral, or indeed, whether difficulties in one are. \ 
are related to difficulties in other areas. ~orrisl discussion can ther8fo~. I 
only be regarded as suggestions to be investigated in future. I 

, ! 
. I 

I 
.1 

http:Table.l9
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the part-time students we standardised the data, holding academic problems 

constant and found that (Table 51 
. 
below) full-time students are still 

~, 

significantlyl more likely to Bcore high on salf-image by 21 percentage 

points (having fallen from the original 26% in Tabla 47). 

Table 51 

Reg!atr~t!on status By Self-Image Standardised on Reports of Academic 

S€lf-Imag9 Score 

Problems 

Registration StatUB 

High 

Eull-time Part-tlma 
% % 

43 22 

Low 57 78 

Total Per cent loa 	 100 

Number of Cases 203 	 23 

?oclal Rolations 1n the Sojourn Situation 

Previous research on foreign studonts has indicated that the pattern 

of social relations of the student is associatad with his reactions to the 

environment (Sa11tiz et al.) euch,that those with a wider circle of friends 

tend to be mare favourable to tho host country compared to others. The general 

implication of this finding is that tha student with a wide circle of friends 

1s likely to be more adjusted to the sojourn situation. On the other hand, 

research on the salf-concept has shown that the self-image is a motivating 

agnnt Which 'creates' social :&1~t1ons commensurate with its own character1Bt1~ 

Individuals with givon self-image characteristics tend to make friends with 

others of similar salf-image Itypes'.However,neither kind or research has,eo 

far,spac!fied either the charactoristics of friends Dr of self-image which are 

supposed to have this designated ~fr9C~. 

1. 	The difference In Tabla 51 is significant at 0.05,w!th Stp _p • 10.91% 
1 2 
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Our analysis of the tfriendship' patterns of the studonts was designed to throw' 

soma light on the role of social relations in the maintenance and the reduc

tion of self-image levels. Accordingly, we included five items in the question

naire designed to provide information on (l) the numbers of families, as 

groups, with which they ara friendly, (2) the social distance characteristics 

of the ONE family to whom they feel most closely attached, (3) the social dis

tance characteristics at their closest friend, (4) whether or not they have 
. 
·liQirl-/ boyfriends and (5) the social distance characteristics of these. Thesa , 
,. 

thar, not all friends hava the same 'moaning' for the porson who counts them 

among his circle of friends; the 'meaning' of a friend varies along several 

dimensions, ono of the most important being the dimension of 'manipulability' 

of the association. by this we refer to the extent to which the participants 

in a friendship relation control the elements that can be drawn into the 

relationship and in this'way ensure a more or less favourable presentation of 

the self. A friendship relationship with a high laval of 'manipulability' 

can be exemplified by the boyfriend/girlfriend situation whsreboth partici

pants can increase the picture of themselves Which they present by selecting 

and bringing into the relationship only such factors as would not cause em

barrassment or. at least, not lBad to a danigration of the self. Indeed, the 

very selection of a boy-/girlfriend is influenced by 'attractiveness' which 

includa~ this 'dramaturgical- element. By contrast, the relationship of fathe~ 

and Bon has a low level of 'manipulability' since tho opportunities of tim
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pression management' are restricted since the father knows the good as well 

as the bad aspects of his son'e character. Similarly, friendship between the 

~tudent and a family is also one with low 'manipulability' since the areas 

which can be brought into the relationship are rostricted and are, indeed, 

sometimes strictly taboo (e.g. affairs internal to the family such as the 

husband/wife/children relationships with each other). However, the dimension 

of 'manipulability' is only ono of the many aspects of a friendship relation- w.' 
ship which can 1involve the psychological functioning of the participants • 

; 

; 

Tha examples we give, therefore, do not exhaust the possiblo 51tuatiowwhere 

'manipulability' can ba seen to operate. 

• 

Thesa three dimensions - intensity, quantity and 'manipulabil1ty' - were , 
" 

built into t~~ questionnaire so as to enaula us to BiG the relationship be
\ 

tWBon them as tar as the friendship patterns of the 8 tudents ara concerned. 

Previous research has not, in tact, made these distinctions betwa n the di

mansions of a 'friendship' relation and have assumed, on tho contrary, that 

the relationships batween the threo ara linear such that knowledge of ana 

(e.g. 	the number of friends the individual reports that he has) provides suf

fic1ent\lnformat1on 	auout the others. 

The results of the analysis of familias who are friends of the rsspon

dents show a high level of interaction with the students, with 75% of the 

experimentals indicating that they are very friendly with mora than two femi

lies 	while only 15% claimed that they werB not friendly with any. further _ ' 

1. 	Tha other sida of the coin of 'manipulability' concarns 'opportunities for 
staging the aslf' - mcCall and 5immong call it the "interaction opportuni
ty structure" i~ their "Identities and Interactions" (free prese) New York, 
1956, pp.36-39. Tha .two ara similar, but not identical, dimensions sinca 
soma degree of manipulability can inhere in situations which hava low 
'opportunities for staging tho 8elf'. The desire for the individual, irres. 
pective of the 'friendship 8ituation·.~. always the sarna - a favourable 
presentation or 8elf and an avoidance of denigration and self-mortiflcation~ 
Sao (.Goffman .Presontation of Self In Everday life" op.cit.p.243 
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analy~is of these trGnds by solf-image (sea Tablo20,Appondix 80) did not 
, ( 

'. ) '. A 

show significant differences betweon those with high and those with low sslf 
" 

c 1, '. 	 , . 
image scores, This su~gests that the 'width' (l,e, numbers) of a 'friendship 

circle' is probably of marginal importance for the leval of self~image. 
, 

However, analysis of the respons8s on closest friond providos a more di 
. 


roct indication of the operation of tho self-image infriondship selection, 
,c , 

While, thera is no difference betweon the high selt-imago and the low salf
, ," , '2' 

image students as far as the fact of having close friends is concerned , there 

is a systematic difference between thG social distance characteristics of the 
; I 

closest friends of the two 'types' of studunts (as Tabla 52 below indicates). 

Tabla 52 

Selt-Image by Soc.Di~t~nce Characteristics of Closost rriond~ 

Sobial Distance' , 
Ch~racti;rist1cs 

> 

'" Self-Image 5cora 

High-Selt Image % 'Low Self-Imago % 

Sarna Nationality 56 

Different Nationality
but African 13 16 

, ' 

Different Nationality 
and Non-African, 11 26 

Total Per Cant 100 100 

Numbor of Case!) 90 	 109 . 
 . , '\ 


2 
, 

X • 8.23, dt • 2; P les8 than 0.02 
, 

Notal 	The analysis in this tabla iu basad onlY,on those reporting that " . 
they have 8 'closest friend', 

, 

, ! 

~~~~~--~~~~~~=-~--------------------------------------_I 

1. 	Previous reSEarch (PEP -New Commonwealth Students 1n Britain- op.cit,pp. ,', 
146/7 h3s shown that the duration of association with a family as friend 
varies with the forrnality/infor~ality of the introduction. Thus 59% of the 
stud~nts studied (E,Africans) maintained contact with at least one familyI 

atter an informal introduction while the proportion who did so after a for~' 
mal introduction wao 34%. They wers, hOlllsver. unable to investigate this 
association further to tho personality compononts of the students involved, 

2. 	12~ of both self-image -types' report that they do not hava a 'closest 
friend' In the UK. ' 
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This shows that the high self-image student is significantly more likely to 

have Bomeonu of the sama nationality as his closest friend while the low 8elf

image student is mora likely to have someone of a differont nationality and 
, I' 

non-African as his closest friend (see also Table 21, App. 80). The data on !, 

boyfriend/girlfriend was not revealing (see Table 22, App.80). 
I I ~ , 

Two considerations are relevant in accounting for the above relationship. ; 

In the first place, the above data may simply reflect the fact that the inter- =i 
, , 

action circles of the two types of students are different such that the high 

self-image stUdent has greater opportunities for interaction with persons of 

the eama nationality whereas the opposite is probably the case for those with 

low self-image, for example. We do not have information 6n the interaction 

circle of the students (e.g. whether or not he livas with other students of , 

the BamB or different nationality, whether his recreation involves. similarly, i 
J

different sets 'of people). Yet the immediata opportunity for interaction, as t
: I 

Rose Goldst:ln has shown (op.cit.), influences the Eilxtsrat to llJhich students can 

interact with each other and, indirectly, dovelop close friendship relations. 

The only contributory information on this point derivus from our pilot which 

showed that the olosest friends of all students (who report having one) are 

typically (a) another fellow studont and (b) of the sarna sex as the respondant.l~ 
I
I . ~ 

Secondly, the above association may very wall reflect the importance of 
! , I, 

Iaffiliation to a community of similarly-located individuals who can provide 
: j" 

some element of security and thus reinforce an alroady high self-image. Again, I 

we cannot exclude this possibility since we have no data concerning the exis

tanca or non-existence of an integrated community of other West African stu

dents in the colleges to which our students belong. The mere existence of 

other West African students in a college is not enough to provida this kind 
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security. • 

We can suggest, by wqy of explanation (and subject to the above consi
i 
! 

durations) that the 'choice' of another person of the same nationality as 

'closest' friend is related to the demands of the self. A high self-image 

'develops' strategies that would keep it high while a low salf-image requires 

to i~creasa its level (d'rawing from Cooley). The high ~elf-imaga student there.'; 

.Ii :l fore sticks to the closest friend who is familiar with the original cultural ,1 

i .
~,norms and who is theref~~e less likely to pose as much of a threatl to the I j

i 1 

salf-image as a person unfamiliar with the student's cultural background. The It
,I 

... ,., --. ,., 'I' 
low self-image student, on the other hand, has less of a self-image to protect 

and has everything to gain by increasing its leval. The 'stratogies of inde

pendence' which both types dovelop are thus related to the requirements of 

the self. 

Analysis of the social participation of the students in voluntary associ_ 

ations show that this explanation is reasonable. In this connection we asked 

the student to indicate whether or not he/she is a member of four goneral ty

l pes of clubs which era usually found in most colleges-a political cluUta deba_ .~ 

tlng society, a sports club and a social club*. Our results show a relatively 

high level of participation in clubs with 71% claiming to be a member of one 

or the other of these clubS. Howevor, a further break-down by s81f-image le-
I· 

vela did not show a statistically significant difference between those who Bre '
I~ 

1)1members and thosa who are not (see Table 23, Appendix 80). Howsqer, the high ,I 
.~ I 
I t., 

self-image. student, within the club, is significantly.!.!!! likelY, to hold an II.: 

~le~t8dleadershi~ p~slti~n (Table 53 bel~w). It ~s the low self-image student 

! 
I1. Goffman put this luccintly when he daid: wLlfa may not be much of a gamble 

but interaction isw. -The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life" op,cit.p. I 
243 

! 

* Sea Questionnaire in APpendix 2 A for item. 
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Table 53 	 • 
I , 

Tonure of Electod Positions in Colle~B Clubs By Self-Image 
j 

-Have you ever held an elected position in the club to which, you 
indicate that you belong?" .,. , 

it 

Response 

Navar hald an H.:3ld an elected 
Salf-Image Score elect. position % position % 

High 51 36 


Low 49 64 


Total Par Cent 100 	 100 
} 

Number of Casaa 75 	 90 

2X • 4.97; df = 1; p les~ than 0.05 

Notal The analysis in this fable is basad only on those who ara 
members of clubs (SBU also Ta~le 24, Appendix 80) 

who is more likely to hold such positions. 

Taking the data on social pa=ticipation togother, thon, we observe a ten_ l 

dency for the high self-image student to devulop an 'avoidance,strategy' 

avoidance of close friendship relations with parsons other than thoss of the 

8ame nationality, and, given his membership in college clubB, 8~ 'avoidance' 
Ii

of leadorship positions within them. All thia~opposed to previous research in 

the USA which showed that it is the highly satisfied and highly adjusted par- I 

160n who participates mora in the activities of voluntary associations , and 

Iwho takes' up positions of leadership wi thin them. 
\' 
,other Sojourn Variables 

• !. 

other sojourn variables which we investigated but which did not shoW t 

statistical 019n1(1c.nco with 001f-1m.ga wore the 8iz. of tho towns end ciuo.!.1 

1. 	See 'or instance, ~.Rosenberg wsociety and the Adolescent Salf-Image" op. 
cit.chap.lo,Tables 1-3 and 5: also Harold lliilen~kY'8 "Orderly Careers and ~ 
Social Participation- ~,Vol. 26,1961,pp.521-539 and his "Work,Careers 
and Social Integration" Intr'rnational Social Science Journal, Vol.12,l960 t 
pp.543-560 to mention B few. 

http:001f-1m.ga
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in which the students' colleges are located as well as the size of tho instltu.; 

tions 1n which they are studying. Analysis of these variables by Psychological i, 
i . 

Adjustment and Situational Satisfaction did not show statistically significant: 


results (sea. Tables 25-30 1n Appendix 80). 


PRE-SOJOURN VARIABLES 


, We have already pointed out that though there ara certain factors which 

characterise illest African,students as a group, this does not mean that all Wast, 

African students ara the same. Individual characteristics which the students 
i I" 

bring with them to the sojourn situation would affect the im~act of the reduc. II 
tion in Belr~ima~a levels which we observed before. One such characteristic i' ~ 

\which we investigated is Bocio-economic status. 

Since Bocio-economic status represents, in fact, gradations of prestige 

evaluation which individuals receive. it would be expected that those students 
, 

who come from the higher socio-economic groups would, all thin~s being equal, 

. 

' 

, 

be allocated higher evaluations of prestige compared to those trom the lower , II 
I 

~ status groups and that ,this would be reflected in their possession of higher t 
\ 

levels of selt.image. Rosenberg has shown that this is, in fact, the cass fOr 'r , 
1 i

American students studying in America(i.e. 1n their own home country) • Analy_ j 

eis of our data shows that 4410 of those from the highor, 4510 of thoso from 

the middle and 56% of those from the lower socia-economic status groups,score 

high on salf-image. This, however (with totals of 115.78 and 9 r~spectivaly), 
, I 

doos not show aatatistically significant association (see Table 1 1n APp,BE)*.:, 

- f,Another characteristic which we investigated wae the sex Dr the student, r 
, {

We were mainly interested in findina out whether self-imaue levels vary be

l, Morris Rosenberg op.cit. chap. IV, 


'* All Tables in connaction with this section ara presented in App. BE. 


-I 
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tween male and female students. Our resultJ show that whereas 46% of th~ males 

score high on self-image the corresponding proportion of the females is 37% 
; 

"(of 30). However, this difference does not reach statistical significance 

(sea Table 2, Appendix 8E). 

We also examined the expectations which the students had about lira in 

the UK before their arrival. As we havo demonstrated earlier (chap.6) previous 

investigators have shown that foraign students' reactions to the sojourn en

vironment are influenced by the nature of the expoctations which they bring 

with them. As we have also so~n, a larg3 proportion of tha students have re

lativcs who studied in ths UK and who wculd, all things being aqual, contribu_ 

ta to the preconceptions which tha studants bring with them. This is not to 

say that their exp~ctations would ba more realistic than the expectations of 

those whose relatives did not study in the UK. Indeed, the criterion for 

defining expectations as realistic or unrealistic is a subjective one as W~ 

argued in chap.6. We have therefore not coded our data for the realistic or 

unrealistic nature of the students' Bxpectations, We were mainly interested 

in finding out whether the fact of holding expectations auout various aspects 

of lifa in the UK 

exhibit. 

is related to the level of salf-imago which the studonts .' 

In the whole of the experimental sample, about 9 aut of 10 students re

ported that they hold expectations about aspocts of 11fe in the UK* befora 

their arrival (9l%). further analysis shows that whereas 55% {of 20} of those 

who report that thoy did not hold expectations (in connection with the areas 

spscified) ocor. high on self-imogo the corrssponding proportion of those who 

;. 
I• 

~I 
held such expectations 1s 44%. Howover, this difference does not reach staUs. I i 
* See the specification of these areas in Appendix 2A. . I i I ~ 

-I 
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tical significance (see Table 3,App.8E). 

Analysis of the religious affiliation of the students shoWG that a large 

proportion ~r~ , affiliates of 'European Christianity' (75%). The rast ,r~~ 

affiliates of Islam, Christianity (African) and of the numerous African cults 

which exist in west Africal • 
J 

The relative concentration of 'European' type Christians in the experi

mental sample is a l'ollec:tion of the fact that education and Christianity 

have always be~n intermingled in the history of the whole continent. Many 

children had to accept Christianity before they could be admitted into a 

t 
I 

mission school and the most extensive, if not the only availaule. institutions 

of'education in many parts of Africa up to and during th~ Second World War 

were mission schools of all d~nominations. Consequently, B concentration of, 

'European' type Christians has always beun observed in research involving 

2
school-children and stUdents in west Africa • 

This/issociation betwe",n religion and education has meant that the higher 

the socio-economic status of the individual, the mora likely he is to claim 

Christian affiliation, though almost always of tho 'European' variety. H~ 18 ' 

equally les8 likely to claim affiliation to th~ traditional African culUi This' 

tendency is due to the fact that ana of the many consequences of colonial rule." " 

in Africa has bel,n the creation of' a hierarchy of 'religions and consequently i 
~ I. 

1. We have~ed these adjuctiv8s to refer to different religious groups. '(uro. I 
poan Christianity' ruferH to and includes the two main dunominations of the I' 
Christian Church - Protestantism and Roman Catholicism - while 'African'tYpe , 
Christianity ref8rs to various r~li9ious sects ~rophatic churche~ accor- :/ 
ding to Baeta) which are found throughout West Africa, such as the Church I 
of the lord Aladura, The Church of the Twulv8 Apostles, musama Disco Christc) 
atc. These sects ara based on many of the tenets of convuntional Christlani_ I 
ty but differ from it in thuir introduction of radical idoas of worship". , 
"African traditional cults" refer to many localised cults such as the famou,! ;; 
Aro Long-Juju in Nigeria, which played such a sordid role in tho history L 
of' West Africa. " Ii 

2. 588 for instance, G.Jahoda's "Aspects of W8st8rnhation".§]1,Vol.12,196l, ~ 
esp.p.376, also his "social Background of a Wwst African studunt population_ ~ 
~. Vol. 5. 1954. pp .357-6 and A. T. Porter ·CreoLodom" (OUP) 1963. chap. 6 ~ 
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a 'pyramid of prestige' in religiuus affiliations. R~ligious affiliation, in 

this way, became one aspect of the individual's panoply of status symuolsl 

rather than an indication of commitmunt to religious ideals. In west Africa. 

then, different religions have coma to possess different amounts of social 

preatige and would. in view of this, be expected to contribute some psycholo~. 

2cal Bupport towards shoring up the individual's sense of identity. However, 

this is not barns out by our analysis (ses Table 4 in Appendix aE). 

,Navertheless, 60me of the communts of the studunts in the questionnaire ; 
,J 

suggest that ruligion i8 not exactly unimportant in the sojourn environment. 

mora than two-third~ of the free and unpromptod comments m&ntioned religion 

in one connection or another. Thesa comments sugg~st that th~y aee religious 

ideas as bein~ involv~d in tha sojourn experience. One ~tudent points out 

in this connection, that he was a practising Christian up to two months after 

his arrival but th~t -after (sponding) some time in a Chri.ti~n country, it 

it agnosticism for me.- (450m). Another atud~nt brings out the conflict ba-
/1

!twa~n his Christian principles and soma of th~ practices with which he had to i, 
t. 

contend in the aojourn situation when he said that th8re arB differences among 	 i 
I 

sections of the host population in their intoraction with African studdnts butr 
;, :" 

that paradoxically professed Christians seum to coma aff worse. "for instance",": 

he commented, "a landladY in ~irmingh3m fran~ ,aid to me 'I would rather not 

have an African in my digs although there is a room to IBt' and adds that 

1. 	Arthur Porter (op.cit.p.83) brings out, perhaps, an axtrBm~ exampl~ of tha 
use of religious affiliation as manifestations ar social status in the 
practice, ~hich was common in freutown tow~rds th~ end of the last century, 
of individuals shifting their Church membership as they become wealthier \ 
with th& result that ana church in ,the city, more or lesa, 'collected' to- I 
gather all the waalthiest merchants in her congegation. !,I" 

2. 	morris Ro~onbDry (op.clt.p.So) shows how different religions contribute I 
differentially towards the psychological support of identity in the USA. \l! 
Banton also raters to the same thing in a different context in his discus- \1 

sian of the spate of tho building of mosquuB 1n freetown (Banton 1n Hilda 
1 

Kuper op~c1t. p.141). ~ 
1 

http:op.clt.p.So
http:op.cit.p.83
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parhaps -Britain ne8d~ more missionaries than they can afford to send out. 

This country even needs African mis~ionaries to christianiss them-(298). for 

this student, then, there is a direct connection betweun hie experience and 

the absence, or perhaps, th~ unimportance of Christian ideals in everyday 80

cial interaction in the UK partly, undoL!otedly, b~causa of his Christian affi

,
liations. It is, inde2d, interesting that he makes not only his diagnosis of " 

the situation in terms of Christian ideas but alao aees the prognosis in the 

sarna direction. 

,Another pre-sojourn variaole whi~h we investigated was the natura of 

th8,~otivation,for ,coming to study in the UK. It would hara b8 remembered that i/. 
previous research has shown that the motivation or the student for undertaking t 
cross-cultural educational travel influences his, reactions to the sojourn 

I 
t 

experience. Indeed, ana writer has suggested that easier entrance requirements 

in some foreign institutions is ana important motivation which makes stUdents 

go to Germany (in this case) instead of studying in the hom~ institution wherQ 

entrance requirements are relatively mor~ difficult (Prodosch Aich "farbig8 

unter llinissen- op.cit.p.4J). This over-simplification notwithstanding, we ana. 

"lysed the 8tud~nts' motivations tor study in the UK with a view to finding out 
, ~ 

whether these are related to self-image levol during the 60journ. 

The natura ot the motivation tor undertaking sojourn in the UK varies for 

the members of the experimental aample. Over two-thirds or the studants cama 

to tha UK fo~ reasons connectGd with their future career prospects and perso_ . 
nal advancement. rurthar analysis of the range of motivations indicates a rank' 

order. In this rank, the desire for advanced training is first, followed by 

the desira to know other countries, then thirdly, the desire for greater statU( ~' 

and fourthly to satisty the wishos of the students' family. failure to gain 

! 

http:llinissen-op.cit.p.4J
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1admission into an African university is fifth and last in the rank. This 

rank-order suggests a relatively high priority being given to professional 

competence. 

We further analysed the data in order to find out whether this desire 

for professional competence (as wall as the other motivations) is influenced 

by the sex of the respondents and by self-image levals. The results of the 

analysis by sax show a atatistically significant distinction betwaen 

motivations(see Tables 6 and 9 in Appendix BC).Whereas males attach importance 
{ 

!I 
to the desire for advancDd training as their ~otivation for undertak1ng 

sojourn in the UK,females attach importance to the w1shes of the1r families. 

The other motivations do not show statistically significant differences 

between tho sexes(sea Tables 6 through to 10 in Appendix BE). 

The results of the analysis by self-image show that whereas those with t, 
high self-image attach importance to the 'desire to gat to know other count

ries'(rable ll,App.8E),those with low self-image attach importance to the 

desire for advanced train1ng(Tabla l2,APP.8£).Tha other motivations do not 

show significant differences between the two self-image ttypes'(s8e Tables 12 

through to 15). This result suggests,then,that tha two self-image 'types' .. 
I I 

probably attribute different meanings to inter-cultural educational travel. 

Whereas the low self-image atudunt attaches an instrumental meaning to it,the 

high self-image student attach~s an intrinsic meaning to it. 

Overall,than,the results we have discussed in this chapter show that a 

number of variables are important for the level of self-imaga.Part-time 
I; 

registration is not as conducivB to a high leval of self-image as is full-time 

registration. Though full-time students spend a shorter period of time 1n the 

UK,this does not,howcvar,account for their advantage over the part-timers. 

other var~ables are important such as source of financial sup~rt,academic 

1. See Table 5 in Appendix BE 
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problems and so on. 

Analysis of pre-aDjourn variables by self-image do not show statistically 

Bignifican~ associations in general except on 'desire to know other countriea' 

and 'desire for advanced training'. 
, .~ " )0 

Thasa results raise the important consideration as to whuther the 
, . . 

abovtmentionad observations may not bo influonced by the extraneous effect 

of the two variables which showed antecedent differences betw£en the 

experimental and the ~ontrol samples(discussad at the end of chapter a). 

These vaIdables,1t wlll bo rer.18n1bE.red, wore socio-economic status (which 
. . . 

showed a small difference) and age (which showed a relatively larger i 
~ 
l' 

difference). In order' to find out whether this is so,we analysed these j 

j 
variables by salf-image. Our results show that these variablRs are not 

significantly associated with self-image (see Tables 1 and 16 in Appendi. DE 

re~pectivalY). rurther,standardisatlon of the self-image data(see Table 

7 in Appendix arQ holding age constant still leav~a significant differ~nco 

between the two samples on self-image(see Table 16 in Appendix ae). 

In conclusion,then,while the general directions in our data suggest that I 
f 

pre-sojourn variables are not complately independent of self-image lavels,the I· 

1 ~" , , 

differences are nevertheless generally small end not statistically signific
, ,.. , i 

ant by and large. We can only then conclude that while pre-sojourn variables 
. . 

may be important for certain aspects of the sojourn experience,their effect 

on self-image is relatively small. By conxtrast,soJourn variables are of 

greater relevance for salf-image. 

l' 
I 
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.. 

CHAPTER 10 .. , . 

. I REACTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES. somE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES' 

; ~ 

We have seen, in the previous chapter, that west African stUdents in the 

UK tend to have relatively lower levels of self-image compared to their 

compatriots who are studying in their ~wn home countries and that various 

i 

r 

soj~urn'variabies infl~ence the level of self-image which obtains among 

these stUdents 
• ,I,) , • 

while they 
• 

are in the sojourn situation. The pattern of 
1· 
: 

social relations which they maintain reflects the 'strategies' which they 

develop for' 'getting by' • 
. ' .. _. 

These facts raise questions concerning (1) whether or not there are 

co~relates of self-i~age other than the ones we discussed in chapter 9 

(2) wh~ther these correlates distinguish between th~ experim~ntal and the 
>, .T_ .~ , 

control samplss (3) whether these correlates can ba attributed to the aoJourn 
, I' ~ 

situation or ara independent of it and (4) whether these correlates are 
. . 

indicative of personality changes which take place 1n the sojourn 

environment. t 
! 
j. 

Our research yields information which is relevant to these issues. Our 

objective in this chapter,then,is to describe that part of our invastigation 

which contributes to a solution of these issues. CleQrly, the mood which 

informs this chapter cannot but be the subjunctive moad since,aa we have 

already indicated, our research design is cross-sectional rather than longit

udinal('before-and-after')' furthermore, a follow-up study of our samples 
, ' 

c~n.not eaSily be organised in view of the distances involved. Our conclusions 

in this chapter cannot therefore be anything but tentative and would have to 

await the results of further research for their ultimate confirmation.Nevertha~' 
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less, such conclusions as we indicate ara instructive for the light they 

through on students' reactions to the sojourn environment. We hope,in this 

way,that they would provide points of departure for further study. 

Opinions and Attitudes* 
If the sojourn environmunt affects the students' self-image in the way 

that we have demonstrated that it does, then one would eKpect the general! 

attitude structure and, indeed, the whole personality to be restructured,some 

attitudes diminishing in saliency and others crystallising further than they 

would have done in the absence of the sojourn experience. 1', 

Our earlier discussion of the students. responses to items concerning the I, 
I 

patter~ of escalating authority within the extended family has shown that the 

studenta, in general. maintain a favourable view towards it as an institution. 

The responses of the experimental students who are removed from the scene, 

undoubtedly includee an element of idealisation of the absent but suggests a 

certain level of crystallisation of their views on this aspect of their 

cultural background. It also indicates that they reflect on their hams 

background,probably, as a concomitant of on-going psychological processes 

in the sojourn situation. This self-reflexiveness,we can here suggest, i8 

only one aspect of a chanQe in their general Dutlook and is to be understood 

in terms of a genaral pattern of attitude changes which the students experisn• 
. 1 

ce while they ara in the UK. The results of further comparisons or the I 
i 

samples support this view to a large extant. 

,"
In the first place, our data show the experimBntal students to be signi_ 

I 
~ I.·1 

. 

ficantly less sensit1vB to crit1cism compared to the controls(Table 54 below). 

* All tables discussed in this chapter are presented in Appendix er 
'. 
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Table 54 

M~ost people ara sensitive to cr!tlcis~. How sensitive would yoU say you 8re?~ ! 

Exeerimontals % Controls % 

Not sensitive 63 45 
, 
" 

Quite sensitive 37 55 ;, 

Total Per cent loa loa l' 

Number of Cases 230 191 

x2• 15. 48 1 df • 11 P less than 0.001 
'I 

However, their lower level of sensitivity to criticism e88ms to go side 

by side with a heightened critical awareness of themselves, of their fellow 

students, of the home countries and of the host society in which they live and 

study. This comes out clearly in their comments. ~any stud8nts compared as

pects of life in west Africa with life in the UK and, inevitably, made com

parisons of the outlook of both Oritons and African~. In this regard ana stu , 
dent said:"Tha African that displeases rna most is the ana who blindly condemnQ 

j". 
t 

the white man for his evil work in Africa without constructively looking into Ii 

our contributions to this evil work. The average African student has a good 

doal to learn from the white mana first on tha list is probably hard-work and 

I do not exclude myself when I refer to the African needing reform. It is only 

When wa learn to work as a team without the ferocious desire for remuneration 

which runs disproportionately to our effort that we may hope to build a great I 
I" I 

nationM (704 Ext.). Thi~ind of comlilont, fer from being eslf-abnagatory, re ~ Iflects on the salf-awareness of the studonts which we mentioned above. 

On the other hand, soma students see SOl many sources of mismanagement 

and ineffiCiency in the United Kingdom that they expressed the hope that Afrl_ 

ca would not 'imitate' these sources. Indeed. one student accounts for soma 
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of the problems of west African students in the UK in terms of a lack of 

communication with the host population but attributes this lack of comffiunica

! 
l' 

tion to the latter's lack of knowledge of the social and cultural background 

of other peoples. His prognosis includes a sympathetic understanding of this, 

and adds that "to a large extent the lot of the west Africanj~ReD~ltain is 

what he makqSof it. most times I think w~ should compromise. We all get home

sick sometimes but this should not depress ua unduly. Apart from anything elsa 

we learn a lot in Britain - how to live with people and how to be tolerant" 'J 

(267H). General comments such as those were given by the majority of the ex
'.1, i perimsntal stUdents. 

However, a number of tho studonts made critical comments about particular 

areas such as the behaviour of other west African students, their academic ab1_ 

lity and performance. Ona even extended his comments to the pretontiousness 

(for him) of soma West African students when he said "Wast African students in 

general and •• (nationality spccifi8d) in particular lik7Parties, dances etc. 

too much. We all tend to show off probably to impress upon the English that 

all ~ck3' are not the same. This type of 'show-off' can be seon in those who 

cannot afford monuy for full-Uma study and yet have enough for cars, big radio .~ 

grams, pipe etc. a (44lm). Another student made a similar comment on the laxity 

of living of saine students and gives some responsibility to the home governmont 

in countering it whGn he said "most ~ost African students, especially••• (natl. 

anality specified) students, are only students by nama and not,by deed. many 

do not follo~ any course of study, do not attend lectures and classes and have 

not even taken a sinjle examination since their arrival. They indulge in luxu

ry and expensive living; they live in a state of permanent settlement in this 

country with ~uccessiv8 importations of unambitious girls, The home government 
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should step in and call back'or threaten to re-call any national who has 

come here for leisure. You can imagine them not having a true sense of friend-, 

Iy relationships with'each other. Our boys would not talk to the girls and 

the girls even misbehave to such an extent that no boy would like to talk to 

them. Things are Just too bad. The real disease among our boys is lack of am

bition. II it not shameful for a boy of 25 with a wife and children atiil to 

be preparing for GeE '0' leval. Let us try to whip some aense into those we 

know and who are prepared to take correct advice-. 

Directions of ChangBs in Attitudes - Psychological Correlates I , 

[ 
I I

I,:j 
If such strong sense of purpose and critical awareness of their environ

: 

ment among the experimental student~re interesting, the general attitudinal 

'shifts' of which these are parts ara even mora interesting. Though it is easy; 

ito see how the personality is affected by changes in the 'significant others' 
, ' 

in thq6nvironment, it is difficult to measure all the attitude complexes which l 

II go to make th~hanging p~rsonality of the individual. In any case, the results h 

, . . 
from such an exercise would not be incontrovertible since all attitudes are 

not crystall1sed to the same extent nor are they of equal saliency for the 

individual. Nevertheless, it is the highly crystallised and the highly salient .~ 
, ' 

attitudes which tend to predominate 1n the persona11ty structure. Chan98s in 'I 
; i 

these do not taka place easily, but whon they do, they tend to bring about a 'I 
I 

significant change in the p~rsonality structure. <' \ 
..,.. },' "', 

In the absence of prev10us information concerning the salient and the ;~ I 
non-salient, the highly cr~stallised and the not 8; crystallis~d attitud~s in :1 

'I 

, i 

the human personality, we had to assume (at the pilot stage of the research) 
1, 

that attitudes which bring the original and the sojourn cultural var1ables to ,I
:: ; 

the fora are likely to be more ill.lp'ortant for the 'atudent in the sojourn st'tua_:; \ 

\; \ 
")1 

\ 
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tion and are therefore more likely to bring the mora salient aspects of the 

individual's personality structure into play. By investigating these attitudes, 
I 

it would be possible to observe the student's attachment to them and (mora I 

i 

important197tha present context) to determine the direction of changes by com

paring, the responses of the exparimcntals with those of the controls. 
,.I 

In order to investigate directions of changes, then, we selected five 

attitude dimensions which have the above quality and examined the students' 

responses to these. These dimensions are western Orientation, Dogmatism, Achie~1 

vement motivation, Attitude to the English and Identification with Africa 

all ~raa9 in ~hich pre-sojourn attachments and the sojourn environment are 

brought into play. These were all maasurod by means of attitude scales con , 

structed by the Likert method and converted into Indices in the'sama way that i 
the Index of Self-Image was constructed. The Index of Western Orientation and 

I. 
i 

of Dogmatism consisted of B set of six attitude items respectively. That of 

Achievement motivation consisted of B set of five items and that of Attitude ~I 

'i 
to the English and Identification with Africa consisted of threo items re

spectively. The rlcJSpOnSe9 were coded in terms of five categorieo viZ! "strong_!.: 

ly agree", "agree", "uncertain", "disagree" and "strongly disagree" with 

weights baing assigned to these categories to indicate intensity. The actual : ,\ 

wording of the items can be seen in the Appendices. 
: ! 
I' 
I.The results of the analysis of the responses to these items show that I 

there are important differences between those stUdents who are in the UK and t~1 

those who are studying in their own countries. While thera is virtually no i I 
difference between the two samples as far as West~rn Orientation is concerned I

i j 
~.~. • > ",--- , !j

(seo Table 2 in Appendix 8r)* there is B siCJniflcant difference on Dogmatism'iI~~~~~~~~~.!..L.."'!::'!'!:';~~';:;"";;;';;";'&';':'::':'::=':':~::.!..!.:~~~~!.I.!!!!:.~~__ ; I 
1'1* for the analysis of the material presented in this section, the data ware 

re-analysed and the cut-off point located at the pooled estimate of the 
grand median of the two distributions. 

1,1 
I 
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(Table 55) with higher proportions of the experimantals showing high levels 

compared to the controls. 

Table 55 
1 

Comparison of 90th Samples on Dogmatism i t 

Dogmatism Score Experimentals % Controls " 

High 75 26 
2~5Low ___ _____________7_4___ 


Total Per cent __~l~o~o____________~l~o~o__ 


Numb er of Casas _=2.:::;3,:;.0_________.::1..:,9,:;,1_ 


,2
X • 104.001 df • 1f P lS99 than 0.001 

Similar results were obtained in connection with 'Attitude to the English' 

and 'Identification with Africa' as Tables 56 end 57 below show. 

Table 56 

Comparison of Both Samples on Attitude to the English 

Scars on Index Experimentals % Controls % 
ravourabla 5:5 34 

Unfavourable 47 66 

Total Per Cent loa 100 


Number of Cases 230 191 

2 . 


X =14.75, df • If P less than 0.001 

. , 
:1 
{ ~Table 57 
~ 1 

I 
comparison of Both samplFJ8 on Identification with Africa i

, I Score 'on Index Exeerimentals % contrale % ~ I 
High, Identification 68 17 d 
Low Identification 32 83 I. 

i 
! 
I 

Total Per Cent loa loa I 
Number of Cases 230 191 , 

i 
t 
! 

2 
il ~ 

X • 113.00 i df • 11 P less th<ln 0.001 

I, 
i 
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Significantly higher proportions of the experimontal students tend to hava a" 

relatively more favourable attitude to thG English and a high level of Identi 

fication with Africa respectively compared to the control sample studonts. 

Only in the case of Achievement motivation are "these differences (as WG 

observed above) reversed. As Table 58 below shows significantly largsi pro- 

portions of the control sample students score high on Achievement Motivation 

Table 58 

Comparison of Both samples on Achievement motivation 

Achievement 
motivation Score £x~er1mentals %, Controls % 

High 26 90 

Low 74 20 

Total Per Cent 100 100 

Number of Cases 230 191 

X2 
II 	 II124.601 df 11 p less than 0.001 	 I; 

t 

compared to the experimentals. 

These results point to two ganaral conclusions. They suggest firstly, that! 

attitude changes, when these do take place, can involve relatively large 'mift~; 

in the case of soma attitudes end smaller 'shifts- in tha case of others (as ~ 

in the case of western orientation). Not all attitudes ara affected by inter
: ; 

cultural sojourn to tha sama extent. Our results concerning Western Orienta-
I 

tion (as the only one which did not show a Significant 'shift') does not allo~.:! 
, \ 

us to draw conclusions concerning the general characteristics of attitudes ~I 
! 

that are or ara not affected by the sojourn experience. Navertheless, it would 	 I 
I 

seel'Q that a generalised atU tude lil<qWestern Orientation (which is neither.l 
il 

specific to the UK nor to West 'Africa) is developed 1n the course of socialiaa.~1 , : 
. 	 :~ ~ 

tion of the stUdent through long years of education end culture-contact. It 

; 
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consequently becomes a pervasive.influence in the individual's life and.be

com~s a salient part of·h1s total personality structure. salient att1tudes ara 

more d1fficult to change, theoretically, than non-salient ones. This line of 

reasoning would B80m to account not only for the virtual absenCB of a 'shift' 

in wastern Orientation but also for·thesignificant "hitts' in.(a) Identifi 

cation with Africa, (b) Attitude to the English and (c) Dogmatism (i.e. all 

non-salient attitudes~ The student in west Africa is leas likely to have re-

fleeted on the Engl1sh per sa or on the cultural and political meaning of 

Africal since these possess little salience for him. Similarly, Dogmatism may 

be lass saliont in the home environment but becomes more salient in the so

journ situation as the prouable result of the realisation of the student that 

soma element of DOgmatism is necessary in order to 'gat by'. Indeed, one wri- I; 

ter has shown experimentally that Dogmatism 1s one consequence ot stress re

sulting from unfamiliar and unstable situations2• On the other hand, of couraal~ 
i 

it is possible that African cultural organisation does predi$posa towards and W 

ireinforce a certain level 0' Dogmatism. 	 ;t 

'." 

, : ~The second general conclusion is related to tho first and that i8, that 
,.. , . 
j:

changes in attitudes consaquent upon the sojourn experience, depend on the I~ 

nature of the attitude in question since the characteristics of attitudes 

vary in terms of complexity, integration and other dimensions. Saliency is 
\ i 

. i 
I 

only one of these characteristics and may well not be the most important. Th3~:1 

1. This dimension of saliency has beun raised 1n connection with crosS-cultu--' I 
ral education in S.N. Harman and (.0. Schild "(thnic Role Conflict in a ~l 
Cross-Cultural Situaion" Human Relations, Vol.l3,l960, pp.2l5-22B, alBO if 

their "Contexts for tha study of cross-Cultural Education", Journal of! 
Social Psychology,Vol.52,l960, pp.23l-250. Ona proolem of immediate rele- \ 
vance Which future research could investigate concerns the degrees of at- \1 
tachment to Pan-Africanist ideas among Africans in Africa and those abroad. !, 

2. 	See Charles D. Smock "The Influence of Psychological Stress on the 'intola_ t'l 
rance of Ambiguity'" Journal of Abn.&Soc.Psych •• vol.50,l955.No.2.pp.l77- ~l 
182 Ii 

\ 
: i 

\ 
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the differences in connection with Identification with Africa,Attitude to 

the English, Achievement Motivation and Dogmatism ara relatively larga 

compared to western Orientation suggests that the home background and the 

sojourn background ara brought into sharp relief in the araas covered by 

these attitude dimensions. Indeed, the reversal in the direction of 

association in connection with Achievement motivation may reflect the fact 

that the students in the experimental sample are reacting to the unequal 

distribution of this quality which they find in the hast environment. On the ,
1 

,ather hand, it could also reflect the fact that they have 'arrived' at the 
-j 

, , 

top of the escalator of social mobility (bearing in mind the importance of 

, 'jforeign education for status in west Africa) compared to the controls. 
1 ~ 
L 

We have drawn the above conclusions from the figures shown up by our 

analysis on the basis of what is reasonable. AlternativB explanations do nat 

seem to be reasonable. for instance, though the age and socia-economic 

status distributions of the two samples differ somewhat, we found no 

evidence,partial or otherwise, to suggest that these characteristice may 

be related to the attitude dimensions we investigated. True, age has bean 

Observed (in the literaturs on sociology and psychology) to be related to 

increasing conearvatism. but this is not the same as Dogmatism(as the Califor_ 

nian stUdies of the Authoritarian Personality showed). In anycase,our analysia 

of aga by Dogmatism does not show a significant association.* , 

further, the differences in our data between the two samples discussed 

above would seem to BUggost directions or changes rathar than actual changes 

in attitudes.Our above conclusions may,therefora.ba equivocal for this reason. 

Only a longitudinal study would confirm these directions as well as ' ;1 

provido background information on the psycholo~ical implications of sociali

* See Table B in Appendix 6f 

i 

http:may,therefora.ba
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sation in African cultures. 

We are left with tho conclusion that the attitude patterns and dirac

tions of changes which we have discussed in this chapter are dUB to either 

tho effect of adult socialisation on the personality in the sojourn situation 

or a su~tle system of social selection. ~ile both explanations are equally 

plausible, nevertholess, we are inclined to the formor because the gross 

differences We observed betwa~n tho social and psychological backgrounds of 

experimonta13 and the controls would seem to out-waigh the similarities. 

However, social solectivity is a real possibility since our r~search de~ign 

is not longitudinal and we have not randomly allocated a pool of students 

into experimental and control categories. 

Our inclination to the former explanation is based on various indicators 

in our d3ta as well as the theoretical b~ckground against which our research 
i, 

was undertaken. The students' commitment to otudying in the sojourn situation I' 

" 

sets psychological processes in motion whose Objective is to reduce tha strain~: I: 

imposed by sojourn variables. Pre-aojourn patterns become inadequate tocopa 

in the ch~nged situation. ,The guneral absence of statistical significance in 

our analysis of pre-sojourn variables would 8eom to indicate thoir relativa 

unimportance for the leval of self-image in the sojourn situation. Since 

noither the sojourn ~ituation nor tho characteristics of tho 'goneralised 

others' can be manipulated, it is the individual personality (and the attitu- i I 
, I 

des which are contained within it) which is modified. The individual parsonall~ \ 

ty can thus be viewod both as an active (to tho extent that it affects moti- : I 

vation) as well as a passive (to the extent that it responds to different I I
: I 

environmonta) ingredient 1n social lifo. It thus has a certain -gyroscopic. 

f I 

\ 

I 
I 
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quality which enables it to cope with the changed circumstances which life 

in 	the UK involves for these students. The process of personality modification: 

in 	response to 'sojourn' socialisation which the wast African student under

goes can, then, be summed up succintly in the words of Secord and Backman 

when they state thata 

"The interpersonal environmont is not always stable and familiar •• , 
were the interpersonal environment to suddenly undergo drastic 
chango, with others uniformly behaving towards the individual in 
markedly new and strange ways, an individual held in 6uch an 
environment would rapidly modify his own behaviour and internal r 

,; , 

structure to produce a new set of congruent matrices (rola-rela 1 ' 
' 

tions). As a result he would ba a radically changed person"l. 

-
1. 	P. Secord and C. Backman "Personality Theory and the problem of Stability 

and Change in Individual Behaviour", psychological Review, Vo1.68, 1961, 
p.25. ' 

'! 
i 

, I 
: I 

\ I 

I i 
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APPENDIX 1 

PREPARATIONS fO~ THE COLLECTION OF' THE SAlilPLES 
i I 

The preliminary preparations for this study included extensive reading 

of secondary material on foreign students in European and American institu

tions and their adjustment to their new conditions. This reading provided in

sight into the problems in which we ware interested, and showed that very few 

of these studies attempted to compare groups of studenta who have baen exposed 

to cross-cultural experiencss with those who have not in order to determine thai; 
, 

extent to which their co~clusions can be vitiated. It was against this back-
; : 

ground that the research prootem was'formulated, and a research memorandum 

drawn up. furthor discussion of this document served to clarify the research ., i' 

area as wall as indicate some of the more difficult aspects of the research 
i 

dClsign. ~ :1
I! 

ill 
further. the author's connection with various org~nisations of WLSt Afri- 'il 

: ;\ 
~ ;can students in London as well as organisations concerned with the welfare of h 
; :! 

overseas stUdents provided a ready opportunity to observe the similarities and :1 
! 1\ 

,.differences between the views which the former held about ths latter and vice 
I' 

versa. But mora importantly it enabled me to hold extensive discussions with 
, ' 

both Wost African stUdents aa wall a8 the officials of voluntary organisations 

about the problems of overseas studonts and the adequacy and short-comings 
, , 

of previous solutions to th~se probl~ms. The discuB~ion with these officials 

was undertaken in an unofficial atmosphere except in one instance whon the 

author was invited as an observer to a Conference dualing with these matters, 

The co-operation of these parsons and the cordiality in which our discussions 

were held is highly appreciated. 


However, these discussions created the impression that previous research 
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conclusions may be (a) typical only of those students who live in London and 

that there may be charact~ristica in a large city which create a greater amount 

of psychological dissatisfaction than in smaller cities and towns and (b) typi

cal only of the type of student who frequents the meetings of students' associ-! 
! 

ations. What of those who do not live in London a~d/or who are not members of 

the~e organisations? Subsequent probings revealed a sizeable number of students i 

who live their lives confined within bed-sitter - college boundaries, restric

ting their membership even within the colleges to which they belonged and not i 
F 

making adventures into even the ~nglish cuisine. Similarly, we always had to f 
i' 
, ' 

; 

I'ask ourselves the quostion of whether,in fact,personal life situations would 

differ appreciably between the full-time and the part-time stUdents. The stu

dent meetings always seemed to have higher attendance by full-time students: 
;1 

even though London is suspected to have the largest number of part-time over. <I 
Ii" 

seas students compared to any other city in the British Isles. 'i 

:1 
i, 

However, these meetings provided only one venue for delimiting the rasearct-; ': 
Ii 

area. Other venues which were utilised followed contacts made in these meetings'!!
I' 

These venues tended to.be more informal and range from private parties, Hyde 
" 

Park Speaker's Corner to night-clubs. The latter venue tands to attract only 

a small proportion of the students partly on account of money. But this small 

proportion of night-clubbers tend to be atypical in many respects not the least 

important being that they ara 'seasoned',having baen in the UK for an average 

of 7 - 8 years and ara very unlikely to be full-timers. Discussions in the I 
I

homes of some~ these stUdents providedopportunitias of meeting wives and fin_ I 
ding out the extent to which sojourn experiences are shared. We found less 1 

! 
i, 

awareness of soclal problems among wives who are not them8ulves students ! 

than among those who are. J 

\ 
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One thing which these proliminary probGs made clear was that there ar~ diffe

renc9S betw98n studonts as fur os their personal and social circumstances ara 

concerned evan though they all live and study in London where conditions ara 

acknowladgud to be in nead of greator improvemont than in other parts of the 

country. It was this realisation which required that we concentrate less on 

tho nature of the problems which the students expsrionce'and more on th~ indi-~ 
1 

vidual differences among" the studonts which lead to differential rates of ad~ 

justment in the face or thesa problems. WO consequontly felt that a'"cataloQua~ 

, ;approach (catalogue of prOblems) would notba very useful for our research. 
; H

Previous research by Singh has concentrated on class as the central and 
(JI 

'l,
dominant differentiating characteristic as far as adjustm~nt among Indian stu

, 	 , 
dents in Britain 1s concerned, on the assumption that the higher class Indian' ; 

n! 
11student is likely to attend certain types of universities (predominantly 	 :1 
n 

Oxford and Cambridge as it turned out) and would experience high adjustment as 
q
i! 

! ,1 
i ~ I 

a consequence. This assumption we felt was unreasonable since it presumes that ~ii 
'I 

class means the same thing'1n India end 1n the UK, cultural differences not-
ij
:, 

! 
, i ~ 

withstanding. It also means that tha consciousness of class among British stu- '~ 
~ 

iF
I, 

dents in these univers1t1es is 'comparable to that which obta1ns among Indian 

stUdents. Because of this premise. he could then go on to m8ke the further 

assumption that the literary tradition of the higher strata in India is compa_ .: ! 
I2bla to that of the higher classes in Britain. Whether clasa consciousness in 


India is so crystallised as to ba comparable to that which obtains in the UK 


is still an open question. Nevertheless, there is soma evidonce to suggest that 	I 
class consciousness is not a general element in modern Indian social structure ,j 

lin 	contrast to CAsta consciousness , even though the two ara not mutually _' I 
1. 	Saa m.N. Srinivas "Caste in modern India and Other Essays" (Asia PUblishing .\ 

House) London. 1962, esp.his discussion of Westernisation as an avenue of \ 
social mobility on pp.42-62 
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exclusive. 

"A similar assumptio~ could not have bean mada in the case at the stUd~nts 

we were interested in largely because the traditional culture ot Africa daDs 
, 

not include elements which can be 'transferred' to the UK. for OIlB, there is 

no tradition of literacy per sa among Wost African populations. Where this 

dous exist, it is mora religious than secular or scientific. Secondly, the 

nature of clase affiliation in tho context of wast Africa is one which is more 


or laRs of academic interest at the present moment. Consciousness of class in 

\ 

this circumstance can hardly be compared with the consciousness of class among I, 


the popUlation of the UK. 

What this means, 1n reality, is that the oeserved differencos among Wast 

African stUdents cannot be explained, as Singh's work suggests for Indian stu_ 1 
i'; 

dend,. in terms of class but can only be understood in torms of factors which ;:1' 
111

arB present in '. the immediate sojourn situation. Since thesu ara likely to ~!J;:1 
~ :! 

impinge on the peraona:ity which the atudant brings with him and which has bao~'l 

moulded byths cultural norms in the society from which he comas, the pre

sojourn variables would be expected to'contribute towards explaining how he 
;, 

reacts •. Thesa considerations lod us to concentrate on three areas, both in the .~" 

pilot and in the actual.investigation. These areas are (1) cultural factors i . , 
both in the UK and in Welt Africa, (2) p9rson31ity factors since thasa become 

i 
ths object that is involved in inter-cultural travel and (3) sojourn variables 'II 

in the ao,journ situation in the UK with which th~ stUdent would have to con

tond. The three questionnaires which were used - i.e. the' pilot questionnaire, '\ 
Ithe actual questionnaire for the exporimentals and the control qUGstionnaire _ ; I 

were designed to collect information .on the above three areas. ! I 

I 
·11 

" 
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The Pilot Investigation 

The pilot questionnaire was constructed following various revisions and 

was designed to reflect on the abovQ-rnentioned three areas. The questiorowe 

Bought information on were specifically I 

1. Cultural. 

What ara the cultural norms in Wast Africa and in the UK respectivoly which 

are brought into dissonant r~lation9 with each other as a result of the stu

dents' decision to come to the UK? In other words, what does intor-cultural 

educational travel 'mean' on tho cultural level? To answer this general ques- I
I 

tion we constructed items which contrast the norms of West African society 

with those of the UK. Thesa concerned kinship and family relations within the 

extended family, the escalating ascription author! ty relations in the extendod i;:
;1' 

" 

femily compared with the moce or less 'democratic' pattern of relations in the ,i:
Iii 

nuclear family, and the social security aspects of the extended family system. Iii'il 
1fl

Inevitably, this area abounds in the USB of cultural ideal typese 1': 

2. Per~onal1 ty Variables s . 


hl To what extent ara personality variaules (developed as a result of 80ciali_:1 

'/' 

sation in wast African cultures) affected by a period of sojourn ln tha UK? I!· 

J£l What personality variables ara called into question 1n the sojourn sltua- I 
I 

tion? What, in turn, is the effect of the sojourn experience ~n the parsonal!_ I 
ity? To answer thes., quostions we constructed 1tems concerning Social Sktll , I 

(l.e e ability to get on w1th other people), Self-image, (motional Instability, 

Situatiunal Satisfaction, Overall Psychological Adjustment, Ois~os1t1on to 

p9ychosomatic illness, Parental Interest, Dogmatism, western Orientation, 

Identification with Africa, Attitude to the English and Achievement motivation, 
'i 
I 

" II 

I' 
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3, Sojourn Variables. 

What are the variables in the sojourn situation which have the effect of 

'shoring up' or reducing the level of self-identity (this being the one par

.... 

inter-cultural educational travel (control group)? In order to answer these 

questions we Bought information and constructed items dealing with variables 

in the sojourn situation which previous research had indicated are important 

for understanding the stude~t.s reaction. These items were racial discrimina

tion, problems of finance, problems of accommodation, registration status, the 

length of time spent in the country, size of university/college insdar as this 
'j

restricts the area of interaction, academic problems and marital status, The Ii' 
II 

actual wording of the items are shown in the questionnaires in Appendix 2. The 1\ 
,I! 

analysis of racial discrimination is discussed in Appendix 3. : i! 
, :1 

All the above items were put into the pilot questionnaire which was then ' 11 

, I' 
if

given to a group of 36 west African students,in one educational institution. Ii 
. ;

in London, Their reception of, and their reaction to, the questionnaire was in 
~l;
; 

general favourable, all the pilot questionnaires being completed and returned L 
! 

t
in the self-addressed envelopes which were provided for the purpose. On 

reception of the completed quostionn~ire. the stUdents were interviewed. The 

completed returns and the interviewG showed that thera was a high rate of 

interest in the questions asked and many made comments on soma of the items. 

These interview8 also showed that (a) the students did not resent the 681f

searching natura of' the qu~stion9 except in one area - that deoling with their ! 
~ I 

romantic attachments to mombers of tha opposite sex; (b) that there was general I 
! 

suspicion concerning the objectives of the investigation which disappeared 
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onca thes9were explained. The reasons for this concern events in West Africa 

in the period when the investigation was being undertaken, (e) that the wor

ding of some of the items was ambiguous and required reformulation'end (d) 

that given a high level of interest the length of "the quostionnaire is more 

likely to affect the completeness of responses rather than the rate of returns 

The pilot questionnaire wart0ng and a faw commented on this. In the actual 

investigation, the length was reduced without eliminating those questions 
. 

which provided the information in which we were interested. All in all, the 

pilot investigation provided encouraging evidence that the project can achieve 

its d8clared objactives •. 

Collectioll of the Samples 

The Experimental Sample 

The first stap in the collection of the experimental sample was the pre

paration of a master-list of institutions registering overseas studonts in the 

United Kingdom. This list was compiled from two primary sources - the 1965/66 

and the 1966/67 Yearbooks of the Association of Commonwealth Universities on 

the one hand and the 1966 edition a~ell as the 1964/65 Supplement of the 

Oritish Council publication entitled "Overseas Students in oritain". This list 

is relatively complete in terms of institutions since the only institutions 

which are not covered are those in Ireland. 

However, the figures contained in these sources may be inaccurate aince 

errors may have been introduced from a variety of sources. rirstly, since the 

returns are made once a year the figures would tend to be ~etween twelve and 

fifteen months out of date largel~ because theunlversity or college year is 

not a calendar year, thus under-tstimating the actual enrolment in anyone '1 

period of time. Secondly, while colleges and uniVersities tend to keep care

ful records of their full-time students, the records of the part-timers are 
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not so well kept. This is because many part-timers drop courses during 

the college year while others may re-enrol during the year. The figures are 

unlikely to take those changes into account. Similarly, full-time students 

moving from ona stage of a course to another may be counted twice. rurther, 

part-time students do not always indicate their nationalities thus making it 

difficult to select those who are from illest Africa from those who ara not. 

raw colleges can, therefore, provide anyt.hing but approximations of their 

part-time enrolments let alone their part-time enrolmont of west African 

students. rurther, since the Inns of Court are autonomous and,consequently, 
d' 

are under. no obUgation to submit returns to the Oepartment of Education and] 
i.,

i ~ ,Science, their registrations would not be included in the British Council 

figures. All these factors would,naturally.be expected to introduce bias 

into our data indirectly. Nevertheless , the master-list is complete as tar as 

the total of institutions is concerned thiough their statistical totale may 

be inaccurate. 

The next step was to elim1nate all those inst1tutions which registered a 

total number of overseas students below loa since it 1s unlikely that these 

would contain many west African 8tud8nts.Nur8i~establishments ware also ~ 
! 

excluded s1nce these contain only females. We then randomly selected 18 I 
: 

institutions which the primary sources 1ndicate to have mora than 100 over

seas students on the assumption that t.hese are mora likely to contain west 

African students and wrote to them asking their cooperation in the reeearch 

project and requesting lists of ill8St African students on their registers. 

This number (i.a. the eighteen institutions) wae felt to be manageable in 

terms of our resourcas. Institutions in London tend to predominate in this ~\, 

selection but sincs the Greater London Brea is known to have ovar two-thirds 01 1

the total West African student population in Britain we did not correct fO~h1. 

I 

http:would,naturally.be
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'bias'. Of these sighteen, twelve were willing to co-operate and sont lists 

of West African stUdents. Thesa did not include the two institutions selected 

in Scotland. tonsequ~ntly, none of the West African students in our sample ara 
I 

studying 1n Scotland. Of the twelve institutions ton supplied 11~ts with addres i 

~, eeven requesting their Eventual return_ 

except for those in tho London area, all these institutions had relative

ly small numbers of ~ost African stUdents. In all cases, where the number of 

Wast African students in the institution was over 25 a quasi-random sample 

was taken, tha sampling frac.,Uon depending on the total dze as indicated by 
,',

the lists. Where tha total ~umbers were smaller all the studonts ware included 11i.,, 
in the sample. However, because of tho known over-concentration of part-time i 

;1,. 

stUdents in London it was necessary to select part-timors in such a way that j~ 


" 
q 
this would be reflected 1n the sample if reprosentatiVGness was to be mnin- I'

d 
Iidtained. Thera WGre no lists available of part-timers thus precluding sampling .I 
" 

It 
from lists. Th,bornpromise policy adopted was to pick out those areas where the ;iI 

concentration of part-time Wast African stUdents is known to be high. These ;j 

areas were (0) tho Kilburn-Paddington-Ladbroke Crave triangle, (b) the area 
I: 

west of Hammersmith through rulham and round to WandBworth and Balham. We then I 
~ 
~ 

1sent agents (one more parson cpart from the writer) to these areas on one ' 

Saturday to approach and explain the purpose of the study and request his or 

her co-operation in answering onu of the qUGstlonnalras. the agent recording 

the responses. The selection of Saturday was not purely arbitrary, since moat 

West African stUdents arB out doing their sh6ppln~ between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. 

on this day. ror inclusion in the campls, thosa approached had to bo part

timers as well as fulfil tho other conditions as the full-timers. The oxperien~1 

cas during this endaavour are highly intsre3ting and have implications for ' 

future interviews of these 'types' of students in the field but cannot be ra
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corded hare. Nevertheless, 1t was 1n th1s way that our sub-sample of 24 part

t1me students was obtained. The experimental sample is therefore w$ighted by 

the larger numbers of full-time students while the sub-sample of part-time 
'/ 

students cannot be considered representative or all part-timers. Our results 

in connection with part-time students require, therefore. extreme caution 

in interpretation. 

TheControl Sample 

As far a~ha selection of the control sample was concerned a largely 

similar procedure was followed as in the case of the full-time members of the 

experimontal sample. Two larg~ secondary grammar-type schools (one in Sierra 

leona and the othorin Nigeria) were selected and lists of the upper and 
\ 

'. 
lower sixth form (which corresponds to tho first undergraduate year in the ;;

ii 
home university) studont3 wore obtainod. rrom these lists, quasi-random samplaa i) 

d 
, 

:\ were selected by the agents who in these contexts wore teachers 1n these Ii 
:\ 

schools following dotailod inotruct1ons from the writer. The teacher's 'pres

tigeful authority' is ono facto~ which accounted for the highor rates of re

turn obtalnod. The quostionnaires woro distributed and collocted by these 

teachers BO that it may (1n tho minds or the studonts) have be3n associated 

with the teacher though envelopBs wore provided. ~o also instructed the stu

dents to fill out tho quas tionnalre msuring thorn that their rosponses (a) can_ 

not be identified end (b) that the teachers would not seo ~hat these respon

8es are as they would be in sealod envelopes. Tho quality of tho responses SU9-\ 

gosts that our introductory comments allayed suspicions and inhibitions to a I 
large extant. The rosponsos from those schools formed only one-third of the 

control sample. I 
I 

The remaining two-thirds was drawn from students at rourah Bay College, 
! . 

the University of Sierra Loono. Again, two teachers in the university agreed \ 
i 

if 

, 
j 

1 
! 
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to be agents for the distribution and collection of the qu~stionnaires. A 

statistician in the university was available for on-the-spot consultation. 

Since the univ~rsity ha6 a large student body, a simple random sample was 
I 

taken using random numbers. Though the university population is ~ homogenous 

but includes students from other partu of west Africa, we felt that no parti 

cular advantago was to be gained by using a stratified sampling design; little 

preliminary information is availa~le about these "foraign" stud~nts. B~sides. 

our pilot pre-test in the UK had not shown that nationality was of any 8ignl

ficanca as far as the axp~rlmental sample was concerned. There was thus no 
d 

reason to believe that nationality would systl2maticaUy bias the responses. 11 

In any case, there is always the possibility of sampling bias 08ing introduced J 
" 

into the data through the sampling frame (i.a. the list) since this is also 
;
ii 

~ 

H 
'I 

produced annually and may not therefore taka drop-outs into account and con-	 Ii' 
!l 

sa~uantly t&nds to be at least six months out of data. All the stUdents 	 IIII 
II 

sampled in the schools as well as in the university were following courses 

in science, humanities and engineering. 

Response Rates for the Two Samples 

A total of 376 questionnaires were Bent out by post (and enclosed togethG~ 

with a stamped and self-addressed envelope) to the mombers of tha experimental I 
i 

1sample. or this tatal 47 were returned uncompleted and sealed • the persons 

nat having be8n contacted, leaving a total of 329 students who actuallY ra

ceived.a copy of the qU~8tionnaire as far as was known. or this numuSf of 329, 

247 replies were received, amounting to an averall responsB rate of 75%. 

HOWf)Ver, not all of these replies W8re usable since some of thl:;m were so
1. 	This 47, we were informod, ware no longer in the universities, soma un

dOUbtedly having returned home. I
I, 

{, 

L, 
I' 

. 
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badly completed that they could not have bean used at all. These w~r9 el1mina
~ i i 

ted from the sample. The remaining 231 questionnaires were usable and form the 

experimental sample. This represents 70% of the total number of questionnaires I 

which got to their destinations. . , 

As 'far as the control group is concerned the overall rate of response was 

much higher than in the case of the exparimentals.largely for reasons which 

have already been indicated • The average rate of return from each of the 

institutions doalt with wae 90% of all questionnaires sent out to each one~ 

We sent out a total of 230 questionnaires to wast Africa of which 212 wore 
,I
11" 

returned. no cases of non-co~tact having occursd. This return (212) representsl 
:l 

93% of all questionnaires sunt out. But, as in the case of tho experlmcntals, 	 ~ I 
H 
" not ail of thes8 replies WGre usabll3. We had to eliminate 21 aut of this num-	 'I 
I. 

ber because they were badly comp1et~d. Elimin<Jting thiu number left a total of 	II 
:1 

191 qu~stionnairas which formed the control sample on which our analysis is II
I: 

~ased (i.e. 03%). Our study thon, is based on an aver&ll total of 422 studenta~1 
I: 

191 of whom arB 1n west Africa and 231 pr8s~ntly studying 1n tho UK. 	
I' 

II
I-

The Representativeness of the Samples 	 !; 
r 

Since the representativeness of a s~mple can be affected by tho rate of f 
I 

response it was decided to discover 8S much 8S is independ8r,~ly possible 	 I 
Iabout the non-respondents 1n the hope that this could provide soma insight 

into the reasons for their non-response. Analysis of late respondents, though 	 II" 
! 

nat particularly revealing, provided soma indications. The 25% non-response 

of the experimentals can be accounted for in terms of several factors. rlrstly.: 

there was a emall but nevertheless hard-coru of unintarssteds - persons who 

did not see any significance in this research. This is
'>

clearly 
' 
indicated in 

the case of two students who used the stamped and self-addressed envelope to 
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return the uncompleted questionnaire and enclosed a note.to tho effect that 

they were not 'guinea pigs' for anyone and that they were consequently not 

interested. There wera two others who returned the uncompleted questionnaire 

but wroto across the first page words to the effect that the qUBstions were 

"silly - calls for; no answers". Thesa four cases are distinct from those who 

did not respond out of soma suspicion of the objectives of the research. Never_ . 

theleas, by far the greater proportion of thestudonts found the questionnaires" 

exciting and answered the questions with enthusiasm. t.lany of them made com

ments to th13 effect that the endeavour is worthwhile and that they would like ,I. 
i 
1some more questionnaires to give out to their friends, We could not respond .i 
I 
I 

to this kind of request without undermining the represcmtativenase further. \ 
.. 

It .j
Hare are some of the typical commentsl "Highly searching and touching questions: 

II·"The questions were diagnostic enough", "Thank you for the trouble you have 
" !I
:!taken to elicit such views. It made me roally feel better" and eo on. Indeed, q 
n: 

the level of rapport waB so great that one respondent who had difficult re- :1 
iIII 

lations with histamily used all kinds of tour letter invectives while answer-i 
if
,1ing the questions concerning his home and family background. ! 

Secondly, apart from the small but hard core of those who were 'uninteres~ 

ted' in the work. another reason tor the l~vel of nan-response may have been 

due to political evonts in West Africa in 1966. This was a very eventful year 

for political crises 1n various Wast African countries and tha consequonces 

of these ara still being felt up till now. The stUdents in this country were 

in a state of doubt about their relatives who may have beon involved (i.e. 

through the Army and the Civil Service), they ware also uncertain about the 

immediato future and were constantly on the look-out ror the extensions ot 

these crises to them in the UK. When these extensions did appear they tended 
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to have disastrou~ consequences for some of tho studonts. Some west African 

students who were on government scholarships found that their grants and scho- : ~ 

larships were withdrawn without explanation; others wera threatened with with- • 'I 
.j 

drawal unless certain conditions were fulfilled. Largely for this reason many 

of these students were suspicious of any inquiring agent who was specifically 

interested in them. It can then be imagined that many were still suspicious 

after reading the rather long introductory latter which was attached to the 

questionnaire (see Appendix 2). This, we suggest, is one vary important factor 

which accounts for the 25% non-response rate among the exparimantals. 

A third, but less important reason tor this lavel of non-response, is the 

fact that the experimental questionnaires were distributed betwoen march ~nd 

July, 1966 - the period during which the 'examination fever' is greaty inten

sified. The returns were coming 1n rather slowly because of this. and up to 

three reminders ware sent out in an attempt to increase the response rate. 

Careful recording of the responses following the reminders was made. in the 

hope that analysis of the late rezpondenta would indicate something about 

their characteristics. However, this analysis did not show any significant 

d1fferences between each successive 'wave' of responses as far as 5 variables 

ware concerned - Anxiety, Idantification,with Africa, Overall Psychological 

Adjustment, Salf-image and Psychosomatic Dispos1tion. No such analysis of lata 

respondents was undertaken in conn~ction ~ith the control sample partly becauao 

the non-rasponsa is so much smaller than in the casa of the experimantals and 

partly because the expenditure in postage and other expenses would hava out

weighed any udvantages gained in tarms of additional information about non

respondents. To what extant, then, does the rate of' non-rasponsa.,( indicated 

above affect the reprosentativeness of the sample? 

In the first place our selection methods allow of the possibil1ty of the 
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introduction of bias from the basic sampling frames used for reasons 

which have already been indicated and this would , naturally, affect 

the representativeness of the samples. rurther, bias would also be introduced 

as far as the part-time students are concerned since there is no basic 

sampling fra~a7mhich they could have been selectod. rurther still, our 

exclusion of certain types of institutions would also affect the represent

ativeness of the samples as would the unwillingness of soma university and 

college officials. Clearly, then, our selection procedures c~nnot be said.to 

result in a 'calculable and non-z~ro probability' of overy ~est African 

stUdent (both in the UK and in west Africa) being included in the samples. 

Nevertheless, we feel that these difficulties have not significantly biased 

the samples and that a roasonable level of represontativeness 1s secured. 

In order to check on this, w~ carried out rou~h estimations of the 

proportions of various categorios of studonts in our samples and compared 

these with known totals despite the inadequate nature of.tha latter - the 

object of thesB comparisons being to increase our confidence in the repre

sentativeness of the samples. Our re6ults show that the samples have not 

been seriously biased. Our sample of exporimental students represents just 

about 5% of tho known total of full-time wast African students at universities 

and technical colleges in tha UK. Of the total of 5, 7441 students 1n 1965/65, 

12.3% ara known to be females and our e~mple shows the corr~sponding propor

tion of females to be 13%. Similarly, the proportion of theeo stUdents who 

held somo kind of scholarship or grant is known to have been 58.5%, the 

corresponding proportion in our experimontal sample is 5l%.Wa similarly com

1. Oritish Council .ovorseas Students in Britain" 1965 op.cit. 
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pared the levels of study of the atudents in our experim~ntal sample with 

th~ known national totals. The difficulty here is not Just the ~asic; inaccura

cy of the latter figure but the fact that the recording categories differ ,I 

among institutions. While universities record levels of study in terms of 

undergraduate and postgraduate, the technical colleges rscord them in terms of 

'advanced' and 'non-advanced'. The latter is by no means synonymous with the 

former since 'advanced' in this context refers to anything which is above 

GCE level, includes first degree courses and extends to doctorate level. To 

use the totals as indicated would considerably over-estimate the proportion of ' 

students in technical collagus who are doing work which is commensurate with I 
!

the postgraduate level in the university. Nevertheless and in order to carry I 
I 
I 

out our comparison, we assumod that 'advanced' work in technical colleges is 

the same as postgraduate work in universities. On the basis of this assumption 

we calculated that the proportion of wast African studonts who are doing post-
I 

graduate work in universities and technical colleges in 1965/66 is 31% while oll 

our sampl. shows tho corro'pondlng prop~rtion to bs 24%. Dna sa.a claarly 

that subject to the above-mentioned str4lCtures, our proportions ara not widely! ~! 

divergent from the known overall totals. Similar background information is not 

available for West African countries. we could therefore not check on the 

representativeness of the control sample along similar linas. Nevertheless. 

it is known (rable 1) that the proportion of famales who ara enrolled in post. 

secondary education including Taachar Training Colleges 1s about 29% and our 

control sample shows the corresponding proportion of females to be 24%. All 
.. . ..-,. 

these estimates ara very approximate and serve merely to pro vida further in

sight into the representativeness of our samples. from this point of view, it 

can be seen that the various proportions 1n our samples do not widely diverge 

from the known totals. 

I 
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Tabla 1 

Comparison ~f remale Enrolmonts in Post-Secondary Education in Ghana, 
~i99rla, Sierra Leone and Cambia with Control Sample 

" 

%age 1n Post-Secondary Educo %age in Control Sample 

291 24 

Nota 11 This is the average enrolment for the four countries estimated 
from secondary statistics available in the United ~atlons 
statistical Yearbook 1965, pp.702-7o5. 

rurther, in order to illustrate the size' of the sampling 

error attachod to a 
, 

porcontage, 
, 

we calculatEd and pres£nt the standard 
! 
I 
!
I, 

error of each pErcentage level in the percentage range. The results ara Ipresented in Tabla 2 below. 
I: 

Table 2 


Estimated Standard Error for 80th Samples 


Experimentals control,! 

I' 

Percentaga ' .Standard Standard I 
Range Error Error 

%, . I% % 

10 ,1.93 2.17 


I20 2.63 2.89 


, 30' 3.01 3.32 


40 3.12 3.54 

50 3.29 3.62- . ) 

60 3.12 3.54 

70 3.01 3.32 


BO 2.63 2.89 
. ' . 
90 1.93 :2.17 , 

, . ' , ) ; 
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APPENDI X 2 A .. 

QUESTIONNAIRE ~CHEOULES AND TAULES Of R[S~ONSE5 

Ths study involved the usa of two forma of quustionnairas, ana for thai 

m~mbers of tha experimental sample who ara studying in various institutions in 
, 	 . 

the United Kingdom and the othar for the members of the cOiltrol group who are 
- • • Ii 	 _. 

studying in educational institutions in their own home countries. Thu uasic 
."~ ,-	 ~. ; ; 

format of both questionnair~s did nat differ appreciably sinca comparablo kinds 
• ,"' • 1 

of 	information were required. Consequently, the quustionnaire which w~nt to 

the control group consisted es~entially of the same questions which were asked 

of the experimsntals except that those questions which are not relevant to lifa 

in West Africa wers left out. 

WU dascribu both questionnaires in this Appendix end 
., 

presont Tablus of 

1 raw responses • The pilot invostigation has been described in Appendix 1. 

A. 	 Questionnaire Schedule for the Experimental Sompla ! 

Questionnaire P/2 	 Coda No. first Yr./Second/Third ... I 
. Survey of w~st African Students in the United Kingdom 	 I 

I 
! 

Dear friend, 	
I 

,. 

I am a post-graduate student at the London School of Economics, Universi
ty of London, and I a~ conducting a survey of the problems and attitud~s of 
west African students with a view to findi~g out how they respond to condi
tions of living in this country. 

Unfortunately, there is little or no information on this even though 
African students constitute such a large proportion of studants in institutions 
of higher education in Great Britain. for examplo, some people Bay that your 
living conditions ara satisfactory; others think that they ara difficult and 
unenviable; while yet others think that they vary from Qroup to group and, in
deed, ,from region to region, according to the geographical location of the 
place in which the 8tud~nts are studying. ThG objective of this survey is to 
obtuin information more definite than these differing views provide, to, find 

1. 	Non-response (where rul~vant) is indic~ted alongside the responses. An aste
risk indicates en open-ended yuastion; the responses indicated alongside 
are from the coding frame. 
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out what you (as the students in the situation) think about your life 1n Great 
Britain and to obtain facts on which the authorities Can base their plans for 
improvement. for this reason, 8 realistic understanding of the situat1on,ls 
necessary, a~ou will readily agree. 

You are one of the persons s~lected at random from the entire population ;,' 
of Wast African students in the United Kingdom, for I cannot collect the views :! 
of all. The sample, of which you are a member, would not be representative un- i 

les8 all the questionnaires are completed and returned as soon as possible. You 
are not required to sign the questionnaire, nor do I r8~uire your name orany 
other aspect of your identity. The coda numuera at the top are ~imp1y to enable 
me to contact any respondent should this be necessary for further clarification. 
Ihe data will bs analYled by a computer and it will be impossible to idGntity 
any individual's opinions from the results. Your views will be treated as enti 
rely confidential. So pleasa answer the questionnaira frankly and conscientious_ : 
lYe I Shall be very grateful for its early return. 

With many thanks for your co-operation, 

C.P. Cross, 
c/o Dept. of Sociology, 

London School of Economics, 
Houghton 	street, Aldwych, 

London W.C.2. 

1. 	How long have you baGn in this country? Pleclse tick against the period 
which applies to you•. 

~ 3 mon7-.~ or las:. 	 3 

8atwa~n 3 months &: 1 year 43 


BetwQsn 1 year and 2 years 34 


Betwesn 2 years &: 3 years 21 


Between 3 years &: 4 years 32 


8atwaen 4 years &: 5 years 52 


Over 5 years 45 
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2. most people have expectations about England b&fore they lBava lLil!>t Africa. 
You may have formed some sort of picture auout England before you came here. 
In what areas and to what extent have you found dibcrepancies botweun the 

picture you formed and what you actually found when you arrived? Please 

tick in the appropriate column bolow. 


" 

1. 	1 did not have any expectations 20 

1 HAVE CONCERNINGa 	 Great Some Li..lli2. None-
2. Behaviour of the people 	 73 80 29 28 1 nr 

3. Academic conditions 	 63 40 42 65 1 nr 

4. Racial Discrimination 	 66 80 34 29 2 nr 

5. Cost of Living 	 67 50 37 5S 2 nr 

6. Social Lifa 	 56 60 56 5a 1 nr 

7. loneliness 	 51 37 59 62 2 nl' 

3. 	Hare are 60me reasons which African students giv~ a9 being important in 
their decision to coma to Great Uritain. Plaase indicate, by ticking, how 
important each of thas8 reasons wore to you. 

Of 	 very Of great Of some Unim
great Impol'- Imper- Impor- por
tance .t.ance tance tant 

1. 	Wish of my ramily 16 29 47 ;: 137* 

2. 	To earn greater statu. 
and Prestige 46 17 63 103 

3. 	To get to know other 
countries 46 39 83 61 

4. 	To gain advanced trai 
ning in my subject 146 40 26 
 17 

5. 	Could not gain admission 
into university at home B 7 23 191 

* 2 	nr in each case 
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4. 	Has any of your relatives studied in this country before? Please tick in 
the appropriate column. 

1. 	Nona 61 


2. 	rather 40 


3. 	mother 5 


4. 	I:3rothers/Slstars 60 
 , 1 

5. 	Cousins t(rirst or second) 62 3 nr 


5. 	Aa far as employment at home is concerned. which one of theso categories 
describes your pos! ticn? 

1. 	I was not employed 31 


2. 	I was employed out gave up 

my jOb before leaving 142 


3. 	I am on study-leave 58 


6. 	How long did you attend an African institution of Higher Education 
(University/College/Technical Institute/etc.) before you came to 
England? 

1. 	I did NOT attend an institution of Higher Education 119 


2. 	Lesl than 1 year 13 

\ 

3. 	Between 1 year and 3 years 46 


4. 	Betw8t3n 3 years and 4 years 25 


5. 	Between 4 years and 5 years 16 


6. 	More than 5 years 12 
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, 
7. 	If you did attend University/College/Technical Institute in w~st Africs. 

1n which one of these did you live longeot? 

1. 	with my family 9 


;'/
:}2. 	With families of friends 4 

! 

3. 	In·tolleg~ Halls of Residence 88 


4. 'In 	Hostels/Lodging Houses 5 


5. 	In rented rooms/flats etc. 6 


8. 	Do.~you experience any difficultie~ in your studies 1n this country? Please 
tick 1n the appropriate column to indicate the importance you attach to 
each ona. 

1. 	I have no difficulties 134 


I have dirricul ties of the following nature, 


Great Soma Little Of no 
Importance Import. Import. Import. 

2. 	Unders tanding Lectures, 10 26 27 :35, 

, 


3. 	Participation in Sominars/' 

Discussion. in Class 7 23 21 46 


4. 	Expressing myself orally 8 2:S 32 34 

. , 

5. ,Writing EBsays / Papers 9 18 35 35 

\, 

9. 	How wo~1d you rata your academic progr~ss in your studies? 

1.'Great 55' 

2~ 	 roodarate 159 


3. 	Slight 16 


4. 	No Progress 1 
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10. 	Are you vary. friendly with anY,fam1ly 1n thia country? If 80, how many? 
Please tick. 

: ., 
1. I am not friendly with any family in this country 36 


2~ Less than 2 families 23 


3. ~atween 2 and 3 families 66 

4. ~ore than 3 families 106 

11. 	If you answered quastion 10 above positivaly, what is,the nationality 
of the ~ family to whom you feel 1lI0st closely attached? 

1. S~me nationa11ty and 8am~ tr1be 56 

2. Sarna nationality but different tribe 22 
, ., 

3. Different nationality uut Wast African 
! . .l 	 . J. * • 

4. Dlffsrent nationality out African 11 

5. Different nationality and Non-African 96 

12. 	Simil~rly, please give the 8ama information about your closest friond 
by ticking in the appropriate column. r 

1. Same nationality and same tribe 93 

2. Sarna nationality Lut differLnt tribe 30 

3. Different nationality but Wast African 15 

4. Different nationality but African 15 

5. D1fferent nationa11ty and Non-African 36 

6. I have no close friends in this country 31 	 lnr 

13. 	What limit of ftiondship do you think is expectBd of' you 1n Britain >' 

compared ~o the limit expected at home? 

1. more intimate 	 10 

2. Equally intimate 	 68 

3. Less intimata 	 83 

4. Superficial or formal 10 
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14. 	Hare is a list of 80ma of the reasons which African students sea as 
barriers to making trionds with British people. Please tick against the 
~ which you think most closely describes th~ barriers you sea. 

1. Their disregard for p~ople from small nations 18 

2. Differences in ways of thinking/general outlook on life 56 

3. The short period of time I have been here 7 

4. Their Lack of knowledgo of other peoples 	 63 

5. Their lack of regard for colonials, Negroes and ex-colonials 58 

6. The pressure of my work 	 23 6 nr 

15. 	most students have boyfriends or girl-friends (as the casa'may be) 1.e. 
someone towards whom they are romantically inclined. If you have a 
girl-friend or boy-friend, into which of the following categories would 
he/she fall? 

1.'1 have no bay-girl-friend 	in Britaln 137 

2. 1 have and these are his/her characteristic•• 

HE/SHE COmES rROIII THE SAlliE 

National!- African but Negro but 
ty but dirt. Nat!- Non-

Tribe diff.Tribe onalit~ African Others 

my girl-friend/ 

Boy-friend 23 30 9 9 23 


16. 	IIJhat is the nature of your present accommodation. Please tick appro
priately. 

1. I live with a family as a 	paying guest 22 

2. I liva with families of friends 	 -
3. In College Halls or Residonce 	 46 

4. 	In Hostels (inc.WASU) 16 


-

5. In rented bed-sitter rooms 	 82 

6. In rlats (single Dr shared) 	 63 

7. Hotsl 	 2 nr 
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17.*What is the average number or timas you have changed your accommodation 
(add all the times you have changed accommodation and divide by the num
ber of years you have spent in the UK). 

1. Under one per year 

2. Between ona and two 

182 

33 

'I. 

J. Between two and three 13 

4. Over three-times 3 

18. On the whole do you reel lonelier in this country than you felt at home? 

1. I do not feel lonelier 56 

2. I cannot reel the difrerence 

J. I reel lonelier 

47 

128 

!
! 1 

19. 	As far as feeling homesick is concerned, how would you describe yourself? 
Please tick. 

1. 	I never feel homesick 92 

2. 	I seldom reol homesick 27 
j 

3. 	I orten feel homesick 45 1 

1,
' t 4. 	1 frequently feel homesick 38 \" 

5. 	1 always feel homesick 29 

20. 	Hera are soma reasons which African students have given for their dis
satisfaction with their conditions in this country. Please indicate (by 
ticking) into which of the following categories you fall anQhow important I' ,
each category is for you. 

1. 	1 am satisfied with my condition 1n this country 48 


I am not satisfied on account of the following I 
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I i 
Of vary Of great or soma Of no 
great lm Impor Impor Impor
portance tance tance tance 

-_..... ,- .._--=========: 

l~ 


2. 	Absence of paronts and oth~r ! <
I , 

members of my family 	 20 28 54 81 :n· !I 
3. 	Absence of intimate friends 15 22 17 129 I 1 

4: Separation from my wife/ 

husband/children 29 11 :5 140 


I5. 	Loss of individuality and J
status 	 25 23 29 105 1 nr 1 

j 

6. 	Boredom and monotony 

of my life 32 28 44 77 2 nr 


7. 	General sense of psycho

logical de~ression 19 19' 85 60 
 I 

i 
i 

8: 	food and Climate 2 4 6 171 
Ii 

I 
~ 

t. 
21. 	Other reasons which African stUdents have given as the n~in causes of 

psychological depras~ion ara the following. How important is each for YOU? 
Of 	 very Of great Of soma Of no 
great Im- Impor- Impor- Impor
portance tance tanca tanca 

1. 	Worries about domestic 

problema of paronts 27 18 44 94 


2. 	Unsatisfactory progress 

with stUdies 25 1B 35 105 


3. 	 Lack of sufficient money 40 21 42 80 

4. 	fear of Academic failure 34 23 31 89 

5. 	8eing away from west Africa 16 14 52 100 1 nr 
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22. 	Here is a typical but realistic situation. mr or miss x has a beautirul 
and clever sister whom he/she loves vary much. This sister wanta to come 
to (ngland to study a subject which she can study in her home university 
equally well. mr/misB X,having been to (ngland,knawB that sha may becolna 
changed in her hab1ts,stylea or dress,manners and would be~in to talk 
back to her parents,wear lipstick and high-heeled shoes and become the 
typical person,disliked and usually referred to as a ftb~en-to· and would 
have to live under exactly the same conditions under which X lived while 
he/she was here. mr/miss X 1s the only person who can decide whether she 
comsa or stays at home,knawing vary wall that Bile can gain admission 
easily into either the foreign or the home univerSity to pursue her 
fiald or interest. What would you in the position or mr/rn1ss x advise her 
to do? To come or not to coma? 

1. Advise her to come 58 

2. Advise her not to coma 138 

3. 	Uncertain of what I would advise 35 

23. 	Vou m~y be obt~ining rinencl~l s~pport from cna or mora of the courees 
mentioned below. Please tiel< the O!~E: which is the m03t important 
source for you. -- 

1. ~y 	parents are supporting mo 50 

2. 	Other members of w.y family arc supporting 
ma 13 

3. 	1 am financing myselr out or my savings 20 

4. 	I have a 8cholarship,bursary or grant 117 

5. 1 borrowed money to support myselt 6 

60 1 depend on II part-time Job here 25 

24(a) 	Do you aver receive lump sumo or money rrom home apart from those you 
have listed above? If eo, how frequently? 

1. 	No 212 

2. 	Yes 19 

i.Onco a year 13 

1'1.Twice a ~/enr 4 

iii.more 	than twice 
a year 2 

Ii

I . 

! 

'I 

1 

I 
! 

I 

i 
! 

I 

I

f 
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*" ' 	 ,:, , ! 
; 1(b) 	What is your father's job (if retired or deceased please give the job 

, he 	held before his retirem8nt/daath). please give full details inclUding 
title,duties,number of men under him,whether he was an employer or an 
employer,his salary and as much information as you possess. 

-.<, j 

Class 1 	 43 

Class 2 	 73 
," t 

Class 3 	 7~ 

.., 
Class 4 	 8 .. 
Class 5 1 28nr 

(5ea also Appendix 6) 
. 

25. 	Please think back to the time when you were 10 ~ 11 years old.Who,at 
that time, appeared to be your father's favourite child? 

1. Had no favourite aa far 8S I know 112 

2. Different children at different times 23 

J. Older 	sister 5 

4. Younger sister 	 16 

5. Older 	brother 9 

6. Younger brother 	 8 . ,. ,~ ~ 

7. 	I did (but I was not an 'only child • in 

;, my famUy) 44 


8. I did (I was an 'only child' in my camily) 14 

26. 	~hen your parents·di8aQr~ed,whose side ware you generally on? 
. , 


1. mother much 
" 

more 
• I 

47 

. 	 " 

2. mothor somewhat more 41 

3. Doth about the salile 109 "' ~ , 	 • 
i 	 , 

. ..... 1 

4. rather somewhat mora 18 
J'. 	 . t .,, 

5. rather much mora 	 16 
';' 

1 
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religion. Into which or these categories of . 
(it does not matter whether you still practise 

27. 	most people are born into a 
religions were you born 
it or not)? 

1. 	Christianity(Roman Catholicism, Protestantism. You 
need not specify denomination) 173 ,'I; 

I
I ; 

i2. Christianity 	(African Churches e.g. Ada-Joui, 
I ~ Aladura prayer groupa,Musama Disco Christo, 


Church of the Twelve Apostles etc.) 6 


3. 	Islam (all denominations) 31 I.: 

4. 	African traditional religion ( e.g. Ogungun, I l 
Aro LongJuju etc) 20 Inr I 

t
28. 	Whlln. you were in primary school,what was your rather', reaction 

I 
t 

every. time you brousht home a roport-form showing low marks? 

1. 	He did not bother 31 ! 
2. 	He punished ma 21 

3. 	He punished rna but coaxed rna afterwards 51 

4. 	He scolded me but did not punish rna 29 

5. 	I have never brou~ht home a report 

with low marks 99 


29. 	Are you a member of any of the following clubs at your collsge? Please 
tick the ONE: below whose membership you value most. \~ 

1. 	Social Club 93 

2. 	Sporta Club 30 

3. 	Debating Club or Society 26 

4. 	pou. tical Club 17 
{ 

5. 	I am not B member of any 65 

30. 	Have you aver hald an elected position in tha club which you ticked above 
(if you ara not a member of any club,plaale skip to the next question)? 

1. I have never 	held an elected position 75 

2. I 	have held an elsctad position, at 

least once 91 
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31. How interested are you in the affairs of this country ( e.g. the things 
that go on such as local elections,the ectivitas of rival political 
parties,nationalisation,trade union strikes etc.)? 

J 
i, 
t: 

i 
i 
J 

1. I am not very interested 42 

2. I am not interested 	 :51 

3. I am interested 	 105 

4. I am very interested 	 53 

*32. Here i8 another typical but,again,realistic situation which I would like 
you to consider for a moment. mr. X is en African student and his girl 
friend Y is English. One day,they form a four-some with John and hi. 
wife (both English) end went to a first-class restaurant to celebrate 
X's recent examination success. Once in, tha waiter takes the order and 
promptly comaa back with two soups for John and his wife. He returns to 
the pantry. But instead of promptly bringing two more soups he sits in 
the passage,chatting with tha kitchen-maid. Y is seething with anger at 
the delay,picks up her gloves and all four left the restaurant,leaving 
two cold soups behind. What would you,in the position of X, conclude 
about the waiter's delay? 

Sea Appendix 3 

33. 	Please give th~ following information which is required for the classi 
fication and statistical treatment of the data. 

1. Age last birthday. 20 yra & under 10 

21 - 25 yra 68 

26 30 yrs 97' 

31 - 35 yrs . . 37 

Over 35 yrs. 17 2nr 

*2. Are you working for a degree,a diploma or a certificate? 

Degree 179 

Diploma 30 

Certificate 22 

3. Are you a post-graduate or an under-graduate? 

Post-graduate 66 

Under-graduate 163 2nr 
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4. 	Sexl male 19B 


female 30 2nr 


5. 	marital status(please tick accordingly). 


Unmarried/Single 130 


separated/Divorced from spouse 4 


married/Living with spouse/out no children 19 


married/Living with spouse and children 53 


Married/Not living with spouse but ~ith 


children 	 2 

I 


• married/Not 	living with spouse nor with 
chlldren 19 4nr I
*6. What is your country ot origin? 

1. Nigeria 161 


. 2. Ghana 34 
 I 

I
J. Sierra Leona 	 14 
 i 

I


4. Cambia 	 3 


5. Cameroons 	 4 


6. Ivory Coast 1 	 14nr 

34. 	UJas your pClrmanent home in Wast Africa s1tuat.d in aa 


; 1. Vary large city(pop. 1 million or mors) 32 


2. Large City (pop. 100,000 or more) 	 57 


3. Town (pop. 50,000 or mora) 	 62 


4. Village (less than 50,000) 	 eo 
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It has boen oDs_fved that wh8n students turn out to be academic 
failures they generally disappoint their fathers.motherstoth~r r81atives 
and friends as well as themsblv8s. If you fail,who do you think will be 
dlsap~olnted? Please tick a10ngsi(1e th8 ONE person whose disappointment 
you are ~ likely to regret. 

t· 

i 
r.. 
~. 

10 No ona (apart from myself) 101 

Very GJ;'eat G~ Small/Negligible 

2. My father 5U 11 69 

3. my mather 48 17 65 

4. Other relatives 	 24 17 89 

5. my friends 	 26 23 01 

36. On the whale how happy would you say you ara in this country? 

I1. Vary happy 	 28 
I 

2. fairly happy 	 152 

3. Not happy 	 38 I, 	

I, 4. Very unhappy 	 3 
, 

37. 	Does your opinion of yoursolf chanya a great deal or doea it always 
continue to remain the same? 

1. Changes B great deal 22 

2. Changes somewhat 	 81 

3. C~anges very little 85 

4. Does not change at all 43 

::S8. 	 How often do you feal downcast and dejected? 

1. Never 	 10 

2. Rarely 	 57 

3. Occasionally 133 


. 4. rairly often 20 


5. Vary often 	 3 
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J. 

l39. 	Do you ever find that ona day you have one opinion of yourself and on 
another day you have a different opinion? i s 

i . !
\ 

1. 	Yas, this happens often 6 
1 
~ 

2. 	Yes, this happens sometimes 79 

3. 	Yas, this rarely happens 87 

4. 	No, this never happens 59 

40. 	When hational or international questions arB discussed (say) in a con
ferance or at a public gathering, do you often prefer not to say any
thing at all rather than say something which will make a bad impression? 

1. 	I prefer to speak 153 

2. 	I prafer not to say anything 

at all 68 


3. 1 prefer to quitly make my exit 9 1 nr 

41. 	Would you say that people are more inclined to look out for themselves 
or to help Bach other? 

1. 	To look out for themselves 165 

2. 	To help each other 45 1 nr 

Which of these do you suffer Almost 

from regularly? NAvar never Sometimes orten 


42. 	Do you aver have trouble gat
ting to sleep? 42 64 109 15* 

, ~ 
43. 	00 your hands tremble enough 

to bother. you? 56 61 101 12 

44. 	Are you bothered by nervousness? 60 53 96 19 

45. 	Are you bothered by pressures 
and/or pains in your head? 44 61 95 30 

46. 	Are you bothered by nightmares? 35 60 110 25 

-

* 1 nr 1n each case 
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41. 	Please thir1< back to whurl you warlj 10 - 11 years old. Did your mother know 
most or your rriends? 

1. KOllw none/almost ,nona 23 

2. Knew who some were 	 56 

3. Knew who most were 	 72 

4. Knew who ell were 	 80 

... 
48. 	As rar as you can tall, how interested were other members of your family 

1n what you had to say? 

1. Not'1nterested 5 

'2~ fairly interected 84 

~ 

3. vary lntersstsd 142 

I:
49. 	Most paop1a are 6~n81tlva to criticism. How .ensitiva would you say 

you"are? 

; ." ~ 

1. Not send tiva 	 41 

2. Somewhat sensitive 	 105 
., 

3~ Qui ts ssnsi tiva 65 

-' .. 


4. Extremaly Bansi tiva 	 19 1 nr 

50. 	Do you often find yourself dreaming 9bout the type of'parson you expect 
to bocoma 1n the future? 

1. Rara1y or never 	 72 

2. Somatimas 	 111 

3. Very often. 	 32 

4. Always 	 15 1 nr 



51. 	Now, here are some statements expressing opinions. I am interested in 
knowing your opinion on these matters. I would like to know in each case 
whether you agree, disagree or are uncertain. Please tick or make a ring 
around whichevor of the five alternatives given, gives tho most correct 
picture of your mind. PLEASE LJO NOT LEA VE OUT ANV STATE'~I[NT even whon you 
find it difficult to make up your mind.GU AS RAPluLV THROUGH AS YOU CAN. 

strongly Uncer- Dis strongly 
agree Agree taln agree .Q!.!..agree 

1. 	mora and more African stu

dents should be encouraged 

to come to England. 30 4S 33 71 51 


2. 	most people are fair and 

do not try to get away 

with something. 12 81 68 52 17 


3. 	Nothing in life i. worth 
the sacrifica of moving away 
from your parents. 19 23 17 88 83 

4. 	Barring exceptions, most 
African students have a 
happy time in England. 13 50 55 67 45 

5. 	Ths JOb should coma first, 
even if it means taking 
time off from recreation. 82 97 15 25 11 

6. 	making plans only brings un
happiness because plans ara 
usually difficult to fulfil. 15 31 22 97 65 

7. 	England is an unwelcome 
place for any African to 
come. 26 22 32 111 39 

8. 	Life in this country would 
be much happier if I had 
enouQh money. 56 73 30 43 26 

9. 	School-children ,in Africa 
should be taught mors about 
[urope than they ara taught 
at present. 44 56 30. 62 38 

I 
\ 
t 

I, 
I 

10. 	The government, not the In-. 
dividual, should taka care of 
onate parents when they are 
old. 33 56 26 64 51 

* with the exception of these, totals exclude 1 nr. 
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strongly Uncer- Dis- strongly i 

agree Agree tain agree Disagree 

11. 	When it comes to marriage, 
Africans should marry women of 
their own tribe rather than 
other women. 26 23 37 79 65 

12. A group which tolerates too 
. many differences of opinion 

among its members cannot exist 

for long. 34 54 33 63 46 


.< 

13. 	If 1 had to choose betwe~n 
happiness and greatness, I'd 
choosagrsatness. 17 17 28 67 101 

14. 	The highest form of democracy 
is a government run by those 
who are intelligent. 57 49 44 46 32 

. 
15. 	When it comos to differences in 

religion or politics, we must be 
careful not to compromise with 
those who beliove differently 
from us. 17 25 28 78 82 

16. 	To achieve th~ happiness of m~n
kind in the future, it is some
times necessary to put up with 
injustices in the present. 21: 64 42 52 51 

17. 	It is by returning to our glo
rious past that real social 
progress can be achieved. 11 19 53 ·77 70 

18. 	It would be unfortunate for 
African if children sre brought 
up to 8ay -Don't be silly Daddy' 82 47 33 39. , 29 

19. 	It is ironical that many people in 
Wast Africa imagine that African 
studuots_sre enjoying lifo in 
England while, in fact, they ara 
living under difficult and 
Joyless conditions. 68 95 37 26 4 

20. 	The 800ner the African family of 
many relatives breaks down the 
better it will be tor Africa's 
future. 27 48 29 74 52 
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strongly 
agree 

21. 	1 feel that ,nothing or almost 
nothing can change the opini
on 1 currently hold of myself. 32 

22. 	The African family system con
trols the selfishness of its 

members. 31 

23. 	1 feel that I am not a person 
of worth, at least, not on an 
equal plane with others. 9 

24. 	At heart the English do not re
lish the progress which many 
African countries have made 
since their Independence. 62 

25. 	All in all, I'm inclined to feel 
that 1 am a failure. 6 

26. 	It is a paradox, but true, that 
Africans become more African by 
coming to England. 6l~ 

27. 	1 do not need to have more 
respect for myself. 24 

28. 	Africans should not criticise 
Africa in.the presence of 
foreigners. 22 

29. 	1 am very goo~ Rt getting to 
know people. 32 

30. 	The English are well-known tor 
their hypocrisy (cynics call , 
it 'diplomacy'). loB 

31. 	I feel that 1 do not have many 
bad qualities. 22 

32. 	The notion of the "African Perso
nality· is an assertion of one's 
pride in being African. 60 

33. 	1 like organising and running 
thingse 50 

Agree 

56 

59 

6 

77 

64 

56 

34 

110 

77 

63 

75 

114 . 

Uncer
tain 

41 

63 

15 

58 

6 

46 

44 

11 

56 

29 

63 

41 


37 


Dis
agree 

75 

44 

67 

21 

46 

43 

47 

95 

27 

11 

58 

20 


24 


strongly 
Disagree 

21* 

27 

132* 

12 

169* 

11 

60* 

62 

5 

5 

15* 

14 


5 
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strongly 
BfJree Agree 

34. 	The Independence movements in 
Africa were not violent be
cause of the liberal and humani
tarian values and traditions of 
Great Britain. 15 39 

35. 	How many times have you changed 
your subject of study? 1. Once 

2. 	Twice 

3. 	Three 
times 

36. 	How long did you spend in this country before 
present course of "study? 

1. Lass than 1 year 	 146 

2. Between 1 and 2 years 	 37 

3. 	Between 2 and 3 years 25 

4. 	Between 3 and 4 years 23 

5. 	Over 4 years 

,11 
fl 
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Uncer- Dis- strongly 
tain agree Disagree 

. 

52 

220 

4 

or mora 

65 

7 

59 

~ 
1•,.~ 

you started on "your 

I 
1 

THANK YOU VERY fi,UCH rOR YOUR KINO CO.OPERATION IN THIS PROJECT. If there are 
some comments you wish to make on the questionnaire or in connection with the 
living conditions of West African students here in the UK, please use the 
rast of this sheet and continua on a new sheet if necessary. The results 
of this survey would be pUblished as soon as possible. 
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B. QUE5TIONNAIHE SCHEUL.;LE AND RESPONSES
l 

fOR CONTROL SAI:.PLE .
1 i 

questionnaire P/2/west Africa Coda NOISenior School/prelim.Yr/ i 
first Yr./Second/Third Yr.,l 
post-grad./............. 

i 
Dear friend, ~ 

Survey of west African Students and School Seniors 

I am a west African post-graduate student who is conducting a 
survey into thB general attitudes of W~bt African students and 8chool seniora. 
Unfortunat~ly,th~re is little or no information on this.The result is that 
80me people say that they are very satisfied with their academic progress 
and their work in genQr~lJothers think that they arg not.yet others think 
that they are not the least bit interested in their work.Clearly,the only 
people who can sliminate this controvarsy i, you - the .tudents themselves. 

You are ona or the parsona selected at random rrom the population 
of 8tudents and school seniors in w~st Africa,for I cannot collect the views 
of all. The sample or which you are a member would not btl representative 
unless all the questionnaires are returned as soon as possibli.You are not 
required to sign the questionnaire nor do I require your name or any other 
aspect or your identity.The coda nurnoora,et the top,are simply to enable ma 
to contact any respond~nt should this be nacesBary(for further clarification). 
The completEd questionnaires ~ill be analysud on a machine(computer) and it 
will not ba possible to identify the views of any individual.Your views 
wlll,naturally,ba held in the strictGst confidence. So please answer the 
questionnaire honestly and frankly.I shall be very grateful for its early 
return,in the envalo~u8 provided,to the Various collecting points which I 
shall indicate balow. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this important vonture. 

Crispin Cross, 

Graduate Schuol, 

London School of (conomics, 

Houghton street,Aldwych, 


*for those in fae r~turn to (a)lnstitute London W.C.2 
of African Studies or(b)Dept.of Education 


for those in Prince of Walas return to the principal 

for those in Baptist Boy's High return to fllr.(namlJ .pacified) 


l.Non-response (Where relevant) is indicated alongside the appropriate 
rssponses.An Bsterisk inl1icatss an open-ended question in which case the 
responses from the coding frama arB presented alongside. 

http:rssponses.An
http:or(b)Dept.of
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1. 	How many years have you spent at this college/school (Plea:3e indicate 
by ticking in the appropriate category below)? 

1. :3 months and under 

2. 68 Between 3 months and 1 year 

3. 57 Between 1 yr. and 2 yrs. 

4. 21 Bstwoen 2 yra. and J yrs. 

5. 13 Between :3 yrs. and 4 yrs. 

6. 7 Between 4 yrs. and 5 yrs. 

7. 25 more than 5 yrs. 

2. 	Has any of your relatives beon to col18ge? Pl~ase indicate 1n the 
categoriee bolow. 

l .. rJone 	 147 
" 2.F'ather :35 

3. 	mother 7 

4.Srothars/ 

Sisters 

5.Cousins(rirst, 

Second etc.) 

3. 	Life in collega or in school usually includes a certain amount or 
loneliness. How important, if at all, is this for you personally? 

1.or no importance 	 133 

2.0f little importance 	 47 

3.0r sarno importance 	 ij 

4.0f great import~nce -	 I 
¥ 

I 
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4.00 	you experience any difficulties in your Btudias?Please tick in the 
appropriate column below to indicate the degree of importance you attach 
to each ana of the areas indicated. 

1.1 have no difficulties in my studies 55 

I have difficulties of the fol~owing nature: 

Great Some Little or no 
Import- Import- Import- Import

ance ance 

2.Understanding lectures &: 
lessons 54 45 34 

3.Participation in discussions 
in class 6 :3LJ 38 62 

4.t:xpressing myself orally 7 28 4U 61 

5.Writing essaya 11 24 43 sa 

5.How would you rate your progress in your studies? 

1.Great 21 

2.moderate 166 

3.Slight 4 

4.No progress 

6.Please give the following information about your closest friend by 
ticking in the appropriate column below. 

my closest friend is ofa 

1.The &ama tribu 101 

2.Same nationality but different 
tr1bo 75 

3.0ifferent nationality but 
west Africa a 

4.0ifferent nationality but 
African 

5.01rfer~nt nationality &: non
-African 4 
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7.many West African student8 travel to England to study,you may very well,· 
do so yourself in the near 'uture.~hat picture do you have in your mind of 
English people? 

, ., 

1.They know everything tbere is to know 7 


·2.They do not like poople from small countries 24 


3.They do not respect Africans,especially those 

who come from formar British colonies 21 


4.1 have naver thought about them really. 10 


5.There are good and bad English people 129 


8.Hare are soma reasons why people who ara studying usually feel Bad.How 
important are they for you? 

Of very 
great Im Of great Of aome Of' no 
portance Importance Importance Importance •I. 

1.Worries about domestic 

problems 41 38 32 80 


2.Unsati.fectory progres8 

,lI..ith studies 47 50 13 81 


, 

3.Lack 	of sufficient money 31 36 46 76 


4.raar 	of academic failure 64 34 22 71 

. 

5.80radom & monotony 	 10 19 43 119 


6.Your 	friends' envy of 

your success 21 68 102 


t 

9.Ars you living(plBas8 tick aa appropriate)1 


I.With your parent/parente 72 


2.With families of friends of yours 4 


3.In Halla of' Residence 73 


4.1n a hostel 34 


5.In rented rooms or flats 8 


l 
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*lO.What is the average number ot times you have changed your accofumodation(Add 
"together 	the number of times you have moved and divide by the number ot 
years"you havs been in your college or school as the case may be)7We are 
not reterring to the number ot times you have gone down on vacation and 
the n.Jmber of times you have returned atter vacation,on the contrary we 
are referring only to the number of times you have actually moved tram 
ona kind ot accommodation to another kind. 

l2.Hera is a typical .ituation 1 would like you to think about tor a moment. 
nlr/mlas X has a btJauUtul and clever sister whom ha/she likes very much. 
This siater ~ant8 to go to (ngland to study a subject which she can study 
in her horns unive:a:sity equally wall.fi,r/miss X knows that it tha lister is 
allowod to go to England,she may become changed in har personal habits, 
styles ot dress and in her manners,she would begin to talk back to har 
parents,wear lipstick and high-healed shoes and become a typical Wbeen-tow. 
mr/misB X is tha only person who has the final aay aa to whether aha goas 
or etays at home,knowing very well that aha can gain admission easily into 
either the foreign or the home university to purSUQ her field at interest. 

,What would you,in the position at nlr/miss X advise her to do? To go abroad 
or not to g07 

l.Advise her to go 55 

2.Advisa har not to go 104 

3.1 am uncertain or what 
1 would advise her to do 31 
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13.What ls your maln source of finar-cial support(pleas8 tick the one which i. 
most important for you)? 

l.r.:y parents are supporting me 94 

2.rny relativcs(other than parente ) 
are supporting ma " 4 

\ 

3.1 am financing myself out of,my own 
money 1 

4.1 have a scholarship 89 
L ' . 

5.1 have borrowed money to 8upport 
myself 3 

*14.What 1s your father'. Job(if retired or docaased,pleas8 give the Jab he 
held before his retirement/death)? Please give full details including 
title of job,duties,number of men under him,whethar he ls/was an employer 
or employee,hie salary and as much lnformJtion aa you possess. 

Class 1 17 

Class 2 45 

tlasa :5 4«1 

tlass 4 30 

tlass 5 21 29nr 

(Sea a180 Appendix 6) 

lS.It has been o'bserved that IUhen studenta(and thos .. stUl at school) turn 
out to be academic failures they gonerally disapPoint their fathers,mothers. 
other relative. as lUoll asthemselves.If you fail your examination,who do 
you think will ba disappointed(apart from yourself) end to what extent? 

HieLHorLlhe1r OiaaeQointmant will be 

l.my father 

2.roy rf!othe'r 

3.my Othor relative. 

yer:t Great 

100 

130 

36 

Great 
" 

28 

23 

50 

SmallLNegl1ble 

6U 3nr I
:i 
~ 
"36 2nr 
~ 

r 
~ 

103 2nr 
{i 

l 
~ 

! 
i\ 

http:asthemselves.If
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16.D088 your opinion of yourself chango 
continue to remain the same? 

a good deal or does it always 

1.Changes a great deal 38 

2.Changas somewhat 57 

3.Changsa very little 68 

4.D098 not change at all 28 

17.How' often do you feel downcast and dejected? 

1.Never 9 

2.RBrely 43 

:5 0 Occasionally US 

4.fair1y' Often 15 

5.Vwry otten " 6 

18.llihen national or international qU6~tions Bra discussed.say,at a conference 
Dr at a debate Dr public meeting,do you often prefer not'to lay anything 
at all rather than say something which will make a bad impression? 

l.l'preter 	to' speak ~ 84 

2.1 prerer not to speak 97 

3.I'pretsf to quietly make 
my exit 10 

19.Would you say that people BrB more inclined to look out for themselves or 
to 	help others? 

1.To look out for themselves 169 

2.To help others 22 

,~ 

!~ 
L 
! 

'; 

I 
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Never 
Almost 
never Sometimes Often 

20.00 you ever have trouble 
getting to sleep? 51 31 99 10 

21.00 your hands tremble 
enough to bother you? 

, , 
59 :sa 83 11 

22.Ara you bothered by 
ness 

nervous
49 41 84 17 

23.Ara you bothered by pressures 
or pains 1n your head? 43 28 92 28 

24.Ara you ever 
nightmares 

bothered by 
81 40 58 12 

25.0n the whole ,how happy would you say you are? 

1.Vary Happy 153 

2.rairly Happy 28 

,3.Not Happy 10 

4.Vary Unhappy 

26.Pleasa think back to the time when you were 10 or 11 years old.Oid your 
mother kno~ who most or your rri~ndl wers? 

1.Knew nona,almost none 22 

2.Knaw who soma ware 82 

3.Knew who most wars 56 

4.Knew who all ware 31 

27.Aa rar aa you could tell,how interested were othar members or your 
ramily in what you usually said or had to 8ay? 

1.Not interested 9 

2.rairly inter.,sted 63 

3.Very interested 118 lnr 
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2S;most p~opla ara sensitive to crltlciamo How sensitive would you say you are? tl 

l.Not sens! tiva 11 

, 

"2.Somewhat sensitive 74 
 - I'I 

3.Quite sBnsitive 73 
 i 


l ' ,4.Extremely sensitive 33 
 I 

I j
f i 

~" 

t 

j 

I, 
, 

I, 


I,
I. 


I,
29.00 you usually find that one day you have one opinion of yourself and I: ~ on another day you have 8 different opinion? 

1 


,', 
1.Yes,this happens of ton 3 


2.Yaa,thia happens sometimel 45 


•

3.Yes,this rarely happens 51 


4.No,thia niver happens 92 


:SU.oo you often" find yourself dreaming about the type of person 
you expect to become in the future? 

J 

1.Rarely or never 43 


2.SomeUmea 56 


. ,3. Vary Often 63 

',', " 

4.AlwaYI 29 
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3l.Now,hera ara soma statements expr~ssing opinions.I am interested in 
knowing your opinion on these matters.I would like to know in each casa 
whether you agree,disagree or ara uncertain. please tick or make a ring 
around whichever of the fiva alternatives given,gives the most correct 
picture of you~ mind.PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE OUT ANY STATEMENT even when you 
find it difficult to make up your mind.GO AS RAPIDLY THRUUGH AS YOU CAN. 

strongly Un- 01&- Strongly 
Agree Agree tertain agree Disagree 

l.mora and mora African stu

dents should be encouraged 

to go to England. 17 51 24 69 30 


2.most people ara fair and 

do not try to gat away 

with something. 9 53 52 63 14 


3.Nothing in life is worth 

the sacrifice of moving 

away trom ona'a parents. 33 23 19 64 52 


4.Sarring exceptions,most 

African students have a 

happy time in England.' 14 51 66 45 15 


5.The job should come first, 

even if it means taking 

time off from recreation. 68 92 14 13 4 


6.making plans only brings 

unhappiness because plans 

are usually difficult to 

fulfill. 12 41 12 eo 46 


7.England is an unwelcome 

place for any African to 

go to. a 5 39 al 58 


a.Lifa could be much happier 
,for me if I had more money. 50 62 31 33 15 

, i 

! 
9.school-chlldren in Africa 

should ba taught mora about 
Eu~opa than they are taught i 

'I,at present. 21 42 a 77 43 

lO.The governmont.not the 

lndlvldual,should take cara 


,of ona's parents when they are 1 

old. 26 35 25 65 40 

\ 
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strongly Un- Ois- strongly 
Agree A~8 cS!!!in agree Cisagree 

11.When it comes to marriage, 
Africans should marry women 
of their own tribe rather 
than other women. 14 20 16 60 61 

12.A group which 	tolerates too 
many differences of opinion 
among it. own members cannot 
exist for long. 4U 6S 31 36 19 

13.1f I h~d to choose between 
happiness and greatness,Ild 
choose greatness. 17 8 14 50 102 

14.Tha highest torm of democr
BCY is a government run by 
those who Bre intelligent.' 45 46 20 51 29 

15.U~en it comes to differences 
of opinion in reli~ion or p61
iticB.WB must be careful not 
to compromise with those: 
who believe differently from 
from us. 14 41 24 76 36 

t!l6.To achieve the happiness of . 
!mankind in the future,it i. ; 

8ometimoB necessary to put up 
with injustices in the 
present. 	 21 57 21 4S 41 

17.It is by raturning to our 
glorious past that -real 
social progress can be 
Bchieved. 	 9 35 42 68 37 

la.lt would be unfortunate tor 
Africa if children are 
brought up to say"Dont be 
s!lly,Daddyl" 69 62 19 21 19 lnr 

19.It i, ironical that many 
people in West Africa imagine 
that African Itudants are 
enjoying lifa in (ngland 
while,in tact,they BrB living 
under hard and joylass 

! 

conditions. 	 27 58 71 27 a 

http:iticB.WB
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strongly Un- Dia- strongly if 
Agree AQre8 certain eQraa Disagree I~ 

20.The sooner the African ~ 
i 
1 

family of many relatives 
• brenks down the better 1 t 

will 	be for Africa 46 44 23 50 27 Inr j
f, ~I.

21.1 	feel that nothing or I ' 

almost nothing cun change 
the opinion 1 ourrontly 
hold of myself. 37 47 29 58 20 

22.The African family system 
controls the selfishness of 
its members. 25 64 42 43 17 

23.1 	feol th~t 1 am, not 8 person 
of worth,at laast,not on an equal 
plane with othere. , 5 20 16 74 76 

24.At heart,the English do not 
relish tho progress which 

,many Afr1can countries have 
made aince thoir Indapondonce.33 65 55 32 6 

25.All 1n all,l am inclined to 
feel that I'm a failure. 4 4 7 59 117 

26.1t is a paradox,but true,that 
Africans bacoma more African 
by travelling abroad and 
comparing their countries 
with those to which they 
travel. 17 31 54 59 30 

27.1 	do not noed to have more 
respoct for myself. 19 27 IB 67 60 

20.Africans,should not criticiso 
Africa in the proaonco of 
fOle1gner3. 	 29 11 78 35 

29.1 	am very good at getting to 
knoUl 'people. 32 107 17 5 

A30.The (ngllsh ara woll-known 	 ~ \ 

for thoir hypocrisy(cynica 	 ! 

call it 'diplomacy'). 81 76 21 III 3 

31.1 	feel that I do not have a 
a number of bad qualities. 21 55 39 65 11 

32.The notion of the wAfrican 
personality· 11 an assertion 
of one'. pride in being 
African. 64 90 23 7 7 

http:Indapondonce.33
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' ,. stron~ly LJncert- " 'Ois- , , strongly, 
,Bares Aprea ain a!]ree ~ Disagree 

t "" ; \
•33.1 	11ke . o~ganis1ng and 


running things .. 41 111 15 20 3 Inr 


34.Tho 	Indopenden~o Movemonts 
in Africa were not violent 

. , 

becausA of the humanitarian 
values and traditions of 
the British. 26 63 48 37 17 

35.Please give tho following information which is required for the 

classification and statistical treatment of the data. 


l.Age 	last birthdaya 


20 YijBrB and under 94 


21 to 25 years 74 


26 to 30 years 18 


Over 30 years 5 


2.59X (a) r,ala 	 145 

(b) ramah 	 46 

3.n,arltal ·status. 

r:,arried 26 

Unmarried 164 lnr 

*36.How many times have you changed your course of study berore ita 
compleUon? 

I.Never changed 189 

2.0nco only 2 

3.Twiclil 

4.Three times or more 
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; t 
TH,I~NK YOU fOR YOUR KINO COOPERATION.If there are soma comments you wish to 
make in connection with the qUQstiorlnaire or in connection with your 11fe as 
a atudent in ganaral,plaase usa tha rest of this sheet and please feel frae 
to continue on a new sheet if nacessary. 

'r

• j' 

F 
I . 

• 1
;1. 

I 

i 
" 

. 

I . 

http:COOPERATION.If
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APPENDIX 3 


THE If"PACT OF' RACIAL DISCRIlTiINATION 


We have allocated this issue to an appendix not becauso it is unimportant 

or irrelevant for the life of the stud~n~ while they ara in the UK but because 

it has certain characteristics which sat it apart from Such tangible sojourn 

variables as finance, accommodation, acadomic difficulties and so on (soma of 

these we shall indicate in a momont) and bocausu it is bound up sointimataly 

with the above sojourn variables that it it difficult to isolate and study it 
, 

separately. A further f8ason for this allocation cuncarns tho matt~r of space 

since analyses of prejudice (1n view of the above) involve a number of control. , 

11ng operations if an attempt should be mado to isolate it and to study oath I. i 
: ~ 

its effects on tho students and the latter's reaction patterns for dea11ng i! 
I 

1 '\' 

with it. These reasons make our attempted analyses in this scction very t~nt~_ il 
~ ,i 

tive. Indeed, if our analyses in the main part of th8 study 1s tentative, the i 

, , 

conclusions we are about to indicate are even more tentative because tho stUdy: I 

II
of racial discrimination ~"ong wast African students is only an or'-shoot 0' 
our research objectives. Consequently, we have not beun able to investigate its 

dimonsions as thoroughly as the issue demands. But Guch conclusions as we 

indicate ara suggestive for the light they throw both on the phonomenon and. 
on the student's reactions towards it. 

Racial discrimination. as many observers have notad, is most of ton ax

parienced by the students in connoction with their search for suitable accom

modation. Out this, by no moans, implios that it can be limited to that small 

area. On the contrary, it 1s even more widespread than this extending t~ go~ > 

neral housing and houso purchase as well as general employmo~t opportunities 



o' 

1 q
(as rocent resaarch has re-emphasised) • In view of this, wo have had to ra- . i 

ject one research approach which is usually utilised in connoction with study

ing the incidence of racial discrimination among students from other countrios 

if we should obtain any understanding of the impact which the phenomenon makes 

on lliest African stUdents. This approach consists of the construction of direct 

quostions (which arB then put to the students) concerning the actual numoer of 
:;' 

times that racial discrimination has boun experionced by the students in qUBS- .! ., 

tion. for soma unexplained reasons the situations in which such experiences 

may have beun Obtained ara not usually catalogued at the sama time. 

We have rejected this approach for a num~er of rSdsons. firstly, the pra_ 

suppositions that this approach makes are neither reasonable in themsolves nor 
t.;! ; 
I'i 

do thoy bear any rolationship to pre-existing socio-psychological research : ! 
; ~ 

I I 
on racial discrimination. One of these presuppositions concerns :he identifia_ I• , I 
bility of prejudice and discrimination. The approach presumes that an outside i 

il 
o~Berver Fannot Observe the incidence of the phenomenon and that only the , : I . 
person who is the object of the discriminatory action can do this. On the face Iof it, this sounds reasonable but its further implications ara not. It implies . I 

I 
.'that racial discrimination is not Just identifiable by the individual but that . I ,

ithere are situations which are identifiably 'discriminatory' or 'non-diacrimi_ ~

: ! 
natory'. Thus where the students report no discrimination it can be presumed ; 'I 

, 

that the situation was not 'discriminatory' and lIice versa, This clsarly under..:; I 
estimates the prevalence of prejudice because it simplifies the nature of the 

phonomGnon. Racial discrimination i9 not 80 identifiable even by the person 
! - ' 

who has been the object of discriminatory practices. The individual is 1nvol- • 

veq!n myriads of social situations in all of which his identity would be 1n

Valved to soma extent. That a situation is described 88 'discriminatory' may ....... 

1. ill.W. Danial -Racial Discrimination in England-(Penguin Books)London.1968 
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therefore reflect the Bxtent to which unpleasantness has been experienced in . 

anY'one Bocial interaction irrespactiv~ of whether such un~leasantnass can be 

attributed largely to racial factors. To this extent, tha individual who re

cords a situation as 'racially discriminatory' may be saying mora a~out him-
, j 

8alf than about the situation. To usa such a rasponoa as an indication of tho 

prevalence or incidence of racial discrimination would therefore lead to 
; j 

unreliable conclusions. 

Tha 8acond implication of this approach is that it simplifies human be- 'I 	
! 

, 
I

havloural raspbnses to situations which are potentially unpleasant for the I!:I: ,. 
,t, 

individual and prosupposes that thos(J who do not roport discdminatory actions' t
il' 

do not nevertheless rS3ct a. if these actions actually existed. This claarly 

makes no reference to previous research. It is a w81l-kno~n fact that indivi

duals ara motivated to action less by the situation In hand end mora by their 

systems of ideas end that if an individual believes that something is taking 

place he would react In expectation of the occurenca and his r~action would 

not be different from that or another person who has actually observed the ,.., 
phenomenon. This is the f~mouB Thomas thooram (otherwise called the Salf-ful

filling prophecy)l. Situations of .tress bring the working of this principle 
. 'i 
" 

: i 
I 

to the fore but is nevertheless a 'normal' aspect of 60cial,8xiatenco. Thus 
, ~ ~ 

ono hardly expact~ the combat,soldier not to react to the shout -The enemy 	 is 'j 
, ' 

coming" until the enemy is actually there, nor for that matter can one expect 

the depositor of money in a uank not to withdraw that money on the suspicion 

of a financial crash until tho crash has actually taken place. Viewed in this , ! 
way, the above presupposition can be seon,to the both unreasonable and theore_~ 'I 
tically invalid, It Is beC8U99 of tho workinp of tho ahovo-statod principle 

1. R.K. marton "Goctal Theory ann Social structure" op.cit. chap. XI 
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"that some overseas studonts have been observed to exhibit a certain amount of 	 I! 
; ; 
ihesitation in d~scribing a situation as 'discriminatory' or 'non-discriminato- II 

i' 

it 
Thirdly, such a direct approach completely ignores the effects of Social 

Desirab1lity motivation. In e social structure such as that of the UK whore ' 	
1 \ 

racial di5crimination is considorod to be ~orally 'wrong', a certain amblva~ 
J

lenca2 is to bo vxpacted among those who nevertheless practice it. On't.he othet';!, t 
:!,i 
.~ L :hand, parsons who ara, in fact, 'guests' in this environment would experience 

, 3 Ji
i/: " a strong motivation to make rospons8s which are gratifying to the hosts • Tha 	 . ! i ~: 

irIcombination of those influonc83 would therefore make such responses widely in-	11; I 
, ~, i 

!i~ ~ accut'<:Ite as a description of the 'guests' experience of the phenomonon. In \/iElUl'-:\ 1 

or thuR~ draw~ack3 W3 utili sod indirect referoncos to racial prejudica a6 our 	 ''II 
li!l,
, :1mnin research tool. Iii; ,! ~, :' I 

.The a~ova makes our objective cloar in ana respect. It is ouvious that 
;. !.11~ \ 

our interost is not in t18 prevalonce of actu~l racial discrimination among 
, If 

the students but conCerns the oxtunt to which racial discrimination affects 

the studonts irrespective of whuthar tho individual respondent has actually I 
experlrmcerl it or simply imaQino9 it. nur rosClnrch inter3st than enn be sum- _ .: 

~ Il 
i 

1. P.E.P. "NClll) Coml1lOnl!Jo:!lth StudRnts in nritnin" op.cit. pp.14S/9 	
<, -

I> 

2. 	This has beLn widely noted. ~ea for instance K.L1ttla" "Nsgroes in llr1tairt' i~ 
(Kagan Paul)London,l947.pp.239-24lJ aoe also Anthony H.Richmond "Colour "I 
prejudice 1n nr1t~in"(Routledge &Kagan Paul, London,1954.esp.pp.6J-66 and· 
Alex Carey op.ci;p.l74. marvyn morris quotLS a s~ction from the work of the 
Jamaican poet A.G. Bennet which puts tha sarna thing in a satiric~l context ;1 
viza "Since I como 'era I nevur mot a sing1Q English poroon who 'ad any : ~! 

colour prejudice. Once, I walked the whole length of a street looking: I 
for a room, and evaryon3 told rno that h~ or she tad no preJudiCo I'! 
ag~inst coloured people. It was the neighbour ~ho was stupid••• Nalgn~! 
bouro ara the worat poople to 1ivQ beslda in thlo country". ' 

(SOg morris in H. Tajfal and J. Dawson eds. "DisappointRd GU8StS· (OUP) 

L~ndon 1965, p.21) 


3. 	seo Robert Zajonc's demonstration of this in his "Aggressive Attitudes of 
the stranger as a function of conformity Pre3~uras· in Human Ralations 
Vol.S, 1952, pp.205-216 
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marised in termu of two questions. Those are (1) what are tho effects on the 

students' personality of living in a society where racial discrimination oc

curs of wh1ch they are likely to be objects? and as a corollary (2) given the 

students' sense of identity as this obtains during tho pariod,of sojourn, what 

ara their reactions in rsspact of (a) the lmportancathey attach to it and (b) 

~hathar different 'types' of students tend to impute rac1al discrim1nation to 

all'situations (irrespective of whether the characteristics of that aituation 

merit such an imputation or not)? 

The Effect of Racial Discriminntion· 

Actions which are perceived a~ be1ng 'discriminatory' ara accompanied 

by a fealing of unfairness or injustice on the part of the parson who exper1

sncBS them. This, 1n itself, is the rosu~t of an absence oflegltimacy for tho

'.action as tar as that person is concerned. An action would have an effect on 

the individual to the extent that he considers it as legitimate or not. This, 

however, is only one dimension. Thera 1s another dimension wh1ch effects the ': 
. .; , , ~ 

extant to which such 'discriminatory' actions can affect the individual and 
< ., 

this concerns the amount of relevance of such actions for the individual • Nat 
, ' 

all allegodly '~iscriminatory' actions ara rB~evant tor the indiv~d~~l s~nca I 
he may know ot thJir existence but may have had no first-hand ~xperience of SUCh I '. i

. ! , ~ 
.... ".,.. I 

actions. Where, un the other hand, he may havo personally encountered such \ ! 
I 

actions he would become sensitized to it tar mora than 1s the case with those " 

. , 
who have had no personal experience. NBvertheless, as pointed out above, reae, 'I,: 

tions - sociological and psychological - do not wait tor personal encounters 

with the phenomenon. , , 
I 

The point about these two social dimensions ( 1.e. relevance and legiti_ 

macy) 1s that they interact to issue in dsgre!;;s of importance of.the phanome_ 
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, j 
non for various individuals. UJhen. therefore, a respondent claims that racial .\ 

discrimination is not important for him he is, indeed, saying that the lagiti

macy dimension and the dimen3ion of relevance, internct in such a way as to 

make the phenomenon seem unimportant to him. The interaction may be different 

with anoth~r parson who would consequently consider it to be relatively mora 
'. 

important. We can suggest a simple paradigm which would explain how different 

individuals coma to attach different degraes of importance to the phenomenon. 

Thera ara four possible dtuations which we have r.umbared, 

Relevance to the Individual 

Legitimacy for 
the Individual·' High 1. No perceived 2. No percoived 

discrimination discrimination 

~ 3. 'Discriminatory' 4. Unimportant for indiv. 

but in only ona of these situations is a 'discriminatory' action possibla, 
."i. ' 

that is, where the individual aees no logitimacy for the a~tion and"~harQ the 

raluvance of the action for him is high such as in the search for accommoda

tion. Thoae who attach great importance to racial discrimination would be , I 

loc~ted in this quadrant while tho others in situations 1, 2 and 4 would" ax· , I 

press relatively lower amounts of importance to racial discrimination. By mean.: ':1
, ! 

of this paradigm ~a are enablad to S8e that the perception of racial discriml. ;ti 
, I 

nation would vary mora according to situational (actors such as relevance and ! 

legitimacy and loss according to personality factors. Thus the points of amps.· ··1 
, i 

I 
i 

ass of our two basic quos tiona concerning discrimination are primadly situa
, i

, ! 
tional. t 

Anxietx and Racial Discrimination 

In view of the a~ove. the individual who faels that he has beon the ob
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ject of racial discrimination would be expectod to register this feeling in 

his general anxiety level, hisr1avEl of self-image and in hi:> situational 

satisfaction while he is in the UK, Our analysis was based on the usa of an 

indir€ct question dealing with racial discrimination and the studsnts. per-

caption of it when they arrived in this country. n,e question itself was part 

of a battery of eeven items which dealt with the students expectations about 

life in tho UK before they arrived and the discrepancies (and resulting 

disappointments) between their expectations end the real 8ituation as they 

round it on arrlval*.' In all these items the students ~ere asked to indicate 

Whether Dr not they consciously held expectations before they arrived and 

the amount of importance ror them which they ettach to discrepancies between 

expectations and reality on arrival. The responses were coded in terms of a 

four-point interval of importance ranging from -Very great importance-, 

·Croat importance-, .Soma importance" to "Of no importance". The spacific 

they leavo west Africa, You may have formed some sort of picture about Englan~ 

before you cama hera. In what areas have you found discrepancies end to what 

extent are these discrepancie9 important for you? please tick in the appropri_ 

eta column below-. The coded rosponsos were than transferred to punch-cards 

for processing. Since the proportion of studonts in our eXperimental sample 

who were new arrivals (i.a. had beun in the UK for lass than three months) 
~, ~ 

I 
was &mall (l.3~), the responses to this question would have been determined ,; 

largely by memory of their first days in the UK and also (perhaps," more impor_ , -!I 
, '·1 

tantly) by their perception of social life 1n the UK as far as th~sa areas :1 

ere concernod. Our rcsulto can thon be considered aareflecting morv on their* Sea Experimental Questionnaire 1n Appendix 2 A 

! 
f" , 

;, {; 
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social perception of lifu in the UK and lass on their initial reactions. 

The analysis of tho res pons us showed that a large majority of tho st~dontE i 

held soma kind of expectations about it. Only 9% did not hold such expecta

tions. However. tho f~ct of holding expectations may be a reflection of the 

further fect that many west African students tend to hava rolatives who stud~ 

in the UK and who may hav3 passed on information about racial discrimination. 

Out this in itself says littlo about the students' undarotanding of racial 

discrimination before they lp,ft their home countries. Since they are unlikely 

to have experienced it before, their expectations may consist of generalised 

notions which ara only slightly related to tho phunomonon. 

But while the fact of holding expectations dODS not givo any indication .~. 

of the 'meaning' which the studonts attached to racial discrimination while 

in their home country, the reality of the situation and the possibility of 

!boing objects of discriminatory actions would influence the leval of importan_ 

eEl 	 which the atulJont attaches to the discropancy betweun his expectations and H
.'

his perception or bohaviour 1n this areal. In the furthor analysis or the dat~ 


thon, we concentrated our attention on the degrees of importunce which the stu. 


dents report that they attach to the discrepancy betweun what they expected 


and the reality of the situation as they found it on thoir arrival and sub-
!, 

esqucntly. 


rurther analysis or the level of importance attached by the students 


showed that only 14% of the students considered discrepancy in this area nat 

to be important for them. The rest attributed varying dagreos of importance 
, f 

to 	it. ranging from •soma importance' to • very great importance' .', About one
, i I 

third (32',1Q of the !';tlJnpntq consld~red dhcrepAnCy 1n this eraa: ~o be 'of vert 

1. 	The assays in Honry Tajfal and John Dawson bring out this discrepancy and 
the ra-assessmont of views about UK which usually follows. 

.f 

I 
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great importance'* for them. Takun altogether, then, 66% felt that the 

discrepancy was of importance for them while 14% attached 'no importance' to 

1t. In order to find out whath~r there are 1dent1fiable character1stics 

associated with those who attribute different levels of importance to die

crepancy in this area, we further analysed the data by Generalised Anxiety. 

Our results showed virtually no difference in anxiety levels between 

those who attribute 'some importance' and those who attribute 'great import

ance'. But a distinct breaK occurs between those who attribute 'very great 

importance' and tho~e attributing only 'great lmportance~.e. the adjacent 

category) as Tabla 1 below shows. The former show high anxiety compared to 


Table 1 


Discrepancy [Lith Rt3Qard to RaciAl Qiscrimirlill9n aX Generalised Anxiety 


Response category 


Of very great Of great Of soma Of no 

Anxiety Score l!!!.f?ortance % 1mportancl!, % Importance % Importance 


High 62 58 53 


low 18 42 47 100 

1 

l,

Total Per Cent , 100 100 100 100 


Number of' Cases 65 80 34 29 


x2 • 51.831 df • 31 P less than 0,001 
Notel The analysis in this table and in the rast of this Appendix 1s 

based only on those who report that they held expectations. 

the latter(SE • 7.11%Jsig.at 0.01).
Pl-P2 

However, this result is an approximation since Anxiety is not the 

result of' racial discrimination alone. Aa we have Baan in the main body of 

the study,thera are extraneous variables which influ~rc9 anxiety In the 

80 fourn situation. OnlY by simultaneously controlUng for all thB!,e 

* Sea Tables at the end of this Appendix. 

http:7.11%Jsig.at
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variables can surna idoa of ~he contribution of racial discrimination to 
, 

anxiety be obtained. It is impossible to carry out all thesa controlling 

prccaduras partly because of the danger of sampling fluctuations in:volved 

in such procedures but also because of the small size of some o( the .j\ 

sub-categories of responses. Our results in Table l,then, can only be consid- ,. ~ 
, 
,

ered as a demonstration of the fact that discrepancy with regard to racial 
~ ~ 

discrimination - in association with other sojourn variables - contributes 

to the. level of Generalised Anxiety which obtains among th~ stUdents while 

they are in the sojourn environment. But who,one might wellssk, ars those 

students who tend to attach 'very great importancs' to discrepancy in this 

area? Are there other characteriltics to be observed in connection with 

these students? further analysis of the data provides useful indications Ii 

Table 2 

Discrepancy With Regard to Racial Discrimination 8y Sit, Satisfaction 

Response category 

Of very great Of great Of some Of no 
Sit, Satisfaction Importance% ImportBnce% Importance% Importance% 

High 24 5U 67 69 

low' 76 50 33 31 

Total Per Cent' 100 100 100 100 
, ' 

i! 
j 
l 

, I,
Number of Casas 65 80 33 29 

2 x • 25.201 df • 31 P less than O.OO~ 
:.f, 
I 
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Table :5 

Discrepancy l'!ith Regard to Racial ['i9crimi~ion_8y psych, Adjustment 

Response category ! 
Of very groat Of' great Of 80ma Of no 

Psycho Adjustment Imeortance~:S Im[2ortance% Im[!ortance% Importance% 

High 	 31 49 65 66 

Low 69 51 35 34 

Total Per cent 100 	 loa loa 100 

Number of Cases 65 80 34 29 

X2 • 15.66, df • 3, P less than O.O~ 

Tables 2 and 3 above show associations between the degree of importance 

attached to discrepancy in this area and Situational Satisf~ction and Overall 

Psychological Adjustment respectively. Theae suggest that atudenta who attach 

'! a high degree of i~portanca to discrepancy in this area are not only high un .i 
) 

lj 

Anxiety but also low on both Situational Sati8faction and Overall Psychological :1 

Adjustment. .1 

However, since both variables are also associated with Anxiety reapec

tivBlyl(as well as discrimination as above), our previous result in Table 1 , . 
may well be a reflection of the stud8nts' lower levels of Situational Sati8

faction and Overall Psychological AdJustmGnt. In order to find out whether 

this is so, we controlled the data in Tabla 1 for (a) Situat~onal Satisfaction 

2and (b) Overall Psychological Adjustment and standardis&d. Our results 

. sshow that -those attaching 'vt;!ry great importance' to (liacNpancy in this ; t 
! 

area would still show high anxiety were all stUdents to h~ve the 8ama level ot 

3 tboth Situational Satiofaction and Overall Psychological AdJustmenf respectivel>I 

\ 

1. See Tables 5 and 6 at the end of' this ~ppendix. 	
\ 

, l 
2. See Tables 7 and 8 at the and of this Appendix. 	 --,, 
3. 	The original difference of 82% having fallan to 57% in the case of Situat " i 

ional Satisf'action and 53% in the case of Paycholog1cul Adjustment. 

'. 
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I
fUrther analysis by s~lf-im~ge did not sho~ a statistically significant 

i 

association with discrepancy in this area. i 
1 

Our ganersl conclusion of this part of the analysis, thon, 1s that 

the dS9rse of importance which the experimental students attach to dlecrs- ., 
i 

pancy 1n this area is, undoubtedly, a function of their levels of Situational 


Satisfaction and Overall Psychological Adjustment. Where these are hiCh, 


the degree of importance ateched would be relatively low and vice versa. 


Nevertheless"racial discrimination does contribute to a relatively high 


leval of Ggneral1sed Anxiety since large differences remain efter controlling ,: t 


for the extraneous influence of Situational Satisfaction and Overall' 


Psychological Adjustment. 


A possible Consequonco of Racial Diecrlmln~tion1 

The proportion of tho experimental stUdents who r~port that 

discrepancy between their expectations and the reality of racial discrimin-

Iietion is 'of vary great importance' for them (i.e~ 32%) may have been 

ssn3itisud to the phenomenon by their personal experience while they have 

bean in the UK or by their knowledge of it from their friendS. Thess stUdents 
! 

would than be expected to HllrJIJl a differential tendency to impute 'racial 
! 

, ! 

, I i 

discrimination' to situatiuna which may not justify such a description. In 

, f order to find out whether the characteristics of the atudonta influence 
: 

, 'i 
their imputation of 'racial discrimination' to aituatiofla we included a i 

1 
l 

projective item in the quu~tionnare for the sxperimentala. · : 

, 	 I 
tThis item described a realistic ~ocial situation involving a waiter who 	 · ( 

~ i 
delays service to a group of persona. Howevar, no conclusions were 	 : i 

· \ 

.,i-
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.1 

built into the d~scri~tion. The students wers then require~ to give reasons i 

j .! 
for the occurcnco of the phenomonon which is described. In building up this I 
description, various requirements wore prescriued at the pre-pilot stage 

because situations which can be either 'dibcrimin3tery' or 'non-discriminato

ry' are difficult to define. No referenca can thereforo bu made to the situ

atien per S9 in order to evaluate the imputations ~hich individwals read into 

it. Tha guides which we daveloped and which contributed towards the situation 

we included in the quostionnaire (after many revisions) ware the following: 

(1) The situation should oe realistic i.e. it should not be hypothetical to 

the extent that it cannot arise in everyday social inter~ction; (2j it should 
r 

be ambi~uous such that if all the persons doscribed ware white this would deci~.t 

dodly alter the imputations which subjects would a~a in the situation as again~ 

the opposite where the persons described are not whits; (3) if the identities 

of parsons involvod are not given at all, the situation would not ue seen 

as being inherwntly 'discriminatory'. Thi~ requirem~nt followed from research 

into Anti-Samitism in America which showed that if a group of parsons are 

given a group of photographs of white persons and ara asked to doscrioe 

facial expressions, beauty, etc. no reference would be Clade to stereotypes of 

the Jew. Howevsr, once this iduntity of Dna of the photographs is given as 

being that of a Jew then all t~a stereotypos associated with the J~w enters in

to the descriptions (e.g.facial expr~.sion become imputed with cunning and 

momentary advantage, long noses etc). We reasoned th~n that the situation 

(without the identity of persons) should not evoke 'racial discrimination'. 

and (4) the emotional tone of description should not point to any kind of 

pre-existing antipathy or unpleasantness. 

The warding of the~em which we actually used fulfilled the abova 



conditions. We gave the ldGntity of the participants to provide a point of 

reference but not the identity of the waiter or the maid. ThQ actual item 

used, reads as followlS -Hare is a typical situation. ror. X i8 an African 
" 

student. and his girl.friend Y is English. On~ day, they form a four-soma with 

John and his wife (both English) and went to a first-class restaurant to 

caleorate xes recent examination success. Once in, the waitlr tak~8 the order 

and promptly comes back with two soups for John and his wife, He returns to 

the pantry, But instead of promptly bringing two more soups he sits in the 

passaga,chatting with the kitchen-maid. Y is .ssthing with angar at the delay, 

picks up h~r gloves and all four left the restaurant, leaving two cold soups 

behind. What would you, in the position of X, conclud~ about the Waiter's 

dalay?" 

The responsos ware coded in twrma of a 8ev~n-point scale which was then 

dichtomised in the actual analysis, to reflect high and low imputation of 

racial discrimination. The cut-off point was determined by the median of the 

distribution of reaponses. (I
The raaponsws showed a tendency to concentrdte less on the situation aa , I 

given and mora on factors which Bre not immediately appar~n~. many assumed : I 
j; I

th3t both the waiter and the kitchon-maid ~re white. The responeos ranged , ! 
I

, i 
1 •from monosyllables such as "stupid". "ignorant-, "narrow-minded" and 60 on 
~: i, I 

(20%) to elaborate explanations not mentioning racial discrimindtion at all at I 

the oth~r extreme (8%). Soma of the latter explanations were atypical and in

teresting in themselves. Thera is ana who siruply said "Thera is soma misundar_ 

atandiny somewhara-i another said "He wo~ld not servo because the Blacks are 

~5 mean as tho scotch". a third said "It ·i5 rather an awkward situation. The 

waiter may hav~ been hanging on for extra soup from the kitchen owing to 

shortagos, so that each casa has to be Judged according to circumstances". 

i 
d 
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However, the most frequent r~sp~nsa rnGntioncd racial discrimination(52%). 

rurther analysis of those m~ntioning racial discrimination did not show I 
i 

anyacsociation with self-image. This result may reflect on the fact that the , 
" 

situation was, perhaps, not ambiguous enouQh or al~ernativ8ly that imput

ations of racial discrimination into situations such as this are more or 

less uniform among the students. There is, of course, a third explanation in 

the possibility that different situations are 'imputation-evokin~(perhapB 

involving soma dimension of intensity) and that the situation described ia 

not one that evokes such imputations. 

We can now conclude our discussion In this A~pendix. Our results show 

that the 8tudents are aWRre of racial discrimination (66% of the sample 

experienced a discrepancy in this regard) in the UK but that this is not 

relatod to imputations of 'racial discrimination', to 8ituations. 

'JBbles to Appendix 3 

Table 1 

Responses to Item on Discr,epancy Regarding f\acial Discrimination 

Degree of Import~ncR 

Total Response 2U~(loo~) 
l 

Total Reporting no expectations 
, r 

regarding Discrimination 20( 9~)* 
Total reporting' 209( 91%) ! 

, ,229(100%) 
" 

i 

Notel 2 non-response 
excluded 

* rurthar analyses in this Appendix excludes this category. 

Of very great 

Importance 66( 32%) 


or groat 

Importance OO( 38%) 

Of 80roe 

Importance 34( 16%) 


Of no 

Importance 29( 14%) 


) 
) 
) 

• 66% attaciling importance) 
) 
) 
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i c~ 

D!screpancy Regarding Racial Discrimination By Generalised Anxie~ 

R8s~onSB Cate~orl 

~................"'"'_',,"",<;,; .'';'' , 


or very great Of great ()f some or no 
,8nx1etl Score ImE,ortenca Im~rtanc9 Imeortan~a Im[2ortanca lutel 

High 53( 62%) 46( 50,') lS( 53~) 117- '; !, 

Low 12( 18%) 34( 42%) 16( 47%) 29(100%) 91 , J 

Total 65(10o~) 80(100%) 34(loo~) 29(10u%) 208 

Note: 1 non-response excluded 


X2 • 51,83, dr • 3, P les8 than 0.001 


Table 3 

Discrepancy Regarding Rac1al Discrimination B~ S~tuationa1 SatisfactIon 

RaEonse Cate90rl 

or very great or great Of some or no 
Situational S.~t. Importance Im£.ortance Importance Importance Total 

High l6( 24%) 40 ( 50/~) 22( 61%) 20( 69%) 98 

Low 49( 76%) 40( 5U%) ll( 33~) 9( 31%) 109 

Total 65 (loo~b) UU(loo~) 33(100%) 29(100~) 207 

Notal 2 non-response excluded 


X2 • ~5,281 df • 31 P les9 than O,OO~ 


Table 4 , I 
Discrepancy Regarding Racial Qiscrim~nation By Overall psych, Adjustment :.' t 

!' f 
Response Cat9Qor~ ". ! 

:'1, l Of very great or great Of aome or no 
Overall, P8ych,AdJ,Importanc.~ ImportancA Importance Im,2.ortanca Total " f 

I 
"., !

; 

IHigh 2a( 31%) 39( 49%) 22( 65%) 19 (66%) 100 
i! 

Low 45( 69%) 41( 5110) 12( 35%) lO( 34%) 108 ,t , 

Total 65(100%) 80(100%) 34(100%) 29 (100%) 20B 
...... 

~otQ' 1 non-rosponse excluded 

X2 • 15,66, df • 31 P les9 th~~]l 
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Table 5 

Ganoralised AnxiBty I~y Situation;)l Sat1sfacti'..;;,o:...:.,n__ 

Sit. Sat, Score AnxiAty Score 

Low Total 

55( 60%) 104High 

Low SLi( 64%) 37( 40~) 125 

Total 137(1UO~~) 92(100%) 229 

2 NQt~1 2 non-rssponse excluded 
~~t38J c1f • 11. Ploss th;:m 0.001 

,l 

~ j
Tabla 6 ; ~ 

. ' 
j, '
. 

. . 
).'.. ,'..Genl3rali88U Anxiet~ Br .o.v3.rall PBych.Ac1Justment ! 
~. i 

!,i 

; .,
~v8rall Psych. AdJ. 8nxirty !)co.r.e 

Iot.el, ,." 

73( 79%) 111High 

low 99 ( 70/~) 20( 21%) 119 

-
Total 137 (lOOi~) 93 (lOO~b) 230 

Note I 1 non-.response excluded 


X2 • 56,66, df • 1, .e much less than P.Oul_ ! 

I 
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Tqblo 	7 ,j 

Discrepancy Regarding Discrimination By Generalised Anxiety Standardised 
________________~on__S~i~t~u~a~t~i~o~n~.l Satisfaction 

Response Cate~orl 

Of very great Of great Of soma Of no 
Anxiety Score Importance % Importance% Importanca% Importance% 

High 81 '59 4B 24 	 ~ i 
l 1 
- .} 
; 
, 

"f: 
Low 19 42 52 76 	 : i 

,,' '1 

d ~ t >Total 	Per Cent 100 100 100 100 
~' 

:i I,
Number of CaS93 65 	 8U 34 29 n
Notal 	This gives the standardised ratos of the results in Tabla 2 in the ;: ~ 

Appendix Tables. The original differenco Dr 02% between- the two I 
end categoriBs(i.e.'of very graat importancw' and 'of no importanc~. L 
has now fallan to 57% which is eign1ficant at 0.01 with • 1 
SE • 12. g];~o * 

Pl- P2 

Table a 
Discrepancy Regarding Racial Discrimination By Anxiety Standardised on 
________________~o~v~c~ra~l~l~P~B~y~c~h~~i~c~a~l~A~d~l~u~s~t~m~en~t~__________________ 

Responso 

Of vary great Of great Of some or no 
AnX!Aty Gco~ IMportance% Importance% Importanca% Importanco % 

High 	 77 58 48 24 

Low 	 23 42 52 76 

Total Per Cent 105 15d 100 leo 

Number of Cases 65 	 eo 34 29 

Notal 	This gives the standardised rates for Tabla 2 in Appendix Tables. 
The original differonca of 82% has now fallen to 53%(i.e. the 
difference between the two end categories) which 1s oignificant at 
0.01 with SE p • 12.08,:.

Pl- 2 

, 
, ~ 

, ., " \ , 

.1 
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APPErJOIX 4 

CRITERlmJ VALIDATION SCHEDIJLE fOR THE SELf-WAGE INDEX , I , 
Though face validation constituted the bulk of the validation procedures 

with which we tested the validity of the self-imaga index, it was necessary to ,\ . ' , 

check by an extornal criterion whether, in fact, our measure is validly mea

suring what it is designed to measure. The external criterion used consisted 

of the ratings of the tutors of a sub-sample of the students in the experimen_ 

tal sample in one university, obtained independantly from the responses of the
'-. 

\ 

stud~nts themselves. The students did not know that their supervisors were 

being asked to provida ratings against which thoir responses ware correlated. 

The supervisors, on the other hand were informed that the studunts had com-

plated the questionnaires including the self-image index Uut wer~ not informod 

of the natura of thair responses. In this way the dan9sr of bias was kept to 

a minimum. The validation schedule and the lettar which accompaniod this are 

reproduced below. The results of this validation check hav~ ba~n described 1n 

chapter 7. 

Ref.No ••••••••••• london School of (conomics 
Graduate School, 
Department of Sociology, 

Houghton street, Aldwych, 
London U/.C.2~ 

Date 

Dear Sir, 

I am a postgraduate student at the above-n3med institution, at present I 
engaged on a study of soma of th~ sociological and psychological .correlates 	 ; , 

, I .I 
; I of p~rsonality change among a sGlectod group of ~~1varsity stud~nt8. In con !

noction with this work, I have (1n tho last fow m~nths) bsun trying to deve
lop a rosearch instrument to moasure the self-image and self-conception of 
these students. The successful devalopmont of such an instrument would not 

, 
;l 
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 !I 
. ~ 
! i , 

only be of direct conssquencs to my study, but would also be of advantage to 
those who are responsible for selecting W0St African university students, 

Iand perhaps more importantly, for those who select overseas students for study , 
abroad. I am presontly carrying out a series of pre-tests of this instrument ! " 

and would like your co-operation in this regard. 

In order to ensure that the instrument is valid and reliable, it is 
necessary to give it out to different 'populations' of university students, 
with different aga ranges (to eliminate 'spurious' effects due to,maturatio . 
nal differences), at different levals of study and to compare the results. I 

, 

have already dona so with students from (names of colleges). The next ste~ is 
to correlate tha results of tutor's assessments with those provided indepen
dently by the instrument. 

many of the west African students at your university have bean kind 
enough to co-operate in this inquiry by completing a qUustionnaire which con
tained this instrument though, of course, they were 'naiv~(to use the language 
of the psychologist) about it in the sense that they were not aware of its 
presonce in the questionnaire. 

I shall be extremely grateful if you can provide mo (as supervisors ~f 
these students) with an assessment of them in confidence. I shall then be able 
to eaa the BXtent to which your assessment correlates with the results previ. " 
ded by the instrument. I must point out, however, that I am not so much in- ,i 

terested in their academic performance as I am in their personality assessment,l 
though brief details of the former would be appreciated as supplementary in- 1 
formation. As such, it is necessary that the stud8nts mointain the atmosphere l
of anonymity in which th~y completed the questionnaire so that they do nat 
feal themselves vulnerable (a constqnt suspicion of all students) and BO that 
your assessmont would not be 'tainted' by your personal relationship to him .: or her. 1 must also paint out that it will not be possible to identify indivi_ 
dual results as the material will ~B analysed by a computer. . 

It will be highly gratifying if your assessment could bu 'unstructured' 
i.e. if you can Just describe the parson of the studont as you know him or ha~ 
without any guides from the 'outside'. Nevertheless, I have attached tc thie '\ 
letter an Interpersonal (valuation Check-List which can be used BS 'peg~ for »~ 
this description. Where tho List do~s nat, in your opinion, provide a true :i 

enough pictura of the studont, please feal free to add to it, in your own' .' : i 
words, in the space provided. your assessment would naturally be held in tha ;.• !~ 
strictest confidence. 

» 

Thank you in anticipation of your co-operation, : I
I 

I: 

Yours Sincerely, !: 1I 

: I C., P. Cross S.Sc(soc).m.Sc(econ) '. i 
. I 
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INTERPERSONAL EVALUATION CHECK LIST 
, 

:1 
iUniversity Code No,,_____ studont Code No,_____ supervisor Code NO.,____ _ 

Here is a list of adjectives which can be used to characterise another indi
vidual. Please indicate (by means of a tick in the appropriato box) tho ad
jective 1n each sat which in your opinion applies to this student (name pro
vided). PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU TICK ONE OUT Of EACH SET Of ADJECTIVES. 

Octant 1 	 Octant 2 
I 

1. 	Dictatorial 1. Egoistical, conceited • •••• 

2. 	manages others, dominating, 2. Boastful, proud and self
.. bossy satisfied, snopbish 

. . 
3. 	Undecided (I am) 3. Undecided (1 am) 

4. 	Good leader, likes 4. Self-reliant, s~lf-conri
responsibility, forceful ••••• dent, independent ••••• 

5. 	Able to give & take ordars 5. Self-respecting ••••• 

I 
!octant 3 	 octant 4 I 

1. 	Always ashamed of self ••••• 1 • Clinging vine ••••• 

2. 	Timid, shy, self-punishing ••••• 2. wants to be led • •••• 

3. 	Undecided (1 am) 3. Undecided (I am) 

4. 	Lacks self-confidence 4. Very respectful to 
apologetic authority 

5. 	Able to criticise eelf 5. Grateful 

t 




••••• ••••• 

••••• • •••• 

••••• • •••• 

••••• 

••••• ••••• 
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Octant 5 , octant 6 

1. Expocts everyohe to 
admire him ••••• 1. Cold and unfeeling ••••• 

2. Acts important ••••• 2. Things only of himself 
. . • •••• 

3. Undecided (lam) ••••• 3. Undecided (1 am) 
.' ' , • •••• 

4. makes a good impression ••••• 4. Businesslike • •••• 

5. Wall thought of ••• • • 5. Abla to taka care of self • •••• 

Octant 7 Octant 8 

1. Spineless 1. Will believe anyone 

2. Obeys too willingly 2. (asily fooled 

3. Undecided (I am) 3. Undecided (I am) 

4. Modest 4. Trusting and eager to please ••••• 

5. Can be obedient 5. Appreciative 

THANK YOU very much for your kind co-oparation 1n this project. If you would 
like to add to this picture, please usa the space below and continue on a 
separate sheet if necessary. 

: . 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I 
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APPENDIX 5 

INDICES,RATING SCALES AND R:ETHOD or SCORING 

As has already been indicated in the text,tha study utilised Likert

-type scales with >weights assigned to tha five response categories of 

'strongly egree','agres','uncertain','dis8gres' and 'strongly disagree'.The 

8ama method of weighting was utilised in those instances where the 

respondent was asked to attribute d~gres8 of importance to the item in 

question.The scales were then converted into indices and the acore 0' 
th~ respondent on the item obtained by simple summation.The method by which 

the index conversion was carried out has been indicated in the main body of 

the atudy(chap. 7).We shall now,in this Appendix,describathe items which 

want into the construction of ths eleven indices and one rating Icore. 

The eleven indices were the following I 

1. Index of Generalised Anxiety 

2. Index ofSalf-Image 

3. Index of (motional Instability 

4. Index Df Situational Satisfaction 

5. Index Df Overall Psychological Adjustment 

6. Index of Weltern Orientation 

I

, i 
, ! 

7•. Index Df DDgmatism 

B•. Index Df Achievement 1l10tivatiDn . 

9. Index of Psychosomatic Disposition 

10. Index of Attitude to th~ English 

11. Index of Identification with Africa 

, . 
l 

1 '; 

, I 

I I,.1 

I 
I 
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The rating score which was used is (12) financial Strain Scoreo 

The composition of the various indices and rating scale is shown in the 

listing below. The correlation of each item with tha total score on that 

item 1s indicated (i.e. discriminatory po~ar)in parentheses next to the 

item to which it applies. The numbering of the qUGstions refers to their 

original location in the quastionnaires (as in Appendix 2). However, since 

each questionnaire is divided into two sections - Questions and Opinions ~ 

we prefix each item below accordingly to refer to the section in which it is 

to be found. Where the item is a sub-category of a wider question, we 

indicate this by a subscript following the number of the question e.g. 

ques. 26 refers to the second question in the Question Section or tha 

Questionnaires ( i.e. the first part) ond the sixth sub-category. 

1. 	Index of' Genr~ral1sed Anxiety 

This consists of the following items: Quea.27(o.73).Ques.10(0.73), 
"i 
\ 

Quas .205 (0. 73), Ques .206 (0.80) ,Ques .207 (0.73) ,aues .36 (O.Z3) and Ques.38 (O.5~: ,I 

1n QUGotionnaira A (Experimentals - see Appendix 2). The corresponding 

items in Questionnaire B (controls) aral QUGs.3.Qu8s.B1,Quos.8s,Quea.8
6

} 

, 

Ques.!1,Quoc.17 ann Ques.25. In all cases,positive responses to the items 

were giVen lower scorOG than negativa ones. Tha direction of intensity 
.

is therefora such that the respondent with high anx1ety would receive a , I 

low total score on summation over all items. 

2. 	Index of Self-Image 

This consists of the rollowlng items: Ques.37(O.49),Ques.39(O.48),Cpinion 

21(O.48),Op.23(O.46).Op.25(0.47).Op.27(O.48) and Op.31(O.47) 1n !
\ 

! 
; 

Questionnaire A. Tile corresponding items in Questionnaire!3 are: Ques.16, 

Ques.29,op.21,Op.23,Op.25,O~.27 and Op.31. Positive responses to the 

items (indicating hiQh self-imago) were given higher scores than negative 

Onas. 

) : . 

http:Ques.29,op.21,Op.23,Op.25,O~.27
http:Op.31(O.47
http:21(O.48),Op.23(O.46).Op.25(0.47).Op.27(O.48
http:Ques.!1,Quoc.17
http:QUGs.3.Qu8s.B1,Quos.8s,Quea.86
http:Quea.27(o.73).Ques.10(0.73
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3. 	Index of Emotional Instability 

This consists of,the following items. Ques.40(O.47),Queo.49(0.46),Op.29 
: ~ 

(0.45) and Op.33(O.45) in Questionnaire A. The corresponding items in 


Questionnaire 8 are: Ques.18,Ques.2S,Op.29 and Op.33. In this case, 


negative responsos to the items were given higher ecores than positive 


ones. The direction of intensity is therefore such that higher scores 

.•.. .. 

indicate lower levels of emotional instability than lower scorss. 

4. 	Index of Situational Satisfaction 

This consists of the following itomsl Op.l(O.6S),Op.4(O.49),OP.7(O.S8) 

and OP.19(O.83) in Questionnaire A. The number1nQ is the sarna for, the . . ~; 

I" 
corresponding itams in Quaationnaire B. Positive responses were givan higher.;i' 

Bcoras than negati~e ones. The direction of intensity is such that higher 

.1scores indicate higher levels of Situational Satisfaction than lower 


scores. 


5. 	lndex of Qverall Psychological AdJust~ont 

This is a composi~9 index consisting of all the items in Indices 1 to 4 
- , 

above and consists of 22 items in all. The varying directions of intensity 

ware taken into accoun~. Higher scores on this index indicate higher , 

levels of psychological adjustment than lower scores. 

6. 	Index of Western Orientation 

This consists of the follo~ing itemsl Op.9(0.8l}.Op.10(O.93),Op.ll(O.65) 
. 

Op.ll(O.8B),Op.20(1.OO) and Op.22(O.73). The numbering is the eama for 

the corresponding items in Questionnaire 8. Positiva responses ware given 

higher Bcores than negative onas. The direction of intensity is therefore ,
':. 	 " 

such that higher scores indicate higher levals of western Orientation than 

lowe:'!' scores .. 

http:Op.22(O.73
http:Op.ll(O.8B),Op.20(1.OO
http:Op.9(0.8l}.Op.10(O.93),Op.ll(O.65
http:OP.19(O.83
http:Op.l(O.6S),Op.4(O.49),OP.7(O.S8
http:Ques.18,Ques.2S,Op.29
http:Op.33(O.45
http:Ques.40(O.47),Queo.49(0.46),Op.29
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1, 	Index of Dogmatism 

This con3ists of the following itemsi Op,12(0071),Op,l3(O,69).Op,14{O,77). 

Op,15(O,88),Opol6(O,83) and Op.l7(O.50) in Questionnaire A. The numbering 

is the sarna for the corrosponding items in Questionnaire Bo Positive 

responses ware given higher scores than neg~t!vo onS6. The diroction of 

intensity 1s therefore such that higher scorss indicate higher levals of 

Dogmatism than lower scores. 
, 

8. 	Indox of Achievement motiv8tlon 

This consists of the follo.llin~ itelTIsl Quos.4l(O.49),Op02(O,69),Op.3(O.69), 

Op.5(O~50) and Op.5(O.50) in QUi33tionnaire A. The corresponding itl3ma in 

regiven highar scores than nogativa oncs. The diroction of intensity i& 

such that higher scor~s signify hi~her leveleor Achievemont Motivation 

~han 	lower scoras. 1 
, i1

9. 	lndGxof psychosomatic Dioposition_ • 
This consists of the following i tShlS I qUBs.42 (0,58), QUBs.4J(U.48) ,Ques. 

44(O.54),auBs.45(O.54) and Ques.46(0.46) in quaatiunnaira A, The 
I 

. icorroapondlng itomo in aUQstionnaira 8 arel Quas.20,aues.2l,Qu8s.22,au~s. • 1 

23 	and Ques.24. Raspona8s indicatin~ hiyh~r frequencie. of psychoaomatic 

illnesses were given higher scores than thos3 inuicnting lower 


frequencies. 


10. 	Index of Attitude to the English 

This conaist.s of tha following italllSI Op.24{0.C.O),Op,:SO(o.aO) and Op.34 

(0,64)· in QUl;jstionnolra A. TllS numbl3r1n~ is th~ .ame fOl' the corresponding 

items in Questionnaire a. positive responses were givell higher scores 

than negative on~8. Thw diraution of intensity is therefore such that 

higher scores signify more tavoura~l9 attitudes to the English than 

negative onas. 

http:Op.24{0.C.O),Op,:SO(o.aO
http:Ques.46(0.46
http:44(O.54),auBs.45(O.54
http:QUBs.4J(U.48
http:Op.5(O.50
http:Quos.4l(O.49),Op02(O,69),Op.3(O.69
http:Op.l7(O.50
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11. 	Index of Identification with Africa 

This consists of the following itemsl Op.26(O.80),Op.28(O.60) and 

Op.32(O.76) in Questionnaire A. The numbering 1s the sarna for the 
., 	 '!i .. .. ¥ 

corresponding items 1n Questionnaire 8. Positive responsas,wsre givan 

higher scores than negative ones. The direction of intonsity is therefore 

such that higher Bcores signify higher levels of Identification With 

Africa than lower scores. 

O~e rating scala was used, to provide Simple scores. The composition of this 
': 

scala is shown below. 

12. rinancial Strain Score 

This con3ists of the foll~~i~g items: QUo~ 25 (O.S4),Quos.2l3 (O.62) and 

Op.B(O.65) in Questionnaira A. This ScorB.was app11ed only to the j 

Experimental sample. Responses which indicated higher financial strain 

were given higher scores than responses which indicated lo~er financial 

strain. The diroction cflntens1ty 1s such, then, that highor scores , I 
• 

signify higher levels of financial strain than l~w~r onea, 

, I 

i I
; 1 , 

f i 
. I 

1 f 
! ' 

http:Op.B(O.65
http:O.S4),Quos.2l3(O.62
http:Op.32(O.76
http:Op.26(O.80),Op.28(O.60
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. APPENDIX 6 


sOCIa-ECONOMIC STATUS RANKING 
 '.i 

Social stratification in wast Africa has only recently become of interest 

to social researchers. But the faw stUdies which have resulted from this inte

rast tend to be fragmentary. In the circumstances; it was necessary to develop 

soma measure of socio-economic status since this wo. one pre-sojourn variable 

which previous research has suggested would influence the reactions of stu

dents to the sojourn experience. rurthar, tha prestige rankings which are wide.; 

ly available do not apply to west Africa. havinQ baen developed in the USA 

and in the UK for occupations which are usually found in these countries. WhiL 

similar occupations are to be found in west Africa, there are a range of 

others which ara specific viz. Paramount Chief, Asantehene, Imam, Cba, Chief

dom Speaker etc. and cannot be compared, crose-culturally, with anything found 

in the USA Dr UK either in terms of prestige or in terms of the extenttD 

which it is mediated by othar factors a.g. lineage relationships. In the ab

sence of any scala which can be applied to west African populations, we had to 

construct one ueing information provided by the respondents. 

statisti~ai Procad~ra 

In order to do this, we asked the students (in the questionnaire) (a) to 

rata their parents occupation (or it he was deceased his laat occupation) on 

a five-point scale ranging tram 'very high' to 'very low' and (b) to give 

information about the title of the position, whether the tather is/was an 

employer/employes, the number of parsons under him, his salary and any other , 
, , 
; 1 

information which is relevant. 

:I 
which ars generally found throughout wast Africa and others which are specific :1 

f 

\ 

Analysis of th~ pilot re&pons~s produced a range of occupations, many of 
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I. 

to certain regions e.g. Cba in ~dst6rn Nigeria, the Asantehene in middle 
.. 
jGhana, the Imam and Chiefdom Speaker. further, there was a marked absence of 

·occupations in the 'very low' prestige stratum of the subjective ranking of 

the students, a tendency which (at this stage) was attributed to either 8 

general 'upward' bias of responses or to a general absence of studonts from 

the lower socia-economic status groups. Whils much of the information provi

dad about whether the father is an employer or employee was 
, 

relatively reliab
. tl ' 

le(i.e. consistent with subsequent titlss given), there wasAw1de variation in 

the numbers of employees over whom the father was'in control. This variation 

was, undoubtedly, influenced by certain 'self-employed' categoriso which in

volva varying levels of delegation as well as multiplication of units. for 

instance, the 'farmer' could refer sometimos to the owner of a pitca of land 

which he works'himself, but could also refer to a'large pi€ca of land which 

is 'split up' ~nd worked by sevl::ral members of the respondent's family; 8esi

des. the tact. that a man is doscrib8d as a 'farmer' (with a certain number or • 

employees under him) do~s no~:(in·thecontext of west Arrica)indicat~ whether 

he also holds a sscond job'which may be related to his farming pursuits. ror 

instance. 80ma studontsreported that their fathers were 'Produce Exporters' 

~hich could be connected with the sale of produce from the father's tarm Dr 

be independent or it, 'The sarna kind of variation can 'be seen in the category 

Dr 'Carpenter' which could maan the sarna thing as a 'Cabinet maker' - a rea

ponse which some other students gave. The two can, but noed not, bo indepen

dent - information on number of employees notwithstanding. Similarly, the 
, ; 

ealari~s given against occupations (in the casa or the small num~BrB who felt 

able to give this kind of information) showed wide variation9 partly, no doubt, 
. ! 
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because of local variations in income as well as variations in the obligations 

i 
!Jattached to certain categories of occupations as we have seen above. The res-
I 

ponses of the experimental and thG control samples showed that these variations 
'I 

wera general. 

In view of these variations and the subjective assessments in the pilot· 

responses, we decided to seek more reliable and objective information by 

asking the students to rank a given list of occupations and to base our analy

'sis of socio-economic status on the results. We, accordingly, prepared a list 
I 

of 33 occupations (selected from the occupations given by the pilot students), 

built them into a new questionnaire (we presont a copy at the 'end of this 

Appendix), contacted a sub-sample of the stUdents and asked them to rank these 

occupations in terms of the respect which they possess -IN THE EyeS or PEOPLE 

IN WEST ArRICA-. This specification was made in order to defeat sUbjoctive . 

tendencies to 'over-rate' their fathers' occupations and, in this way, obtain 

a mora oDJective view of the prestige of the various occupations. This method 

of ranking involves many problems, the most important of which concerns the " ; 
I· 

shifting frames of reference in the mind of the person doing the ranking. ror 

instance, one person may rank an occupation in terms of the prestige per se : ~ 
I 

: t 

while others would rank it in terms of its profussional standing while yet 

others would rank it in terms of role-performance (i.e. the manner in which 

the office-bearer performs his duties). It would then be impossible to reflect 

these frames 'in any subsequent analysis. However, this would be a real problem 

if our objective was concerned with the assessment of a specific occupation 

rather than the oV8ral1 picture of how people grade different occupations. We 

were not directly concerned with the problem of the various factors which 

1predispose individuals to rank a certain occupation highly t nor did we expect 

1. A.r. Davies -Prestige of occupations- 8.3.5" Vol.3, 1952, pp.134-147 
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that the students would know anything about the way their fathers performed 

their occupational duties. All we were interested in (for the purpose of our " 

research) was the relationship between socio-economic status as measured by 

the father's occupational prestige (the two are flat, by any maans,synonYf!lOU9 

but are closely related) and various aspects of the sojourn situation. We felt, 

therefore, that this method of ranking was adequate for our purposeo 

The selection of the occupations used in the ranking questionnaire was 

based on the need for general applicability to most of the students in tha 

study. To this end (and while we 
GIl

did not completely ignore reg~l variations 

in occupations) we selected only those occupations whose prestige can be pre-

Burned to be known by the majority of the students. ror instance, though the 

Cba is relatively specific to western Nigeria, Dr the Imam to muslims and the 

northern parts of countries in west Africa, the Clergym3n to Christians etc., 

their guneral prestige is not restricted to these localities and regionso By 

contrast, we left out those occupations which are mora local in origin and 

whose prGstige would vary according to local circumstances e.g. local community 
• 

leaders such as the village headman,local priests of various shrines and 

herbalists. Clearly,then. the occupations selected and used in the ranking· 

questionnaire cannot be presumed to be representative of all occupations 1n 
I, 

west Africa since we restricted ourselves to those occupations given by the 

students o Navertheles9,tha list covered a good spread of all occupations as 

can be seen from the questionnaire at the end of this Appendix. 

A fiva-step Likert type scale was used for the rankings with the continuum 

ranging from "very high prestlga","high prestige" to "very low prestige". 

Weights of '1' through to '5' were assigned to each rank and the resulting 

choices transferred to punch-cards for analysis. 
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then, to check on the stauility of rankings over the different samples as 

well as to find out what the effect of having been away is, we sent soma uf 

the ranking questionnaires to one school in Nigeria (these were enclosed 

with the control quastionnair~s)o In all, then, we obtained three independent 

r~nkings of the prestige of the same 33 occupations - one from the pilot 

eample of 38, a second from 34 experimental stUdents and the third from 

ao control sample stUdents. The first two groups were contacted againo Ws 

present the results of the anal~sis of their responses in Table 1 below, toget~ 

her with mean ranks and standard deviations of each occupation. 

The resulting ronks show a relatively high level of stability over the 

three groups~ Only a few occupations 'changed' r~nks by as much as .40 and 

this occurred only among the controls. In general, the pilot and ths 

experimental samples' responses were more or less identical but differed, as 

a groupe and very slightly), from those of the controls. 

The results of the three rankings correlated highly with each other. 

We Dbtained a correlation of 0.99 (Spearman's rho) between the pilot and the 

experimental responses and one of 0.92 between those of the experimentals 

and the controls. The Kendall's tau (adjusted for ties) equivalents are 

0.93 and 0.67 respectively. Table 1 follows. 

___ .. _. =---,.==-_-----:--------------------.~----...... 

__..______________________________ 
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Table 1 

Comparison of Occupational Prestige Rankings 
,I;1 

Pilot (xee:dm. Control 
Occueations S.D.!ll:B.!. !:l!.B.!. ~ !l.Ji!. ~-
Doctor 1.21 .13 1.23 .13 1.46 .30 

Cabinet minister 1.32 .17 1.20 .14 1.41 .20 

Judge 1.35 .20 1.23 .16 1.46 .25 

memiJer of Parliament 1.67 .19 1.53 .21 1.48 .25 

Company Director 1.71 .26 173 .24 1.97 .23 

Director (Civil Service Dept.) 1.71 .27 1.70 .25 2.07 .28 

Commissioner of Police 1.75 .20 1.73 .20 2.00 .28 

lecturer 1.78 .23 1.79 .24 1.72 .24 

Banker &: financier 1.85 .22 1.79 .20 2.08 .26 

manager in a Company 1.88 .26 1.94 .22 1.83 .21 

lawyer 1.92 .22 1.91 .27 2.10 .16 

Oba 1.96 .28 2.03 a8 1.90 .28 

Qualified Engineer 1.96 .23 1.96 .23 1.57 .24 

major in the Army 2.00 2.05 1.76.22 .24 .28 

Owner of Fleet of lorries 2.00 .27 1.97 .26 2.23 .30 

SGcondary School Principal 2.03 .22 2.00 .21 1.91 .19 

Paramount Chief 2.17 .27 2.11 .24 2.30 .27 
, . 

Dispenser/Pharmacist 2.32 .26 2.52 .23 2.27 .23 

lYIinister 0' Religion 2.66 .20 2.79 .21 3.17 .27 

Contractor 2.71 .10 2.55 .19 2.35 .19 
I 

Collector of Customs 2.75 .23 2.84 .24 2.77 .27 ' " 

, j 

Chiefdom Speaker 2.81 .23 2.81 .26 2.65 .25 

Imam 2.88 .12 3.21 .27 3.10 1.oPt I 
I 
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Pilot Exeerim. Control 
Occueatiens .!!l!B.!. -S.D• ~ ~ .lli..fia.. ~ 

I , 

Trader 3.07 .20 3.12 .24 2.85 .24 
~ l, 

I 

foreman of Works 3.17 .19 :3.29 .22 2.86 .28 ;1 

Station-master 3.17 . .25 3.20 . .21 3.45 . .26 

librarian' 3.18 . •23 3.29 . •20 3.21 . .13 

Eegine-Dd ver 3.32 .24 3.44 . .22 3.37 ' .26 

farmer 3.71 .30 3.79 ' .25 3.85 . .12 

Elementary School Teacher 3.71 1.04 3.73 . .28 3.46 . .31 

Carpenter 3.78 .30 3.82 . •26 3.90 .30 

Tailor 3.85 .23 3.82 .23 3.63 ' .31 

Woodcarver 3.92 .30 3.67 .21 4.17 . •22 

Nota. m.R. refers to fY:ean Rank and S,D. to Standard Deviation 

These rankings show a clear predominance at white-collar occupations over ,. 
d, 
~ 

blue-collar ones, There ara no unskilled, manual occupations, It is particular_ I 
. I 

1y noteworthy that many at the occupations at the top ot the table call for •E 
I, 

i: 
I' 

soma kind of professional training. Indoed, all studies of prestige rankinga 

to data have shown the pre-eminent position which is accorded to doctors, This 

'break' between white and blue-collar occupations was then used as the broad 
I j 

basia fur the construction ot the Bocio-economic status scale which we employed 

in the study. 

The rinal ThDee-Stee socie-economic status Scale 

The tinal socio-economic status scala was obtained by taking the rankings 

of the experimental sample and dividinQ them into six general categories of 

occupations, These categories were used by Hall and Jonesl in their study or : l 

the social grading of occueatlons in tha UK. Their seventh category - unakill~ 11' 

1. 	J. Hall and O. Caradog Jones "Social Grading of Occupations" .e.JS.. vol.l.1950 . I 
pp.31-55 i 

• i
j 
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manual - was left out as there were no occupations f1tting that description. 

The broad categories of occupations are shown in Table 2 together with their 

moan ranks and the average mean rank for each broad category. As can be seen 

from the table, these categories are not altogether arbitrary since they 

derive from the mean ranks as calculated from the experimental responses. 

There are,undoubtedly,overlaps at the boundaries of each category, though 

some are smaller than others (cf,for instance,the greater overlap between 

'Sanker & financier' and Lawyerr' at the top,'Elem8ntary School Teacher' and 

'farmer' on the one hand, with the smaller overlap between adjacont 

occupations in the middle of the table 1.e. 'Paramount Chief' and 'Dispenser/ 

Pharmacist' end 'Collector of Customs' and 'Trader' on the other). ~\is 

indicates that we have a quasi-scale (i.e. a partially ordered scale) - a 

finding which is in line with all previous studies of occupational prestige. 

We further calculated the average moan tank for eech category (as in 

Table 2) and ,transformed these values to the nearest whole number to obtain 

the final order. Categories '1' and '2' can then be seen to have an everaOa 

mean rank of 2,categories '3' and '4' would have 3 and categories '5' end 

'6' would have 4. We therefore combined categories 1+2 • high socia-economic 

status,3+4 • middle socio-oconomic status end 5+6 • lowor socio-economic 
,,status. 

The subsequent analysis of our data showed that only 9 membera of the 

experimental sampla had fathers who fall into tho lower socia-economic status 

category. However, rather than collapse the socio-economicprost1ga hierarchy 

into two groups ~ higher and lower - and lose ioformation(as well as contami
i 

nate the adjacent group), we decided to leave the hierarchy in terms of three I 
steps. Tabla 2 followa and we present a copy of tho qUGstionnaire at thQ end 

of this AppGndix. 



Table 2 

The Six Cateoories and their occupations 

Categories 

1. 	Professional ~ High 
Administrative 

2. 	managerial/Executive 

.! " 

3. 	Inspectional, Super
visory & High Grade 
Non-l'Ilanual 

4. 	Inspectional, Super
visory & Lower Grade 
Non-Iflanual 

5. 	Skilled manual & Rou
tine Grades of Non
f'lianual 

6. 	Semi-skilled Manual 

Occupations 

Cabinet ~inister 
Doctor 
Judge 
Member of Parliament 
Director (Civil Service Cep~) 
Commissioner of police 
Company Director 
Lecturer 
Banker & rinancier 

lawyer· 

Manager of a Company 

Qualified Engineer 

Owner of rleet of lorries 


~Secondary School Principal 
Dba 

. maJor in the Army 
Paramount Chief 

Dispenser/Pharmacist 

Contractor 

Minister of Religion 

Chiefdom Speaker 

Collector of Customs 


Trader 

Sration-master 

Imam 

roreman of Work. 

Librarian 


Engine-Drive 

Woodcarver 

Elementary 


rarmer 

Tailor 

Carpenter 
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AV.f:1ean I 
rlean Rank Rank 

1.20 
1.23 
1.23 
1.53 
1.70 
1.73. 
1.73 
1.79 
1.79 1.54 

1.91 or 

1.94 
1.96 
1.97 
2.00 
2.03 

. 2.05 
2.11 

2.52 
2.55 
2.79 
2.81 
2.84 2.70 

3.12 
3.20 
3.21 

., 
3.29 
3.29 

3.44 
3.67 
3.73 

t 

r 
1 

I 

I 
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Graduate School, 

Dapt. of Sociology, 

London School of Economics, 

Houghton Street, Aldwych, 


(:London W.C.2. 
i; 
i i

Data 

I 
iDear friend, 

Thank you for thQ interest you have shown in the study of wast African 
students in the United Kingdom which I am undertaking by completing a 
quo3tionnaire • 

. However, the sscond stage of the inquiry requires the determination 
of the prestige attached to various jobs in west Africa. These I have listed 
over-lea~. 11 

., I. ! ' 

I shall ba very grateful if you would indicate the respect which people 
in West Africa accord to the various occupations in the list by moans of 
a tick 61) in the appropriate column. This requires only a few minutes at 
the outside and does not Bee~ any personal information. As such I shall be 
very grateful if you can complete and return it at your VERY (ARLIEST 
convenience so as to ensure that it does not become trapped in the ·vacation 
rush". 

Thank you for your co-operation in anticipation of an early reply, 

Yours sincerely, , 
, 

, 
.: 

{ .. 

C.P. Cross 

;j; 

,( 
; 

i 
I 

\ 
i ..............................__________________ iU 
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OCCUPATIONAL PRESTIGE IN WEST AFRICA 

Code Number 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Below are listed 33 occupations which west African students have given 

as their fatherfs occupations. 'Next to the list are five columns showing 

difre~ent'deQrees of respect. As the second stage of our inquiry into Uest' 

African students in the United Kingdom, we would like you to read each of 

these and dscidahow you thing each Jou rates in terms of the respect it 

has IN THE EYES OF PEOPLE'IN WEST ArnIcA. Please place a tick (J) in 'the 

column w.hic~~inyour opinion, applies to each job. We do not want your own 

likes and dislikes, butyour'eGtima~ion of how much r~spect the general 

public in West Africa has for these JObS. Thank you very much for your co

operation in anticipation. An early reply would be greatly appreciated. 
~, • 1; 

Please do ~ot laaveout"any; . 

, 1 - ' 

" ~. 

, " \ 

~ ; 
j 

" 'f
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OCCUPA TI ONS 


Secondary School Principal••••••••••• 
momber of Parliament••••••••••••••••• 
Wood Carver ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lawyer••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contractor •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Paramount Chief ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Minister of Religion •••••••••••••••• 
rarmer ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• 
Collector of Customs (Civil Service). 
Commissioner of Police •••••••••••••• 
Major in the Army ••••••••••••••••••• 
Dispenser/Pharmacist •••••••••• ~ ••••• 
lecturer •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Dottor •••• ~ •••• ~ •••• ~••••••••••••••• 
Banker &rinancier •••••••••••••••••• 
roreman of Works •••••••••••••••••••• 
manager in a Company •••••••••••••••• 
Cba ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Oualified Engineer •••••••••••••••••• 
Chiefdom Speaker •••••••••••••••••••• 
Owner of fleets of lorries •••••••••• 
Librarian ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Elementary (Primary)School Teacher •• 
Trader •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Company Director ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
Imam •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Carpenter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Director of Civil Service Dept ••••••• 
Cabinet minister •••••••••••••••••••• 
Judge ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tailor •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Station'Mastor ••~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
Engina DriVer (Railway) ••••••••••••• 

RESPECT RANKING 
Very Noither 
High High IHigh 

• 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

nor 

• 

1 
I I 
i I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

! 

J 
I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 
l I 

I I 

I 

I 

, 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
i 
I 

very 
Low 

:q' 

•l 
. : 

What is it about a particular occupation which makes people accord it 
High or low respect? 

What is your country of origin? _________ 

Thank you for your co-operation. 
f, 

!
!: 

~ll 



APPENDIX 7 


REVIEW Or rINDINGS AND fUTURE RESEARCH 


The broad aim of this study was to obtain information on the reactions 

of West African stud~nts to their sojourn in the UK with a view to determi
'> ~ 

ning the impact of foreign experience on their sense of idontity. for this 

purposa, wa collected comparable information from a control sample of students 

who are 'studying in educational institutions in'their own home countries. We 
.. ,f ,'. 

come now to a summing up of what has been accomplished towarde achieving 
><,. ~, r ~ , I ! 

this primary objective and to a consideration of the implications of our fin
'io ..... ' 

dings for research on cross-cultural educational exchanges. 

Summary of findings 

It is difficult, 1n an exploratory study such as this, to singla out the 

main findings without leaving the impression that we have answered all the 

qu~stions which previous'rese;rch has failed to answer. On the,contrary, we 

make no such claims for the 'results of our study. Basides, there are a few 

secondary findings which can, at best, provide nothing more than hyp~th~ses 

to be tested in future research endeavours. 'All this makes the study relative. 
~ 

'j _ ! 4 

ly complicated and difficult to summaries in simple terms. Any summary of this ~ 

kind must therefore, of necessity, involve soma repetition. Nevertheless, we 

have singled outtha main c~nclusions and reiterate these below. We discuss 

their implications later in this appendix. 

The Self-Image 1n the Sojourn Situation 

Our discussion in chapter four has shown that identity can be operationa_ 

lised in terms of the self-image. On the basis of this consideration, we can. 

structed a Self-Image Index which wa administered to both samples of students 
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1n the courso of the survey. It u.i11 hl:He be remembered that our socord-manUo
. , 

., ..~ . ',' . ',' 

ned hypothesis states that inter-cultural educational travel would have an ef
1.~. ,. 'i ". i ' .~ 

fect on self-image levels. Thu survey showed that this is largely the case. 
,0-. • 

The self-image distributions of the two samples differed, with members of the 
'f,' " ~. ' ': .'•• r !' 4' 'I,~ ~ 

experimental sampla showing: 6ig~ificantly lows'r scores on the Self-Image Index 

compared to the control sample. We also saw, in the course of the validation 
" ~ ... ' ; ," ). ... . ~ :. 7, ~ 

pre-tests as wall as in tha subsequent analyses, that the level of self-imagB 
. 

is significantly related to Generalised Anxiety such that those with high 

ae!f-imaQ8 are 1,ass likely to experience hiQ~ le,valsef, Generalised Anxiety. 

rurther associations wlth salf-imagtJ we,re o,bserved in conne.cti~n with Psycho

somatic Oisposition
. 

and . Overall Psychological Adjustment. 
~-

The Impact of pre-Sojourn Variables 

We investigated ~ rangB of pre-aojourn variables with a view to finding 

out the extant to which they contri~ute to the lavel of Salf-Image ~hila the 

student is in tha sojourn situation. Thusa were sex, aocio-econumic statue, •!; 

religious affiliation, expectations about life in tho UK, th~ mo~ivatians fOf 

undertaking sojourn in the UK and cultural values of th~ home society. The 

main finding of this part of the survey was that these variables in general do 

not bear a st3tistically significant relationship to the level of salf-imago a. 
this obtains in the sojourn situation. j 

. The motivations of the students for undertaking their educational ~oJourn 

in the UK arB.diverse.but the most important reason for th~ majurity eftham 

8eems to be the desire for advanced training in their chosan fi~lds.of study. 

However, thora ware intBrestin~differanc8s (within this broad pattern) be-

twa~n the sexas and betWQdn self-image typaa. females tend to have a rank 

Ii 

http:fi~lds.of
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There is clearly no one-to-one correspondonce between the registration status 
i I 
Ii 

of the students and the nature of the financial support which they receive. 

The survey also showed that part-time students tond to experience higher 

levels of academic difficulties and that this m3Y contribute to the level of 
, , 

self-image which they possess while they ara in tho sojourn situation.The 

types of accommodation in which tho students live was also observed to have I 
Q bearing on the leval of self-imago which obtains. 'I

! 

I 
further cnalysis of the data showed that the students maintain a high i 

level of friendship relations in general, there was no statistically signit. 

1cunt difforence between tho~u ~1th high and those with low self-image in this; ,
,i i 

respect. Howevor, the social distance characteristics of the friends of the 

two self-image groups differ with the high selt-image student tending to be 

most friendly (qualitativ9ly) with persons of the same cultural and national 

,.: I 
, ,background while the low ~elf·image student tends to be most friendly with 

pursons of a differsnt national and cultural background. A similar result 

was outainsd in connection with' the analysis of social participation among 

the stUdents. Again,while there was no differenc~ in tho levels of partici

pation among the two self-image groups (with both maintaining relatively 

high levels), thera was a statistically significant difference as far as the 

tenure of elacted positions of leadership in voluntary associations :i5, 

concerned. It was the low salf-image students (not the highs as previous 
f; 

research has implied) who tend to hold such positions. 

The other sojourn variables whiLh we investigated did not show statistic. , 

ally significant associations with self-image vizl size of university towns, 
: , 

eizA of colleges and duration of sojourn.However,wa observed an association 

between duration of sojourn and overall Psychological Adjustment. 



undertaken in order to 

This increases up to three years and then levels off. 

Correlates and Consequences of the Sojourn Experience 

further comparisons of the two samples were 

find out whether there ara psychological correlates of self-image differences 

and of the DoJourn experience which may be the resultant of all tha factors 

we investigated in the research project. Thesa analyses showed relatively 
I 

large and statistically significant differences between the samples. for ! 

instance, a significantly larger proportion of the experimental students 

gave response. indicating lower sensitivity to criticism compared to the 

control students. This seems to go aide by side with a critical awareness 

of themselves,their objectives and role in the sojourn situation. 

These results suggest that certain psycholo~ical changes may be taking 

place 1n the personality of the experimental atudentB wh1ch only a 

longitudinal stU8Y can confirm. 

Nevertheless, we atudied five attitude dimensions 1n order to find out 

wh3t these changes may mean 1n terms of the st~dent.t attitudes. Thesa 

dimensions are w~stern Orientation, Dogmatism, Achievement motivation, 

Attitude to the English and Id~ntlfication with Africa. The aralyses 

showed that while there is virtually no difference between the two samples 

as tar as western Orientation is concern8d. there are statistically 

significant differences on the other dimensions, significantly larger 

proportions of the experimental studEnts scored high on Dogmatism, showed 

a mors favourable attitude to the English end scor~high on Identification 

with Africa compared to the controls. However, they also scored low on 

Achievement Motivation compared to tha controls. 

..I 
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I.Implications for Research into Cross-Cultural Educational £xchan~es 
, J 

• ' Tha findings of our survey suggest various qualification~ which hav~ to Ii 
! ibe taken into account in future research and which hava to be mads in our ,1 i 
! 

present state of knowledge concerning ths forei~n student. and the aojourn 

situation in which he lives and studies. 

The Role of Identity in Cross-Cultural (xchange 

Tha'most import~rit implication of our findings concerns thl:l rola at' 

idBntity in social interaction in general and in inter-cultural education in 

particular. Our'results suggest that identity plays a contralrola in influ~n

cing the natura of the Btud~nts. interaction while they ara in tha sojourn 

situation sinca it mediates batwsan th~ individual and his imlJediate environ

mente "Consequently, a comprehensive understanding of the effect of sojourn 

experiences requires that t~is ~l:Idiating role be reco~ni6ed for what 'it is. 

Thi~ is 'What Sacord:and Sackman raf~r to when they use the adjactive 
, 

"gyroscopic".

A'raw invBstigators have recognisad this mediating role or 1dentity 

1
though little systematic research has followed this (cf. Bennet at al. Singh, 

Brewster-smith and Casagrande, Bailyn and Kelman, Beals and Humphreys). The 

importance or this recognitionreaides 1n the fact that the foraign student i8 

a personality in his own right and that it is ~ who goes through the sojourn 

experience. His identity - as on~ aspect"ot' his personalit~ - would reflect 

the circumstances in the host environment" under which he lives and studios as 
well as the changes in cultural background which educational travel involves. 

Thera are then two aspects which call for simUltaneous concentration in 

future research. These arel (1) the personality ot' the student end (2) the -
1. John Benn~t, Hurusrt Passin and Robert mCKnight "In Search of Identity" 

~niv. of minnesota Press) minneapolis, 1958 
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characteristics,of the environment in which h~ ls. Richard morris, for instan

cs,carried,out his investigation onth~ assumption that changes in the life~ 

cycle involv~ changes in 'externals' i.e. environment (drawing from stUdies or 
social mobility), while the majority of othsr,investigators'have con9sntratad 

on disparate aspscts of the personality of the student without integrating ;" 

them. Our findings in connection with identity suggast, in fact, that~tha two 

sides'are not mutually exclusive end that environmental factorB.in the sojourn 

situation are relevant for the .tudent only to the extent thetthey find an 

'schG' in his personality, of which the disparate items studied may Will be 

manifestations. We can only hope that our study contributes to B rapprochement:, 

of the two aides even though we cannot extrapolate from our.concluslohs to 

either other sojourn 8ituationsor to other categories of.students. 

Awareness of the need for this kind of, rapprocham~nt can be SBen 1n the. 
i' 

writings of some writers (cf. urswster-Smith. Herman and Schild ·Contaxts •• 
. 

op.cit •• and Coelho .Personal Crowth and Educational Oavdlopment •• cp.cit.). 

However. the information Bvailablaat the moment does not allow anything more 

than a patchy picture of the process of.adjuet~ent to be Obtained. '. 
. , 

Another araa in which this rapprochement is beginning to bear fruits is 

in the socio-psychiatric.field. Though the atatw Df research in,thi. area'i•• , 

relatively underdeveloped (tor lack of a better wDrd), there are promising 

signs in the work of, professor Lamboat the University of 'I bad an •. Undoubtedly, 

changes in self-identity Bra correlated with mental illness and Prof. Lambo's 

unpUblished study (op.cit.) Df 60me of,the factors which Bra related.to mental 

illness among Nigerian students would suggest that sojourn variables are impor_ 

tant. However, thi8 BreB would require a lot of ethno-psychiatric background 

information for the rapprochement to be tully exploited., . c . .l ~. 

Ii
• 

-


0 
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The Role of Pre-Sojourn and sojourn Vnriablos \ 1/ 

Our findings indicate that pre-sojourn variables - as a whole - are rela- \ 

tively unimportant for the lev8l~~f self-identity during the period of sojourn. 

But while pre-sojourn variables as a whole may not be very important, aome 

variables may be more important than others (for instance, motivations for un- : , . i 

dartaking cross-cultural educational travel). Our data suggests, then, the 

need for appraisal of individual pre-sojourn factors E2!t!. in tha pre-sojourn 

8ituation and in the sojourn situation. This is made mora convincing by the 

tact that soma of them, such as 'preconceptions' and 'expectations' cover a 

multitude of factors. Uasidas, the preconceptions and expectations of &tudenta 

who have relatives who have studied in the UK and who may have passed on rela

tively accurate information about life ih the UK may be of a different charac- . 

ter compared to those of students who have no such relativ~s. Only by inve8ti~ 

gating each in the two situations can definite information be obtained about 

their role in understanding students' reactions during 8 sojourn. 

The results of our analyses of some of those factors are in line with 

previous research findings. In the main. our findings indicate (in line with 

previous studiss) that most students undertake sojourn for personal reasons 

as distinct from 'other-directed' or externally-imposed reasons. Nevertheless, 

WQ found indications that altruistic reasons are not neceosarily unimportant 

and may be typical of a minority e.g. the motivations of females baing mora 

'othar-directed' than that of males. This suggests that further emphasis 

8hould be given to differences in motivations BS compared to similarities 8S 

is the case at present. 

further'like Singh. selltiz et al.t and others but unlike Prodosch Alch). 

we found that professional and academic reasons predominate in the motivations 



of students for undartakin~ sojourn. Aich's argumynt that the majurity of his 

students undertook sojourn because they could not gain admission into their 

own home institutions is not borne out by our analysis. Indeed, this was the 

least important for our students. Nevertheless, this conflict of findings Bug- ~ 

gest that local 8ituations 1n the host country may be more important than 

previous research has suggested. rutura research should therefore aim at ex- I 
Iploring variations 1n sojourn situations. 
I 

Similarly, the finding that those whose primary motivation, for undarta

king sojourn is the desire to know other countries tond to have easier adjust. 

ment (as in W.Sewell et al., Scott, morris, Lambert and Brassler) is only 

partially borna out by our survey to the extent th~t those students with high 

self-image ranked this Iilotivation.highest!!!.£ thawed higher levels of Overall 

Psychological Adjustment. This may indicate £omething about the 'meaning' of 

a given motivation in the minds of different students; perhaps, students ara 

unclear about their motivations tor undertaking sojourn. porhaps, their moti. 

vationa are more in the nature of what Aich, in a different context, calls 

("rarbiga •• op.cit.p.77) a "KlischsGvoratsllung" (i.a. aJumbl~d.up, stereo

typed motivation pattern conSisting of cliches common to all foreign studonte). 

One suspects th~t a similarly jumbled-up set of reasons would be given by 

students in higher education as motivations tor undertaking higher education. 

Ona way by which definite information on the nature and 'meaning' of motiva

tions can be obtained is by investigating such matters before the students 

leave their home countries tor foreign shores. 

The sojourn variables appear to be much more directly associatad with 
. ' 

8elf-imaga. Like Useem and Useem, Aich, Bastide, and Singh, we found an aware_ 

ness of racial discrimination among our students. On~ effect it seems to have 

:i 

http:aJumbl~d.up
http:op.cit.p.77
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(in the sojourn situation since this may be tomporary) is to raise the level 

of anxiety which the students experience generally. However, we have not been 

able to isolate its effectance it is bound up with other sojourn variables. 
i 

While our findings with regard to social relations (in line with previous !
, I 

stUdies with the exception of that of Cary) show that (a) many of our students 

are friendly with familios and (b) maintain a high leval of participation in 
I 

:ivoluntary associations within their colleges, we found that the student with I 
I a high level of self-image (Where he ~ Join) is less likely to taka up 

positions of leadership - results which are not affected by differences in 

Bocial skill. This suggests that personality characteristics operate to infl~-) 

ence tho pattern of social relations which the students maintain during their 

aoJourn - an area about which relatively little is known. rliuch work requires 

to be done on (8) personality factors that predispose to certain patterns of 

social relations and (b) the 'situational charactoristics within which parso

nslity predispositions operate to influence Bocial relations. Indeod, the re

lationship between depth of friendship and number of friunds awaits further 

clarification. The two are not, by any moans, synonymous. The finding of 

Sawell et ale and Lysgaard that facility in English influences 80cial relatione 

is not investigated in our study nor is that of Selltiz at al., that facility 

in English influences the dopth of friehdship but not the number of friends. 

NeVertheless, our finding that the closest friends of the students tond to be , . 

Dr the same nationality suggests that factors other than facility in the Eng

lish. language may be relatively more important in influencing thQ pat torn of 

80cial relations which the students maintain. rurthar research in this area 

could profitably begin with an investigation of th~ characteristics of diffe

rent 'types' of friendship relations along the lines suggested by our analysis • 
.. . .. 
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i 
, j rinally, our study shows (In line with previous studies) that a period of 
! 
I,sojourn tends to increase favourablsettltudesto the host country among the 	 i 

1 
students. But the fact that the difference between the Experimentals and tho 

controls is not very large suggests the absence of a 'hypodermic' effect.' 

Variables, such as size of towns, aize of colleges (Selltiz at al.)'andsociel, 
1, 

relations, (Selltiz st ale and Lysgaard) which have been shown to affect :/ 
l' 

attitudes to the host country do not appear to be important in the"case of the :1 
,I 

students we studied. Analysis of thasa variables by 'Attitude to the (nglish' t 
~ ; 

!.,
\ 	 ~ , 

did not yield statistically significant differences. 

further Suggestions for future Research 

We can now make further suggestions for future rDsearch apart from what 

has been indicated' so far. Our research was undertaken against ~ general ~b-
, .. 	 ... ! 

sence of background information. It seems reasonable to suggest that future 

re~earch should 'concentrate on these background areas. We list these areas 

below. 
, • 	 . -! " 

1. While much"·is known about thaconstituent elements in African culture, re

1atively little is known about their psychological and Bocial conseqLvnc8a • 
, I • .... ~ 

It would be dasirabla,for instance, to obtain 60me answers to various ques

tions viz. What are the personality characte~ticB of the child who gro~s up 

in an African culture and to what extent do these (a) vary over the continent 

and (b) differ, if at all, from that of the child who grows up in another,but 

differen~, cult~~e? To what ex~entdoes socialisation 1n thie cultural back

ground predispose the individual to dogmatism or high achi8vemo~t motivationl ? 

To what extent do child-rearing practices reflect the predominance of cultural 
.' ,,; 

symbols? Are there differential effects of different typasof family org~nisa~' 
, . 

1. 	Robert LeVina "Dreams and Deedss Achievement motivation 1n Nigeria" (Univer. 
sity of Chicago press) Chicago, 1Y66 is a useful step in tnis direction 

-
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tion i.e. polygynous versus monogamous? To what extant ara the 'now' ideas 

of lava, marriage and family life affecting both child-rearing patterns and 

kinship relationships within the different typ~s of family organisations? ! 
By way of example, there is the memorable description of his first kiss by an , ,!" 

,. ! 
I 

African student in the USA which left him with the impression that "Americans ! 
\ 

like kissing very much, and in many ~ases their way of kissing looks like I 
birds trying to pull each other's beaks· and relatos how his girl-friend ,I 

! 
I"kept on pressing me (i.e. hie tongue). I felt pain sinc~ sha was actually 

biting me without realizing it. She continued and it was exceedingly painful"~ l! 

The observation that kissing is becoming widespread suggests that corraspon

ding changes may be taking place 1n the relationships between kin members. 

Professor Kenneth Little's research into marriage and family lifa in Sierra 

Leona (currently under way) may provide some answors to questions in this 

~rea. Similarly, the suggestion by Barbara Lloyd that European forms of family l 
organisation are baing adopted by the elite requires further investigation ii 

since there is, in reality, no typically 'European' form of family organisa- I 
tion. 

i, 

2. The tole of cultural factors in tha sphere of acadomic work requires to be I 

investigated. The relevant question is this area concerns not so much whethor 

West African students do better or less well at thoir studies comparod to 

their British counterparts (as Aich suggests in Garmany and B. ~orris and 

Carey 1n the UK), but whether tho cultural background affects academic perfor_ 

manee 1n specific directions. Soma relevant questions in this area are viz. 

To what extent do the linguistic characteristics of various'African languages 

influence the process of thinking? Are certain forms of perception more typi-
1. rougo Gatheru "Child or Two Worlds" African Writers Series (Heinemann) 

London, 1966, p.l50 

i 

-II 


i 
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cal of certain languag~s or lan~uaga groups? What happens to religious ideas, 

which are relatively highly emphasised in the cultural background, in the 

sojourn situation and to what extant do these ideaswshore up~ identity? I 
i 

i 
3. Changes in identity o~er time merit furthur invBstigation in the light of ! 

our findings and only a lu1gitudinal study of a group of students, followed 

up from the time they leave their home countries until~hay return, can pro

vida the relevant kind of information in this area. This would also provide 
\ 

further information on the role of salf-identity in.tha proc6sa of becoming 

mentally ill (in the casa of thos~ stuLsnts who ~ become mentally ill during 

their.aoJourn) •. 

4. 'rinally thereistha nead for studies of returning studonts in genaral and 

ret~rning Wasi Af~ic~n students;in particular as'far as their re-adjustmant in :1 .. , 
their own so~leties ara concarnod. In this connection,'it would be intaro~-

: ~ , 

, 'I .

ting to obtain Informationon how tho returning student COPQS with frustra

tions In th~ homG:environmant (as Usa om and Usoem have don~ In the casa of 

the Indian student). This kind ofinformat!on (combined with 3 above) IIIJuld 

enable certain discrete facts to be understood. ror instance, tho relatively 

highor lavelof 'Identification with Africa' (a similarly high lovel of iden

tification with India was found by 5in9h) whic~.we found among our experimen

tal students may have implications for political attitudes. At the moment, the 

contribuiion of sojourn experience 'to th~ formation of political attitudes is 

very much an open area, full of untested generalisations. It hQ~ been suggested 
. " 

that sojourn variables. operate in 8uch a way that foreign Btud~nts in (ast 

Germany tend to hold anti-communist political ideas while thoso 1n west Csr-, 
i ~ f" < ~: , 1 

many tend to hold anti-Western political attitudes • H~vi's d~scrlption of 

1. P. A1ch ·Soz1ale Determinanten dar politischen•• - op.cit. p.483 

-j 
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I
! 

(I , 

his experiences as a foreign student in China suggests a similar tendency 
i I 

for African students in China to hold anti-Chinese communist political ideas. ! 
I 

Thera is clearly no one-to-one direction of association. Information deriving 1 
I 
I 

from research with foreign-returned students will not only enabla us to IBa ! 
I 

1 	 Ithe extent to which generalisations such as these are valid but will also 
! i 

indicate the extent to which 'asymetric' associations (e.g. as in the case i 

0' 	thoee Afrlcan students 1n the USA who do not develop .nt1~merlcan po11t1- 'I 
, 

cal attitudes) obtain. It will also indicate the extent to wl)ich tha dominant, 

political attitudes of the host country are adopted by tha foreign studont an~: 

if this Is the cass, the'extant; to which conflict of political loyalties may
".. ... ,.. 

follow changes in.countries of ,soJourn as In the case of Ghanaian and Nigerian, 
l, • ., 	 ; _ 

students who Joined th~ e~odus from Bulgaria ln 1963 and went,t~ study in the 
~'I. 	 .; ",' . . ;.,. ~. • 

USA.and UK. ror instance, ona returned,student recently wrote (in a different 
, . 1', 

context) that -I must confess here that I did not ••• really understand 
. " ':,..., 

communism 1n detail and all its~mplications. But I knew that whatever it was, 
0.' 	 I", -':",.. "'. '. 

it 	took away freedom. and denied the very fundamental liberties which it 
.' ~ i.. '," •• ~', • , ~ 	 4 •• ~. 

2preached it brought to the people" • To what extent it may be asked, does such I 

I 
contradiction reflect the dominant political attitudes of the host country in 

which ha sojourned? -
1. 	Related generalisations concerning the distribution of political ideas also 

require empirical testing. for instance, there is the argument in Alch t a 
-farbigs unter Weissen- op.cit.p.271 which states that -(9 ist sine Tat
sache. dass die USA am meisten wirtschaftliche und technischa Hilfs an die 
unterentwlckelten Laender gaben. (9 1st aoer such eine Tatsache. daBS trotz 
disser grosszuegigen Hilre die USA das unbeliebtsste Land in den unterent
wickelt~n Gebietsn sind- (trans. 'It is a fact that the USA gives the most 
economic and technical aid to underdeveloped countries. It i& also a fact 
that the USA is the most unpopular country in the underdeveloped territories I 
in spite of this generous aid'.) ~y emphasiSe 

2. 	A.A. Afrira -The Ghana coup- (frank Cass &CO.)London, 1966, p.es, 
my emphasis 
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A. rreguency Tables and Distributions of Scores 

Tabla 1 

Se~'-Imaga Distributions for 80th Samples 

Total Experimental
Scora Sample 

04 1 
03 -02 -81 eo -79 78 1 
77 6 
76 5 
75 9 
74 10 
73 23 
72 27 
71 22 
70 34 
69 27 
68 21 
67 17 
66 7 
65 ,8 
64 8 
63 62 2 
61 
60 59 1 

Control 
~ample 

4 
2 
3 
2 

11 
9 

15 
22 
18 
26 
23 
22 
12 

4 
5 
4 

4 


2 

1 


- !, 
, i 

1 ---
t, " " ~ 

" 
Total Caaes 231 191 .1 

mean Scores 70.31 

Standard Dev
iation 3.96 

medians 71 

75.24.5£- ••39.dlrr.alg,P leaa
Xl - )(2 than 0.01 . !, 

,4.07 . , 

j' 

75 

Pooled Estimate of Grand median • 73.09 ,-' . I 
, { I 1 

I 
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Tabla 2 

Distributions on (motional Instability for Both Samples 	 ! 
I 
I 
1, 
; 

Total Experimental Control 
Score Samele Sample 

49 	 3 
48 

1 
4 i ; 

47 13 
46 21-45 3 43 
44 11 48 
43 23 29 
42 47 18 
41 47 9 
40 33 4 
39 35 1 
38 16 
37 8 
36 1 
35 1 • 
34 - 
33 -32 2 	 -

Totel Casss 230 191 	 , 
i 

mean scors 40.78 	 44.17.5£- - _.19.ditt.ia aig,x
l
-x2

(? 1 .a than 0.01 

Stan.Dav. 2.23 	 1.70 

Medians 41.41 	 44.71 

Pooled Estimate of Crand Madian -,42.82 

http:44.17.5�--_.19.ditt.ia
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D18~rlbutions on Sltuational_?atlsfactlon for Both Samp~e8 

Total Experimental Control 
~~ Sample samp.!!L 

49 2 34 

48 2 27 

47 3 22 

45 6 32 

45 6 27 

44 9 20 

43 25 17 

42 20 3 

41 27 5 

40 36 1 

39 23 38 15 1 

37 10 3fl 13 

35 9 

-34 9 33 5 32 1 2 


Total Cases 230 191 


mean Scorea 40.00 45.88,S(~ ~ ••2gJdiff.is sigJP 
1- 2 less than 0.01 

standard Ollvia
tion 3.37 

medians 40.60 

Pooled Estimate of Grand Median • 43.51 
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Tabla 4 


Distributions of Scores on Overall 


Tetal 
Score-

264 

263 

262 

261 

260 

259 

258 . 

251 

256 

255 

254 

253 

252 

251 

250 

249 

248 

241 

246 

245 

244 

243 

242 

241 

240 

2:9 
238 . 

237 

236 

235 

234 

233 

232 

231 

230 

229 

228 

221 

226 

225 

224 

223 

222 

221 

220 


Experimental 
.i?mple 

1
-
-

-

-

1 


-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 


-
-
-
-
-

1 


-
2 

:5 

4 

3 

6 

4 

5 

8 

9 

4 

9 
-

7, 


16 

14 

33 


- JS6 _ 'I 
. ! 

~t>ychological Adjustment-
Control 

Sample 


i 
--
4 

1 

4 


10 

2 


13 

9 

6 

9 


15 

14 

11 

24 

11 

12 

13 


5 

5 

3 

2 

2 

1 

2 I 


! 
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I 
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219 11 1 
218 8 1 

i 1217 17 - ! ~ 
216 10 1 
215 
214 

5 
4 

.. -21:5 5 -212 3 1 
211 4 -210 9 -209 7 .. 
208 6 .. 
207 2 -206 - -205 4 .. 
204 1 .. 
203 
202 

-
-

- I j 

I 

201 - -200 3 -
I 

Total Cases 23u 191 

mean Scor~s 220.00 

stand.Dav. 2.80 

i~medians 220.5 249.7 I ..i 
Pooled Eatlmata of Crand ladlan • 2:50.50 ! • 
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Table 5 

- 389 -

Distributions Dr Scores an western ~rientatton 

Total Experimental Control 
Score §ample Semple 

72 2 1 
71 70 2 69 3 2 j: 

68 12 1 1,

67 5 6 
66 a 6 
65 14 6 
64 13 B 
63 14 15 
62 27 13 
61 25 22 
6U 24 31 , 

1 \ 59 17 20 , ' 

I58 19 11 
!57 19 16 ,

56 14 13 ; 
" 
~ 

55 6 5 
:4 9 5 d
53 ' . . ,3 I': 

., 

52 5 3 :i 
" 

51  1 i • 
50 ,1 2 . , 

i49 
\ i -46 

47 1 - : . 
, : 
-I 

Total tases 230 191 ;: 

" 

~ . 
. tlot :' 

I 
ift:ean Scores 60.43 60.C2UE.. _ ••3a ,di,.,. .1&(dgl

x1-x2 I 

P lesa than 0.05 I, I 
j 

Stand.Oeviation 4.02 3.78 
r 
~ . !medians 61 60.52 i 

: I 

I 
I 
I

Pooled Estimate of Grand madian • 60.73 

-~ 
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pistributioDS 

Total 
~~ 

72 

71 

70 

69 

68 

67 

66 

65 

64 

63 

62 

61 


"60 
59 

56 

57 

55 

55 

54 

53 

52 

51 

50 

49 

46 

47 


Table 6 

or Scores on Dogmatism 

Experimental 
Sam,gle 

4 

1 

1 

2 

4 

3 


12 

17 

16 

25 

20 

31 

20 

15 

24 


9 

6 

6 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1 


1
-

- 391 

i 

ror 80th Samples ,1 

! l 

Control 
Sample 

l, 
i 


-

-
2 

J 

3 

5 

5 

7 

9 


15 

17 

21 

24 

19 

12 

19 

10 


9 

7 


2 

2 j.


i • 

, . 

'0'0 
1 • 

:.\ 
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Table 7 , ! 

: I Distributions of Scores on Achievement motIvation 

Total Experimental Control 

S£.2!.! Sample Sample 


60 - 2 

59 

58 4 


" 

57 - 10 ,! 
i56 - 15 ,i 

55 4 24 
54 3 22 j : 
53 8 . 30 ! 

52 18 26 
31 26 20 
50 37 18 
49 31 10 
48 38 5 
47 24 2 
45 16 1 

45 9 44 4 43 3 

, ,,-42 3 41 2 2 
, ' 
40 4 -

1 ' , 

, ' 
I ~ 

I· 
Total Cases 230 1Ql 

Mean Scores 48.11 u2.70'SE~ - .'.27.dI".1. 
1-x2 : ',',. aig,¢esa than , ! i,Standard Dav. 2.84 2.78 0.01 

; i 

Medians 49.39 53.37 


Pooled Estimate ot Grand median • 51.03 

/' 

. " 
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Table 8 


Distributions of Scores on 


Total 
S~ 

60 

59 

58 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 


, 52 

51 

50 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 


". ; 39 


Experimental 
Sample 

2 

3 

7 

7 

9 


15 

28 

22 

17 

22 

45 

12 

41 


-


-
-
-


- 395 

i 

• i 


Psychosomatic Disposition 

,Control , I 


Sample , i 

i 


-
-

• 

-
1 
-

7 

4 


17 

17 

31 

28 

20 

18 

19 


9 

13 


2 ~ 

5 


Total Cases 230 191 


I 

~ ~ .~ 

.:-:-c' 

maan Scoras 51.83 45.42,5£:- - ••2S'ldiff'.is 
. , x1-x2 ;~ 

aiglP less than 0.01 " 

, , 


, Standard Dav. 2.96 2.79 

". ·1 

medians 51.77 46.36 


Pooled Estimate of lI rand median • 49.24 
 : f 
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Tabla 9 I 

i 


DIstributions of Scores on Attitude to the English 

Total 
~e 

36 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 


Experimental 
Sample 

5 

3 

5 


12 

19 

21 

56 

39 

29 

23 

17 


1 


Control 

Sample 


1 

1 
-

5 

5 


22 

31 

39 

30 

25 

17 


8 

7 


,i 
, 

, 

, 
• i
mean Scores 29.65 28.61,5E- - ••21,dIft.isxl -x2 

sig.,P 19&8 than 0.01 
i' 

Standard Dav. 2.03 2.16 

Medians 30.11 29.71 .. 
Pooled Estimate of Grand median • 29.69 

j-

• 

Total Cases 230 191 

-

: , 
\ ~ 
; 

:- 
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,.._., 

Distributions of Scores on Id8ntification With Africa 

,1 


Total Cases 230 191 	
,. 
... j 

i 

• 
~ 

maan Scores :50.80 	 27.6015E- - ••21.d1ff.1axl -x2 
sig.P less than 0.01 

Standard Dev. 2.41 

medians 31.45 27.92 i ~ 
,4 

Pool~d Estimate of Grand median • 29.63 

- 399 

Table 10 

Total Experimental Control 

Score Sample Sample 


35 5 
35 4 
34 24 33 22 3 
32 41 5 
31 34 7 
30 27 17 
29 32 27 
28 27 34 
27 6 34 
25 3 40 
25 2 16 
24 3 a 

:1 

i 
1 
i 

i) 

I; 

r,I 

I; 
\ , 

! 


., 
~ i 
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13 
7 
1 
1 
2 

-
-
-
... 

• 

... 

... 

... 

191 

1.15 

82.10 

.............------------------------

.. 
~~ ..: 

I; 
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Table 11 


Qistributions or Scores on Generalised Anxiety 

Total Experimental Control 
Score Sample 	 Sample 

84 
 4 

83 
 30 

82 
 60 

01 65 

80 

79 
 1 

7B 
77 
 1

76 
 5 

75 
 9 

74 
 17 

73 
 21 

72 
 20

71_ 17 

70 . 
 21 

69 
 26 

60 
 24 

67 
 14 

66 
 20 

65 
 9 


fA 
 7 

63 
 5 

62 
 6 

61 
 3 

60 
 1 

59 
 1 

58 
 2 


Total Cases 230 


"',. ' 

roean Scores 

, , 

, . 	
standard Dav. 3.85 
! ; 
medians 69.89 

Poa1ed Estimate of Grand median. 74.76 .. 

..
.. 
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APPENDIX 88 

Validation Tables for the Salf.lmaga Index 
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8. Validation Tables for the Self-Image Index 

Table 1 

Comparison of Scores on lAC List and Self-Image Index 

mean Score ao 74 ... .
Standard Deviation 7 6 

~; 

I
Number of Cases 13 13 

Correlation (Kendall's tau with ties) • 0.631 81g. at 0,01 

., . 

.J'• 

... 

i 
" 

•
t 
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Table 2 

Self-Image 8y Gener~l18ed Anxiety 

Anxiety Scora Salf-Image S9~ 

Total 

83( 66%) 117High 

Low 43( 34%) ll2 

Total 103(100") 126(100~) 229 

Notal 2 non-responaw excluded 

2X • 25.5UI df D 11 P less than 0.001 

Tabla 3 

Self-Image 8y Psychosomatic Disposition 

Psych, Oleo. Score . Self-IMago Score 

.!llilh' Iotal 

High 33( 32%) 86 (60%) 119 

Low 70( 68%) 40( 32%} llO 

Tatal 103(1UO%) 126 (lUO%) , 229 

Notal 2 non-retponse excluded ,. 

X2 • 31,18;df • 11 P less than O,OO~ 
oJ'• 
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Table 4 

Self-Image By Report of Psychosomatic Symptom~ 

Frequency Self-Image Score 

High Total!:E.!! 

Reports nona 37( 36%) 31( 24%) 68 

Reports 1 or 2 49( 48%) 67( 54%) 116 

Reports 3 or 4 14( 13%) 17( 14%) 31 

Reports all five 2( 3%) lO( 8%) 12 

, 


Total 102 (100,') 125(100%) 227 

Nota: 4 non-response excluded 

2X • 5.53;df • 3; P greater than 0.05 

Table 5 

Self-Image By Emotional Instability 

[mot. Instability Self-Image Score 

High Total 

39( 38%) 57( 45%) 96 ' .
• 

Low 64( 62%) 69( 55%) 133 

Tetal 103(100%) 126 (100%) 229 

Notal 2 non-rusponsa ax~ludad 

X2 • 1.16, df • 1; P greater than 0.05 



I 
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- 4.7 

Table 6 

Self-Image By Overall Psychological AdJustmont 

Psych,AdJustment Self-jmag9 Score 

High low Total 

High 66( 64%) 4S( 36%) 111 

Low 37( 36%) B1( 64%) 118 

Total 103(100%) 126 (1:;0%) 22g 

) Nota. 2. nan-response excluded 


X,2 • 18.25, df • 1. P much les8 than 0,001 
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Tablo 1 

Com,Q3rison of Ago Distributions for eoth Sai'lp tR3 

(xpsrilii8ntal control 

.B]e samels §ar::plu 


20 yrs.& undar lO( 4%) 94( 49,~) 


21-25 yrs. 68( 25,,~) 74( 39~~) 


26-30 yrs o 97{ 48j;) la( 9/~) 


Over 30 yrs" 54 ( 23;~) 5( 3%) 


Totol 229 (lOO/~) 191(1[;0%) 

Note: 2 non-response exclud8d from 
cxperim~nt31s 

T3ble 2 


Comparison of Ag9 8~ Sex for_ 80th S8EQle!? 


Age Distribution 

.;

• 
Exp8rimcntals J:ontrolE. 

I
20 yrs. Over 20 yrs. Over r. 

r'l
&:-unde!' . ,21-25 26-30 & lInejE;r 26-3Q ~rs.! 

males 5( 50/~) 55( 81%) 89( 92;~) 49( 91~~) 54( 68~'.) 60( 81%) 16( 89;~) 5(lLlJ;~)'
h. 
r; 

females 5( 50%) 13( 19%) 7( 5( 9%) 30( 32%) 14( 19~) 2 ( ll~~) -
I 

Note:l non-ras~Qnso excluded from cxp3rimsntals. 



--------- - -------
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.. 410 

21) yrs Oval' 

A.lIQ.9ll .21 ...25. 26-30 30 VI'S. Iot21 


Pontgraduatss ~ lO( 15~) 3S( 2a~) 21( 39~) 65 
. 

Undorgrsdustcs 10 (lOC~) 57 ( 85;0 61 (72;;) 33 (61,~) 161 

Total lO(lOO~) 67(100%) 96(100%) 54(100%) 221 

-------------------~-----
Note:2 non-response excludsd 

CClntl'ols. .-

20 yrs OV<:lr 20 yrs Ov~r 

l- over, 21-25 ::;0 yX'.;2.QJ.£~ ~ oV~I' 21-2~i 

Unmarried 9( 90,~) 56( 84%) 57' 60~~) 8( 15%) C7( 93~.~) o5( 80;~) o( 47~~) :5 (G0; 

t1arried 

........ 


Total 10 (lOa!.) 68 (100~~) 95 (100%) 54 (lJO~~) 94{lOOjt) 74 (100%) l7(lUO~~) 

------_.------------_. 
Note: 2 ncn-rJSpCnJ9 from experimcnt31s and 1 f:~~ 

controls 8xclud8d 

.r:................................................__• 
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Be 

n 

: .. 

A90 Distribution 
.-ro.-- 

20 yrs CV8r 
[,; un.s!.:2.£ .21-25. li-:12 19J52.· lE.t~l 

1 w~s not employed o( 09%) 19( 31~~) 3( 3~~) 30 

1 was 8m~10yed but 

gave up the job 43( 69~~) 611 ( 68~~) 32{ 60;~) 13;) 


l( 11%) .. 20e 29~O 21( 40/~) 50I am on study-leave 

_______--.-r---,-~------'-------
I 

Total 9(100%) 62(lOO~) D5(lOD~) 53(100%) 219 

UE 

Noto:10 non-rssponso excludLd 

T2!'11o 6 

C.9!l2.arlson of AQ8 ~_L~~E_.t9=-~'l1:nic_5tn~lcln.QitL53nplDo1 
~ocio-ocon.5t3t .__..__e An£-Qistributio~ 

~.!!.!ira8n~s .£,ontrol s , ,, 

20 yrs ov':;r 20 yrJ. Ov~r 

t~ under 21 ...25 26-30 30 Yr:~ ,e: un:ler:, ~:..3.Q. 2Q....y_r.:l.?l.::?2 
Higher 7( 7B7~) 41{ 70;~} 44( 52%) 23( 47%) 39 (48~s) 19( 32:~) 4( 2""):;)" 

.. 
r.l1ddla 2{ 225~) 16 ( 28%) 35 ( 42%) 24 ( 49~~) 29 ( 37/~) 10 ( 30~~) l( 6%) I (2:3;j) 

-
lO'.!ler l( 2;~} 5( 6%) 2( 4,~) 14( 15%) 23( :sa~~} ll( 69~) :s (7::i/~) 

-------------~-------------. - -._-- - -. 
Total 

\ I -----------------------,--------
I 
I 

Nota :28 non-;;::Jsponsa froo ..xp.Jrir.l'mtals and 29 frow : 
1 
\ 

I 
Icontrols ax~lu, ed.Tho SES ran~ing ~nj c3ta~o:1~J 1 

ara discuSS8d in A~p~ndix 6 j I 
i i , , 

:1 
b 

1 
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Sax D!ntributlons of 80th ~~~~lcD---- --------.-..--~----

malE'ls 198 ( 85~~) 145( 76~) 

fer.;alos 30 ( 15;0 ~6( 24~) 

Total 228 (lO:J~~) 191 (lOOi~) 

Note:3 non-rospon3o from (;!x!J'Jrir'l';nt:lls 
excluded 

bevel of Instru~tioil-_...... - Sex Distribution-_.__.-._-

P03tgradu::ltas 65 ( 33~~) l( 31!) GG 

Undergraduates 132{ 67~~) 29 ( 97~~) 161 

--------------------------------------
Total 197 (lUOi~) 30 (lOa~~) 227 

-------------------------------------------

Iotnl 

> 

........ 
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.E.rn o 10VfTJ['ln"t E~p3riFmco .§.fJX ni."ltr).but.ion 

I llJilS not emp1oyod 

I ~Jas or.lployed but g8.VG 
up the Job 

I am on study-loav3 

!1'lleG. 

17{ 9~1,) 

129{ 67,~) 

4S( 24~O 

.[,er.inlno 

13{ 45,~) 

9( 32M 

7( 23j~) 

Totnl- .. 
:30 

133 

52 

Total 191 (lOOiO 29 (100%). 220 

Note;7 ncn-r~3pnnoe and 1 non-r~GPonso 
excluded from maleo Dnd fUr.lnloo 
rJ:3p~ctivDly. 

S!:.x 8y fin3nc1al ~l]ort for Doth S.uiiL'11G.s Compar3£ 

Sex Distributicn. I 
Experir~~D.t..~t~ Control2. 

,!
,t 

ma1e.~ fer.lfl 1Cls lQ...hl femlco 

Privata Sources 
(Parents &Rel
atives) 45( 23%) 16( 55%) 62 62( 43~) 36( 79%) 90 

Scholarships, 
Bursaries It. 
Grants l06( 54~) 79( 54~) IOC 22~) 89 

Support fror:J 
O',;;n nCSourcGo 45 ( 23~~) 51 4( 4 

Tobl 29 (100j'~) 227 145(lOJ~) 45(100%) 191 

---------'------------------ 
Note:l non-rGsp~n~~ fror.l eX~3riMcnt31s excluJ~d. , i 

..................-----------------------------~:j 
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l:=.~lfJ 11 

Ro1atlvQs/studlud in UK 

1z.31~~ 

Nonn 60( 31/~) 60 

rathel' 24( 12;~) 16( 5~%) 40 

5( , 3d ) 5 

Brothol'o/Sictors 51 ( ')6t'1) 7( 23%) 58 

r:loth81" , ,Il 

... '.J~ 

Cousino etc. 55( 29~~) 7( 23%) 62 

Tob.l 195(lOO~) :30 (lOO,~) 225 

Not8:3nan-res~cn30 fro~ - m318~ 
Elxclml'zd. 

Tablo 12 

, 

Parentsl ~~.?;:·i~~ 

Parents did not 
to college 

rather ,",ant to 
college 

rnothsr want to 
colloge 

Sax Oistribution-------..-.-... 

m~16s. f.",males 

go 
UB( 62,~) 2~( u3~;) 

22( 15~~) 14( 30~~) 

4( 3/~) 3( 7~) 

Tot:~ 

147 

36 

7 

Total 144 (1,)0;;) 190 

Nota:l nDn-r35pon~o fro~ ~a16~ txcludad ' 
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SE,cio-cc:onomic Sbbo Qist!'ibuticm for Goth Sar;~R1ClG 

Socia-economic ~;t~tlJS I.~p 2,r i r:l sn t:::1 s. control~_- ... 

High3r 116( 58~~) G2( -S"').) Ie 

49( 30r.l) 

lower 9( 4%) 51( 32%) 

middle 7S( 38,~) ,~ 

Totuls 203(lOO;~) 1(j2(lOO~) 

Noto :28 non-I'Gspon!>o frolil expurimmtals 
and 29 from controls oxcluded. 

private Sou
rcos(Paren~s 
! Relativas 4Q( 34%) 1S( 19~) Ie 11%) 56 43( 6S~) 29( 55%) I6( 12~) 08 

Scholarships, 
Bursaries & 
Grants 55( 4B~) 45( 59~) 7( 7J%) 107 19( 31%) 20( 41~) 32( 59~) 71 

Support fror:J 
Own Resourcas21( 18~) 17( 22%) 1( 11%) 39 .. 3( 29~) :5 

Total 116(100%) 77(lOO~) 9(1CO~) 202 62(100%) 49(lOO~) 51(lUJ~) 152 

.. 
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Table 15 

Socia-economic status By Relativ~s Who Studied in the UK (Exp8rs,) 

Relet! ves Who 
studiep_in the UK Socia-economic status 

Highe~ middle LOWf;r Total 

None IS( 13%} 37( 47%} 3( 33%) 55 

father 32( 28%} 5( 6%) 37 

mother 3( 3%) I( 2%) - 4 
Brothers 30( 34%) lO( 13%) 2( 23%) 50 

COusins 2S( 22%) 25 ( 32%) 4( 44~) 54 

Total 113(100%) 78(100%) 9(100%) 200 

Notel :5 non-response excluded. 

Table 16 

Comparison of Self-Image Scores for 80th Samplos 
Standardised on Age 

Self-Image Scare Samples 

Experimentals controls 
% 

---~.-

% 

High 24 79 

Low 76 21 

Total Per Cent loa 100 

Number of Cases 231 191 
i 

; 1 
i 

Notal This table gives the st~ndard18ed rates or the data in ~ 
Table 7 in Appendix af. The original difference of sa~ i 
has now fallen to 55% which 18 statistically significant I 
at 0.01, with SEp p • 4.07%. 

1- 2 
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O.SoJourn V~riable8 

Table 1 

RasQQ,nsas 'Dn (scalati!lll AulhorHy In t.ht3 (~te_ndod fAmily 

wIt would be unfortunate for 
Africa if children ara brought 
up to sav'Pont be s~OaddylW 

[)sperimentals controle 

Strongly Agree a2( 36%) 6Y( 36%) 

Agree 47( 20~) 62( :3:51') 

Unclilrtain 33( 14%) 19( 10~) 

D1aagr8s 39( 17~) 21( ll~) 

Strongly Disagree 2S1( 1:3,,) 19( 10%) 

Total 230(100%) 190(lOO~) 

Notal 1 non-r~.ponsa excludad from 
experimentala and 1 from controle 

T~bla 2 

Responses on ~c~latJ._n.9.....Auth~~!ty~alf-I~illxparimclllt~!.) 

~lt~Imaga Score 

Unc~rtaln Oisagree Tot~l 

High 66( 52~) lO( 30%) 21( 40%) 10l 

I 
, 

Low 62( 40~) 23( 7a~) 41( 60%) 126 

- I 

l 

Total 128(luu%) 33(1UU~) 6S(1UO) 

Notell non-r~sponso Ixcluded. 

x2 • 6,ll_,dt • 21 P 18ss th3n 0.05 
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SE,urC8S 

or very great 
Importance 

or great 
Importance 

or some 1m
portanca 

or no import
anCE! ~ 

of DisatisfaE,ti.o'1-wi,th $ojourn.U:x03rlm:mt,als..l 

Loss of Being aill~y Boredom & food & 
Indlvldu3Uty from UJ.Afr. (IOnotony C,l1mate 

2S( 11%) 16( 7~) 32( 14%) 2( - ) 

23( 13%) 14( 6~) 2a( 12%) 4( 2;) 

29( 10%) 52( 2J,q 44( 1~";) 6( 3%) 

lS3( 66%) 148( 64%) 125 ( 55%) 219 ( 95%) 

Total 230(100%) 230(lOu~) 229(100%) 231(luO%) 

.... 
Non-response 
excluded 1 1 2 

Tabla 4 

Self-Image Score Ronponsee 

Of Impor Of no 
t~ Jmportan:::e 

High 30( 40%) 102 

Low 47( 60") 79( ~2";) 126 

Total 77(lOO;~) 151(100%) 228 

.... • 
Notal2 non-responas from 'no importancs' 

excluded 

2X • 1.ge,dr • 1, P greatur then 0.05 
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ResEonses 

Self-Image Score 

High 

Low 

Table 5 

on 'Saint] A'uey from Wa9t A'rica' By Self-Image 

Re:3ponsea 

or Imp
ortance 

42( 51%) 

40( 49%) 

or no 
importance ,Total 

51( 41%) 103 

87( 59%) 127 

Total 82(100%) 148(100%) 230 

Tabla 6 

Responses on'Soredom & monotony' By~elr-Iman9 

Self-Image Score Responses 

Of Imp Of no Im
o,rtance portance Iott!l 

High 46( 45%) 56( 45%) 102 

Low 57( 55~) 69( 55%) 126 

Total 103(100%) 125(100%) 228 

Nota,l non-response excluded 

X2• Oldr • lIP greater than 0,02, 
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Re~istr8iion status By Self-Ima2a((xperlmentalsl
f 

Self-Image Scote Registration ~tatus 

full-time fart-tima 

High 97( 48%) 5( 22fo) 102 

Low 10G( S2%) lS( 78':) 124 

Total 203(100%) 23(lOO~) 226 

Nota.S non-roSpons9 excluded 

X2 _ 4\921 dr-- 11 P loqs th3n 0.U5 
1 I 

Rsgir.tratlon St3tU9 Uy Duration of SoJoyr~ 

Dur~tion or solo~rn 
Total 

Under 2 yrs. 73( 37,0 4( 17~) 71 

(ull-tif'll9 

OVer 2 yra. 129( 63") 20( 83%) 149 

Total 202 (lLJO~~) 24(lOCJ%) 226 

NotilS non-response excluded 

L -. 41~.9.U!L~J.L.E_J2!.s th:uLq.t.92. 
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~uration of Sojourn By Over~ll PsY£hological Adjustmont 

PBlchQAdJ.Scor.B Dl.'£::ttlon of soJou.!.!1 

I yr.&: Ovar 5 
under 1--3 yr"!. 3-5 yra. Yrs. Iotal 

High Adjustment 2l( 46,h) 17( 69%) 47( 57~) 25( 57~) 110 

Low Adjustment 25( 54%) :sa{ 31%) 36{ 43~") 19{ 43") 118 

Total 46(lOOp) 55{lCO%) a3{lOO~) 44{lOO%) 228 

Notsl 3 non-response excluded 

X': • ll,j]l.Jdf • 31 e las!.. tlpn 0..!..9.2 

In further analysis to determlna up~wing.dfla wor~ partitioned* as followa. 

1.X:z2 for '1 yr.& und8~' + '1-3 yr6' • 2.9~1Idf • lIP 9ruat~r than o.es 
2.X:z for 1 above + 13-5 Y:8.' • 6.5S31dr • liP lesa than 0.05 
:s.X for 2 auave + 'Over 5 yrs.' • 1.6041df • LIP greatar than 0.05 

~le 10 

fin,mcial 5uppot't At Salf-lm:1.!l.o 

Solr-Im3Qe Score fln~nchl 5'lPjlort, 

parente & Own Re- Schular:3hipa 
RnlaUVG8 80UrC?B &JLttrS~u1e8 lottll 

High 34( 5S~~) IO( :l5%) 52( 44;.-;) 104 

Low :ze( 45%) 32 ( 64;) S5e 55fo) 125 

Total 62(100%) !:iO(lUO,~) 117(100%) 229 

r.otc I 2 no~-rospons9 axcludod 

x2 • 4.39, df • ~~~er than 0,05 
Par~itioned as folloW31 
l.X tor the fir.t two categorieG • 4.0Gldr.lIP lees thun 0.05

22.X for 1 above + 'scholarships' • O.33l dfallP gr()'ltor than 0.05 

2
*Sao A.W.KimbaU-Short-cut formulas for thlJ Exact Partition of X in 

Contingency Tables· Biometrics, vol.No.4,1954,pp.452-4SG ,alao A.£.~iaxwall 
-Analysing Qualitative pata"{methuen) 1961.chap.3 
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TablB 11 

rinancial Support By rinancial Strain Scores 

flnan. Strain 
,Score 

Parents &: 
,Relatives 

financial Support 

Own Rs- S~holarbhlp. 
sourC89 &: 8ursarias Total 

High 53( 84%) 24( 47%) 33( 28%) 110 

Low lO( 16%) 27( 53%) 83( 72%) 120 

Total 63(100%) 51(100%) 116(1Gu%) 230 

x2 • 

Nota: 1 non-responsB excluded 

51.941 df • 2, P lass than 0,001 

Table 12 

rinancial Strain 8y Self-Image 

.self-Image S~ Lln~nci6l Strain Score 

J:l.!.gh 

High 64( 45~q 39 (45%) 

Tot:'!l 

103 
, 

Low 79( 55%) 48 (55%) 121 

Total 143(100%) 87(100%) 230 

Notsl 1 non-rwsponse Bxc1uced 

x2 • 0 ( no d1fference) 

J 




Table 13 

Rank Order o.n p1sappo1ntment u,1th Acndar.1ic [a.Hur,,!. 

~	•••• If you fail,who do you think 
will be disappo1nted7Pless9 tick 
alongside the ONE peraon whose 
disappointment you are most likely 
!2.J8!Jret. • 

, Oisaj1pointmant lllill £2.' 

.G.£.eat* 	 Sma11LNenlinibl~ TpJ,al • 

1. Uo ona apart from myself lOl( 44%) 23l(100;t) 

2.mother ~ 65( 50%) 65( 50%) , 130(1001") 

3.rathor til( 47%) We 53%) 130(100%) 

4.r.:y trienda 49( 3a~) al( 62~) 130(lOO~) 

Z.Othar tGlativea 41( 32%) 89 ( 6n,~) l30(lOO~) 

*~oto:This category wa~ obtained by summating 
tha 'Vary Croot' with 'greatt.Soa Appond1x 2A tor 

, 1tom. 

Table 14 

Lodgings, Halla of Rus. 8odalts.& 

with t.!I family &HO<.ltalo rlAts • ~l 


H1gh 	 14( 64%) ... 
Low 08 (61%) 125 

Total 22(lOO~) (j2(lOa~) 145 (Inot) 229 

Notal 2 non-response oxcludud 

X2 • 6.811 dt • 2. P less than O.O~ 
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labIa 15 

Accommodation Discrepancy By Self-ImaQ9 

Self-Image Score' A9pOMModetion Discrepancy 

Hign 
r.avour8'Jle tprlium 

LOlli 

!'nfaVDUr'3ble 

35( 47%) 24( 37%) 101 

LOlu 4S( 52~) 39( 53~) 41( 63~) 125 

-
Total 07(lOO~~) 74(lCO~) 65(lOO~) 226 

Notol 5 non-:uEponsa excludbd 


~2, • 2,1~1 d! ~_2IP~Aator than 0.05_ 


Tabla 15-
R..2£orts or Ac;u1r:Jf":ic Pro~1nMS ny Sotr-Ir:mun 

~r-ImaQe Score 

1 have no Bcad. I hnvo somll 
problem!; aC"lrl'1!ron 1elliS 

Hign 69 ( 51~~) 104 

, Low 65( 49%) 62 ( 66~~) 127 
... 

jJ 

Total 134 (lOO~~) 97(100%) 231 

l. 
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Table 17 

n.ank Ord''lr of Acnd~HI,lc fJ1ffl,cul ties 

Acadomic Dift'. 

*Of imp", 
ort<1n';9 

Of no Imp
ortllnc~ 10tal.. 

undursi;anding 
Lectures 35( 36~~) 52( 64~) 97(lOO/~) 

Expressing ~yse1f 3l( 32~~) 66 ( G8~) 97(100:;) 

Participating in 
S~rnin3r8 &Discusoion 30 ( 31;~) 57( Gg~~) 97(1";O~) 

Writing Essays & Papers 27 ( 28,~) 70( 72/~) rJ7(lOJ~) 

NotetThis analysis h bosed only on tho::lo 
who rwport that they hava ecadamic 
difficultieafThis cdtogory was obtained 
by adding t09dth~r th~ 'Great Importancd' 
and thi) 'soma importance' ,Sea Appendix 2A 

R8ports of Acadomic problo.,l1ls qL.L,!Jvul of stucil 

I hava no I h:lve sOOt) 

flc8d.proBl£!!!.9 rc"d,probln'1l9 lotjll 

Postgraduates 4S( 36~) IS( 19~{) 66 

Und8rgraduatas 84( 64%) 7D( 01;;) IGJ 

Total 132(lGO~~) 97{lUJ t:) 229 

.
.. 


Nota. 2 non-raspon38 exclud3d 

X2• 8,72, df • I. p.less t~~n 0,01_ 

, j 
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Table 19 

Registration statue By Repo~ts 0t~cade~~~~rphlams 
, 
'. Reports of 
Academic ProQ,lems 

Dill-time lobI 

. I have no aead. 
proolems 6( 25%) 131 

I have soma aead. 

'problems BO( J~%) sa 


Total 205{lOO%) 24(100) 229 

-
~oto: 2 non-re3pon3~ exclud~d 

X
2 

• llt9J;iJ df !! 11 £ ,leslJ thall..O.UQ..l_ 

Tabla 20 

Number of 

[.arniliee 


Hi.Qh. h2!! T~ 

; I I am not friendly
with eny lli( 15~) 19( 15,Q 35 

I'am friendly 

with 1898 than 


t2 9( 9~O 14( 11%) 23 .•... 
. , 

./ .) 
2 :5 29 ( 2Bi~) 37( 29~) 65 

mors than :5 
families 49{ 48/~) 57( 45;':) 106I. ", 

i'", '" '.~ 

Tetal lO3(lUO~) 127(100,,) 230 
" 

Nohll non-rasponsa exeludQd 

X
2
, • 0.39:1 df • 31P grBateL tban 0.05 

j 
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Table 21 

S~lf-Imao.9 By Spcial D1starca Character1~t1c~ of~lo9B8t fFlend 

Social Cist3nce 
..c.haractarist1c.B Self-Image Score 

!i!.9h l.O!JI lota~ 

Same natiC'nal1ty 68( 76%) 63( 59%) 131 

Different nation
ality but African 

. 

Different nation
ality &non-African 

l2( 13%) 

10( ll/s) 

lac 15%) 

2S( 26%) 

30 

38 

Tatal 90 (lCO)~) l09(lOC;;.) 199 

X
2 

• 8 0 231 

NotslTha analysis exclud~a 31 ~ho r~PQrt 
that th~y haVQ no 'cloi~st. fri~nd & 
1 nOn-rGilpOnlili 

df • 2, P h'59 them 0.02 

TablA 22 

Social Distance 
,Characteristics ~81f-Im~aa Score 

I have no girl
/boy-friend 64( 62~~) 7l( 57~) 135 

Same nationality ZO( 20~) 32( 26;~) 52 ..-Different nation
ality but African 5( 5;q 4( 3%) 9 


Different nation
ality « non-African 14( 13~q lS( 14~) 


Total 220 

Note, Analysi. exclude. J non-response 

X
2 

• 1.64, df • 31 P milch ,!lIAat2tJl:Ln C.Q'§' 

,) 
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, Tat t ::) 


.. Self-Image ,By rr.embc -'5hip in Co11 r '98 C.luba 


"Are you a member of any

,. '& \ 

club in your college ••• ?" 

B,es,E,onse Self'-Imaga Score 

J..Q.U! Iot.!3l.~ 
:uiI am not a mam

ber of any 33( 32%) 32( 25,,) 65 
~
.

'." . 

1 am a member 70( 60") 94( 75~) 164 l.. .. . 

11-

Total 103(100%) 126(lJa~) 229 

Notal 2 non-r~8ponse excluded 


X2 • 1.231_df • 1. P greater than OtO~ 


Tabla 24 

Te~ur. of £lected po~ltlon8 in C~llBQ. Clybs By S91f-Im~ga 

"Have you avar held an elected 
position 1n tha club to which, 

you indicate that,you belong?" 


,S,.elf'-Image Score Response 


Navar Held Held an 

.. en..,elact. pOSt elect •.Q..Os. Total ... 

High 3S( 51%) 32( 36,,) 70 

LOlli 31( 49%) sa( 64%) 9S 

Total 75(1.;0%) 90 (100;() 165 

Not81Thta analyat. excludes 65 
non-membars and 1 non-response 

!!. 4.97, df • liP le~8 than O.D! 
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Table 25 

Size of Univer~itY/Col18ge Town 8v ~81f-Image 

~lf-Image Sco~a 	 Size of Town 

Small (under larga(Over 
500 LOa01 500,000) Total 

High 	 25( 45%) 7a( 45%) 103 

Low 	 31( 55%) 96( 55%) 127 

Total 	 56(100%) 174(lLlU%) 230 

Notel 1 non-response excluded 

X2• 0 ( no difference) 

Table 26 


Siz8 of UniversitY/Collego 8y selr-ImBg~ 


I~lr-Image SCO~8 Size of UniversitYLCollesa 	 !, 

( 
I 

Small (under large(Over 
5000) 5000) Total 

: f High 	 44( 48%) 59( 42%) 103 
~ 	 1 

Low 47( 52%) eo( 58%) 127 	 : l 
. t 
-I 

! I 
: I 	, 

I 

I 
! 

I 

I, 

I 


Total 	 91(100~) 139(100%) 230 

..... 
Nota. 1 non-response excluded 

, 2 ' 
X • 0 8 66: l df .1J P much £reat~r than O.~ 
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Table 27 


Si~e of UniversitY/College Town By Ove~ll P9ych~loglcal~justment 


Psych~AdJoScore .. Size....of Tow'! 

Small (under Large(oyar 
2,Q,o,ooo) 500..0001 Total 

High Adjustment 32( 57%) 79( 45%) 111 

Low Adjustment 24( 43") 119 

Total 56(10UI') 174(laa~) 230 

..... -=q 

Note,l nan-response excluded 

x: •2.361 df • 1. P greater than O.O~ 

~le 28 


Size of U~versity/college By ~~r~ll PAych210Qical }d1~stment 


pSYch.ttdf.5core 


Small (und&r Larga(Dvn 
5000) 51?,0o) Total ) 

High AdJustment 48( 53%) 53( 45") 111 \ 
\ 

Low Adjustment 43( 47%) 76( 55%) 119 
~-


Total 91(100%) 139(100%) 230 

Natal1 nan-response exc,udod 

! 2 • 1.17. df • 1, P 9uatar than.....0.O.5. 

J 
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labIa ~2. 


Slz~' Universit¥/Colle~ Town 8~_Sit~~~1 satlsfa~n 


Sit.SAtisfact1pn Score 

High 

low 

§.1ze of Town 

Small (under 
500,000} _ 

29( 52%) 

27( 4S,,} 

larga(over 
5p.Q.,000} 

7S( 43%} 

98( 57%} 

-

Total 56 (lOO,~) 173(100%) 229 

Notea2 non-responses 

.X__ 2 - 1.531 p~ • 1. P greater than 0.05_ 

Table :30 

h' 

I 
I 
I 

Jl' 
:i. 

~.Sa~iBfactlon Sco~ 

High 

low 

Total 

Size of Unlversi~y~olle9a 

Small(under 
5000) 

47( 52%) 

44( 48%) 

91(100%) 


larga(over 
§,noo) 

57( 41%) 

81 ( 59%) 

Iotal 

104 

125 

104 

125 

136(100%) 229 


Notol 2 non-responeQ excluded 

X:,. 2.65, df - 1t P greater, than p,'!!§. 

'. 
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E. 	 Pre-sojourn Variabl&s 

Table 1 

Sacio-eppnomic status By Se1f-Image(Experimentals) 

Self-Image Score Socia-economic status 

Higher middle Lower Total 

High 51( 44%) 35( 45%) 5( 56%) 91 

Low 	 64( 56%) 43( 5S%) 5( 44%) 111 

,.,., 

Total 115(100%) 78(100%) 9(100%) 202 

Note. 	Excludes 19 non-response. The I 
determination or the SES cate
gories is discussed 1n Append1x 1 
6. 

x2 • 0,44. df • 2, P greater than 0.05 I 
i 
!Table 2 

Sex By Self-Image 
I 

Self-Image Score Sex pistribution 

Males females Total \ (' , 
High 9l( 46%) ll( 37%) 102 : I 

: I Low lOSe 54%) 19( 63%) 124 	
-I 

Total 196(100%) 	 30(lUO%) 226 

Notel 5 non-response Bxcluded 

x2 • 1.481 df • 11 P greater than OtO~ 
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Tabla 3 

Expectations About Life in t.h2,. UK By Self-Image 

Did not hold Held Some 
Expectations Expectations

Self-Image in areas apec 1n areas Spi3C
Score ified iried Iotal 

High ll( 55%) 92( 44%) 103 

Low 9( 45%) US( 56%) 127 
. 

- - t 
Total 20{IOO%) 210(100%) 230 i 

! 

- t 
... 

Notea 1 non-response excluded.See the 
specification Dr these areBS 1n 
the Questionnaire in Appendix 2A 

X2 • 20 00, df • 1, p grea18r_th3n_O,O~ I 
Table 4 

Religious Affiliation By Self-Image 

Self-Image Sco,r.e Religious ArfiliatiQn 

African Christianity 
trad.rel- (European j 
igion ~lusl1m At;:ican ) lotal-

High 12( 60%) 17( 57%) 75{ 42%) 104 

low e ( 40:t) l3( 43~) 104( 58%) 125 

-
Total 20(1GO%) 30(100%) 179(100%) 229 

. * Notea2 non-responso excluded. The 6 African 
Christiana were added to this category. 

2x: • 3.84,d! • 2,P g~eater than 0.05 
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Table 5 

Ra,nk Order of r':otivations tor_Sojourn in the UK 

motivation Degree of Im~ortance attacheg 

* Of import- er no im
ance portance Iotal 

1.To gain advanced 
training 212( 93%) 17( 7%) 229(108%) 

2,To gat to know other 
countries 1SS( 73%) 61( 27%) 229(100%) 

30 To earn greater status 126( 55%) 103( 45%) 229(100%) j, 
4.0n th~ wishes of my family 92( 40%) l37( 60%) 229(100%) i 

~,; 

,5.Could not gatn admission , 
( 

into horne institution :ss( 17%) 191( 83%) 229(100%) 

Notel~ach item was analysed indlvidual1y,2 non-response 
excluded in each cass. 

*This response category was obtained by summating 
categories"Vary great Importanca","Great Importance", 
and"Soma Importance".See App~ndix 2A 

Table 6 

Sex By Importepce(To ga~dv.tralninJl) 

Degree 0' 1m... 
20rtance ~ 

IC'tal 

Of Importance 1B4( 94%) 25( 63%) 209 

of no Importance 5( 17%) 17 

Total 195 (lOO~~) 30(100%) 226 

Notal3 non-response excluded 
.. x· • 5,47, dt • 1, P less than 0,02 

J 

/ 



, 

Tabla 7 

Sex By Importance (To get to know othor countries) 

Degres Dr 
Jmportanca Sax Distribution 

female9 

or Importance 143 ( 73%) 24( 80%) 

or no importance 53 ( 27%) 6( 20%) 

i' 

i' 

L 

I

Total 196 (100%) 30(100%) Z26 ~ 
i' 
\, 
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Total 

167 

59 

Note. :5 non-response excluded 

X2 • 0,79. df • 1. P greater than 0,05 

Table B 

~ex By Importance (To earn greater status) 

Degree or 
lmportance Sex Distribution 

Males remales 

or importance 109( 56%) 16( 53%) 

or no importance 87( 44%) 14 ( 47%) 

i 
( 
I, 
j 

I 
I 

1 

d 
JTotal 

125 
: \ 

! 

101 
-: If.. 

. , 

-j 

Total 196(100%) :sa(luO%) 226 

- !Notel:5 non-re8pon~e excluded I 
I 

X2 • 0,16. df • 1. P breater than 0,05 1 
, t~' I, 1 

!
, ! 

; , , 
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i.Tab19 9 

Sex By Degree of Importance(On the wishes of family) 

Degree of 
Importance Sex Distribution 

Mqles females Total 

Of importance 71 ( :36%) 18( 60%) 89 

Of no importance 12S( 64%) 12( 40%) 137 

Total 196(100%) 30(100%) 226 

Notel 3 non-response excluded, 

X2 • 5.771 dt • 11 P less than 0.02 

Table 10 

Sex By Degree of Importance( Could not n~ln admission) 

Degree Dr ,
Importance Sex Qistribution 

females Total J
i , 

or importance 30( 15%) 7( 23%) 37 I 

Of no importance 166( 85%) 23( 77%) 1£:j9 -:r 
-t 

i 
! 

Total 196(100%) :30(100%) 226 
;

Notal 3 non-response excluded ' I 

! 
,&2 • 1.11. dt • 11 P greater than 0105 

1 
! 
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Table 11 

Selt-Image OY Desire .to Know_other L~untrlea' 

Degree of Im
Q,q,rtance ~lt-Image Score 

High Iotal 

Of importance 99 ( 95~~) S9( 55%) 160 

or no importance 4{ 4%) 57{ 451') 61 

Total 103 (lOO~) .. - 126(100%) 

Table 12 . 

Degree of Im

.l2..ortance Selt-Image Sco~o 


lotal,l:I!9.h 

at importance so ( 87%) I22( 97t) 212 

or no importance 17 

Total 103(100%) 126(100%) 229 

, 
- -. 

<, 

2 
X • 6.381 dr • 11 P l~s9 thn~QfQ!-

\ 

: r 

J i 

l 
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Tabla 13 
" 

self-Image By Desire for'Greater status' 

Degree o( 
lmportanca Self-Image Score 

High T~ 

O( importance 51( 50%) 75 ( 60") 126 

O( no importance 52( 50%) 51( 40%) "103 

Total 103(100%) 126( 100%) 229 

. X2 • 2.571 df • 1, P greater than 0.05 

Table 14 

Self-Image By'Wishas o( family' 

Degree o( 
lmportanca Self-Image 5core . 

H.!!l!l Total l 
or importance 42( 41%) SO( 40%) 92 , ( 
or no importance 61( 59%) 76( 60%) 137 j 

_l 

I 

I229 'Total -- l03(lOU%) 

x2 • 0.07, d( • 11 P greater than 0,05 
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Table 15 

Self-ImagB By 'Could not gain admissio~' 

Degree of 
lmpcrtance Self-Im3qe Score 

.t1!.gh .I..!2!lL Total 

Of importance 17( 17~) 21( 17%) 38 

Of no importance 86( 83%) lOSe 83%) 191 I 
L 
I 
l .. 

{Total 103(100%) 126(100%) 229 
> 

x2 • 0 (no difference) 

Table 16 

Ace By Self-Image (Experimentala) 

Self-Image Scora Ag!3 Distribution 

High 

low 

Total 

25 yrs.& 
under 

40( 51%) 

38( 49%) 

78(100%) 

26-30 

41( 43%) 

54( 57%) 

95(lOO~) 

Over 
30 yr9. 

2l( 40%) 

32( 60%) 

53(100%) 

Total 

102 

124 

226 

:' 

I• 

.\ 
~I 

Notea 5 non-response ex~ludad 

X2 • 2J6I_df • 21 P greater than 0,05 
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Table 1 

Comparison or Responses on Sensitivity to Criticism tor 80th Samele. 

"most people are sensitive to 
criticism. How sensitive would 
you say you are?" 

Experi... 2mental. kontrola Total 

Not sensitive 146( 63%) ss( 45%) 231 


Quite aensitive 04( 37%) 106( 55%) 190 


Total 	 230(100%) 191(100%) 421 
I 
i' 

Noteal non-reaponse tram experi t 

mental. Bxcluded. 

X2 • 15.481 dr. 11 p leae than 0,001 

lable 2 

Comparison 0' Both samples on westsrn Orlentatlo~ 

~8t. Orien.Score Samples 

Experi
mantals ,ontrola Total 

High U5( 50%) Ol( 42%) 196 

Low US( 50%) 110( 50%) 225 

Total 230(100%) 191(100%) 421 

Nota, 	1 non-response from experi
mentala exclUded 

X2 • 2.47, de • 1. P greater than 0.05 

1.ror the analysi8 0' the data reported in this section,the cut-ort point 
was located at the pooled estimate ar the grand median or the two diatri 
butions. 

2.Thi. column rerers to the total of both sample. falling within each 
category and was included to facilitate checking. 
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Table 3 

"" Comparison or Both Samples on Opomattem 

Dogmatism Score Samples, 

Experime
ntals. Cont.rol. T,ptBl 

High 173( 75%) 49( 26%) 222 

Low 57( 25%) 142( 74%) 199 

Total 230(100%) 191(100%) 421 

-~ 

i,Notell non~respon88 from experi {
mentale excluded. I 

I 
; 

,x2 • 104.001 d1' • liP 1... than 0.001 

,"Table 4 \ 
I 

C.2!!psrison or Both Samples an Attityds to the Englhh 

Att.ta English Score Samples 

[xperi
mantale Cgntrols Tptal. 


l21( 53%) 65( 34%) 186 

, 
LOW/Unfavour


able l09( 47%) 126( 66%) 235 


.... 
Total 230 (100%) "191 (100%) , 421 ... 


Not.ll non-reaponae from s~p9rlmanta1. 
excluded, , 

"''', " 

X2 • 14.751 df • 1. P leaa than_O,OOl 



i 
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Table S 

Comps..f.ison ot' 80th Samples on lcientif1cation With Africa 

Iden.with Africa Score Samples 

Experi. 
mentals Controla 

High IS7( 68%) :52( 11%) 

LoUl lSS( 83%) 232 

• 

Total 230(100%) 191(100%) 421 i 
., 

. Notsll non-response fro~ experimental. 
';; ,excluded 
! 
L 

X2 • 113t~OI df • 1. P lasl than 0.001 

Tabla 6 I. i 

Comparison of Both Samples on Achievement mptivBti~n 

Achiev.mot!v.Score . ,Samples 

Experi
mental! ~on.tro18 Total 

High 59( 26%) 1S3( 80%) 212 

Low 111( 14%) 3e( 20%) 209 

Total 230(100%) 191(100%) 421 

Nota,l non-rssponsa from experimental. !., 
excluded 

X2 • 124.60, df • 1. P les8 than 0.001 

1 



Table 7 

Eomparison or Both Samples on Self-Image 

Self-Im3ge Score _Samples 

Exper1m
entals controls 

High 57( 25%) 

Low 174( 75%) 33( 17%) 

- 446 

Total 

215 

207 

Total 231(10°%) 191(100%) 422 

x 2 • 142.401 dr • 11 P lea9 tha~ 0,001 

Age 

Dogmatism Score 

High 

By 

Table 8 

Oogmatism Score (Experlmentals) 

Age Distribution 

25 yrs. 
&: under 

38( 49%) 

Over 30 
2~O yoare 

48( 50%) 21( 40%) 

low 39( 51jb) 4S( 50%) 32( 60%) 

Total 
l 
I· 

107 
\ 

119 
21i~ 
t : 
.... j' 

x2 • 0.911 df • 2. P greater than 0,05 

l' 
! 

Total 96(100%) 53(100%) 226 t 
I 
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